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    About Upanishads     
 

The word ‗Upanishad‘ means Knowledge of Self or absolute Truth, 
which eliminates one‘s ignorance about one‘s own Self. Upanishads 
generally form the concluding portion of Vedas (other portions being 
Mantras, Braahmanas & Aaranyakas) and hence Upanishads are also 
referred to as ‗Vedanta‘. The Vedas were collated & categorised as 
Rig-Veda, Yajur-Veda, Sama-Veda & Atharvana-Veda by Bhagawan Veda-
Vyasa. Out of 108 Upanishads available today, 10 Upanishads, on 
which Bhagawan Adi Shankaraachaaryaji wrote exhaustive 
commentaries, are considered major Upanishads and they are 
extensively studied. A dialogue or a series of dialogues between a 
Guru & his disciple/s constitutes the Upanishad, in general. 
The Upanishads are not a product of individual mind or intellect 
but revelations to the ancient Seers/Sages and intuitively gained by 
them at the height of their subtle realms during contemplation. The 
subtle topics of absolute Truth are not expressed or explained by 
Upanishads directly but revealed through indicative/implied 
meaning. That is why the student necessarily needs to approach a 
Guru for guidance, who would decode and explain to him the 
Upanishadic teaching in a way that the student could understand 
clearly and then reflect and meditate upon it to own up that 
Knowledge. Such a student could then pass on the Knowledge to the 
next generation, following the Guru-Shishya Parampara. 
In ‗Upa-Ni-Shad‘, the term ‗Upa‘ means approaching a Guru (i.e. 
being in proximity) with humility to attain the Self Knowledge, as 
one cannot get Self-Knowledge from Vedanta directly, but needs a 
process to extract it, which is taught by Guru. ‗Ni‘ is sitting at the 
feet of the Guru and ‗Shad‘ indicates gaining of Self-Knowledge, 
which means destroying the Ignorance about the Self.  In short, 
Upanishad means the Knowledge of Self for eliminating the 
Ignorance about the Self which is gained by a resolute student by 
approaching a qualified Guru and sitting at his feet (i.e. by serving 
the Guru) with all humility. Another meaning of Upanishad by 
Sureshvaracharyaji is - ―that which leads the Seeker of Liberation to 
realise the true nature of Self, by destroying his ignorance about the 
Self along with all ignorance-based effects, i.e. desires, jealousy, pride, 
fear, finitude, desire-prompted actions, attachment & aversion, etc.‖  

  Thus, what the Upanishads indicate to us is that our absolute nature is 
that of the Creator of Universe, the       . Therefore, the endeavour 
of human beings has to be to realise the individual‘s Oneness with       . Because there is nothing else other than Him, everything 
having emerged from Him alone, merely appearing as names & forms, 
disappearing on Knowledge taking place. Therefore, the teachings & 
efforts of all Upanishads and other Scriptural texts are intended to 
make mankind understand this aspect and gain the Knowledge of one‘s 
own Self. It is true that this gaining of Knowledge may take years, 
decades or even several births depending upon one‘s current level of 
evolution, but one has to, and will take this path eventually because 
that is the only option available. Thus, when one attains this 
Knowledge of Self and identifies himself with that One-Eternal-Infinite-
All-Pervading        and remains in abidance of that Wisdom, there 
is no room for sorrow, fear or insecurity nor repeated births & deaths. 
This is what is called    , which is the ultimate goal of human 
endeavours. 
This is what the Upanishads remind us again & again and guide us as 
to how to develop such a thought process, even in the midst of chaos of 
the world around us and even while being a part of that chaotic drama. 
The Upanishad teaching being an altogether new concept and 
extremely subtle, it is difficult to grasp the teaching for a gross mind, 
which is ever restless. Therefore, the mind has to be prepared first to 
clear all the impurities in the form of our past impressions and readied 
to be calm and pure to receive this precious wisdom by developing the 
four-fold qualification (i.e.    न           ) as enjoined in the 
Scriptures.  
The following pages contain a brief summary of Upanishads (viz., 
Aitareya, Isha, Katha, Taittiriya, Kena, Chhandogya, Kaivalya, Amrita-
Bindu, Mundaka, Prashna & Mandukya) that were studied during the 
two-year residential programme conducted in Sandeepany 
Sadhanalaya. The brief summary is intended to serve as a quick 
reference paper for basic  understanding of Upanishads, both for 
students and those who are interested to know about Upanishads, as it 
may eventually lead them to study of Scriptures. Grateful Salutations 
to Poojya Gurudev, Poojya Guruji, Poojya Acharyaji & the entire 
Guru-Parampara.                                                   ॐ             
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ऐतयमेोऩरनषद ्(Rig-Veda) 

CONTENT DETAILS 
Chapter (C)/ 
Khanda (K) 

No. of 
Mantras Brief Description 

Highlights of the 
Upanishad:   

 This Upanishad is named after its author, viz., Aitareya Rishi and the Upanishad appears in Brahmana portion of Rig-
Veda.  

 ऐतयमेोऩरनषद ्is the only Upanishad from Rig-Veda amongst major Upanishads. 

 Our Poojya Gurudev refers to this Upanishad as the scripture of the common man for its simplicity and clarity of 
presentation. 

 One of the four famous Mahavakyas – प्रऻान  ब्रह्म  (Consciousness is Brahman), is given in this Upanishad (Ch.III/M-3). 

 In this Upanishad, Self-Knowledge is imparted through the method of Superimposition & Negation (अध्यायोऩ-अऩवाद), 
i.e. elaborate description of creation superimposed upon Brahman, the Truth and then its negation, to essentially 
indicate that Brahman is the substratum of the entire creation. As Poojya Gurudev has explained in his commentary, 
the purpose of bringing the creation in the picture is to help the anxious seekers by showing them the Infinite Truth, 
which is beyond the comprehension of the seeker, in a manner which could be grasped in the initial stages of spiritual 
practice. The seeker is first taken through the creation process of Universe, as if it emerged from the Infinite Truth and 
then even as the seeker starts understanding the totality and oneness of the creation as Brahman alone, the creation is 
negated. Creation is only a relative phenomena and from the point of Brahman, there is no creation and Brahman is 
अकता ा (like effects of heat, light, etc. from the Sun is relative phenomena and from the point of Sun, he is अकता ा). It is 
like different ornaments made of gold. Though the ornaments are in different shapes with different utilities, each with 
a different name for transactional purpose, the essence of all of them is understood as gold alone. In the same way, the 
entire creation of forms is shown as appearing in different names with the one substratum, i.e. Brahman, with the 
forms that are experienced being unreal and only having a relative reality, like those seen in a dream, a snake seen on a 
rope, or water seen in desert in the form of mirage. 

C-I / K-1 4 This Khanda (Section) takes the seeker through the process of creation of the universe (14 worlds) and all the devatas presiding over 
this creation. It is indicated that in the beginning, there was Self (आत्मा) alone. Then, the Ishwara (i.e. the Self with Maya) created these 
worlds – अम्भ् (Water-Cloud), भयीरच् (Light-Rays),    भ ् (Death) and आऩ: (Water). To protect the worlds so created, He created 
„Purusha‘ in human form from the waters and shaped him with different limbs by meditating (thinking about the creation) on the 
form. 
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C-I / K-2 5 This Khanda describes the creation of variety of bodies and their faculties. Then, the first-born Virat, who was the source of seats, the 
organs and the deities, was subjected to the defects of hunger & thirst, which lead to all deities also being afflicted with the same 
defect. Then, the Ishwara, brought for them first a cow, then a horse, as dwelling place for food and as the deities did not find them 
suitable, He finally brought them a man (whose features conformed to Virat, their source), which they happily accepted and entered 
into, to carry out respective functions such as speaking, etc. Thus, Fire, the diety which identifies itself with the organ of speech, having 
become speech itself entered into the mouth, its own source. The remaining dieties too, similarly entered into their respective organs. 
Air entered into nostrils, sun into eyes, directions into ears, herbs & trees (deity : air) into skin, moon into heart, death into navel and 
water into generative organ.  

Then, hunger & thirst, being without an abode, were assigned dieties i.e. fire, etc. as sharers in the oblation, etc. offered to any deities, 
as hunger & thirst were of the nature of feelings and cannot experience food unless being supported by some conscious being.  

C-I / K-3 14 This Khanda describes the process of creation of food and enlivening of ‗जीव‘ by Ishwara.  

After having created the deities and hunger & thirst, Ishwara, being desirous of creating food for them, meditated over water from 
where emerged a form that was solid material capable of supporting others and that comprised both the moving and unmoving. That 
form was indeed food. Though He was unable to grasp the food by nose, by eyes, by ears, by skin, by mind and by generative organ, 
i.e., through the activities of sense organs, He could consume the food by outbreath (अऩान) through the cavity of mouth.  

Having created the worlds (senses) and guardian deities to sustain depending on food, He thought they could not function without 
Him and therefore he entered into the body as a ‗जीव‘ through the opening in the crown of the skull, considering it to be the perfect 
entry rather than through sense organs, dwelling in 3 abodes within, i.e. (i) right eye, the portion which is the seat of vision in the 
waking state; (ii) the mind within, the seat of vision in the dream state; and (iii) the space inside the heart, the seat of vision in deep-
sleep state.  Or these abodes can be taken as - (i) his father‘s body, then (ii) his mother‘s womb and finally (iii) his own body.  

Having thus been born and entered into the body as individual self and identified with it, Ishwara has manifested in all beings. When 
the Jeeva comes into contact with a compassionate teacher, due to merits of past actions and listens through him the great sayings of 
Upanishads, which are aimed at awakening the Self in him, the individual realises this very Purusha as Brahman, that is being 
discussed here as Ishwara, the Creator of Universe. The individual realises Him as the Brahman, the all-pervasive and full like space, 
which is of the nature as his own Self and thus realises himself as that Brahman. 

Following is the cycle of ‗creation for realisation of Self‘: 

 From the ONE Self came world, presiding deities;  
 Then came body assembly, followed by food; 
 Thereafter, the Self enters the body assembly just as a King enters a city; 
 The Self becomes individual and gets stuck with world of objects & experiences due to Maya. 
 Due to austerities, etc., birth after birth, including ‗सत्स ग‘, he gets the opportunity to meet a teacher and hear from him the 

great sayings of Upanishads ‗भहावाक्य‘, gets Self-Knowledge, abides in that Knowledge and realises Brahman as his own Self. 
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C-II / K-1 6 The teaching in Chapter I is as summarised here. The Self itself is the Ishwara, who is the creator, sustainer and destroyer of the universe, who is 
„अस सायी’, omniscient, omnipotent & all-knowing, who created this entire universe, commencing with space, etc., without taking the help of any other 
substance than Himself. Then He Himself entered into the bodies of all beings which are possessed of vital-air (प्राण), etc. to realise his own Self.  After 
having entered the bodies, He Himself realised directly as „I am this Brahman‟. Thus, he is the One-Self in all bodies and there is none else other than 
Him. Therefore, everyone should understand thus too, as per supporting scriptural statements– „Know that I am Brahman, the Self which is One in all 
beings‟ (Br.Upa.I.4.10).  As long as one does not know the Self as indicated above, one will go through the cycle of birth & death repeatedly through 
various worlds of gods, humans, animals, etc. starting from Brahmaji to a blade of grass. Such a cycle of birth, arising out of his ignorance, ignorance-
based desires and desire-prompted action by identifying with the attributes of conditioning as one‟s own nature, possessed of external vision (वरृि ऻानभ ्), 
continues for ever. In the process, he drops one body assembly to take up another. Thus, he goes through a continuous process of death and birth like 
current in a river.  

The second Chapter describes how the journey of ‗जीव‘ continues endlessly as long as he remains ignorant of his real nature. The 3 
stages of travel of ‗जीव’ are – (i) entering the body of the father through food and converting into seed in father‘s body; (ii) then he is 
transferred to the womb of mother and (iii) finally he occupies his own body.  Then, comes death followed by birth again and the cycle 
continues endlessly. Thus, the entire world remains in the ocean of ‗स साय’, transmigrating with three states of manifestation and 
unbroken from the cycle of birth & death. If anyone however succeeds somehow in any of the states to know the Self as revealed by 
the Vedas, he becomes instantly free from all bondages of the world and attains the goal, transcending this endless cycle. This going 
beyond the cycle was revealed by the example of Vamadeva Rishi, who after going through several such cycles, gets wisdom even when 
he was in his mother‘s womb and he declares – ‗I am Brahman‘. 

C-III / K-1 4 In this Chapter, the nature of Self, which is the Self in all, is explained based on what is discussed so far in this Upanishad. 

Here, the inner instrument (अि्कयण) is indicated as the conditioned Self with various functions, such as,  Sentience (स ऻानभ ्) - the 
sense of Consciousness all-over the body; Command (अऻानभ ्) - the commanding power developed; Wisdom (रवऻानभ ्) - worldly 
knowledge  (upto 64 types of arts); Intelligence (प्रऻानभ ्) - presence of mind to respond appropriately to meet the situation, person, 
topic, etc.; Power of retention (भधेा) - the capacity to remember the texts and their meaning; Vision (दृरट्) - the perception of all object 
through senses, eg. Waking State; Firmness (धरृत्) - the fortitude by which body & senses are filled with vigour & enthusiasm (by 
firmness alone body sustains, it is said); Thinking (भरत्) - the ability to reflect on day-to-day issues/transactions); Freedom of Thinking 
(भनीषा) - Independent power of thinking with control over mind; Mental affliction (जरूत्) - the sufferings due to diseases, etc.; Memory 
(स्मरृत्) - the power of recollection; Ascertainment (स कल्प्) - the ability to know objects as red, black, etc.; Determination (क्रत  ् ) - the 
ability to make firm decision with no doubt whatsoever; Life-principle (अस  ् ) - the art of breathing, etc. to sustain activities of life; 
Longing (काभ्) - the intense desire for objects that are not in possession now; Attachment (वश्) - the passion for objects that are in 
proximity and surrendering to attain them.  
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The same very One has become many. Through this one instrument (अि्कयण), when associated with eyes, one sees colour; when 
associated with ears, one hears; when associated with the sense of smell, one grasps the smell; when identified with the sense of taste, 
one tastes; through this very one, when associated with mind, one experiences doubts/volition; when associated with the intellect, one 
takes decision.  Thus, this is the One entity that functions involving all senses to enable the perceiver to perceive everything. 

  Thus, the terms like Sentiency (स ऻानभ ्), that are conditionings, become attributes and indirect names for the Self (Brahman). This 
(प्रऻानभ ्) is Brahman (Hiranyagarbha); this is Indra; this is Prajapati; This is all the Gods & the five great elements, viz., earth, water, 
fire, air, ether (space); This is all the small creatures & other creatures; This is the seeds of other creation, i.e. those egg-born, those 
womb-born, those sweat-born & those earth-born, viz., horses, cows, men, elephants and all that breathing ones - moving, flying, etc. 
and that which are immovable - all these are guided by Consciousness and are supported by Consciousness. The universe has 
Consciousness for its guide (eye). Consciousness is the basis of all; Indeed, Consciousness (प्रऻानभ ्) is Brahman. 

All conditionings of Brahman listed above are in secondary sense as they serve as indicators/guides to attain Brahman (like an associate 
of an important person is also called important person in secondary sense for transactional purpose, as the associate can get us the access to that 
important person). In other words, everything is Brahman – Brahman is appearing in all, Brahman is in all, Brahman is everywhere. 

The result is that whoever realises Brahman thus through the Self which is of the nature of Consciousness with the above 
understanding, he gets liberation from स साय. Such a जीव will not be reborn in the स साय as was the case with Sage Vamadeva and also 
other sages who became immortal in the past. 

Conclusion: 

The process of knowing the Self involves continuous and sincere efforts by the seeker as indicated in the scriptures. While ‗वयैाग्म’, etc. 
arising out of ‗रववके‘ bring purity of mind in the seeker, it is not the end itself. The seeker needs to contemplate on the world and the 
objects and their nature and understand as to where they lead one. Because none of worldly objects like palatial house, huge bank-
balance, utmost luxury items/gadgets, name & fame, etc. are in a position to give the requirement of contentment, without break, 
continuously. Due to inherent defects in them, they cannot give lasting happiness also.  

So, we need to look out for that which is the source of all happiness which can bring in us the contentment, putting an end to all our 
incompleteness, finitude, etc. Such a contentment can come only from that which is real, eternal and of the nature of bliss. And 
through our ‗साधन’, we know that it is realising our own Self - which is real, eternal and of the nature of bliss, that can bring in us 
contentment, putting end to all sorrows and miseries. So, we need to focus on this aspect of Knowledge alone and remain with it, 
knowing the role of all other knowledge as limited to transactional utility. 
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ईशावास्योऩरनषद ्(Shukla Yajur-Veda) 

CONTENT DETAILS 
Chapter (C) No. of 

Mantras Brief Description 

Highlights of the 
Upanishad:  

 The Upanishad is named so because the Upanishad mantra starts with the word ‗                ‘ indicating the Truth that ‗ऩयभात्मा is 
everything and ऩयभात्मा is in everything‟.  

 This Upanishad belongs to Samhita portion of Shukla Yajur-Veda. 
 This Upanishad has maximum commentaries (even the renouned Vinobha Bhave has written a commentary on this) possibly because 

the Upanishad has only 18 mantras. Spiritually, 18 is a magic number – Bhagawad Gita has 18 Chapters, Puranaas are 18 in Nos., 
Mahabharata War lassted for 18 days, etc.  

 Our Poojya Gurudev Swami Chinmayananda in his commentary to the Upanishad writes  - ‗The Upanishad has a great similarity in 
content & theme with Shrimad-Bhagawad Gita which also has 18 Chapters, the common theme of both being total surrender to 
ऩयभात्मा and to work in a spirit of selfless service‘. 

 This Upanishad is considered most prominent especially because it reconciles the seeming differing views about Path of Knowledge & 
Path of Action/Devotion. It establishes the glorious position of Knowledge and the need to eventually rise above Karma/Devotion to 
attain Knowledge of Self, which is the only means to cross over the ocean of bondage (स साय). 

C-I /1 18 Mantras 1 & 2 are the seed mantras of this Upanishad indicating topic of discussion of the Upanishad, i.e. Self-Knowledge as one‘s goal, 
two paths for attaining it and knowing there is no world other than ऩयभात्मा (ब्रह्मन ्). The rest of the mantras are explanatory notes on the 
said topics. 
ॐ                  ,      ज     ज       न    न       ,              न   १  
All this, whatever moves in this universe (including those that move not), is pervaded (covered) by the        alone. By renunciation of your individuality 
(duality) & identifying with that One, you protect yourself (from bondage) & enjoy (attain    ). Covet not anyone‟s wealth (what else is there, other than 
you). 
Mantra 1 suggests the idea to see/visualise (by both sense organs and Mind & Intellect) the entire universe with the vision of        – the 
One, other than which nothing else exists, including oneself. Realising such Oneness with        means ultimate Liberation from 
Bondage. As such, there is nothing to desire or covet of others wealth as all that exists is in me alone. It explains ऻानमोग, the need to 
identify with the Non-Dual ऩयभात्मा (ब्रह्मन ्), dropping individuality and thereby getting protected from the bondage of स साय. Also, it gives 
the indication not to covet for wealth etc. which are finite, when one‘s true nature is infinitude, ऩयभात्मा.  
                ,  जज                        न         , न           न   २  
In this world, by performing     (as enjoined by the Scriptures) one should aspire to live 100 years. Such     does not bind the doer and for such persons, 
there is no other option. 
Mantra 2 suggests that when     is performed dedicating it to God (       ), there would be no sense of         /     nor interest for    -
फ , as it is meant for          alone – it is for internal gain and not worldly posessions, etc. Thus, when God is brought in the equation, 
such     becomes         and any result will be acceptable, as I take it as God‘s     . Thus, it explains कभा मोग, the need to be involved in 
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कभा such as Agnihotra etc., as prescribed in scriptures, if one desires to live identifying with world & objects.  
Mantras 3, while criticising ignorance (with a view to praise Knowledge) indicates that those worlds of demons (asuraas) are covered with 
dark gloom (darkness) and those who are killers of Aatma go to one or the other such worlds after death. It thus explains the pitiable state 
of ignorant people who may have to give up the body in one location and go to another, entering into any womb in accordance with their 
कभा-पर.  
Mantras 4 & 5 describe the nature of Self indicating It as „ Motionless. It is One, Faster than Mind. The Devas (Sense Organs) 
could not overtake It. It reached before them. Remaining static, It overtakes others that run after It. By Its presence,         
(the element Air) or          supports the activities of all beings‘. Its all-pervading nature is also indicated by saying ‗It moves. It 
moves not. It is Far, It is Near. It is within all, It is outside of all.‘   
Mantras 6 & 7 indicate the result of Knowledge of Self, revealing a Realised Master as the one who perceives everything as himself & not 
different from him. There is neither delusion (भोह) nor resultant grief (शोक) nor sense of hatred in him. In other words, in the Self of the 
Man of Realisation in which everything becomes the Self, what delusion and what sorrow/grief can remain for that Seer of oneness? 
Mantra 8 summarises the characteristics of Self as all-pervasive, pure, body-less, without wound, without muscles/ligament, taintless, 
sinless, omniscient, ruler of the mind, transcendent, self-existent, has duly allotted/distributed respective duties for the period of eternal 
years. 
Mantras 9 to 11 describe कभा, उऩासन and कभा-    न  सभ   म, performance of which can take one to  higher worlds, i.e. रऩतरृोक & स्वगारोक 
or ब्रह्मरोक. Mantras 12 to 14 describe     न -    न  सभ   म.     न  of Hiranyagarbha leads to Brahma Loka (relative immortality), while 
    न  of प्रकृरत leads to merger with प्रकृरत, i.e. a long break from स साय till the next cycle of creation as the Jeeva remains in Unmanifest 
form till then.  
Mantra 15 is the prayer to Sun-god by a seeker who is the performer of कभा and     न  for a long time (or lived honestly and truthfully) 
and now seeking higher worlds (attainment of Truth). He requests Sun-god to remove that cover which is appearing as if Golden, the 
brilliant, which, like a vessel, is covering the face of the Truth (entrance to the Brahmaloka) to enable his entry into Brahma-Loka.  
Mantra 16 seeks to behold that form of Hiranyagarbha, by His grace, which is most auspicious and blessed form with the understanding 
that the seeker is that very Person, Hiranyagarbha. 
Mantra 17 describes the prayer of an individual (ज  ) who has attained relative purity by practice of कभा and     न  and who is about to 
leave his body. He prays for the merger of his Vital-air (प्राण) with Universal प्राण, i.e. giving up his physical limitation and attaining divine 
state, leaving his body to get reduced to ashes by fire. He addresses his own Mind (स कल्पात्मक) to remember at this crucial moment all that 
कभा/     न  he did, recollecting & remembering of Him, because that is his destination. Also, he requests Fire God to remember all that 
rituals performed by him right from his younger days and lead him accordingly, because Fire God has been the witness for all the rituals 
performed by him. It also indicates that having understood the destination, he prays for ejection and ascending of his Subtle Body, which 
has been purified by कभा and     न , to higher world. 
Mantra 18, which is the concluding mantra, indicates the prayer of individuals leaving this world to the Fire-god who is the Knower of all 
actions (all Knowledge) to guide them and lead them to the right world through the auspicious path for enjoying the fruits of their deeds, 
based on good कभा &     न . Here, ‗स  ऩथा‘ auspicious path is sought, which is free from ‗coming & going‘ instead of southern path 
(leading to रऩतरृोक), which involves repeated ‗coming & going‘ (स साय bondage), also seeking removal of one‘s crooked/deceitful sins [It is 
said that since the soul/Jeeva does not know the path to higher worlds, it is Agni which guides the soul through the right path to take it to its destination]. 
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कठोऩरनषद ्(Krishna Yajur-Veda) 

CONTENT DETAILS 
Chapter (C) No. of 

Mantras Brief Description Valli (V) 

Highlights of the 
Upanishad:   

 This Upanishad is from Taittiriya Brahmana portion of Krishna Yajur-Veda. 

 This Upanishad the most widely known of all the Upanishads. 

 It was translated into Persian in early days and thus was the first to make its way into European countries. Later, it has appeared in 
various foreign languages, viz., English, German and French. 

 The values that could be gathered from the Upanishad: 

 Faith in Vedas due to which the ritual was performed by Nachiketa‘s father.  

 Importance of distributing appropriate dakshina during rituals; living by one‘s words; treatment of guests; sense of fairness 
(demonstrated by the mighty Yamaachaarya as far as duty of a ‗      ‘ is concerned). 

 Role of having highest level of    न           , especially       &        because of which Nachiketa knew what is real and 
what is not, and hence what to choose (   ) and what not to choose (   ).  

 Need for the sense of Oneness (    -   ) as demonstrated by Nachiketa, which he encashes the boons offered by Yamaachaarya 
- first for his father, then for the society and only at the end for himself. 

 Just as Nachiketa, having acquired this wisdom taught by the God of Death, became free from impurity and death and attained 
Brahman, anyone striving likewise shall also know the nature of the Self and become free. 

 Gist of this Upanishad: The कठोऩरनषद ् presents the life hereafter, interwoven with the loftiest Vedic teaching.  It presents a 
conversation between Yamaachaarya (as teacher) and Nachiketa (as disciple) depicting intense aspiration on the part of Nachiketa for 
Knowledge of Self and thorough scrutiny by the teacher to assess the readiness/competency of the disciple. It is magnificent in its 
poetic beauty and mystical value and touches the vital points of spirituality without beating about the bush, by teaching the 
Knowledge of Brahman. The teaching for those following ritualistic path presents Brahman manifested as the Lord of sacrifices, and 
for those following the path of wisdom He is the Unmanifested, Eternal, Universal Supreme Being, which is one‘s own Self.  

C-I / V-1 29 Vishvajith sacrifice by Vajasravasah, Nachiketa‘s father: Vajasravasah performed the Vishvajith sacrifice to attain higher worlds after 
death and he had a son aged about 9 years. As per the code of sacrifice, Vajasravasah was required to gift away all his possessions and 
wealth in charity. But, when the gifts in the form of cows were brought for distribution amongst the priests and other participants, 
Nachiketa, a faithful and studious boy, who was observing the whole process, was disillusioned and disturbed. The quality of cows being 
distributed was found to be too poor and seemed to be of no utility-value for the receiver, the cows being too old and week. Nachiketa 
understood that his father was not doing the right thing in not giving away his all possessions as required under the code of sacrifice 
and he also guessed the adverse consequences that would befall his father as a result. So, as a dutiful son, Nachiketa, with a view to 
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prevent undesirable consequences and non-fulfillment of his father‘s desire, decided voluntarily to offer himself as a gift to meet the 
sacrificial vow of his father in letter & spirit, because a son too is the possession of his father and forms part of chrity to be offered.  
Nachiketa leaves home: Nachiketa accordingly approaches his father seeking to know as to whom he would offer Nachiketa. Visibly 
irritated by the repeated query by his young son, his father utters that he would offer him to the God of Death, i.e. Yamaachaarya, 
though he really did not mean it. But, Nachiketa takes it seriously and despite his father‘s subsequent efforts to prevent him, he goes to 
Yamaloka reminding his father that one should be truthful and keep one‘s word, especially since the human life is of the nature of mere 
coming & going, like plants, etc.  
Nachiketa meets Yamaachaarya and secures 3 boons: Yamaachaarya, who was away when Nachiketa reached Yamaloka, could meet 
Nachiketa only after 3 days. Therefore, Nachiketa was offered 3 boons by Yamaachaarya to compensate for the inadequacies in treating 
the Brahmana boy appropriately, he being a ‗Grahastha‘.  Nachiketa cleverly encashes first boon seeking well-being of his father for he 
has come to Yamaloka against his father‘s will and also to bestow the wisdom to his father to recognise Nachiketa when he returns to 
his father. Nachiketa asks second boon for the well-being of the society in the form of teaching of Fire-sacrifice by Yamaachaarya, which 
would lead people to heaven for improved life-style as there is no fear of death, disease or old age in heaven (relatively). Yamacharya 
grants both the boons and names Fire-sacrifice after Nachiketa for his brilliant grasping of the said ritual teaching, also gifting Nachiketa 
with a garland set with precious gems of various hues. 
As third boon, Nachiketa asks for Self-Knowledge.  The request of Nachiketa was to impart him the Knowledge to remove the doubt as 
to whether there is the Atman or immortal Soul, which is distinct from body, senses, mind and intellect as some people say so in the 
world while others do not. Since this aspect cannot be known through perception or reasoning, only Yamaachaarya, the God of Death, 
is capable of revealing it: this is the contention and request of Nachiketa. Nachiketa persists with the request despite Yamaachaarya, in 
place of that Knowledge, offering various other most-tempting & promising benefits of unimaginable magnitude in the form of wealth, 
pleasure, comforts, power, long life, etc. which are normally not available for a human being. Yamaachaarya also indicates that 
Knowledge of Brahman is found to be very difficult to grasp even by the gods. Nachiketa expresses that all the objects and pleasures 
offered by Yamaachaarya would last for short time and they drain out the vigour of all the senses and destroy virtue, strength, intellect, 
vigour and fame as also that even the longest life indeed is short as it anyway ends one day. He qualifies his request further by asking 
Yamaachaarya as to how a mortal like him, having approached the immortal ones like Yamaachaarya, could settle for paltry, transitory 
and worthless objects like sons, wealth, pleasure, etc.? 

C-I / V-2 25 Yamaachaarya accepts Nachiketa as his student: Having realised the sincerity of Nachiketa for Knowledge, as he could not be 
persuaded by the several attractive offers (such as kingship of vast land, wealth, heavenly pleasures, long life, etc.), Yamaachaarya 
concludes that Nachiketa is a fully qualified earnest seeker of the supreme Knowledge and accordingly decides to teach Self-Knowledge 
to Nachiketa, who was seen endowed with Viveka-Vairagya-Mumukshutvam, etc. in required measures. The teaching involves describing 
the indescribable and making the student to know the unknowable, i.e. the Self, which Yamaachaarya indicates as Pure Consciousness, 
free from modifications, non-doer and non-experiencer and is the substratum of the entire universe, i.e. origin of birh-sustenance-
dissolution of the universe.  He also explains as to how such a combination is very rare and wondrous, viz., (i) longing desire for the 
Knowledge which is not attained by argumentation or logic as it is outside of virtue and vice, different from cause and effect, beyond 
past and future; (ii) opportunity to listen from a competent teacher (like Yamaachaarya in this case) and (iii) ability of the student to 
grasp the teaching, arising out of his disinterest in world and objects, etc. 
Path of Shreyas (Good) of Vidya and path of Preyas (Pleasant) of Avidya:  Yamacharya starts the teaching by indicating two paths that 
is available in one‘s life, viz. Shreyas (Good) & path of Preyas (Pleasant), of which, the path of Shreyas leads one to Knowledge of Self, 
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resulting in Liberation from bondage.  Both the paths are available to man to choose between any one, that he likes. The wise man 
examines and chooses the right one by separating the two, just as the swan separates milk from a mixture of milk and water and drinks 
milk alone. The wise man understands that the path of Shreyas (Good) leads to the attainment of Immortality or Eternal Bliss and 
chooses it right away. On the other hand, the ignorant ones choose the path of Preyas (Pleasant) comprising transitory sensual 
enjoyments, resulting in bondage involving birth, death, old age, disease, sorrow, pain, etc. and suffer, like the blind led by the blind in 
rough and uneven roads suffers.  
Yamaachaarya describes that the Knowledge of Self, the Knower of Self and the student who receives this Knowledge are all wonderful, 
they all being very rare and not known to the world. Out of the thousands who hear this Knowledge rarely an individual gets it and 
becomes the Knower of Self.   
Attaining Knowledge:  Knowledge is possible only by repeated and systematic study of scriptures through the Guru (           ) 
followed by repeated and systematic review and reflection on the scriptural teaching ( नन  ,) to get the doubts, misunderstanding, etc. 
cleared and owning-up the Knowledge. Knowledge of the Self cannot be attained by mere reasoning. The state of Hiranyagarbha also is 
insignificant when compared to the eternal Brahman as during dissolution, even Hiranyagarbha merges himself in the Brahman. 
Knowing this well, Nachiketa wishes to attain the state of Brahman alone, who is recognised by the wise by means of meditation on the 
Self as the Ancient, who is difficult to be seen, who is unfathomable and concealed, who is hidden in the cave of the heart, who dwells 
in the abyss, who is lodged in intelligence, indeed indifferent to both joy and sorrow. 
In response to the request of Nachiketa to tell him about that which is other than virtue and vice, other than cause and effect, other 
than the past and future, these being mental conditionings, Yamaachaarya explains it through the sacred word ‗Om‘, indicating that to 
be the Brahman. Om is a Pratika or symbol or substitute for Brahman and is the basis of all sounds. Sound, word or name is inseparably 
connected with thought or idea and the one who meditates on Om with Saguna Bhava, he will attain the Saguna Brahman and if he 
meditates on Om with Nirguna Bhava, he will attain the Nirguna Brahman. Yamaachaarya stresses that ‗saguna Brahman should be 
reached‘ and ‗nirguna Brahman known‘. 
Further he adds that the Brahman, who is subtler than the subtlest, greater than the greatest, is seated in the heart of each living being 
and the one who is free from desires, whose mind and the senses are tranquil, will be able to comprehend Brahman and become free 
from sorrow.  He also reveals the secret that Brahman cannot be attained merely by study of the Vedas nor by intelligence nor by lot of 
     . He whom the Self chooses, by him the Self can be gained. The Brahman reveals its true nature to him who is intensely desirous 
of knowing it. For the ignorant and worldly-minded, who is not equipped with the qualifications indicated, it is not possible to 
comprehend the Supreme Self, in whom all distinctions of caste and creed disappear and even Death is swallowed up by him, i.e. the 
entire mankind represented by Brahmanas and Kshatriyas is mere food for this Self and the Lord of Death himself a mere side-dish, 
which means Self is All and there is nothing beyond the Self. 

C-I / V-3 17 The Chariot Metaphor: Here, the analogy of the chariot is explained to enable easy understanding of the teaching. The individual is 
compared to the master of the chariot. The body of the individual is the Chariot-the vehicle; horses are indicated by the five sense 
organs; Mind is the reins controlling the horses; Intellect is charioteer who decides about the route and destination. Sense objects, viz., 
sound, touch, form, taste and smell form the roads of travel, to be used by the horses of sense organs, viz., ears, skin, eyes, tongue and 
nose. The journey would be smooth or rough depending upon the conduct of horses & roads, i.e. sense organs & sense objects. What 
is indicated here is to choose the right path and attain the goal, as these aspects form part of the life‘s journey. Body, Senses, Mind & 
Intellect should be in good health and trained to be in good coordination between them. In other words, one has to restrain the mind 
through which the senses are controlled which leads to elimination of impressions, which are cause for actions and consequential fruits, 
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resulting in repeated births & deaths.  
Here, the Self is indicated as that which is Witness and different from five sheaths, viz. Food, Vital-Air, Mind, Intellect & Bliss sheaths 
and also free from all attributes, good or bad. The Self, which is the Self in all, is extremely subtle and not an object of Knowledge but 
one‘s own Self, indicating that there is no difference between the seeker and the sought.  
Further, the ascending degree of subtlety of things is described, as a subtle thing is superior to a gross thing and the cause is always 
subtler and more pervasive than effect. As such, sense objects are superior to the senses organs, because the sense organs are formed out 
of them. Mind is superior to the sense objects, because it is subtler than the gross matter and is more internal than the sense 
objects/sense organs. Intellect is superior to mind, because intellect is subtler, greater and more internal than the mind. Mind passes on 
the concept to the intellect and intellect determines, decides and comes to definite conclusions. Hiranyagarbha or the Cosmic 
Intelligence, called Mahat, is subtler than intellect and is the greatest of all, because He is the first born. Beyond and subtler than 
Hiranyagarbha is the Unmanifested (Avyakta/Maaya).  Beyond the Avyakta is the Purusha, beyond the Purusha there is nothing. The 
subtlety and greatness end with Purusha, the Brahman. He who attains this Purusha attains Moksha and is not born again in this 
Samsara. So, to attain Purusha, withdraw the speech and other organs into the mind through self-restraint and merge the mind into the 
intellect, the intellect into the Cosmic Intelligence, Hiranyagarbha and Hiranyagarbha into the Purusha, the Peaceful Brahman. 
Brahman is changeless, the Inner Self of all, the Witness of all modifications of the intellect and is the substratum and support for 
everything. This is the process of self-realisation through dissolution of effects into the Ultimate Cause, by practice of introspection and 
self-analysis. 
The third Valli of first Chapter ends with a call that, having awakened from the ignorance, one should get up quickly and undertake the 
journey of studying scriptures systematically under a competent teacher to attain the Knowledge, which is very difficult like walking on 
the edge of a sharpened razor, unless one who is well-prepared, committed and having patience. It further indicates that whoever hears 
and repeats this ancient story attains glory in the world of Brahman or who sings this before a company of the pious & holy obtains 
results beyond measure. 

C-II / V-1 15 The first Valli of second Chapter indicates that the purpose of this Chapter is to know the obstacle which makes it difficult for us to know the Self, 
though available everywhere and in everything, because only when the obstacle is known, it would be possible to make efforts to remove the obstacle and 
know the Self. 
The Valli highlights the need for the one who is desirous of Liberation, to restrain the senses by turning inwards towards the Self, 
dwelling within. The entire creation becomes evident due to mere presence of the Self as pure Consciousness, which is independent of 
body and the world. Though I am the Consciousness the subject, I have identified with BMI Complex, the object, due to close 
proximity and my ignorance about my real nature as Self itself. Thus, the Self and the BMI Complex have become inseparable from 
each other (It is like an object & light that illumines the object. Though they are different from each other, they are physically not 
separable).  
So, my endeavour as a seeker has to be, to shift my I-notion from body to Consciousness, making use of the very body as the base to 
attain the understanding that I am Consciousness, with the help of power of discrimination. I being the experiencer, I am different 
from whatever is experienced. So, by this knowledge, I separate myself from all things in the world which I experience, finally reaching 
my own body, which again is experienced by me, followed by my mind and intellect also, proving all these as experienced alone. Since I 
use BMI complex as my instrument of experience, they are more intimate to me and thus they are seen to be a part of the experiencer 
himself, thought it is not the fact.  
My BMI complex is not me, because during sleep, I do not experience body & mind and in dream, I am not conscious of the body. But, 
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I, as Consciousness, present at all states. This Consciousness gets reflected in the matter medium (like my face in a mirror) – at 
individual level (3 bodies - Gross-Subtle-Causal) and at universal levels (Gross-Subtle-Causal bodies), respectively referred to as Jeevatma 
and Paramaatma, with respective conditionings. At individual level, I will have inferior attributes and at Universal Level, I have superior 
attributes. When these conditionings/attributes are removed from both Jeevatma & Paramatma, what remains is Attributeless Aatma 
alone, that I am. 
To attain this Self-Knowledge, it is advised to turn the mind inwards, as an extroverted mind cannot grasp this subtle aspect to gain 
Knowledge. Mind & Sense Organs are naturally extroverted as they are made to be so and not to see inwards. Therefore, lot of training 
involving Upaasana, etc. is prescribed to make the mind inwards to realise that Brahman, which is indicated to be of the size of a 
thumb, dwelling in the middle of the body and who is the lord of the past & future. 
The identity of individual with the Brahman is likened to the pouring of clear water into more clear water. When pure water is poured 
into pure water, the result is pure water alone in quality and nothing else. Similarly, the conditioned Self (Jeeva) arising out of 
Ignorance and which is of the same essence as that of Pure Self alone, remains Pure Self alone when one attains Knowledge and thus 
realises Oneness in all.  Therefore, one should give up false pride, individuality, etc. and drop perceptions of differences projected by 
different logicians and erroneous views of atheists, etc. and see the Oneness alone, as taught by the Vedas, whose concern for our 
welfare is more than that of thousands of mothers & fathers put together.  

C-II / V-2 15 With the view to make the teaching easy to comprehend given the subtle nature of Brahman for doubtless Knowledge, this Valli presents the teaching 
with the analogy of „city of eleven gates‟.  
The city of eleven gates: Since human body is like a city, it is called city. A city is equipped with all requirements like gate keeper, their 
chiefs, etc. and such a city with all its facilities is meant for the owner, who is not attached to it. In the same way, each human 
individual, identified with a Body, is like a ―city‖, also functioning as an independent living being. The 11 gates of this city (body) are: 7 
on the head (2 eyes, 2 ears, 2 nostrils and 1 mouth); 3 openings in the lower body (the navel, the genital organ and the anus) and one at 
the crown of the head, viz., Brahmarandhra. This is the city of Unborn Self, the King of the city, who is devoid of modifications of the 
city i.e. beyond birth, disease, death, etc. and is like Sunlight – ever present and of the same nature, the Consciousness, the Brahman, 
one‘s own Self. It is further explained that this Self is not master of one city alone but resides in all cities in different forms, viz., as 
Hamsa, i.e., moving Sun (Hiranyagarbha), which is present in all effects & dwells in heaven; as Vayu-Air He dwells in the sky; as Fire he 
dwells on the sacrificial altar or on earth; as guest He dwells in a house; He dwells in men - in the Gods - in the sacrifice - in the Truth 
& in the sky; He is born in water on the earth & on the mountains. He is the Truth (Self of all) and the Big, etc. In other words, out of 
the combination constituting the Jeeva (Ahamkara) and Gross+Suble+Causal Bodies+Chidabhasa, Consciousness alone is one‘s real 
nature, while rest are all mere conditionings, i.e. names & forms. 
Thereafter, Yamaachaarya answers the key question of Nachiketa regarding the condition of Jeeva after death by explaining that, in 
accordance with their karma, i.e. as per the merits of karma done in this particular birth and earlier births which are fructified for 
experiencing, some ignorant fools have to enter the womb through the genital organ of male to assume new bodies while some others, 
who are far inferior, enter the unmoving beings like trees, etc. In other words, new body, type of body, place of birth, etc., are purely in 
accordance with the type of karma and knowledge/understanding that one has gained.  
Just as Fire, though it is one, having entered the world, assumes different forms into which it enters; just as Air (Vaayu), though it is 
One, having entered the bodies in the form of vital-air (praana) assumes different forms in accordance with the form into which it 
enters; and just as the Sun which is the eye of the entire world, does not become impure due to the impurities seen through the eyes; in 
the same way, the One Self, which is Self of all, who is the Controller and Indweller of all Self, when realised as Self within the Intellect, 
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one attains eternal Happiness. The message is to realise that the many-ness perceived in the world are just conditionings on the absolute 
Brahman in different names and forms which are due to Avidya (Maaya) and Braman is devoid of names and forms. What exists is pure 
Consciousness, the absolute Brahman, within one‘s own Heart as one‘s own Self, which is Self of all. When fire is associated with an 
iron-ball, the fire seems to have the shape of ball (i.e fire-ball) as also its burning nature. In the same way, Consciousness, due to 
association with the body, seems to be body, burdened with defects of the body. 
This Valli concludes with the description of Self as the absolute Bliss which is Self-luminous & which shines distinctly indicating that 
there is only One light, illumined by which, other seeming lights illumine objects. Like the Sun illuminates all but not the Self, which is 
the Self of Sun. Similarly, the Moon, nor the Stars nor all the Lightnings shine on their own, nor the Fire which is perceptible to our 
eyes. All these that shine, shine only after Him, the Supreme Self, who shines. Just as water, fire woods, etc. attain ability to burn due to 
their contact with Fire and not independently by themselves, in the same way, the Sun and the like, shine by the light of Self alone. 
One should meditate on that One Light. 

C-II / V-3 18 This Valli‟s introduction by Bhagawan Bhashyakara explains that „just as the world perceives the cause (seed) for understanding its effect (tree), in the 
same way, the nature of this huge world of Samsaara is being ascertained from the nature of its cause (root), i.e. Brahman‟.  
The entire universe is compared to the Peepul Tree, with its root above and branches below (downwards), which is eternal. That which is its 
root is nothing other than the pure immortal Brahman and on that Brahman rest all the worlds. In other words, the root means the cause, 
the Brahman, the Substratum (cause) for everything from Un-manifest to the Unmoving, i.e. from Maaya down to tiny mineral in the 
manifested universe.  
The nature of this Tree of Samsaara is described in different ways. It is the centre for variety of calamities (miseries) like birth, disease, 
death, grief, union/separation, issues & quarrels, karma & karma-phala, dharma-adharma, raaga-dwesha, shobhana-ashobhana buddhi, 
dwaitatva, etc. It is changing every moment and causes me to be perceived as other than what I am; like illusory mirage water. It is 
 न     , i.e. no essence. Hiranyagarbha, i.e. the conditioned Brahman, is the sprout of this seed; desires and Vaasanas are its source of 
water to grow and expand; tender off-shoots/sprouts of tree are desires, actions and fruits of action; leaves are knowledge forms of 
teachings of shruti, smruti, nyaaya, etc.; its beautiful flowers are   ,   न,   , etc.. It has fruits with various juices like    ,    ,    न ; it is 
sprinkled by the water of longing for fruits of action, which has made its roots below very strong; it has 14 nests habituated by 
Brahmaaji and beings.  
This Tree of Samsaara, like Peepul Tree, always unsteady by nature and vulnerable to shaking by winds of desire and desire-prompted 
actions, is having its branches downwards in the form of heaven, hell, region of ghosts & beasts, etc. and exists eternally since it is 
beginningless. This Tree can be felled only by the sword of vairagya, arising out of the Self-Knowledge and the understanding of 
Oneness of Brahman by the teaching of Vedanta. Here, by seeing the effect, cause is ascertained because for effects to exist, there has to 
be a cause. So, for the world to exist, there has to be the Creator of the world and that is Brahman alone. The message here is to 
meditate on the nature of Brahman expressing in various names & forms as described and focus on that One essential nature, which is 
seen in all. Know that, that Oneness is Me. 
It is further explained that because of the fear of Brahman, the Universe goes on functioning effectively. Due to fear of supreme 
Brahman, Fire burns, Sun shines, Indra & Vaayu perform their respective functions and God of Death roams around performing his 
duties (all as physical and presiding deities), like servants trembling out of fear performing their routine functions, seeing their master 
with the thunderbolt raised in hand. In the absence of such a Controller over the rulers and protectors of the Universe, it would not have 
been possible for the smooth functioning of Universe without a break.  
The seekers are advised to put-forth maximum efforts to attain Knowledge in this life itself because Realisation of Self in this body – as 
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clear as one‘s face in a mirror –is possible and attainment of which is extremely difficult in other worlds (excepting Brahma-Loka), 
because while in Pitra-Loka, it is like in dream; in Gandharva Loka, it is like reflection on water (not very clear) and only in Brahma-Loka, it is 
like Light & Darkness (very clear), but it takes too long to attain Brahma-Loka and then attain Knowledge while being thereat. 
The extreme subtle nature of Self is once again described by indicating that It as distinct from Senses, etc. and cannot be perceived 
externally, it being the inner Self of all. Subtler than Sense Organs is the Mind; Intellect subtler than Mind; Total Mind, i.e. Hiranyagarbha, 
the First-Born subtler than Intellect; Avyakta (Prakriti--Maaya) is subtler than Hiranyagarbha; Subtler than Avyaktha (Prakrithi-Maaya) is 
Purusha, the All-Pervading and devoid of any indicators to know It (distinctive mark) and knowing which one becomes free and attains 
immortality.  In other words, having understood the ascending order of subtlety, superiority/more pervasiveness of entities from Senses 
onwards, i.e, Mind, Intellect, Hiranyagarbha & Maaya, know that Brahman, the subtlest one as one‘s own Self within, which is the Self 
of all and attain immortality. 
Existence of Brahman is ascertained here though Brahman could be perceived neither by speech (          ) nor by eyes (        ) 
nor by Mind ( न    न     ). Though Brahman is devoid of attributes for perception, being known as the substratum of the Universe, 
Brahman does exist, because it is a fact that for dissolution of effects to take place finally, there has to be something, which is the Cause. 
If we trace the effect back to the cause in ascending order of subtlety, it leads us to its cause, whichever exists & its existence cannot 
cease. Thus, tracing back objects of the world, leads us to Brahman i.e. Objects  Grossified Elements  Un-grossified (U/G) Earth  
U/G Water  U/G Fire  U/G Air  U/G Space  Maaya (Brahmashrayi)  Brahman and thus while name & form of a thing is 
dissolved, its Existence part remains.  

When all desires are removed from the root itself, then the mortal becomes immortal and here itself he attains Brahman, i.e. when all 
the knots of heart - ignorance-based thoughts like ‗I am the Body‘, ‗I am Happy‘, ‗I am Wealthy‘, etc. which bind, are destroyed here 
itself (while living) by the thoughts that run counter to them, i.e. thoughts rooted in the identity of Brahman with the Self, i.e. the 
thoughts like ‗I am Brahman, indeed and not a Samsaari‘, etc. then desires arising from those knots are destroyed together with their 
roots and such a mortal becomes immortal, the Knower of Self. 

However, in case of those who, due to lack of    न           , are not fully in abidance of Self-Knowledge or those who are interested 
in some unique experiences here in this world or in higher worlds, viz. Brahma Loka, for them, the options available are either attaining 
Brahma-Loka through Agni Ritual – Nachikethaagni, which enables travelling through the Solar Path and subsequently attaining Liberation 
by gaining Self-Knowledge while being in Brahma-Loka. Others travelling through Lunar Path will take birth in different worlds in different 
ways and remain in the bondage of endless Samsaara.  
The teaching of this Upanishad ends with the description that the Purusha of the size of a thumb, the internal Atman, is always seated 
in the heart of all living beings and emphasising the need for one to separate Him out from one's own body boldly (i.e., separate the 
Consciousness from the Matter), as stalk is carefully separated from munja grass and should know Him as pure and immortal.  In other 
words, separating the Consciousness from BMI should be as intense/careful as separating a precious gem from the heap of similar-looking 
ordinary stones. This could be attained by  (i) reducing identification with BMI and be in constant awareness of Brahman within, all the time 
by controlling the mind, etc.;   (ii) dropping all issues related to mind knowing that they do not belong to me, the Witness, but to the BMI, 
which I am not. Thus, the understanding that I am Brahman, the Witness and ‗I am not the BMI‘ is the main challenge that one should 
overcome by constant reminder that I am that      न      न  , which pervades everything-everywhere-all the time, including BMI (Body-
Mind-Intellect). 
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  रियीमोऩरनषद ्(Krishna Yajur-Veda) 

CONTENT DETAILS 
Valli (V) Anuvaka 

No. Brief Description 

Highlights of the 
Upanishad: 

 This Upanishad is named after the Tittiri Birds, which has an interesting story behind. Annoyed with his disciple Yajnavalkya, 
the Guru of Sage Yajnavalkya asked him to return what is learnt from him. In response, Sage Yajnavalkya vomited what was 
taught to him, which was absorbed by other disciples of his Guru taking the form of Tittiri birds (sparrows) and thus came the 
name for the Upanishad. 

 This Upanishad is famous for the lucid description of five sheaths (ऩञ्चकोश) -  i.e. ऩञ्चकोश रववके, to realise the Self, by 
transcending those sheaths. 

 As indicated by our Poojya Gurudev Sw. Chinmayanandaji in his commentary, the importance of this Upanishad could be 
gauged by the fact that Bhagawan Shankarcharyaji chose to write his first commentary on this Upanishad and that he quoted 
this Upanishad 147 times in his commentary on Brahmasutras.  

 The nature of Brahman, i.e. Truth-Knowledge-Infinitude (सत्य -ऻान  -अनिभ ्) which in other words means Existence-
Consciousness-Bliss (सत ्-रचत ्-आनन्द), is also elaborately discussed in the bhashya by Bhagawan Shankarcharyaji in this 
Upanishad (Valli 2, Anuvaaka 1/    1). 

 The famous quotes like – ‗सत्य  वद। धभ ंचय।‘ (speak what is truth; follow own duty) and ‗भातदृवेो बव। रऩतदृवेो बव। आचाम ादवेो बव। 
अरतरथदवेो बव।‘ (May Mother-Father-Teacher-Guru be God to you) are also originated from this Upanishad (Valli 1-Anuvaaka 
11). 

 This Upanishad contains two भहावाक्य–s indicating आत्मा-ऩयभात्मा ऐक्य as under: 
(i) तत्सषृ्ट्वा तदवेान  प्रारवशत।्(Having created that, He entered into that itself) (Valli 2.6.1). 

(ii) स् मश्चाम  ऩ  रुषeः् मश्चासावारदत्य ेस् एक्।(That who is in man and that in sun are the same) (Valli 2.8.5). 

 This Upanishad is also popular for Rituals section especially for ऩायामण with स्वय–s, etc. and Vedanta section. 

 Incidentally, the names of each valli (Chapter) are derived based on the first word of respective Valli-s. 

 Gist: The first Chapter (शीऺा-वल्ली) teaches different forms of spiritual practices in the form of rituals and worships for mental 
purity to attain Self-Knowledge. The second Chapter (ब्रह्मानन्द-वल्ली) starts with the declaration that ‗the Knower of Brahman 
attains the Supreme Brahman‘ indicating the nature of Brahman as – Truth-Knowledge-Infinitude (सत्य -ऻान  -अनिभ ्). The 
Upanishad leads the seeker to understand with discrimination the five sheaths i.e. ऩञ्चकोश रववके, starting from Food Sheath 
(अन्नभम-कोश) upto Bliss-Sheath, indicating all of them as Brahman alone, they being effect of Brahman alone. Thus, he who 
transcends from Food Sheath to Vita-Air Sheath and reaches Bliss Sheath and finally transcending Bliss Sheath, he comes to 
know his real nature of Brahman who is of the nature of सत्य -ऻान  -अनिभ ्, by negating all the five sheaths from outer-ones to 
interior-ones as not the Self. It is like removing the husk of a grain and to know the seed inside, which is the essence. 
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V-1 (शीऺा-वल्ली)/ 
12 (Anuvakas) 

1 Different forms of spiritual practices (साधन) are prescribed here for purity of mind to attain Knowledge. This Valli is divided into 12 
Paras (अन  वाक्), with the first and the last paras (Anuvakas 1 & 12) comprising of शरि-ऩाठ (first para as request & the last para as 
gratitude). The prayer is seeking fitness of all organs, body, mind & intellect for successful study and grasping of Upanishadic 
teaching, besides eliminating all possible obstacles from all sources (i.e. आरधबौरतक,  आरधदरैवक & आध्यारत्मक). 
The spiritual practices indicated here include various (i) Rituals (physical & verbal activities) which purify the mind and (ii) 
Upaasana (mental activities) by taking the support of visible symbol of God to see invisible God to quieten and sharpen the mind 
for concentration and some of these Rituals & Upaasana are enumerated hereunder. 

 2 To begin with, the student is explained about the Science of pronunciation by the teacher, reminding the student of its importance. 
It consists of वणा (sounds/alphabets), स्वय, i.e. उदाि, अन  दाि, स्वरयत (ascent), भात्रा, i.e. हृस्व, दीघ ा (quality or measure), फरभ ्, i.e. अल्प-
प्राण, भहा-प्राण (effort in pronouncing the word), साभ (Speed of chanting – slower, medium, faster, etc.), सिान i.e. सरि-रवषम 
(Conjunction). 

 3 Thereafter, the teaching of Upasana involving Conjunction is imparted, which is based on five perceptible objects of the world as 
per following details:  
स रहता उऩासना (Conjunction of Vedic Letters): Here, the student first seeks glory & effulgence from God for both students & teacher. 
उऩासना is intended to prepare student‘s mind to eventually contemplate on the subtle nature of Self and know it, by first taking the 
support of those symbols/objects which are tangible and known to student. The following five 5 important aspects of visible world 
are taken for meditating while understanding the inter-connection of the universe as also the enormity of  the creation thereby 
expanding the vision of the meditator: 
Substratum          ऩवू ा-रूऩभ ्                       उिय-रूऩभ ्                        सिानभ ्                     स रध 
                                   First letter                          Second letter                         Connection                    Formation 

World                   Earth                           Heaven                          Air                           Space          
Luminaries            Fire                             Sun                                Lightening               Water (water-bearing cloud) 
Learning                Teacher                      Student                          Teaching                  Knowledge/Learning 
Progeny                  Mother                       Father                            Union of M & F      Children 
Body                       Lower Jaw                  Upper Jaw                      Tongue                     Speech 
Here, since the student is already aware of the concept of सरि (Conjunction) as he uses it in his day-to-day learning, the teacher uses 
the ‗compound word‘ and its structure as the substratum for the students to superimpose the prescribed ideas to enable them to 
meditate on them. Like using the Earth as the prior form and Heaven as posterior form, Space is indicated as the सरि, while using 
Air as the connection. The above five सरि are called भहासरि-s as they have great aspects as their subject/topic for formation of सरि. 
The one who meditates as above and understands realising the enormity of creation of ऩयभात्मा in all aspects of visible Universe will 
not only attain purity of mind, but also material wealth. 

 4 आवहिी होभ् (Fire Ritual): This ritual is performed seeking from the God Wealth to perform yajna, charity, etc.; Purity of mind; 
Ability to acquire Knowledge through merging with Lord; and Availability of many students to share the Knowledge for 
propagation.  

 5 व्याहृरत उऩासना (ब्रह्मोऩासना using व्याहृरत) : Here, four words of mystical significance (व्याहृरत), viz., बू् (Fire), ब  व् (Air), स  व् (Sun) & भह् 
(रहयण्मगब ा) are used as symbols to meditate on रहयण्मगब ा and enlarge one‘s vision by connecting to the totality and to attain रहयण्मगब ा / 
Brahma-Loka. 
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 6 रहयण्मगब ा उऩासना: Here, रहयण्मगब ा is invoked in the heart-space, where the total subtle body (invisible universe) is manifesting. While 
meditating on रहयण्मगब ा, I visualise the totality in my mind with the feeling that ‗I am रहयण्मगब ा‘ (like in a statue, God is invoked and 
then it is called God). This is otherwise called अह ग्रहो ऩासना. That means I am the totality (with conditioning), which includes my 
Body-Mind-Intellect Complex too. When I consider myself devoid of conditioning, ‗I am Brahman‘. This उऩासना is practiced 
consistently to expand step-by-step to extend to the entire universe.   

 7 ऩाङ्क्त ब्रह्म उऩसना (Virat Upasana) – This उऩासना is to attain रचि-श रि & रचि-एकाग्रता to eventually absorb teaching of Knowledge that ‗I 
am Eternal Infinite Brahman‘. Here, the creation is seen in 3 groups of 5 members each at universal level (i.e. (i) रोक-ऩाङ्क्तभ ् - Earth, 
Sky, Heaven; Directions, Main (North-South-East-West) & Directions, Intermediate (North-East, South-East, etc.); (ii)  दवेता ऩाङ्क्तभ ् – 
Fire, Air, Sun, Moon & Stars and (iii) बतूा ऩाङ्क्तभ ् – Waters, Herbs, Forest Trees, Space & Atman; and also 3 groups of 5 each at 
individual levels, i.e. (i) Praana, Apaana, Vyaana, Udaana & Samaana; (ii) Eyes, Ears, Mind, Speech & Touch and (iii) Skin, flesh, 
muscles, bones & marrow. One should meditate on each individual group taking it as a symbol by invoking respective universal 
group with the understanding that the world within and world outside are arranged in a group of five, i.e. the apparent oneness 
between both – within and outside, i.e. there is no individuality and all are harmonised into one. The one comes to know of this 
becomes one with प्रजाऩरत. 

 8 प्रणव उऩासना (Meditation on Ishwara): This is meditating on ‗Omkara‘, which is part of all उऩासना-s, by understanding its glory. 
While chanting ‗Om‘, respectively superimposing seeker‘s 3 states, viz. Waker, Dreamer & Deep-Sleeper on ‗A‘, ‗U‘ & ‗M‘, which 
constitute ‗Om‘, the seeker identifies with those states. So, when he comes to the sound ‗M‘, the seeker is able to negate all 
experiences of plurality of world as in the deep-sleep state. Results of this उऩासना are materialistic (wealth, name & fame, etc.) and 
spiritual (purity of mind, etc.) depending upon the seeker‘s approach. 

 9 Continuous Study & Ethical Living: This is the concluding lecture by the teacher as to how a spiritual student should live life 
dedicated to the culture and in consistence with what has been taught as life‘s goal and way of life. While simultaneously continuing 
with study and propagation of scriptures, one should opt for a healthy way of living as enjoined in scriptures with values, attitudes 
and approaches [i.e. right knowledge (ॠतभ ्), appropriate action (सत्यभ ्), life of moderation (तऩ्), restraining mind & sense organs 
(शभ्-दभ्), Magnanimity in charity (दानभ ्), all without neglecting one‘s own welfare; performance of rituals; reverential attitude 
towards all; etc.]. 

 10 Sacred Recitation of mantra of Self-glory: Remaining in constant awareness of one‘s real nature as Self – the stimulator in the tree 
of universe with glory as high as peaks of mountains, high & pure like the essence in the Sun, Power & Wealth, Effulgent with 
Intuition, Intelligent, Imperishable & Undecaying – as proclaimed by Sage Trishanku after he attained realisation. This is the most 
effective technique to turn ourselves to the highest purity and towards great sense of detachment from our trial, false notions. The 
one who recites this mantra with sincerity, faith & conviction, he would gain sufficient amount of inward poise & tranquility.   

 11 Message at Convocation Address – The Desirables: This section details the way one should conduct oneself in the world, relation 
with the world, respect to mother, father, teacher & guests, relation with teacher & wise-ones, practice of charity, remedy for doubts 
& conduct, etc., with an injunction to follow it fully for a life of accomplishment and fulfillment, endowed with a cultural purpose 
besides worldly ambitions & activities. 

V-2 (ब्रह्मानन्द-वल्ली)/ 
9 (Anuvakas) 

1 This Valli starts with the declaration that ‗the Knower of Brahman attains the Supreme‘ (i.e.                  ), which is the very 
goal of all spiritual endeavours. Here, attaining of Brahman should not be misconstrued as the case of one thing attaining another 
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thing because Brahman, the Infinitude, is not a thing to be attained like a finite thing. What it means is identifying with the 
Brahman, who is Self in all, as one‘s own Self, because the individual otherwise identifies himself as BMI complex due to ignorance. 
Thereafter, the mantra from Rig Veda which indicates the nature of Brahman as – Truth-Knowledge-Infinitude (सत्य -ऻान  -अनिभ ्) is 
taken up for discussion. Here, these three words are not to be taken as adjectives but as definitions of Brahman because an adjective 
is used to separate one thing from another thing of same type, like Blue Big Fragrant Lotus, which negates all lotuses of colours 
other than Blue, even in blue-coloured ones, all those which are not Big and within Big lotuses, all those which are not Fragrant. 
Thus, while adjectives separate one thing from another thing of the same type, definition keeps one thing separate from all the rest, 
not only of same types.  
Each of these three words, viz., सत्य -ऻान  -अनिभ ्, is first explained in sutra form, followed by elaborate explanation. A brief version of 
the same is given below: 
सत्यभ ् means that which is true – which does not change & ever exists in that way alone. The opposite of सत्यभ ् is      (non-existent) 
or Mithya (relative reality), which is the term used for an object which changes or undergoes modification. Shruti confirms this – 
‗All change has mere speech as its basis, it is in name only‘ (Cha.Upa. 6-1-4). ―That alone is true that exists‖ (Cha.Upa. 6-2-1). So, 
the word सत्यभ ् distinguishes Brahman, the unchangeable from all other changeable things. 
Now, since an inert substance can also be unchangeable, the term सत्यभ ्, i.e. unchangeable, used to indicate Brahman, becomes 
inadequate. So, one more term ऻानभ ् (i.e. Consciousness or knowing principle) is also used to indicate Brahman, which highlights 
the sentiency aspect of Brahman.  An insentient/inert object cannot ‗know‘. Now, though the knowing principle has three aspects 
in it, viz., knower, known and knowing, Brahman is none of them. Because any knower is a changing entity and Brahman being 
सत्यभ ् is not a knower.  
अनिभ ् means infinitude. Anything in the world is limited by place, time and object (दशे-कार-वस्त  ऩरयरिन्न). An object is located in 
one place, i.e. limited to one place (that podium is on the dais and not here). Also, an object is pervaded by time, i.e. this building is 
limited to say 50 years. Further, an object is limited to that object alone like a book is limited to that book alone and not beyond 
that book (book is not in pen). Thus, all objects are finite in terms of place, time & object. So, that which exists in all places, all the 
time and in all, is infinite, is Brahman alone. Brahman is in all because Brahman is not different from anything because Brahman is 
cause of all. But, since these effects are only illusory, Brahman in reality is not different from these effects as a cause. Thus, 
Brahman is अनिभ ्.  
To conclude, Brahman is सत्य -ऻान  -अनिभ ्, i.e. Eternal - Consciousness - Infinitude. 
This Anuvaka ends with description of process of creation (सरृट प्रकयण).  From that Brahman, which is the Self and the Self in All 
(both as material & efficient cause), Space was born which has Sound as its attribute and provides accommodation to all that have 
forms/shapes. From Space, Air was born with its attribute as Touch coupled with the attribute of its cause, i.e. Sound. From Air, 
Fire was born with its own attribute of Form and also attributes of Touch & Sound from its predecessors. Similarly, from Fire, 
Water was born with four attributes of Taste (its own attribute), Form, Touch & Sound. From the Water, Earth was born with five 
attributes of Smell (its own attribute), Taste, Form, Touch & Sound. These five subtle-elements then undergo grossification and 
from the grossified five elements came this creation of universe. 
From earth came plants/herbs, from plants/herbs came food, from food came man with the body. The body of a man resembles the 
body of parents, it being caused from the seed, which is the essence of the vitality of entire body. Among the creation, the example 
of man is described, though everything is from Brahman. It is because man alone is bestowed with the intelligence to know, 
understand and evolve to attain Brahman eventually.  
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 2 From Anuvaka 2 onwards, the process of description of five sheaths (ऩञ्चकोश) -  i.e. ऩञ्चकोश रववके is taken up, starting with Food 
Sheath (अन्नभम-कोश). The purpose is to take the Seeker, who is currently identified with the Body as his Self due to ignorance, to 
subtler levels, i.e. from Food-Sheath upto Bliss-Sheath, indicating all of them as Brahman alone, they being effect of Brahman 
alone. Thereafter, Brahman as the innermost is understood, by negating all these five sheaths from outer-ones to interior-ones. 
It is like removing the husk of a grain and to know the seed inside, which is the essence. 
अन्नभम (Essence of Food) : The glory of food and the result of अन्न उऩासना is explained here. All beings on the earth, moving & non-
moving, are born from food alone. They sustain in food and at the end get absorbed in food. Because food was born before the 
beings, food is called medicine for the beings (ओशरत दोषान ् धरि ग  णान ् इरत ओषधभ ् – That which removes defects and adds qualities is 
medicine). Because it is eaten by beings and it eats beings, it is called food. So, one should perceive everything as food alone (in all 
five elements – whether food of humans or other beings), i.e. seeing food both in व्यरट & सभरट, thus attempting to see Brahman in 
all and Brahman as all. The one who thus worships food as Brahman shall obtain all food. 
प्राणभम (Vital-Air):  Interior to and different from अन्नभम is प्राणभम, which fills the former. It is of the shape of human body, the 
shape of the preceding shape itself, i.e. अन्नभम, being interior to it. It is as if endowed with limbs, viz., प्राण as its Head, as 
transformation of air is through mouth & nostrils located in the head; Vyana as its Right side; Apana as its Left side; Samana which 
is moving all-through the body and forming the middle of the body as Aatma. The deity of Earth which supports stability of body 
(preventing it from flying high due to Udana or falling down due to gravitational force) is considered the Tail, the support-base. 

 3 प्राणभम (Vital-Air):  The Gods, like Agni, live on the प्राण (Vital Air) as also men and animals (Here, gods can also mean Senses, 
which are nourished by प्राण alone). प्राण indeed is the life of all beings. Those who meditate on प्राण as Brahman gain full life-span as 
प्राण is the life of beings. The Gods/Senses live by प्राण means that they become functional being energised by प्राण. 
It is also indicated that even animals are endowed with five sheaths, which are being discussed, the inner ones being subtler 
pervading the preceding grosser ones, all of them being the result of ignorance. The innermost essence behind all sheaths is the 
Eternal &Unchanging आत्मा, which is indicated as ‗सत्य -ऻान  -अनिभ ्‘, present in humans and other beings, from which the entire 
creation has come, starting from Space, due to ignorance (भामा-शरि). Therefore, the one who meditates that – ‗I am the प्राण, the Self 
of all, the Source of all life‘ will gain full life-span, which according to Vedic understanding is hundred years. प्राणभम is the आत्मा of 
the preceding sheath, i.e. अन्नभम.  
भनोभम (Mind): Within the प्राणभम and different from it indeed is another self which consists of essence of प्राण, which is called 
भनोभम, which comprises of mind, is subtler than the earlier and which pervades & enlivens प्राणभम. It is of the shape of human 
body, the shape of the preceding shape itself, i.e. प्राणभम, being interior to it. Yajur-Veda Mantras are its head, Rig-Mantras its right 
side, Sama-Mantras its left side, Vedic teaching/injunctions is its trunk and Atharvana-Hymns, which cover most of the rituals, 
constitue its tail, the support-base as they promote a man‘s wellbeing. 
[Note: Importance & Significance of वदे-भन्त्र-s explained by Acharyaji: It was explained here that the „वदे-भन्त्र-s‟ are „अऩौरुषमे‟ 
(not individual-based) nor „अबौरतक‟ (born of 5 elements like other things). What it means is that anything that is from individuals (like 
the equation e=mc2 by Einstein can change later) and an object born of elements also end, like our body ends one day, whereas the वदे-भन्त्र-s‟ are eternal. The „वदे-भन्त्र-s‟ remain the same in all creations with the same meanings and with the same structure. It is so 
because, „वदे-भन्त्र-s‟ are received from the „सभरट  mind‟ and not from individuals or not recollected from one‟s memory.  While objects 
need „प्रभाण‟, वदे-भन्त्र-s‟, which teach „धभा‟ & „भोऺ‟, do not need „प्रभाण‟‟ because वदे–s themselves are „प्रभाण‟‟, which aspect could be 
verified through one‟s own experiences in life. Thus, „भन्त्र‟ is not like a pot accessible by sense organs, but it is a thought modification in 
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the mind and grasped by mind. So, while chanting any भन्त्र‟, it is by connecting to „सभरट mind‟ rather than recalling from memory like 
any object is recalled from memory. Mind is an instrument of Knowledge helping to know Brahman as conditioned by the mind, by 
connecting to Hiranyagarbha, which is the Total Mind]. 

 4 भनोभम (Mind): The one who worships the Mind as Hiranyagarbha by identifying with the Total Mind, will not have any fear as he is 
free from attachment & aversion. भनोभम is the inner Self to the previous sheath, i.e. प्राणभम and it is of the nature of Vedas.  
रवऻानभम (Intellect-Knowledge): Interior to भनोभम is the रवऻानभम, which fills Mind and it enables determining firmly the the 
Knowledge contained in Vedas.  Being subtler than the भनोभम, रवऻानभम pervades and enlivens the Mental activities. रवऻानभम is of 
the same shape of man as indicated in the case of earlier sheaths.  Faith is the head of रवऻानभम, as faith originates prior to 
performance of any act. Truth is its right side and Truthfulness (practice of Truth) is its lieft side. Yoga, i.e. logical understanding 
with conviction forms its body (trunk) while Mahat or Total-Intellect (Hiranya-Garbha) is its support-base, because it is its cause and 
cause is the basis for effect.  

 5 रवऻानभम (Intellect): रवऻानभम is endowed with the ability to know, and through knowledge, sacrifices and austerities are performed. 
Conditioned by knowledge, all the Gods meditate on the first-born, i.e. Hiranya-Garbha. The one having the self as Brahman and 
remains in abidance of this understanding, will be free from all sins arising out of identification with the body and enjoys all the 
objects of his desires like a shade of an umbrella is removed when umbrella itself is removed. This is the self of the preceding one, 
i.e. भनोभम. While mind is considered to be a bundle of thoughts that are indecisive in nature, the intellect processes the thoughts 
through logic and understanding, enabling right decisions. Therefore, Intellect is the ―inner self‖ of the Mind. All activities are 
followed by Intellectual decision and that is why Intellect is called first-born, i.e. Hiranya-Garbha, thus comparing Intellect to the 
Total Intellect. So, by giving up identification with अन्नभम, etc., one should identify with रवऻानभम. 
आन दभम (Bliss): Other than रवऻानभम and internal to it and pervading it is the आन दभम (Bliss), constituted by happiness. आन दभम is of 
the same shape of man as indicated in the case of earlier ones. Joy (रप्रम) is its Head, Delight (भोद) is the right side, Rejoicing (प्रभोद) is 
the left side. Bliss is its Body (trunk), while Brahman is its tail as support-base. 
आन दभम (Bliss): The आन दभम is also like the other four ‗self (sheath)‘ indicated earlier and it is not the Self for the reasons indicated 
below:  
(1) अरधकायात ् – The topic of discussion is conditioned self and not the Self, आन दभम, as a matter of context, is to be comprehended 
as conditioned self like अन्नभम, etc., born of five elements. 
(2) भमत ् शब्दात ् – Usage of term ‗भमत ्‘ as suffix to ‗आन द‘ also indicates that it is not of the nature of absolute Bliss (आन द) but relative 
happiness expressed through the conditioning (like ‗अन्नभम‘indicates full of food) and thus it is an effect. 
(3) स क्रभणात ् – The आन दभम is attained step-by-step starting from अन्नभम onwards and thus associated with the word áttainment‘ and 
hence an object. The Self is self of the one who attains it.  
(4) अस बवात ् – Also, the Self cannot attain the Self itself because Self is partless. Also, it is opposed to the context and hence not 
possible.   
(5) रशय आरद कल्पनात ् – The attribution of head, etc. to आन दभम indicates that it can only be conditioned Self and not the absolute 
Self, which is division-less and hence cannot be described in terms of head, left-side, etc. 
(6) रवशषेाऩोहश्र  रतभ्य् – The Self being the cause of Space, etc. cannot come under the category of effects and does not have any 
discription.  
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(7) भन्त्रोदाहयणात ् – If आन दभम were to be understood as the Self, then the following mantra does not hold good, i.e. – ‗if a man knows 
Brahman as non-existent, then he himself becomes non-existent‘.  Because if one knows the Self in the form of self made of अन्नभम, 
with limbs like head, etc. there remains no doubt about the non-existence of Self. In other words, if आन दभम is taken as the Self, 
which is experienced in the form of रप्रम-भोद-प्रभोद, then there would  be no doubt about the Self. But, since there is doubt about the 
nature of Self, आन दभम cannot be the Self. 
(8) प्ररतष्ठा-रूऩ कायणात ् - The Self has been indicated as the support-base of आन दभम, which indicates that the Self is different from 
आन दभम. Thus, आन दभम comes under the category of conditioned Self like अन्नभम, etc. 
By the above analysis, it is clear that whatever joys we get, from the objects in gradation in the form of रप्रम-भोद-प्रभोद through 
आन दभम, is reflection of the absolute Bliss of Self. Thus, आन दभम is not the Self. Therefore, instead of longing for this  momentary 
joy from आन दभम, which are born out of the result of कभा & उऩासना, one should focus on the goal of absolute Bliss from the Self, 
which is born of Knowledge of Self. Thus, the Self (Brahman) is the substratum of these 5-sheaths, like अन्नभम, etc., which is born of 
five elements like space, etc. that are created from the Self, i.e. सत्य –ऻान  –अनिभ ्‘.  
The five sheaths viz., Food, Praana, Mind, Knowledge and Bliss arranged one inside the other with Bliss sheath as the inner-
most among them and respective inner-one‟s being the self of their outer-ones was discussed to transcend these outer sheaths one 
after the other and identify with that, which is beyond the innermost of all of them, i.e. the non-dual Self within, which is the 
substratum for all these sheaths and also of the universe as a whole. So, by contemplating on these sheaths starting with अन्नभम 
upto आन दभम and then by negating them all as the not-Self, one identifies with this non-dual Brahman as one‟s own Self, which 
alone is सत्य –ऻान  –अनिभ ्. 

 6 This sixth anuvaka starts with description of Brahman alone as the substratum of entire creation. The mantra says - lf he knows 
Brahman as non-existent, he becomes himself non-existent. If he knows Brahman as existent, then he knows him to be existent. Of 
him, i.e. the आन दभम, this verily is the essence. In other words, if someone denies the existence of Brahman, he will be denied of 
Brahman, i.e., he will not be able to attain what he aspires to attain, i.e. absolute Bliss, and will thus miss the opportunity of 
realising the absolute Bliss. 
Thereafter the questions, viz., (i) Whether Brahman exists or not (because like the horn of a hare, Brahman is not perceived);  
(ii) Whether an अऻारन attains Self when he leaves this world; and (iii) Whether a ऻारन attains Self when he leaves the body; etc., are 
discussed and answered (partly in Anuvaka 6 & partly in Anuvaka 7). Since the answer for question No.(ii) is apparent from the 
answer to question No.(iii), the same is not answered separately.  
Q(i) Whether Brahman exists or not?  
Brahman exists due to following facts, viz.,  

 उऩादान-रनरभि कायणत्वात ् : In the world, that from which something has been created is seen as existing, like clay, seed, etc. 
which are cause for pots, sprout, etc. Thus, Brahman exists, being the Material & Efficient Cause of Universe in the form 
of Space, etc.    

 काभरमततृ्वात ् : Brahman is not the insentient cause like clay, seed, etc. because ‗Brahman desires‘ and a thing that can desire, 
cannot be insentient.  

 स्वातन्त्र्यात ् : Brahman is independent and the desires of Brahman are of the nature of Truth and Knowledge, which are 
devoid of action and not like the desires of mortals which lead to action and results. 

 जीवरूऩणे उऩरब्ध्यभानात ् : Brahman is available in the heart (अि्कयण) as अह काय (Conditioned Brahman), the Witness of 
thoughts.   
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 स  कृतत्वात ् : The cause that relates to the fruits is called स  कृत (meritorius or Self-created) in the world. The entire creations is 
because of Brahman alone.  

 यसत्वात ्: That which is creator is known in the world as the essence of that which is crated. Brahman being the creator of 
everything, Brahman is the Essence. 

 प्राणारदरक्रमादशानात ् : The body of a living being breathes on account of प्राण (Vital-Air) which makes combination of body & 
sense organs function. Such a functioning is not possible without the presence of a sentient aspect in the combination 
itself. 

Q(iii) Whether a ऻारन attains Self when he leaves the body?   
The ऻारन is the one who does not see otherness in the creation due to elimination of ignorance and thus remains established in 
Brahman having found Oneness in All, i.e. he does not see anything else, hear anything else, know anything else. For such a person, 
there being nothing other than the Self, there is no fear of any sort and he becomes established in Brahman and thus attains    . 
On the contrary, the one who has not eliminated the Ignorance will continue to see otherness which is subject to fear, etc. keeping 
him in the cycle of transmigration (स साय), which in fact is the answer to Question No.(ii) above. 
So, the essence is that we should understand that the Brahman, beings dwelling in the cavity of the heart, exists in all, He being the 
cause of entire creation starting from Space, etc. and He can be comprehended by faith & meditation as He is revealing Himself in 
the heart (अि्कयण) manifesting as अह काय (Conditioned/Reflected Brahman) - the seer, the hearer, etc. 

 7 In this Anuvaka, the creation process is explained.  
In the beginning was verily this non-existence (i.e. Unmanifest Brahman). From that, the existence was born. That created Itself by 
Itself. Therefore, It is called self-made or well-made. This (the Brahman), which was self-made, is the source of joy. Having obtained 
this source of joy, man becomes blessed for who would have lived and breathed, had not the Bliss in the cavity of heart existed! This 
Brahman Himself is the Bliss. When the seeker attains fearless oneness with the Brahman, who is invisible, disembodied, 
inexplicable and unsupported, he becomes free from fear. When, however, he maintains even the slightest distinction in Brahman, 
then there is fear for him. That very Brahman Himself becomes the source of fear for him who makes a difference and who reflects 
not. In other words, in the beginning, Brahman alone existed in unmanifest form. So, what was within Him in the unmanifest form 
was manifested as the universe with names & forms. 
Now, what is meant by ‗entering‘ after having created, is explained responding to all possible queries/arguments in this regard.  
 If it is said that Brahman entered into the creation like hand entering into the mouth, it is not possible because hand is a part 

of the body entering to mouth, another part, but Brahman is part-less and there is not space where Brahman is not filled with 
(Brahman is everywhere). 

 If it is said that the effect itself entered into cause, i.e. creation-Jeeva entered into the Brahman (like mud-pot entering into mud 
itself), it is not possible. This is because, if this is the case, then there would no Jeeva existing (like when pot enters into clay, 
there would be no pot). The scriptures also say that Brahman entered into Jeeva and not the other way. 

 If it is said, one effect is entered into another effect, i.e. Jeeva entering into body-complex (like pot entering into another pot), it 
is not possible, because one pot cannot enter into another pot. This is contrary to what scriptures say. Also, liberation of Jeeva 
becomes impossible as it is now identified with the effect (e.g. like the chained robber in the custody of police cannot get freed). 

 If it is said that Brahman is made into two parts – external in the form of body, etc. and internal in the form of Jeeva, it does 
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not make sense, because if Brahman has already been divided, Brahman already exists in both. How can one form enter into 
another form? (e.g a person who is outside the house can enter a house, but the space outside the house cannot enter as space 
already exists inside also). 

 If it is said that it is like Sun entering as reflection in water, it is not possible because – (i) Brahman is not limited while Sun is 
limited and can enter into another limited reflecting surface like water and (ii) Brahman has no form like Sun and water and 
also, Brahman is infinite and It cannot be conditioned. 

 If it is said that there is no such entering at all and the said statement be dropped since no meaning could be gathered despite 
best efforts during the discussion, the stattement is not correct. Because the statement of scriptures is the means for the 
Knowledge.  

The statement should be understood differently, seeing the intent of scriptures in the entire context. It was said that in the 
beginning, there was Brahman alone (as सत्य –ऻान  –अनिभ ्) and He desired to become many and having created the world, entered 
it. So, one should comprehend the discussion starting from Space to Food Sheath, then Vital-Air, Mind, Knowledge with Bliss-
Sheath pervading the Knowledge Sheath. All these sheaths were indicated as Brahman itself with Brahman dwelling in Knowledge 
Sheath in the nature of Bliss in the space of cave in Knowledge Sheath (रवऻानभम कोश - अि्कयण). The Brahman has supreme Bliss 
as indicator and it is the substratum for all joys that are in gradations like रप्रम-भोद-प्रभोद, expressed through Bliss Sheath, which is to 
be comprehended. 

Therefore, the essence is to see oneness in the entire creation as सत्य –ऻान  –अनिभ ् Brahman and thus becoming free from fear. Free 
from fear because, there is nothing else to cause fear, having perceived the Oneness. The ignorant, does not give enough meditative 
thought to the discriminative analysis of the real & unreal, i.e. Brahman and names & forms. He thus perceives duality and 
difference, however small it may be, and feels that Brahman is distinct from himself, just as a man sees a second moon owing to 
cataract disease in his eyes. As he thinks that God is different from him, he thinks that God will punish him for his sins, etc. This 
ignorance separates himself from Brahman leading him to understand himself as doer and enjoyer and therefore he becomes fearful 
and falls into the cycle of स साय. Thus, dedicated efforts should be made to know that the Self within us, which is our own nature, is 
full of Bliss that can be experienced by intellectual comprehension. 

 8 This Anuvaka describes the Brahman, which is the nature of absolute Bliss, as that because of which the entire creation functions 
unfailingly, efficiently and rhythmically making each object in the universe to strictly confirm to its own nature, like sun is never 
dark, fire is never cold, a cow never begets a lion nor a tigress never begets a bird, etc. Then follows the enquiry concerning Bliss of 
Brahman, through the analysis of all bliss that is experienced in the universe at various levels, starting with defining the perfect 
human bliss and taking it as One Unit, thus comparing them to the Bliss of Brahman based on scriptural description. 

Brahman is One Substratum for all Plurality in the Universe: Through fear of Him, blows the wind. Through fear of Him rises 
the sun. Through fear of Him, again, Indra, Fire and the fifth, i.e., the Death, proceed in their functions. In other words, it is 
Brahman that is the One substratum for all the rest, appearing in various names & forms and function in accordance with the law 
of that which was described as सत्य –ऻान  –अनिभ ् Brahman. 

Enquiry concerning Bliss of Brahman: Suppose there be a youth, a good youth, well-versed in the scriptures, well-disciplined, 
resolute and very strong. Suppose, this entire earth full of wealth is at his disposal.  The bliss of such a person is one unit of human 
bliss.  
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Now, a hundredfold of this human bliss is the one unit of the bliss of human Gandharvas, which is also the bliss of the one, who is 
well-versed in the Vedas and who is free from desires. A hundredfold of the bliss of human Gandharvas is one unit of the bliss of 
celestial Gandharvas which is also the bliss of the one, who is well-versed in the Vedas and who is free from desires. A hundredfold 
of the bliss of celestial Gandharvas is one unit of the bliss of the Manes, who dwell in the long-enduring world which is also the bliss 
of the one, who is well-versed in the Vedas and who is free from desires.  A hundredfold of the bliss of the Manes is one unit of the 
bliss of the Devas born in heaven which is also the bliss of the one well-versed in the Vedas and who is free from desires. A 
hundredfold of the bliss of the Devas born in heaven is one unit of the bliss of gods known as Karma Devas, those who have 
become Devas by their sacrificial deeds which is also the bliss of the one, who is well-versed in the Vedas and who is free from 
desires.   
A hundredfold of the bliss of the gods, known as Karma Devas, is one unit of the bliss of Indra, which is equivalent to the bliss of 
the one, who is well-versed in the Vedas and who is free from desires. A hundredfold of the bliss of Indra is one unit of the bliss of 
Brihaspati which is equivalent to the bliss of the one, who is well-versed in the Vedas and who is free from desires. A hundredfold 
of the bliss of Brihaspati is one unit measure of the bliss of Prajapati which is equivalent to the bliss of the one, who is well-versed in 
the Vedas and who is free from desires. A hundredfold of the bliss of Prajapati is one unit measure of the bliss of Brahmaji 
(Hiranyagarbha), which is equivalent to the bliss of that one, who is well-versed in the Vedas and who is free from desires.  

Thus, the Upanishad indicates that the state of bliss is the state of desirelessness and that the redemption from our desires is the 
self-mastery, which culminates in one realising the Self. As such, the celestial joys of even the Creator are the same as that of a 
mortal man of Wisdom, who has dropped desires for finite world of objects.  

This Anuvaka concludes with the statement that He, who is in man, and He, who is in the Sun (Hiranyagarbha), are one and the 
same and that the one who knows this, having departed from this world, attains the Self made of Food, next प्राण, followed by Mind 
& then Intellect and finally attains the pure attributeless Self, which is absolute Bliss, described earlier as सत्य –ऻान  –अनिभ ् 
Brahman. 

So, the effort should be to first know conclusively that I am Brahman alone. Because, if I am not convinced of this fact, then it 
would be difficult to attain abidance in Brahman (like a similar-looking stone cannot be polished to make it a diamond as the stone does not 
possess the nature of diamond). Also, I should know that it is my ignorance that keeps me away from my nature of absolute Bliss and 
that I should strive to eliminate this ignorance as otherwise it would lead me nowhere (like unless a piece of coloured cloth kept near a 
crystal, which is superimposing its colour on the colourless crystal, is taken away from the crystal, the crystal will not be freed from the superimposed 
colour, howsoever much effort I may put-forth to wash and clean the crystal). 

 9 This Anuvaka explains the transcendental nature of the Self, which was earlier referred in Mantra II.iv.1, while describing the 
Mental Sheath. 
He is not afraid of anything who knows the Bliss of Brahman, from which all words together with the mind return without reaching 
It. Such thoughts, "Why have I not done what is good? Why have I committed sin?", do not distress him, the knower of Truth, 
because he, who knows thus, regards both these as the Brahman.  
In other words, Brahman, the unconditioned, non-dual Bliss, is beyond the scope of speech and thought. The speech has the power 
of describing only the objects which are conditioned by name and form, while the mind has the power of knowing objects which 
have names and forms. Since Brahman is without name and form, He is indescribable and incomprehensible. He who knows 
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Brahman, which is sinless, which is free from all desires, which is free from the relation of enjoyer and enjoyment, which is natural, 
which is eternal, is not afraid of anything, he realises the Oneness of Self, because all distinctions, differences, dualities and 
separateness are vanished from him. The cause of fear, created by ignorance, has disappeared for him and he beholds his own Self 
everywhere and as such everything that exists is nothing but his own Self and hence there is no fear from anything. 
Thus, the one who knows Brahman as the non-dual and Bliss, realises that both virtue and vice (धभ ा & अधभा) are only different 
aspects of the same Self and strengthens his knowledge of Self, thereby realising Oneness of Self everywhere. This is the supreme 
secret of all Knowledge revealed by the Upanishad, wherein lies the Highest Good.  

V-3 (बगृ  -वल्ली)/ 
10 (Anuvakas) 

1 In the first Anuvaka of this Chapter (i.e. बगृ  -वल्ली), Bhagawan Bhashyakara gives a brief recap of previous Chapter, i.e. ब्रह्मानन्द-वल्ली. 
The Brahman indicated earlier as सत्य –ऻान  –अनिभ ्, created the entire universe starting from Space to the body made of Food 
Sheath, etc., and having entered into them, is available there as Conditioned Consciousness, though It is the Bliss alone and which 
is distinct from all effects and is of the nature as Unseen, etc. and which should be known as ‗I am That‘. This was the purpose of 
entry of Brahman into Its creation.  The one who knows himself thus will be freed from the effects of evil and virtuous deeds and 
will not be subject to स साय again having dropped the notion of doership. This was the meaning intended to be known by ब्रह्मानन्द-
वल्ली, thus completing the teaching of ब्रह्म-रवद्या. 
Then, in order to praise the Knowledge, the Sruti starts the story involving Varuna and Bhrigu, the father-son duo as the teacher and student to 
explain the enquiry through उऩासना, which is the proximate means to Self-Knowledge. 

Bhrigu approached his father Varuna and said: 'O Revered Sir, teach me about Brahman'. The father responded by telling him that 
'Food, Prana, Eyes, Ears, Mind and Speech', also adding that 'That from which these beings are born, that in which these live and 
that towards which they go when departing, you seek to know, that is Brahman' (i.e. that aspect, which is inherent in them all the time – 
at birth, at sustenance and at death/dissolution, like the presence of clay before pot, when pot is made and after pot is dissolved). Even though 
Brahman was only indirectly indicated in terms of तटस्थ रऺण and as the material cause, Bhrigu performed penance with full 
concentration and tranquility of senses, i.e. enquired into the aspects indicated by his father as penance/enquiry is known to be the 
means for all spiritual accomplishments. 
The topic of discussion as explained by the Commentator, is – 

 The student was merely given the indicators and meaning of ‗तत-्ऩद‘ and ‗त्वभ-्ऩद‘; 
 The student was not specifically told about the ‗भहावाक्य‘ that ‗तत ् त्वभ ् अरस‘;   
 Also, the student was not told how to proceed with the ‗बदेाथ ा‘ of ‗तत-्ऩद‘ and ‗त्वभ-्ऩद‘; and 
 Thus, student was given the task of understanding the indicators and repeatedly enquire/reflect on those aspects and 

conclusively reach the understanding about Brahman with those indicators and then knowing that Brahman as the Self, 
thus removing fear completely due to Knowledge of Oneness, as by retention of even a slightest otherness is cause for  fear.  

 2 This Anuvaka explains that Bhrigu enquired into food as Brahman. He understood that food is Brahman, because it is from food 
that all these beings are born, by food they sustain and having departed, they enter into food again.  Thus, food is the material cause 
of the Food-Sheath, i.e., physical body and it has the distinctive marks of Brahman.  However, this finding did not give him full 
satisfaction, because he thought - 'Food has a beginning and it is an effect and Brahman is beyond cause and is beginningless'.  
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So, beset with doubt and to know more, he again approached his father for further enlightenment and asked him - 'O Revered Sir, 
teach me about Brahman'. The teacher told him: 'By penance, you seek to know Brahman. Penance is Brahman'. Bhrigu again started 
enquiring into it.  

 3 This Anuvaka indicates that Bhrigu after enquiry understood that the प्राण (Vital-Air) is Brahman, because it is from प्राण that all 
these living beings are born, live by the प्राण, and having departed, they are absorbed into the प्राण again. But, he was not satisfied 
with this conclusion. So, he again approached his father seeking further light and said: 'O Revered Sir, teach me about Brahman'. 
Varuna told him: 'By penance, you seek to know Brahman. Penance is Brahman'. Bhrigu again started enquiring into the matter.  

 4 Bhrigu further enquired into the aspect and understood that the mind is Brahman, because it is from mind that all these living 
beings are born, live by the mind, into the mind again they enter having departed. Since he was still not satisfied with the 
conclusion, he again approached his father Varuna to know further and said: 'O Revered Sir, teach me about Brahman'. Varuna 
repeated: 'By penance, you seek to know Brahman. Penance is Brahman'.  Bhrigu once again enquired into the mater.  

 5 Bhrigu understood that knowledge is Brahman, because it is by knowledge that all these living beings are born, by knowledge they 
live, and having departed, they enter into knowledge again. Again not satisfied with the conclusion, he approached his father 
Varuna to know further and said: 'O Revered Sir, teach me about Brahman'. Varuna told him: 'By penance, you seek to know 
Brahman. Penance is Brahman'.  Bhrigu once again enquired into the matter once again.  

 6 Bhrigu understood that Bliss is Brahman, because from Bliss all these beings are born, by Bliss they live, and having departed, they 
enter into Bliss again. Bhrigu understood what is beyond Bliss sheath as Brahman. This is the knowledge learnt by Bhrigu and 
taught by Varuna and established in the supreme space of cavity of the heart. The one who knows thus, becomes one with 
Brahman.  He becomes the possessor of food and the also enjoyer of food. He becomes great in progeny (discipleship), in cattle 
(wealth) and in spiritual accomplishments. Also, he attains great name, fame & recognition.  

Thus, Varuna made his son Bhrigu to progress step-by-step, from the gross to the subtle and subtler aspects of existence, i.e., from 
the gross physical sheath to the innermost Bliss sheath, i.e. by transcending from gross to subtler (i.e. from Food sheath to Vita-air 
sheath and so on) and finally transcending from subtler Bliss sheath to subtlest Brahman within, by means of concentrated enquiry 
in to the matter with senses remaining in tranquility.  

 7 This Anuvaka onwards begins the अन्न-ब्रह्म उऩासना to attain all worldly glory and eventually Knowledge of Brahman. 

Do not speak ill of food. That is the vow. Brahman becomes known through food, which is the means to the attainment of 
Knowledge of Brahman. In  short, it also means do not criticise anything. 

Indeed, प्राण is food. The body is the eater of food. The body is fixed in प्राण and प्राण is located in the body. That which is inside 
something becomes food for that thing. Since body survives because of प्राण and प्राण is inside the body, they are mutually food and 
eater for each other (i.e. अन्नभ ् & अन्नाद्). In other words, the whole universe is mutually dependent on each other and are thus food 
and eater (i.e. अन्नभ ् & अन्नाद्), i.e., support & supported. He who knows thus that food is fixed in food, becomes one with 
Brahman. He becomes the possessor of food and also the enjoyer of food. He becomes great in progeny (discipleship), in cattle 
(wealth) and in spiritual accomplishments. Also, he attains great name, fame & recognition.  
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 8 This Anuvaka enjoins the seeker to not to reject/waste food indicating it to be a vow. In short, it means not to waste anything.  

Indeed, Water is food and Fire is the food-eater. Fire is fixed in water and Water is fixed in Fire. So food is fixed in food, i.e. they 
are mutually food and food-eater for each other (i.e. अन्नभ ् & अन्नाद्). He who knows thus that food is fixed in food, becomes one 
with Brahman. He becomes the possessor of food and the also enjoyer of food. He becomes great in progeny (discipleship), in cattle 
(wealth) and in spiritual accomplishments. Also, he attains great name, fame & recognition.  

 9 In this Anuvaka, the Sruti enjoins that one should grow & accumulate plenty of food for distribution to the needy. 

Grow & accumulate plenty of food. That is the vow. The Earth is the food and Space is the eater of food. In the Earth is fixed 
Space and Space fixed the earth. So food is fixed in food i.e. they are mutually food and eater for each other (i.e. अन्नभ ् & अन्नाद्). He 
who knows thus that food is fixed in food, becomes one with Brahman. He becomes the possessor of food and also the enjoyer of 
food. He becomes great in progeny (discipleship), in cattle (wealth) and in spiritual accomplishments. Also, he attains great name, 
fame & recognition. 

In the last three Anuvakas, food is glorified and contemplation suggested on food as Brahman, i.e. contemplation of प्राण & Body; contemplation of 
Water & Fire; contemplation of Earth & Space; to attain one-pointedness of mind. Worship of food as Brahman will take the worshipper 
eventually to the realisation of the Supreme Self, which is the highest good of man. Therefore, the seekers should make it a habit to adore food 
whenever food is served, by remembering Brahman in it. 

 10 This Anuvaka describes as to how one should endeavour to perceive spiritual oneness in all and in everything. Various उऩासना s, moving from 
actions to worship (i.e. gross to subtler) have been described to identify Brahman in the objects of उऩासना (i.e. conditioning on Brahman) by 
thinking and not doing action. In essence, the purpose is to identify Brahman in all names & forms and derive the intended results to eventually 
become qualified enough to know Brahman as the Self, because the same Brahman created and entered the creation. In other words, it is also 
seeing Brahman in those supports, which bring all glory, like cattle (wealth) which is success; lightening which is power, etc. in the same way we see 
God in the statue of God. 

Mantra 1: “One should not turn away anybody who comes to one‟s door seeking shelter, considering it as the vow. Therefore, 
one should acquire and store food in plenty by any means whatsoever so that all such necessities could be met. The host should 
be hospitable and serve all, the minimum needs of guests in the best possible manner. If one serves the food in the prime of 
one‟s age and with great courtesy, food will return to him in similar manner. Similarly, if one serves in middle age with normal 
courtesy or in old age with minimum courtesy, food will return to them in similar ways, respectively”. 

In other words, the one who performs अन्न-ब्रह्म उऩासना on Earth & Space as indicated in Anuvaka 9 above, should not turn away any 
guest who seeks shelter in his house. Along with shelter, food also should be served necessarily and as such a householder should 
store food in plenty.  So, the one who knows this acts accordingly derives the result explained above, i.e. he becomes great in 
progeny (discipleship), in cattle (wealth) and in spiritual accomplishments, besides attaining great name, fame & recognition.  

Mantra 2: ―Brahman resides in speech as „well-being‟; in प्राण & अऩान as acquirer and preserver; as action in the hands; as motion 
in the feet; as activity of excretion in the anus. Brahman should be worshipped in this manner with respect to man or the 
physical life of man”. 
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Mantra 3: “Now, the contemplation is in reference to gods as satisfaction in rains; as power in lightning; as fame in cattle 
(wealth); as light in the stars; as offspring, immortality (i.e. higher worlds) & joy in the generative organ; as all in the Space. Let 
him meditate upon Space as the support and he becomes well-supported. Let him meditate upon that as the great to become 
great. Let him meditate upon that as mind to become knowledgeable”.  
Mantra 4: “By worshipping that with salutations/humility, all objects of desires bow down to him; meditating upon that as the 
Supreme, makes him possessed of supremacy. If contemplated upon that as the destructive aspect of Brahman, all those enemies 
who hate him, and those rivals whom he does not like, they all will die”.  
In other words, whatever aspect of Brahman one worships, the worshipper attains that aspect. Like by worshipping Space as 
Brahman, which is support of all, he will be able to support many, like Space. Man becomes strong by meditating on the quality of 
strength. Meditate on Brahman with the attribute of greatness to become great by wealth, etc.   
Mantra 5:  “The Reality in the core of man and the Reality which is in the sun are one. He who knows thus, departing from this 
world, first attains the self made of Food, then attains self made of प्राण, then attains self made of Mind, then attains self made of 
Intellect and lastly the self made of Bliss, i.e. Brahman transcending Bliss Sheath and thereafter eating what he likes and 
assuming forms according to his wishes, he roams around the globe and sits singing the Sama song of joy - हा३व    हा३व    हा३व  ।, i.e. 
Ah! Ah! Ah!, the expression of wonder!”. 
In other words, The knower of Brahman becomes Brahman  - who is Truth, Knowledge and Infinitude (i.e. सत्य –ऻान  –अनिभ ्), who 
is immortal, fearless, invisible, unborn, self-created, who is the one without a second – and enjoys all objects of pleasure at once, 
because objects have no independent existence except for Brahman. The knower of Brahman eats any food he likes and assumes 
any form he likes and wanders through the worlds, the earth and the other worlds, being one with all as the Self, even as he rests 
peacefully in his own nature of सरिदानन्द. He sits singing Sama, which here means sameness, i.e. one with all, pervading equally 
through all.  
Mantra 6:  “Oh, Oh! I am the Food, I am the Food, I am the Food (अन्नभ ्); I am the Eater of food, I am the Eater of food, I am 
the Eater of food (अन्नाद्); I am both Food & Eater of Food; I am both Food & Eater of Food; I bring together both Food & 
Eater of Food (अन्नभ ् & अन्नाद्), i.e. कता ा & कभापर. I am the first born (Hiranyagarbha). Prior to gods, I am the centre of 
immortality. Whoever gives me, he surely protects me. I am the food that eats him who eats food without giving. I have 
conquered the entire universe. I am luminous like the sun. He who knows thus, attains the aforesaid results. Thus ends the 
Upanishad”. 
This is the song of unity sung by a realised master. The threefold repetition is to indicate wonder. Oh, Oh! is an expression of 
extreme wonder. The sage is struck with wonder. When he loses his little ego (अह काय) and realises the oneness with Brahman and 
the whole universe, the sage says: "I, the non-dual, taintless, Brahman, am myself the food, and the food-eater, the enjoyer and the 
object of enjoyment, the subject and the object. I, who was one with the body, am now Brahman, who is all, through the grace of 
the Guru and the scriptures".  Just as the sun shines without the aid of other lights, realised master shines without the help of any 
other light. Just as the sun dispels the darkness, he dispels the darkness of ignorance.  

Thus, the Knowledge of Self is taught in two Chapters, viz., ब्रह्मानन्द-वल्ली & बगृ  -वल्ली. The one who comprehends the teaching, like 
Bhrigu, by practicing great austerities to develop necessary qualities including perfect endurance & balance of mind, being free from 
desire, contentment, dispassion, etc., attains the result in the form of भोऺ described above. 
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केनोऩरनषद ्(Sama-Veda) 

CONTENT DETAILS 
Chapter (C)   No. of 

Mantras 
Brief Description 

Khanda (K) 

Highlights of the 
Upanishad: 

 The Upanishad is named ‗  न    न   ’ because the Upanishad mantra starts with the word ‗  न (i.e.   न                    न   i.e. willed and 
directed by whom does the mind light upon its objects?)‘. The names of teacher & student are not indicated in the Upanishad. 

 This Upanishad is ninth Chapter of Talavakara Brahmana portion of Sama-Veda, the first eight Chapters being topics concerning     & 
    न . The Upanishad comprises of 34 mantras spread over 4 Sections (Khandas). 

 This Upanishad has the distinction of having both ऩद-बाष्य (i.e. commentary according to grammer) & वाक्य-बाष्य (i.e. commentary 
according to rules of analysis) by Bhagawan Shankaracharyaji.  

 Our Poojya Guruji, in his introduction to Upanishads (this being the first Upanishad studied in this batch) during the sessions, described 
various aspects of Vedas/Upanishads, concluding as to how they, through prescribed    ,     न , etc., prepare the man to attain 
purification of mind, prodding him to start enquiring about the purpose in life, which eventually leads one to competent Guru for 
     - नन  - न     न   to attain Knowledge of Self. Knowledge of Self is the means to Liberation, which is the highest and the ultimate 
        of mankind. It was also emphasised that Knowledge of Self alone is the means to Liberation and that any number of     &     न  
will not lead one to Liberation directly, though they form means for purification of mind to attain Knowledge of Self. 

 Our Poojya Gurudev Shri Chinmayanandaji too, in his commentary, has given an elaborate description of Vedas/Upanishads, indicating 
as to how they teach us ‗to turn the key, open the door and enter the Temple of Truth‘ which is within each one of us.  

 Gist of this Upanishad: 
This Upanishad, through a profound series of questions and answers, leads the mind from gross to subtle (i.e. from effects to cause) to 
know the ultimate source (cause) of beings, till the seeker identifies himself with that very cause i.e. essential oneness of     &       . 
The dialogue between the teacher and the student described in the first two Sections (Khandas) indicates that the sense organs & mind, 
being inert by themselves, cannot function without the sentiency of the pure Consciousness, the Brahman. Still, Brahman ever remains 
unknown to and unknowable by the sense organs & mind. It is indicated in the second chapter that anyone claiming to know Brahman 
is ignorant as the one who knows Brahman understands that Brahman is never an object of Knowledge, though it is the pure 
Consciousness underlying every mental state. Therefore, according to Upanishad, if a seeker, with proper spiritual disciplines meditates 
upon Brahman as the all-pervading pure Consciousness, Brahman can be realised in this life itself as one‘s own Self.     
Chapters 3 and 4 describe through a parable the helplessness of even gods in the absence of grace of God. In the story, the pride-ridden 
gods like Agni, Vaayu including Indra, were humbled making them to reflect and recognise the glory of God, again through God‘s grace 
alone appearing before Indra in the form of Goddess Uma, representing the wisdom of Vedas, for proper guidance. 

C-I / K-1 8 The Upanishad begins with the questions of the Disciple, concerning the cause of life and human activity, viz., (a) willed & directed by whom 
does the mind falls for objects? (b) commanded by whom does the vital-air (   ) functions? (c) willed by whom do men utter speech? (d) what 
intelligence directs the eyes and the ears (towards their objects)?  
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What is indicated in the questions is the desire of the disciple to know the force/energy behind all human life and activities as, though the 
phenomenal world is perceived by the senses and mind, the power that enables senses & mind, enormous activities of the world, etc., is not 
comprehended by human equipment. This concern of a sincere seeker longing to know the Truth is expressed as his query to the Guru.  
The Guru Answers :  (a) It is the Ear of the ear, the Mind of the mind; It is the Tongue of the tongue and also the Life of life; It is the Eye of 
the eye and the wise-ones knowing this become immortal. Guru further described It as the innermost Self of man, which is being beyond the 
senses & mind, as neither Known nor Unknown and as All-Pervading, etc. 
An individual of ordinary intellect is satisfied with what he hears, sees, thinks, etc., through his senses and he does not think about what 
stands behind the ear or eye or mind to make it function. Being an extrovert, he does not go beyond his body complex and the world 
connected to it.  He thinks the death of his body as his death since he is fully identified with body alone. But a man of sharp intellect, who 
has studied scriptures under a competent Guru, does not think death of his body as his death. He probes further and realises the force which 
is the eye of the eye, the ear of the ear. Thus, having transcended himself from his physical identity, such a wise one becomes immortal by 
knowing that Subtle & Eternal Self as his own Self. 

C-I / K-2 5 The Guru here counter-checks whether his disciple has understood what was indicated to him earlier, by expressing that - If you think, ―I 
know That (Brahman) well enough, it is certainly very little; even what Gods think of Brahman in the form is also little‖ and indicates to the 
student that – ‗therefore, Brahman is still to be deliberated by you‘. In response to Guru‘s observation, the disciple takes a break to reflect 
more and then reports back to Guru of his understanding – „I think That (Brahman) is now known (to me)‘. Realising that the Guru is not in 
agreement with this view also, the student further contemplates and having understood Brahman as his own Self (which can neither be said 
as I know it nor I do not know it) says – I do not think I know It Well, which does not mean I do not know It. Anyone knows like this, also knows.  
Since Brahman is infinite, He cannot be known by the finite physical eyes as they are unable to perceive that subtle essence. Nor Brahman 
can be expressed by finite language or known by finite intelligence. Brahman can be known by the one endowed with purity of mind, which 
is attained by necessary prescribed qualifications. Only such a prepared seeker can know Brahman who is in everything, everywhere and at all 
time. 

C-I / K-3 12 This Khanda indicates as to how the sense of „Doership‟, without any sense of worship to Paramatma, leads one to false pride and his eventual fall.  

The story indicates such an attitude of Gods in heaven after winning a war over the Demons. The Gods became proud over their victory 
considering it their own victory, instead of attributing the victory to Paramatma. So, with a view to instill proper sense in the minds of Gods, 
the Paramatma, who is the Supreme Controller of thoughts & actions of all, appeared at heaven in the form of a handsome Yaksha. The 
Vayudeva & Agnideva, who were sent by Indra to enquire about the Yaksha, return badly humiliated by their display of powerlessness in 
front of Yaksha as they could not respectively move and burn even a blade of grass shown by Yaksha, even though they were presiding deities 
of wind and fire. Their king, Indra, who followed thereafter, faced still more humiliating situation as Yaksha disappeared when Indra came 
out to enquire about Yaksha. Even as Indra was thinking as to who that Yaksha could be, Goddess Uma appears before Indra. 

C-I / K-4 9 Goddess Uma (who is the Goddess of Vedas) informs Indra that, the Yaksha he was looking for was none other than Paramatma himself, 
who was the real strength behind their victory over the Demons.  To clarify the whole purpose of these verses, the bhashya gives the following 
summary: ―In the macrocosmic context, Brahman has the attribute of revealing Itself quickly like lightening and winking. In the microcosmic 
context, It has the attribute of manifesting Itself simultaneously with all the modifications of the mind (thoughts). This is the instruction 
about Brahman through these analogies‖. 
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छान्दोग्मोऩरनषद ्(Sama-Veda) 

CONTENT DETAILS 

Chapter (C)   No. of 
Mantras 

Brief Description 
Khanda (K) 

Highlights of  
the Upanishad: 

 This Upanishad is from Sama-Veda, forming part of the Brahmana portion of the Talavakara Section. It comprises of 8 Chapters 
and is very popular among the major Upanishads. The first 5 chapters comprise of     &     न, while the next three chapters 
teach Self-Knowledge. 

 The name छान्दोग्म, derived from the word     , means Veda-mantra (also vedic meter) that belongs to singers of Sama Veda and 
   also means expression of freeness or expression of joy. 

 The Guru in this Upanishad is Sage Uddalaka and disciple is his son Shvetaketu, who has returned home after completing his 12 
years of Vedic studies at a Gurukula. 

 This Upanishad declares the famous         : ‗      – You Are That‘, which is the essence of Vedanta teaching (Sections 8 to 
16). 

 Bhagawan Shankaraachaaryaji (under ‗         ’ as introduction to Chapter 6) has emphasised that the only means for 
attaining absolute goal of life, i.e. Liberation, is Knowledge of Self (  न) alone and that any amount of     &     न , individually 
or in combination, will not take one to Liberation as     is opposed to   न. It is, however, indicated that it is possible to attain 
higher worlds through     &     न , besides gradually developing purity of mind in the individual, which can pave way for 
spiritual studies to attain Knowledge of Self eventually.  

 The Upanishad teaching is imparted in three Chapters are as under: 

 CHAPTER 6  -          : I AM EXISTENCE: 
 This chapter is a dialogue between the Guru (father) Uddhalaka and student (son) Shwetaketu, in tune with the       of 

father teaching the son.  
 In this Chapter, first 7 Sections discussed the aspect of creation – all manifested from ‗सत ्‘ – This is           which results 

in        न (Indirect Knowledge). 
 Section 8 taught ‗तत्त्वभरस‘ - declaring the truth – ‗You are That (‗  न  ‘) – This is        which results in         न (Direct 

Knowledge).  
 Sections 9 to 16 repeat the        with different examples to address different erroneous notions (          न ) of the 

student. At the end of Section 16, the student,        , understood what was taught through       . 
 CHAPTER 7  -           : I AM INFINITY 

 This Chapter describes the creation process in detail as no such teaching was imparted in the 6th Chapter. Here, Brahman is 
described as बभूा  (the Infinitude) and so the Knowledge imparted is called as बभूरवद्या. This chapter points out the effects of सत ् 
-Existence.   

 This chapter is presented in a dialogue form between Sage सनत्क भाय (the teacher) and the brother Sage नायद (the student).  
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 While 6th Chapter is meant for उिभ अरधकायी, the 7th Chapter is for भध्यभ अरधकायी according to टीकाकाय श्री आनन्दरगरयज . 
 This Chapter is divided into 26 Sections – 
 Sections 1 to 22 teach उऩासना on various aspects starting from „Name as Brahman‟ : 

उऩासना is single-pointed focus on a symbol, name or form indicated in the scriptures which acts as the support for 
concentration of mind on the object of उऩासना (सग  ण ब्रह्म). Over a continous practice, it is possible to completely 
indentify with that object of उऩासना, by excluding all the contrary thoughts. उऩासना is     -    and is based on    .  

 Sections 23 to 26 :  Teaching of बभूारवद्या : 
 In Sections 23 & 24, the definition and nature of बभूा’(the Infinitude) is discussed.   

 Section 25 highlights ―जीव ब्रह्म ऐक्य‖ भहावाक्य and also indicates that world is nothing but नाभ-रूऩ appearing in this बभूा 
and that बभूा is everything. To remove the remoteness (ऩयोऺत्वभ)्, it is indicated that अहङ्काय has the same रऺण as बभूा 
and they are one and the same thing and thereafter declares that this अहभ ् is same as आत्मा. 

 Section 26 concludes the Chapter describing the glory of the ब्रह्मरवद्या and the ब्रह्मऻारन. 

 CHAPTER 8  -           : I AM CONSCIOUSNESS 

 This Eighth & Concluding Chapter of Upanishad teaches          : I am Consciousness. 

 Upanishad Guru here is Creator Brahmaaji himself while students are Indra and Virochana (Kings of Gods & Demoms 
respectively). 

 This Chapter has 15 Sections comprising the following topics : 

o Sections  1 to   6             न  
o Sections  7 to 12  न        Description (i.e.    -     ->   -     ->    -     ->      -     --->         न   ) 
o Sections 13 to 15           , फ -     &         

 The commentator has indicated that the purpose of this eighth chapter is to reveal some more attributes of non-dual Brahman 
for the benefit of the seekers for easy comprehension, which have not been discussed in the earlier chapters. 

GIST OF THE UPANISHAD: 
 The entire creation is nothing but ‗  न  ‘ alone, appearing as names & forms, because before creation, ‗  न  ‘ alone existed and all 

else manifested from ‗  न  ‘ subsequently and all will go back to ‗  न  ‘ eventually (Like pot, etc. come from clay & go back to clay – 
what exists ever is clay alone). 

 The ‗  न  ‘ is One, Withoug a Second, Homogeneous, All-Pervasive, Eternal. Upanishadic        repeatredly declares – तत्त्वभरस 
– You are That (  न  ). 

 Thus, ‗  न  ‘ being One, Non-Dual ‗          न ‘ and all else being inert transient appearances of the nature of coming-staying-
going, what else the sentient ‗me‘ could be, other than           न    न  , as taught  by the teacher in terms of the Upanishadic 
       – तत्त्वभरस, Upanishads being the only      in this respect?  

 The Immortality is clear understanding of this Knowledge & firm abidance in the Knowledge under all circumstances, which 
results in increasingly blissful nature within me, with least or no disturbances due to names, forms or activities of the world. 
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CONTENT DETAILS 

Chapter (C)   No. of 
Mantras Brief Description 

Khanda (K) 

 CHAPTER VI -         : I am Existence 

Introduction to  
Sixth Chapter  

(छान्दोग्मोऩरनषद)् 
 

o This chapter contains the famous         : ‗      – You Are That‘, which is the essence of Vedanta teaching. 

o This chapter is a dialogue between the Guru (father) Uddhalaka and student (son) Shwetaketu, in tune with the       of father 
teaching the son. This would be teaching of complete and entire truth without any compromise, the student being his own son 
(as indicated in the sub-commentary by Shri Ananda Giriji). 

o This chapter is considered to be the model chapter for analyzing the       (essence) of Vedanta (the process is called             - 
6-Limbs Method). The six limbs are – (i) उऩक्रभ &उऩस हाय (what is presented in the beginning and end); (ii) अभ्यास (Repetition / 
frequency); (iii) अऩवू ाता (Originality & exclusiveness); (iv) पर  (Result); (v) अथ ावाद (Praise) and (iv) उऩऩरि् (Logic & reasoning). 

o First 7 Sections of the Chapter discussed the aspect of creation – all manifested from ‗सत ्‘. This is           which results in 
       न (Indirect Knowledge). 

o Section 8 taught ‗तत्त्वभरस‘ - declaring the truth – ‗You are That (‗  न  ‘) – This is        which results in         न (Immediate 
Knowledge). Thereafter, from Sections 9 to 16,        was repeated with different examples to address different erroneous 
notions (          न ) of the student. 

o At the end of Section 16, the student,        , understood what was taught through       . 
o Thus, the result of        has to be the dawn out of         न (Immediate Knowledge) that ‗I am Infinite, All-pwrvading, 

Eternal Brahman‘. For this Knowledge to take place, no action needs to be performed. It is only removal of ignorance-based 
erroneous notions about the nature of one‘s Self (i.e, sense of finitude as body-mind-intellect) and understanding the true 
nature as    -    - न    . 

C-VI – S-1 7 The Chapter begins with the dialogues between sage Uddhalaka and his son Shwetaketu both, before Shwetaketu goes to Gurukula for Vedic study 
and  when he returns home after 12 years of stay in Gurukula:  

श्वतेकेत  हा ारुणमे आस त ह रऩतोवाच श्वतेकेतो वस ब्रह्मचम ाभ ् । न व ैसोम्यास्मत्क रीनोऽननचू्य ब्रह्मफि रयव बवतीरत ॥१॥ 
स ह द्वादशवष ा उऩते्य चत  रव ा    शरतवष ा्  सवा ान ् वदेानधीत्य भहाभना अन  चानभानी स्तब्ध एमाम। 
त ह रऩतोवाच श्वतेकेतो मन्न   सोम्यदे  भहाभना अनचूानभानी स्तब्धोऽस्य त तभादशेभप्राक्ष्य् ॥२॥ 
मनेाश्र  त श्र  त  बवत्यभत  भतभरवऻात  रवऻातरभरत । कथ  न   बगव् स आदशेो बवतीरत ॥३॥ 
मथा सोम्यकेैन भरृिण्डने सवं भनृ्मम  रवऻात स्याद्वाचायम्भण  रवकायो नाभधमे  भरृिकेत्यवे सत्यभ ् ॥४॥ 
मथा सोम्यकेैन रोहभरणना सवं रोहभम  रवऻात स्याद्वाचायम्भण  रवकायो नाभधमे  रोहरभत्यवे सत्यभ ् ॥५॥ 
मथा सोभकेैन नखरनकृिनने सव ंकार्ष्ा ामस  रवऻात स्याद्वाचायम्भण  रवकायो नाभधमे  कृर्ष्ामसरभत्यवे सत्यभवे स्मम? स आदशेो बवतीरत ॥६॥ 
न व ैननू   बगविस्त एतदे्वरदष  म ाद्ध् मतेदवरेदष्यन ् कथ  भ ेनावक्ष्यरन्नरत बवगा स्त्ववे भ ेतद्ब्रवीरत्वरत तथा सोम्यरेत होवाच॥७॥ 
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The Upanishad starts with Sage Uddhalaka‘s advise to his son Shwetaketu, realising that his son was fit for the course of study as he 
had crossed the age of initiation into sacred Gurukula education. He asks Shwetaketu to find a competent Guru who agrees to 
teach him and also to live the life of ब्रह्मचम ा, indicating to him that it is not proper for anyone in the family to remain as a Brahmana 
for namesake without studying Vedas. Accordingly, Shwetaketu, who was aged 12 then, leaves for Gurukula and after studying all 
Vedas and grasping their meanings (रवरधवत ् वदे-वदेा ग अरधगत्या), returns home at the age of 24. His father, by the attitude of his son, 
sees him as a भहाभना, the one with such a mind that he refuses to recognise anyone else as his equal; as a अनचूानभरन, the one who 
thinks himself as a great exponent; and स्तब्ध्, the one who is proud and arrogant, who does not even possess the courtesy to offer 
salutation to his father. 
Thus, sensing the unacceptable nature of his arrogant son, which is unbecoming of a learned person, the father, with a view to 
instill in him some values & ethics, asks his son as to whether he received that special teaching (आदशे) from his Guru, knowing 
which, that which is unheard becomes heard; unthought of becomes thought of; and unknown becomes known? Unaware of such a 
knowledge, Shwetaketu enquires with his father as to the nature of that teaching to know It, which he considers his Guru did not 
know and hence did not teach him. The compassionate father responds through examples of ‗knowing effects by knowing the 
cause‘ as under:  

 It is known, like clay (material cause) is known, which alone is the substance, as its effects such as pot, jar, etc., are merely 
words. 

 It is known, like one ingot of gold becomes known, through its modifications, i.e. ornaments like bracelet, crown armlet, 
etc., are merely words. 

 It is known, like through one nail-cutter made of steel, everthing else made of steel by way of modifications of steel shall 
become known, as they are merely words. 

Since Shvetaku did not know this knowledge, with all humbleness, he requested his father to teach him that, to which his father 
agreed. 

Key Learning: 

 As discussed in the सम्बि बाष्यभ ्,     &     न  are prescribed for the one who is in ignorance of the Self and not for the one 
endowed with the Knowledge of non-dual Self as one‘s own Self. 

 In ancient time, comprehensive education was imparted at Gurukulas for many years, extending upto 12 years or beyond, 
without the intervention of parents for such a long duration, which shows the importance attached to the education. 

 True Knowledge turns one humble (रवद्या ददारत रवनमभ ्). Great virtues are not so easy to attain even after mastering all the 
scriptures. 

 Guru does not reveal the Self to the student until such time that the Guru considers the student to be ready (qualified enough) 
to receive it. 

 ―By knowing the cause, all efects shall be known‖ means ―by knowing Brahman, which is the material cause of all, all else is 
known‖. 

 Pot = Clay + Name & Form (वाचायम्भयणभ ्), a combination of the Real & Unreal (वस्त  + अवस्त ).  Clay alone existed before 
creation of Pot or after destruction of Pot, i.e. Pot existed neither in the beginning nor at the end. Its seeming existence in the 
middle as pot is only appearance (i.e. Name & Form). In the same way, Self (वस्त ) & Non-Self (अवस्त ) have to be separated using 
discrimination. 
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C-VI – S-2 4 This section presents Theory of Creation, i.e. What existed before creation? How was the universe created? Is there a logical sequence for creation? 

सदवे सोम्यदेभग्र आसीदकेभवेारद्वतीमभ ् । तिकै आहुयसदवेदेभग्र आसीदकेभवेारद्वतीम  तस्मादसत् सज्जामत ॥१॥ 
क तस्त  खरृ सोम्यवै स्यारदरत होवाच कथभसत् सज्जामतेरेत। सत्त्ववे सोम्यदेभग्र आसीदकेभवेारद्वतीमभ ् ॥२॥ 
तदैऺ त फहु स्या  प्रजाममेरेत तिजेोऽसजृत । तिजे एऺत फहु स्या  प्रजाममेरेत तदऩोऽसजृत। तस्माद्यत्र क्व च शोचरत स्वदेत ेवा ऩ  रुषस्तजेस एव तदध्याऩो जामि े
॥३॥ 
ता आऩ ऐऺि फह्व्य् स्याभ ् प्रजामभेहीरत ता अन्नभसजृि। तस्माद्यत्र क्व च वष ारत तदवे बरूमष्ठभन्न  बवत्यद्ध् म एव तदध्यन्नद्य  जामत े॥४॥ 
In the beginning, this was Existence (सत ्) alone – One without a second. सत ् means that thing which is pure existence, the reality, 
other attributes of which are - सकू्ष्मभ ् – means very subtle, different from the gross;  रनरव ाशषेभ ् – without distinction, unlike even space, 
though Space distinguishes itself from the rest; सवागभ ् – All-pervasive; एक  – The One; रनयञ्जनभ ् – Untouched, Samsaara (bondage) 
never touched it; रनयवमव  – Partless,      - Sub-Stratum; रवऻानभ ् – That which can be known through Vedanta alone. The entire 
creation, seen as modifications through names, forms & action was from Existence alone. It is available even now as Existence. But, 
it is now available with names & forms and known by the mind, indicated by the word ‗    – This‘  but, before the creation, it was 
not available to conceive as a thing having names & forms. It is like when a common man passing by a village in the forenoon sees a 
lump of clay spread out by the potter, desirous of making pots, etc., and while returning in the evening sees pots, plates, etc. then he 
would say – ‗these pots, plates, etc. are nothing but clay seen in the forenoon‘. 
If some (i.e.   न    s) argue that the theory of origination is from Non-Existence, it is not possible under any means of evidence. If it 
is considered similar to a sprout coming out of a seed, that is destroyed (i.e. seed does not exist now) that contradicts their own 
theory of origination from Non-Existence. Because, the constituents of the seed, i.e., the arrangements of atoms in the seed, 
continue in the sprout also (i.e. the sprout retains the attributes of the seed) and do not undergo destruction when sprout emerges 
out from the seed. Also, if the pot can come out of Non-Existence, then those needing pot would not require any clay. Therefore, 
Existence does not emerge from Non-Existence. If it is argued that like clay is different from lump, pot, etc., Existence (the idea of 
creation) is different from the creation (object of creation) like a Cow is different from a Horse, the answer is no. Because, though 
the lump, pot, etc. are different from each other, they are not different from Clay, as lump and pot are nothing but Clay. A Horse is 
different from a Cow and a Cow is different from a Horse, whereas lump, pot, etc. are only different forms of Clay. Therefore, all 
the objects of creation are merely different shapes of the Existence and Existence alone is the essence. 
That Existence did the visualisation. From this, it is clear that the cause of creation is not the    न as imagined by     -s as they 
accept    न to be insentient (matter). But, Existence is sentient since it could visualise - ―Let me become many, let me grow forth‖, 
like Clay taking the shapes of Pot, etc. or a Rope taking the shape of a Snake, etc. through the imagination of the Intellect. If it is 
asked whether whatever seen should be then unreal, like a Snake on a Rope, the answer is no, because Existence alone is perceived 
as something other than Existence through duality of various forms. Therefore, there is no Non-Existence of anything whatsoever 
anywhere either as name or as a thing. All words and things though spoken of in the sense that they are different from Existence, 
they are Existence only, like in the world, a Rope is given the reality of a Snake or the words like lump, pot, etc., are spoken as 
though different from Clay. However, when one by discrimination comes to know the Rope, the idea of Snake ceases to exist, or 
the knowledge of Clay removes the idea of lump, pot, etc. In the same way, words and thoughts with regard to all modifications 
cease to exist for those who have disriminating Knowledge about the Existence.  
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This way, having done the visualisation, the Existence created the Fire (i.e. after Space and Air, Fire was created). That Fire (created 
by     & because of     in it) visualised – ―May I become many, may I grow forth‖, as was the case before. Thus, it created Water. 
Then, the Water (created by     & because of     in it), visualised – ―May I become many, may I grow forth‖ and created Food, 
which is indicative of the Earth, because food is product of the Earth. This way, creation of fundamental elements (subtle elements) 
is completed. 

Key Learning: 

 The nature of Existence, i.e. One, without a Second – before and after creation, can also be compared to the 10th man – the 
10th man was seemingly lost, unaccounted and finally counted and identified, while the fact is that he was present all the time. 

 I am Existence – Continuous, same all the time, all the places. But, BMI changes right from childhood to adulthood to old age. 
Like the nature of water remains the same – when heated, it becomes hot, when frozen, it becomes ice. But, left to itself, it 
returns to its original nature of water. Thus, Existence alone is constant, continuous and never-changing. All appearances in the 
creation, come, stay and go, making way for new appearances and so on. 

C-VI – S-3 4 The further process of creation is elaborated here indicating the three groups of species and explaining the process of grossification from subtle 
elements, with सत ् manifesting as life in all beings: 

तषेा  खल्वषेा  बतूाना  त्रीण्मवे फीजारन बवन्त्याण्डज  जीवजभ  रिज्जरभरत ॥१॥ 
समे  दवेत ैऺ त हिाहरभभारस्तस्रो दवेता अनने जीवनेात्मान  प्ररवश्म नाभरूऩ ेव्याकयवाणीरत ॥२॥ 
तासा  रत्रवतृ  रत्रवतृभकैेका  कयवाणीरत समे  दवेतभेारस्तस्रो दवेता अननेवै जीवनेात्मनान  प्ररवश्म नाभरूऩ ेव्याकयोत ् ॥३॥ 
तासा  रत्रवतृ  रत्रवतृभकैेकाभकयोद्यथा त   खरृ सोम्यभेारस्तस्रो दवेतारिवरृिवदृकैेका बवरत तन्म ेरवजानीहीरत ॥४॥ 
Creation of all beings is only through three origins, viz., (i) born from eggs (अण्डजभ ्) such as birds, serpents, etc.; (ii) born from 
living beings, i.e. wombs (जीवजभ ्) such as human beings, animals, etc.; and (iii) born from sprouts, i.e. emerging from earth 
(उरिज्जभ ्). Those that are born of moist, sweat, etc. (lice, bug, etc.), also called स्वदेज  and स शोकज , are included under अण्डजभ ् or 
उरिज्जभ ् respectively (due to the origin of their respective births). 

That Deity, the सत ्, which is under discussion and which is the origin of fire, water and earth, again undertook the act of visualising 
- Let me now, by entering into these three gods in the form of this Self, manifest name and form, by accepting the idea of becoming 
many, recalling its experience of previous cycle of creation about the individual self, the sustainer of life, i.e. ‗ज     ‘. An individual 
self (जीव) is a mere reflection of the Deity (सत)्, arising due to its contact with the subtle elements of the ज     , like Intellect, etc. It 
is like the reflection of a person, seeming to have entered into a mirror and reflection of the Sun in water, etc. The contact of Deity 
(सत)्, possessed of such unimaginable infinite powers with the Intellect, etc., takes the form of reflection of Consciousness, which 
results in ज      expressing wrong notions of being happy, sorrowful, etc. due to absence of discriminative knowledge about the 
true nature of Deity (सत)्. Since the Deity (सत)् has entered into the body of the जीव merely as a reflection in the form of individual 
soul,  Deity (सत)् does not become affected by the happiness or sorrow of the जीव as it belongs to the body of the जीव. Like 
appearance of different types of reflections of a person or the Sun in the mirrors or in water does not affect the person or the Sun, 
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nor the defects in the mirrors or water touch the person or the Sun, so also the Deity (सत)् is not affected by the happiness or 
sorrow of the जीव. 

That Deity (सत)् having entered into these three deities (elements), visualised ‗I shall make these three deities three-fold. By making 
each deity (element) three-fold, one becomes primary and other two secondary. This process is called grossification and it involves 
mixing of ½ of one element with ¼ each of other two, thus the one with predominant aspect of Fire (i.e. 50% of Fire, 25% each of 
Water & Earth) will be called Fire; the one with predominant aspect of Water (i.e. 50% of Water & 25% each of Fire & Earth) will 
be called Water and so on. Otherwise, as in the case of plaiting three strands into rope, there would not be distinct process of 
making 3-fold (triplication). This way, fire, water and earth would be referred separately as ‗this is fire‘, this is water‘ & ‗this is earth‘.  
Thus, when the deities (elements) attain distinct name and idea separately, there will be full benefit of their (of these deities) right 
activities. Having thus entered first into the body of Virat and then into the bodies of deities, this Deity (सत)् manifested names & 
forms as per its own will – ‗let this have this name & this form‖, etc. That Deity (सत)् made each one of them three-fold one-by-one 
according to their predominant and secondary qualities.  

Key Learning: 

 After grossification, each of the gross elements contains a quarter of the other two elements and half of its own.  

 These gross elements build up the gross body of all living beings, while ungrossified elements form subtle bodies. The Deity 
(सत ्) enters into these bodies to enliven them. 

C-VI – S-4 7 The qualities of those three Deities, which are part of the whole, the सत ्, are described here: 

मदग्न ेयोरहत रूऩ  तजेसस्तदू्रऩ  मच्छुक्ल  तदऩा  मतृ्कर्ष्ा  तदन्नस्याऩागादग्न े  त्व  वाचायम्भण  रवकायो नाभधमे  त्रीरण रूऩाणीत्यवे सत्यभ ् ॥१॥ 
मदारदत्यस्य योरहत रूऩ  तजेसस्तदू्रऩ  मच्छुक्ल  तदऩा  मतृ्कर्ष्ा  तदन्नस्याऩागादारदत्यादारदरचत्यत्व  वाचायम्भण  रवकायो नाभधमे  त्रीरण रूऩाणीत्यवे सत्यभ॥्२॥ 
मिन्द्रभसो योरहत रूऩ  तजेसस्तदू्रऩ  मच्छुक्ल  तदऩा  मतृ्कर्ष्ा  तदन्नस्याऩागािन्द्रािन्द्रत्व  वाचायम्भण  रवकायो नाभधमे  त्रीरण रूऩाणीत्यवे सत्यभ॥्३॥ 
मरद्वद्य  तो योरहत रूऩ  तजेसस्तदू्रऩ  मच्छुक्ल  तदऩा  मतृ्कर्ष्  तदन्नस्याऩागारद्वद्य  तो रवद्य  त्व  वचायम्भण  रवकायो नाभधमे  त्रीरण रूऩारणत्यवे सत्यभ ् ॥४॥ 
एति स्म व ैतरद्वद्वा स आहु् ऩवू ेभहाशारा भहाश्रोरत्रमा न नोऽद्य कश्चनाश्र  तभभतभरवऻातभ  दाहरयष्यतीरत      रवदाञ्चक्र ॥५॥ 
मदु योरहतरभवाबरूदरत तजेसस्तदू्रऩरभरत तरद्वदाञ्चक्र म ादु श  क्लरभवावबरूदत्यऩा रूऩरभरत तरद्वदाञ्चक्र म ादु कृर्ष्रभवाबरूदत्यन्नस्य रूऩरभरत तरद्वदाञ्चक्र ् ॥६॥ 
मद्वरवऻातरभवाबरूदत्यतेासाभवे दवेताना सभास इरत तरद्वदाञ्चक्र म ाथा न   खरृ सोम्यभेारस्तस्रो दवेता् ऩ  रुष  प्राप्य रत्रवरृिवदृकैेका बवरत तन्म ेरवजानीहीरत ॥७॥ 
The red colour seen in the triplicated gross Fire is the colour of original ungrossified Fire, the white colour is the colour of original 
ungrossified Water and the black colour is the colour of the ungrossified Food (Earth). In other words, the idea of Fire before the 
Knowledge of three distinct colours, no more exists now and the word ‗Fire‘ is now mere forms (colours). It is like a crystal seen in 
the proximity of a red coloured thing causes the perception that ‗it is a ruby‘ before the knowledge of distinction between crystal 
and the red-coloured thing takes place. But, when the knowledge takes place about the real position, the ‗ruby‘ ceases to exist as 
crystal is perceived as crystal alone. Similar is the case here, i.e. on attaining Knowledge about 3 colours contained in the fire, the 
quality of fire (i.e. firehood) vanishes. 
Similar is the case of Sun, Moon and Lightening, i.e. the respective colours, viz., Red, White and Black (Dark), belong the colours 
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of Fire, Water and Earth (Food), respectively. Thus, the perceptions of quality of Sun, Moon and Lightening vanish from them, for 
all modifications are words based on only names (forms) alone. 
Thus, each one of these deities (Fire, Water & Food-Earth) becomes three-fold, as explained through four examples of Fire, Sun, 
Moon & Lightening. So, if the entire Universe is three-fold and three forms (colours) alone are real as in the case of Fire, etc., then 
through vanishing of the firehood of Fire, the quality of Universe too vanishes. In the same way, since Water is the source of Food 
(Earth), Water alone is real, food a mere modification of speech. So also, as Fire is the source of Water, Fire alone is Real and 
Water is mere modification of speech. Extending this,     is the source of Fire and as such     is Real and Fire is a mere 
modification of speech. Though only three elements are discussed here (i.e. Fire, Water & Earth), the same logic is true in the case 
of the five elements also, other two being air and space. Therefore, since all things being modifications of     alone, when     
becomes known, all things become known. Thus, it is concluded that     alone, which is One without a second, is Real and it is 
well-said that when that One is known all else becomes known. 
In the ancient past, the great house-holders and Vedic scholars, being aware of this true aspect, understood everything through these 
three forms (colours) and there is nothing that they were not unheard, un-grasped or unknown to them.  The idea implied is that 
everything was known to them, they being possessed of the knowledge of    . When they were in doubt with regard to the colours 
of different birds, etc. they knew that whatever appeared as red, it is the colour of Fire, whatever appeared as white as the colour of 
Water and whatever appeared as black as the colour of Food (Earth). In the same manner, whatever could not be distinctly grasped 
by them, they understood it to be a combination of the three deities themselves.   

C-VI – S-5 4 Now, the three-fold effect at individual level on their coming in contact with the man, who is a combination of head, hands, organs, etc, is 
explained to Shwetaketu by his father: 

अन्नभरशत  त्रधेा रव  मत ेतस्य म् स्थरवष्ठो धात  स्ति यीष   बवरत मो भध्यभस्तन्मा स  मोऽरणष्ठस्तन्मन् ॥१॥ 
आऩ् ऩीतास्त त्रधेा रवधीमि ेतासा  म् स्थरवष्ठो धात  स्तन्मतू्र  बवरत मो भध्यभस्तल्लोरहत  मोऽरणष्ठ् स प्राण् ॥२॥ 
तजेोऽरशत  त्रधेा रवधीमत ेतस्य म् स्थरवष्ठो धात  स्तदरस्थ बवरत मो भद्यभ् स भज्ज मोऽरणष्ठ् सा वाक ्॥३॥ 
अन्नभम रह सोम्य भन आऩोभम् प्राणस्तजेोभमी वारगरत बमू एव भा बगवारिऻाऩमरत्वरत तथा सोम्यरेत होवाच ॥४॥ 
The food eaten by man gets divided into three parts by means of digestive fire in the abdomen. The constituent part which is the 
grossest substance of the food thus divided, is rejected; the middle of the three parts (i.e. between grossest & subtlest) becomes 
transformed into essence, etc. like fat/flesh and the subtlest of the constituent part, rises up and enters the heart & arteries called 
Hita, etc. and sustains the network of senses, i.e. organ of speech, etc. and then becomes mind and strengthens the mind. The water 
that is drunk gets divided into three parts - the grossest becomes urine; the middle becomes blood and the subtlest becomes प्राण. 
The fire that is consumed (i.e. oil, butter, etc.) gets divided into three parts – the grossest ingredient becomes bone; the medium 
constituent becomes marrow and the subtlest becomes speech. Consumption of oil, butter, etc. makes the speech clear and such a 
person becomes talented in speaking, which is a well-known fact in the world. 
Thus, when Sage Uddhalaka summarised his teaching by stating that ‗mind is made up of food, प्राण composed of water and speech 
is composed of fire‘ श्वतेकेत   requested him to explain to him again as he could not understand as to how food, water and fire (oil, 
etc.) consumed in the body can nourish the mind, प्राण and speech in the form of their subtlest aspects, without being transformed 
into an element other than its own. Agreeing to his request, the sage continued the teaching. 
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C-VI – S-6 5 The request of Shvetaketu regarding the subtle aspect of the effect of what is eaten/drunk is responded with an example here by Sage Uddhalaka: 

दध्न् सोम्य भथ्यभानस्य मोऽरणभा स ऊर्ध्ा्  सभ  दीषरत तत्सरऩ ाब ावरत ॥१॥ 
एवभवे खरृ सोम्यान्नस्याश्मभानस्य मोऽरणभा स ऊर्ध्ा्  सभ  दीषरत तन्मनो बवरत ॥२॥ 
अऩा सोम्य ऩीमभानाना  मोऽरणभा स ऊर्ध्ा्  सभ  दीषरत स प्राणो बवरत ॥३॥ 
तजेस् सोम्याश्मभानस्य मोऽरणभा स ऊर्ध्ा्  सभ  दीषरत सा वाग्भवरत ॥४॥ 
अन्नभम रह सोम्य भन आऩोभम् प्राणस्तजे भमी वारगरत बमू एव भा बववारिऻाऩमरत्वरत तथा सोम्यरेत होवाच ॥५॥ 
When the curd is being churned, the subtlest part arising from it rises upwards in the form of butter which becomes clarified butter. 
In the same way, when the food, such as rice, etc. which is eaten, the subtlest part of it, as if churned by a churning rod comprising 
of fire and air in the stomach, rises upwards and becomes the mind and then by becoming united with the constituents of the 
Mind, it nourishes the Mind. In the same way, the subtlest part of the water (any drink) which is drunk, rises upwards and becomes 
the प्राण and the subtlest part of fire (Oil, Butter, etc.) which is consumed, rises upwards and becomes the Speech. 
Having heard his father‘s explanation that Mind is made of food, प्राण is made of water and Speech is made of fire, श्वतेकेत   expresses 
that he is not absolutely sure of the fact that Mind is composed of food and requests him to explain it once again with an example 
as to how the Mind is composed of food‘. Agreeing to his request, the sage continued the teaching. 

C-VI – S-7 6 Now, Sage Uddhalaka adopts the method of experimentation to explain to Shvetaketu as to how the Mind is composed of essence of food: 

षोडशकर् सोम्य ऩ  रुष् ऩञ्चदशाहारन भाशी् काभभऩ् रऩफाऩोभम् प्राणो न रऩफतो रविेत्स्यत इरत ॥१॥ 
स ह ऩञ्चदशाहारन नाशाथ हनैभ  ऩससाद रक  ब्रवीरभ बो इत्यचृ् सोम्य मजू रष साभानीरत स होवाच न व ैभा प्ररतबारि बो इरत ॥२॥ 
त होवाच मथा सोम्य भहतोऽभ्यारहतस्य ै ऽङ्गाय् खद्योतभात्र् ऩरयरशट् स्यािने ततोऽरऩ न फहु दहेदवे सोम्य  
त ेषोडशाना  करानाभकेा करारतरशटा स्यािमिैरहि वदेा   न  बवस्यशानाथ भ ेरवऻास्यसीरत॥३॥ 
स हाशाथ हनैभ  ऩससाद त ह      च ऩप्रि सवा ह प्ररतऩदे े॥४॥  
त होवाच मथा सोम्य भहतोऽभ्यारहतस्यकैभङ्गाय  ख  तभात्र  ऩरयरशट  त  तणृरैुऩसभाधाम प्राज्वरमिेने ततोऽरऩ फहु दहेत॥्५॥ 
एव सोम्य त ेषोडशाना  करानाभकेा करारतरशटाबतू्साऽन्ननेोऩसभारहता प्राज्वारी तमतैरहि वदेानन  बवस्यन्नभम रह सोम्य  
भन आऩोभम् प्राणस्तजेोभमी वारगरत तिास्य रवजऻारवरत रवजऻारवरत ॥६॥ 
Sage Uddhalaka stated - The individual consisting of 16 parts is said to be this              . If you wish to have direct experience 
of this aspect, you should not eat for fifteen days, but you may drink water as much as you desire. Because your प्राण will depart, if 
you do not drink water, as we have said earlier that प्राण is composed of water. 
Having heard thus श्वतेकेत   did not eat for fifteen days. On 16th day, when he was asked by his father to recite mantras of Rigveda, 
Yajurveda & Samaveda‘, श्वतेकेत   could not recall anything from his mind. 
The sage then explained to श्वतेकेत   that just as a single ember of the size of a fire-fly remaining as residue of a big fire, that was ablaze 
with large quantity of fuel & extinguished, cannot burn anything greater than its size, in the same way, out of sixteen parts 
accumulated through intake of food, only one part is left now due to not eating for last 15 days and with the strength of that one 
part, which is like an ember of the size of a fire-fly, one cannot recollect Veda-mantras. He suggested to श्वतेकेत   to first eat and then 
understand the truth of the mater. After eating food, श्वतेकेत   could respond both from the point of texts and their meanings.  
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The Teacher said to श्वतेकेत   again – ‗the single ember of the size of a fire-fly, remaining as residue of a big fire (indicated earlier), if 
made to blaze up by adding to it a heap of dry grass & saw dust, the ember so lighted up will burn much more than itself, i.e. to a 
higher extent than before. Further, he said, in the same way, out of your sixteen parts composed of food which have nourishing 
qualities, one part alone remained and fifteen parts became non-functional, at the rate of one part per day, for not having eaten 
food, similar to the case of the diminishing size of the moon of the black fortnight. The remaining one part was nourished, i.e. 
blazed up, by the food that had been eaten which nourished by the food, became ablaze. Thus, through a process of ‗presence‘ & 
‗absence‘ (i.e.     &       ), the fact that the Mind is composed of food is proved, i.e. when food is, then memory is and vice-
versa was explained. Now, श्वतेकेत   properly and clearly understood the fact that the Mind is composed of Food, etc. as explained by 
the Teacher. 
Key Learning: 
 Of the sixteen parts in an individual, referred to as        , one part pertains to his Existence –     aspect, while other parts 

pertain to different functionalities of the body. So, when a person does not eat food for 15 days, he will lose, one-by-one, all 15 
qualities by 15th day, as there is no nourishment of Mind in the absence of food intake. 

C-VI – S-8 7 This section concludes with the declaration of individual‟s identity with     through the famous        –             (You are That): 

उद्दारको हारुरण् श्वतेकेत    ऩ  त्रभ  वाच स्वप्नाि  भ ेसोम्य रवजानीहीरत मत्रतैि  रुष् स्वरऩरत नाभ सता सोम्य  
तदा सम्पन्नो बवरत स्वभऩीतो बवरत तस्मादने स्वरऩतीत्याचऺत ेस्व ह्यऩीतो बवरत ॥१॥ 
स मथा शक रन् सतू्रणे प्रफिो रदश  रदश  ऩरतत्वान्यत्रामतनभरब्ध्वा फिनभवेोऩश्रमत एवभवे खरृ सोम्य  
तन्मनो रदश  रदश  ऩरतत्वाऽन्यत्राऽमतनभरब्ध्वा प्राणभवेोऩश्रमत ेप्राणफिन रह सोम्य भन इरत ॥२॥ 
अशनारऩऩास ेभ ेसोम्य रवजानीहीरत म  ति रुषोऽरशरशषरत नाभाऽऩ ्  एव तदरशत  नमि े 
तद्यथा गोनामोऽश्वनाम् ऩ  रुषनाम इत्यवे  तदऩ आचऺतऽेशनामरेत तत्रतैच्छुङ्गभ  िरतत  सोम्य रवजानीरह नदेभभरू  बरवष्यतीरत॥३॥ 
तस्य क् व भरू स्यादन्यत्रान्नादवेभवे खरृ सोम्यान्नने श  ङे्गनाऩो भरूभरििारि् सोम्य श  ङे्गन तजे् भरूभरिि तजेसा सोम्य  
श ङे्गन सन्मरूभरिि सन्मरूा् सोम्यभेा् सवा ा्  प्रजा् सदामतना् सत्प्ररतष्ठा् ॥४॥ 
अथ मत्रतैि  रुष् रऩऩासरत नाभ तजे एव तिीत  नमत ेतद्यथा गोनामोऽश्वनाम् ऩ  रुषनाम  
इत्यवे  तिजे आचट उदन्यरेत तत्रतैदवे श  ङ्गभ  िरतत सोम्य रवजानीरह नदेभभरू  बरवष्यतीरत॥५॥ 
तस्य क् व भरू स्यादन्यत्राद्ध भ्योऽरि् सोम्य श ङे्गन तजेो भरूभरिि तजेसा सोम्य श  ङे्गन सन्मरूभरिि सन्मरूा् सोम्यभेा्  
सवा ा्  प्रजा् सदामतना् सत्प्ररतष्ठा मथा न   खरृ सोम्यभेारस्तस्रो दवेता् ऩ  रुष  प्राप्य रत्रवरृ् त्रवदृकैेका बवरत   ि  ऩ  यस्तादवे बवत्यस्य सोम्य  
ऩ  रुषस्य प्रमतो वाङ् भनरस सम्पद्यत ेभन् प्राण ेप्राणस्तजेरस तजे् ऩयस्या  दवेतामाभ ् ॥६॥ 
स म एषोऽणीभतैदात्म्यरभद सवं तत्सत्य स आत्मा तत्त्वभरस श्वतेकेतो इरत बमू एव भा बगवारिऻाऩमरत्वरत तथा सोम्यरेत होवाच ॥७॥ 
Here, the Teacher, Sage उद्दारक explains to his student (son) the state of जीव, which dwells in the Mind and thus called ‗Mind‘; The 
जीव when ceases to be in Mind, also ceases to be in the sense objects and returns to Its own nature of absolute Self, declaring ‗O, 
श्वतेकेत  , ‗You are That Self (सत ्)‘. 
Here, the intervening period between the two dreams is called स्वप्नाि , the stage of deep-sleep, while ‗स्वप्न‘ is the name of state of 
dream consisting of the act of seeing. Or the word ‗स्वप्नाि ‘ may also mean the essence of ‗स्वप्न‘. In that sense too, it means deep-sleep 
alone as per the scriptural statement – ‗स्वभऩीतो बवरत - He attains his own self‘. The knowers of Brahman consider that, other than 
deep-sleep state, there is no other condition of जीव when It can attain its own nature as Self. Just as the reflection of a person in a 
mirror ceases to exist when the mirror is removed and it reverts to the person (its source), when the Mind ceases from activities 
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(during deep-sleep), the supreme Self-   , that had entered the Mind to manifest name & form in the form of जीव and which is the 
reflection of that     in the mind, gives up the form of जीव called Mind and reverts itself to Its own nature of Self. Hence, deep-sleep 
itself is meant by the word ‗स्वप्नाि ‘. But, the condition in which a sleeping person sees dreams, his dream experiences are associated 
with happiness & sorrow, which has to be the effect of virtues and vices (   -फ ). Thus, it is logical to understand that virtue and 
vice, being based on ignorance, desire and action, become producers of happiness & sorrow and nothing else. In this way, dream is 
associated with ignorance, desire and action, which are causes for transmigration. Therefore, जीव does not attain its own nature at 
that time, i.e. in dream state.  
So, the sage explains the inherent true nature of Self, free from transmigratory state, in deep-sleep alone and that the nature of sleep 
is in its real perspective. When a man is sleeping, he is referred to as ‗स्वरऩरत‘. In that sense, it is said here that ‗when a person is 
sleeping, he becomes united (i.e. identified) with the supreme Self, denoted by the word –   . Thus the supreme Self-   , having 
discarded the nature of जीव (which was on account of its entry into and contact with the Mind, etc.), attains its own Self, the 
ultimate Reality. Therefore, the worldly people speak of that state ‗स्वरऩरत‘ (‗स्वभ ् अऩीत् बवरत‘), which means ‗He attains himself‘. 
Since sleep is caused by the strain arising out of various activities undertaken during waking state, sleep is considered to be one‘s 
own nature by common people. During waking state, one becomes drained due to his experiencing various efforts such as 
happiness, sorrow/misery, etc. resulting from good and evil acts. Thus, on account of fatigue resulting from various activities, the 
exhausted senses retreat from their activities. Thus, during the sleep, senses, mind, etc. get absorbed in प्राण (   ), which alone 
remains awake without any fatigue and the जीव attains its own nature, i.e.    , to get rid of its fatigue. Even in common experience in 
the world, it is seen that those who suffer from fever, etc., turn to themselves to take rest, i.e., to attain their own nature. It is like a hawk/a 
falcon flying in the sky heading towards its own nest to rest, when it becomes exhausted. 
This aspect is again explained with an illustration now. A bird tied to a string, which is held by the bird-catcher in his hand, after 
flying in various directions desiring to be free from the confinement and finding no place of shelter elsewhere, returns to the very 
place where it is tied. In the same way, ‗that‘ mind (the जीव which has a conditioning called mind), after going from one place to 
another (i.e. after wandering in innumerable directions of joys & sorrows, prompted by ignorance, desires and desire-prompted 
actions) during waking & dream states and failing to find a shelter elsewhere to rest, other than his own self, i.e.    , comes back for 
refuge in प्राण alone. Here, by the word ‗प्राण‘ what is indicated is the supreme Self i.e.    , which is refuge of totality of bodies & 
organs.  
Having demonstrated the real nature of जीव, through the popular state, of ‗स्वरऩरत‘, now,     as the root of the Universe is explained 
through a succession of cause and effect of food, etc. When a person feels hungry, he wishes to eat. The water (any drinks) that is 
drunk leads the solid food eaten by a person by softening it and transforming it into essence, etc. and the food eaten becomes 
digested. This being the case, this body is constituted from the food eaten which is transformed into essence, etc. by water, like the 
sprout emerges from the tiny seed of a banyan tree. The product in the form of body, originated like the sprout from the tiny seed 
of a banyan tree, cannot be without a cause (root). 
As explained above, the food that is eaten by the man is softened/liquefied by water and gets digested by the fire in the stomach and 
transformed into essence, etc. From that essence comes blood, from blood flesh, from flesh fat, from fat bones, from bones marrow 
and from marrow comes seed (श क्रभ ्). In the same way, the food that it eaten by the woman becomes essence, etc. and get 
transformed into eggs (रोरहत ), from which when combined with the seed of man, both being the effects of food and nourished by 
the food consumed daily, comes the sprout in the shape of a body, like a wall built from the lumps of earth, which is nourished 
daily and which has food as its source. Even the food, which is pointed out as the source of the sprout of the body, is subject to 
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origination & destruction like the body and it must be a sprout arisen from something else as its root.  
So, just as the sprout in the form of body has food as its root, in the same way, through food which is a sprout and a product, water 
is the source of the food, i.e. water is the root of food, which is the sprout. Now, since even water is subject to origination & 
destruction, it is also considered as sprout. As such, through water, which is a sprout and the product, understand fire as the root. 
Similarly, since fire too has origination & destruction, fire also is the sprout. So, through fire which is a sprout, understand that its 
source is Existence, which is One without a second, the supreme Reality (Here, since only three elements are considered, excluding 
air and space, the cause of fire is indicated as the supreme Reality,    , instead of air).  
That Existence, on which everything is superimposed due to ignorance, all modifications being based on speech, i.e. names & forms 
and are as unreal as appearance of a snake on a rope, is the source of this Universe. Thus, all beings – moving (sentient) & 
unmoving (insentient) – have Existence as the root and Existence as their cause. It is not only the source for all beings, but also it is 
abode for them during their existence in this universe, their support too. The entire universe has Existence as the source and their 
abode, like the clay for pot, etc. Those who know Existence alone as their support, are called ‗सत-्प्ररतष्ठा्‘, who have Existence alone 
as their place of dissolution, end, termination and culmination. 
Now, through water as sprout, Existence has to be comprehended as the root. When the food eaten is transformed by water into 
essence, etc., due to excess of water, the body which sprouts from food would be loosened unless water is absorbed by fire.  Since 
the water consumed by a person is continuously absorbed by the fire, he becomes desirous of drinking. The fire itself dries up 
whatever is drunk and transforms them into blood, प्राण, etc. in the body. Thus, the body is sprout of water alone and nothing else. 
As such, through water, which is a sprout and the product, fire is the root. Similarly, since fire too has origination & destruction, 
fire also is the sprout. So, through fire which is a sprout, understand that its source is Existence, which is One without a second, the 
supreme Reality. 
On the strength of the knowledge about triplication above (i.e. all things in the world are made up of three grossified elements), it is 
understood that this term called body is also sprout of fire. Thus, through the body, the sprout of water, its source, i.e. water can be 
understood. From water as sprout, it source, i.e. fire can be known. Through fire as sprout, its source, i.e. Existence is attained as 
explained earlier. In this way, it is to be understood through succession of food, etc. that the body which is made of fire, water & 
food, is only name-sake (names & forms). Its root is the Existence, which is supreme Reality – fearless, taintless and painless. Thus, 
the body (i.e. the body & sense organs as a whole), which is the sprout, is nourished by person‘s intake of fire, water and food, 
without losing their own identities. 
How the process through which each of these three deities (Fire, Water & Food), on coming in contact with the man, becomes 
three-fold has been explained earlier. As stated there, it was the food that is eaten becomes divided into three parts, etc. It was said 
that from the food (food, water & oil, etc.) that is eaten, the middle constituents nourish the body made of seven essential 
constituents (viz., skin, blood, flesh, fat, marrow, bones & semen). It was also stated that those that are subtle constituents of Food 
nourish the Mind, the प्राण & the Speech, which constitute internal organs of the body.  
It is now being explained as to when the body which is the combination of प्राण & senses perishes, in what sequence the जीव leaves the body and go 
to the next body. When a person is about to depart, his Speech is withdrawn into Mind. At this juncture, his relatives would say –‗he 
is not speaking‘, because speech is preceded by the Mind and whatever one thinks in mind, one expresses that in Speech. When 
Speech is withdrawn into the Mind, the Mind exists only with the function of thinking. When Mind is also withdrawn, it gets 
merged with the प्राण, as in Deep Sleep. Then the relatives would say –‗He is not aware of anything‘. At that juncture, the प्राण too, 
breathing upwards absorbs the outer organs into itself. Then, the person kicks in the air with his feet and hands, as if to tear up the 
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tender part of the body, and the प्राण, gradually winding up, merges with the Fire (of the body). Then his relatives would say –‗he 
does not move‘. Being doubtful as to whether he is dead or alive, feeling the warmth in the body when touched by them, they would 
say –‗the body is warm, he is alive‘. When even the Fire indicated by the warmth in the body gets withdrawn, that Fire gets merged 
in the supreme Deity. Then the Mind gradually merges into its own source of individual Soul (जीव), just as in the state of deep 
sleep. If the aim of merger is to attain Truth (which is the case of a    न), then it indeed attains, i.e. he will not get up from deep 
sleep to attain another body (there is no rebirth for such an individual). This is compared to someone living in a fearful place in the 
world ending up in a place where there is no trace of fear. But, rest of the souls, which have not attained the Truth (which is the 
case of rest all, other than    न ), rise up again from the very source, like a man rises from deep sleep and enters into another body 
after death. 
This subtle principle is That which is spoken of as Existence (सत ्), which is the source of the Universe and which is the Self of all. 
There is no other second सत ् as the Self.  
After, explaining the above, the sage declared - That Existence which is this subtle essence, That which all this world has for its Self, 
That is the Truth, That is the Self. O, श्वतेकेत  , „You are That (सत ्)‘. Unaware of the import of this ‗      ‘, श्वतेकेत   asked the teacher 
to explain it again with an illustration as he could not understand as to why ‗when all the beings become merged with the सत ् every 
day during deep sleep, they do not know that they have become united with the सत ्‘.  

C-VI – S-9 4 Why the beings uniting with सत ् every day, do not know –„we are united with the सत ्’, - is being explained here with an illustration: 

मथा सोम्य भध   भध  कृतो रनरस्तष्ठरि नानात्यमाना  वृऺ ाणा यसान्सभवहायभकेता यस  गभमरि ॥१॥ 
त ेतथा तत्र न रववके  रबिऽेभ  ष्याह  वृऺ स्य यसोऽस्म्यभ ष्या   वृऺ स्य यसोऽस्मीत्यवे भवे    सोम्यभेा् सवा ा्  प्रजा् सरत सम्पद्य न रवदु् सरत सम्पद्याभह इरत 
॥२॥ 
त इह व्याघ्रो वा रस हो वा वकृो वा वयाहो वा कीटो वा ऩतङ्गो वा द शो वा भशको वा मद्यिवरि तदाबवरि॥३॥ 
स म एषोऽरणभतैदात्म्यरभद सवं तत्सत्य स आत्मा तत्त्वभरस श्वतेकेतो इरत बमू एव भा बगवारिऻाऩमरत्वरत तथा सोम्यरेत होवाच ॥४॥ 
In the world, the bees (भध  कृत्), makers of honey (भध  ), make honey with due diligence, by collecting/gathering juices from the 
flowers of various trees, located at various places, by mixing the juices into a homogeneous essence. These juices, having attained the 
homogeneous form as honey, do not possess distinctive ideas in that honey, like ‗I am the juice of Mango tree‘, ‗I am the juice of 
Jackfruit tree‘, etc. This is in contrast to many sentient beings in the world, who have distinctive ideas such as – ‗I am son of so and 
so‘, ‗I am grand-son of so and so‘ etc., thus maintaining their individual identity. The juices from trees of various kinds, tasting 
‗sweet‘, ‗sour‘, ‗bitter‘, ‗pungent‘ etc., which have been converted into one essence called honey, cannot be separated back as being 
‗sweet‘, ‗sour‘, etc. In the same way, all the beings, who get absorbed into the सत ् every day – (i) during deep sleep, (ii) after death, 
and (iii) at the time of dissolution of creation, do not know - ‗we have absorbed into One Existence (सत ्)‘. 
The creatures/beings which are born in this world, as any of the species like tiger, etc., even after uniting with the सत ्, born again as 
per their impressions prevailing before, i.e. ‗I am a tiger‘, ‗I am a lion‘, ‗I am a wolf‘, ‗I am a boar‘, ‗I am a worm‘, ‗I am a flying 
insect‘, ‗I am a mosquito‘ and so on, bound by their कभा, understanding & impressions (It should be understood here that the 
impressions carried by the creatures/beings do not get eliminated even after a lapse of countless म  ग-s). 
Having explained so, the sage declared - That Existence which is this subtle essence, That which all this world has for its Self, That is 
the Truth, That is the Self. O, श्वतेकेत  , „You are That (सत ्)‟. श्वतेकेत  , asked his father to explain it once again as he could not 
understand as to why the creatures/beings do not have the consciousness that ‗I have come from the सत ्?‘, like in the world, a 
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person sleeping in his house, having got up and gone to another village, knows that he has come from his own home.  
Key Learning: 
 The creatures/beings even after entering into that (सत ्), which is of the nature of subtleness, i.e. the Self, come back again & 

again, whereas others who are different from them and who hold on to the Truth (i.e. I am Truth), do not come back again. 
There is no coming nor going for them, as they have identified themselves with the non-dual eternal Existence (सत ्). 

C-VI – S-10 3 The origin and final destination of life is explained here again with illustration: 

इभा् सोम्य नद्य् ऩ  यस्तात्प्राच्य् स्यन्दि ेऩश्चा   च्यस्ता् सभ  द्रात्सभ  द्रभवेारऩमरि स सभ  द्र एव बवरत ता मथा तत्र न रवदुरयमभहभस्मीमभहभस्मीरत॥१॥ 
                        ज          न                     त इह व्याघ्रो वा रस हो वा वकृो वा वयाहो वा कीटो वा ऩतङ्गो वा 
द शो वा भशको वा मद्यिवरि तदाबवरि॥२॥ 
स म एषोऽरणभतैदात्म्यरभद सवं तत्सत्य स आत्मा तत्त्वभरस श्वतेकेतो इरत बमू एव भा बगवारिऻाऩमरत्वरत तथा सोम्यरेत होवाच ॥३॥ 
The sage explained that the rivers such as Ganga, etc. flow towards eastern direction and those like Sindhu flow towards western 
direction. The water from the ocean, which is the repository of water, that have become clouds and are poured down in the form of 
rain, reach the ocean through and in the form of rivers, such as Ganga and become the ocean again. These river-waters, having 
become one with the ocean, do not know that ‗I am from Ganga‘, ‗I am from Yamuna‘, etc. In the same way, all these 
creatures/beings, after having been merged with that Existence, do not realise – ‗We are coming from the Existence‘, after coming 
out from that Existence. Whichever creature they were here - tiger, lion, wolf, boar, worm, flying insect, or mosquito, they will 
become the same again.  
Having explained so, the sage declared - That Existence which is this subtle essence, That which all this world has for its Self, That is 
the Truth, That is the Self. O, श्वतेकेत  , „You are That (सत ्)‟. श्वतेकेत  , asked his father to explain it once again as he could not 
understand as to why the creatures/beings, though they go to their source everyday during sleep or in death or in dissolution, they 
do not get destroyed, like the ripples, waves, foams, bubbles, etc. that are formed on the water get destroyed and assume the shape 
of water again. 

C-VI – S-11 3 What actually happens to an individual (जीव) which is said to merge with सत ् in deep-sleep, at death, and on dissolution of the world, is explained 
here with example: 

अस्य सोम्य भहतो वृऺ स्य मो भरेूऽभ्याहन्याज्जीवन्स्रवदे्यो भध्यऽेभ्याहन्याज्जीवन्स्रवदे्योऽग्रऽेभ्याहन्याज्जीवन्स्रवते्स एष जीवनेात्मनान  प्रबतू् ऩऩेीमभानो 
भोदभानरस्तष्ठरत ॥१॥ 
अस्य मदकेा  शाखा  जीवो जहात्यथ सा श  ष्यरत रद्वतीमा  जहात्यथ सा श  ष्यरत ततृीमा  जहात्यथ सा श  ष्यरत सवं जहारत सव ा्  श  ष्यरत ॥२॥ 
एवभवे खरृ सोम्य रविीरत होवाच जीवाऩते  वाव रकरेद  रिमत ेन जीवो रिमत इरत  
स म एषोऽरणभतैदात्म्यरभद सवं तत्सत्य स आत्मा तत्त्वभरस श्वतेकेतो इरत बमू एव भा बगवारिऻाऩमरत्वरत तथा सोम्यरेत होवाच ॥३॥ 
The teacher, pointing at a tree standing in front, tells श्वतेकेत   that if anyone were to strike at the large tree having many branches, 
etc., with an axe, the tree does not dry up and continues to live, as sap emerges from it. Similarly, if one strikes at the middle or at 
the top of the tree, sap will emerge out indicating the life in the tree, it being pervaded by the individual जीव, which is the Self and 
remains live absorbing large quantities of water and other substances from the earth through its roots and continues living with 
great joy.  
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Now, if the individual जीव, i.e. the life-force pervading the tree, rejects a branch of this tree due to disease or injury, then that 
branch dries up. In other words, when the situation arises in which the result of the karma to cause the breaking away of a limb (i.e. 
branch) becomes operative, then the जीव rejects that branch and the rejected branch dries up. The essence which nourishes the 
body and which is dependent on the जीव and has come into existence in accordance with the results of past कभा of the जीव, will 
cease to exist when जीव withdraws from the branch. In the absence of essence, the branch gets withered. In this way, when the जीव 
withdraws from the whole tree, then the whole tree itself gets withered. The tree possessed of जीव or otherwise is indicated by the 
emerging of sap, etc. from the tree or withering of tree, etc. This confirms the scriptural statement that unmoving things are 
endowed with sentiency. This fact proves that the views of the followers of Buddha & Vaisheshikas that the unmoving objects are 
insentient do not hold good.  
The teacher said that in this way the body certainly dies when separated from the जीव, but the जीव does not die. It is seen that a 
person who wakes up from sleep remembers the unfinished work and goes to complete that work. Also, it is a fact that as soon as a 
baby is born, it entertains the desire for breast-feeding as also the sense of fear. From this, it can be inferred that the baby has come 
with the memory of the experience of breast-feeding and sense of fear from its previous births. Further, rituals like Agnihotra are 
performed, though they bring results only in the next life, which indicates that जीव continues to exist beyond death of body, as 
otherwise, performance of such rituals would prove purpose-less and futile. Therefore, That Existence which is this subtle essence, 
That which all this world has for its Self, That is the Truth, That is the Self. ‗That You Are, O, श्वतेकेत  ‟.  
श्वतेकेत  , again asked his father to throw light on as to how this very gross world with such names & forms as Earth, etc. is born from 
that सत ् which is extremely subtle and devoid of any names & forms.  

C-VI – S-12 3 How this gross world of names & forms emerges from the सत ् which is extremely subtle and devoid of any names & forms is explained now: 

न्यग्रोधपरभत आहयेतीद  बगव इरत रबन्द्धीरत रबन्न  बगव इरत रकभत्र ऩश्मसीत्यण्व्य इवभेा धाना बगव इत्यासाभङ्गकैा  रबन्द्धीरत रबन्ना बगव इरत  
रकभत्र ऩश्मसीरत न रकञ्चन बगव इरत ॥१॥  
त होवाच म  व ैसोम्यतैभरणभान  न रनबारमस एतस्य व ैसोम्यषैोऽरणम्न एव  भहान्न्यग्रोधरस्तष्ठरत श्रित्स्व सोम्यरेत ॥२॥ 
स म एषोऽरणभतैदात्म्यरभद सवं तत्सत्य स आत्मा तत्त्वभरस श्वतेकेतो इरत बमू एव भा बगवान ् रवऻाऩमरत्वरत तथा सोम्यरेत होवाच  ॥३॥ 
The teacher, after asking the student to bring a fruit from that large banyan tree, tells him to break the fruit and then break the 
minute seed seen inside that fruit and explain what is seen inside the minute seed. When the student replies that nothing is seen 
inside the seed, the teacher explains that even though nothing is perceived inside the seed, from this very seed which is very 
unperceivable, subtlest and of the size of an atom, the huge banyan tree grows as the product (effect) and stands with mighty 
branches, trunk, fruits & leaves, etc. Therefore, one should have faith that, this gross universe which is a product (effect) with 
names & forms, is born from ‗   ‘ alone, which indeed is the subtlest. 
Though such is the meaning arrived at through logic and scriptures, still in the absence of faith, it is very difficult for a mind which 
is interested in the external objects and is provoked by natural tendencies, to comprehend subtle truths and hence it is necessary to 
have faith. When there is faith, the mind can be focussed on a thing that is to be understood and the meaning of that thing could 
be comprehended. 
The teacher again repeats - Existence which is this subtle essence, That which all this world has for its Self, That is the Truth, That is 
the Self. „That You Are, O, श्वतेकेत  ‟. Still not convinced fully, श्वतेकेत   asks his father to explain again as to how ‗   ‘, which is the 
source of the universe is not perceived? 
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Key Learning: 
 Even after dissolution of the entire creation, the ‗   ‘ account of individuals remain intact till one attains Liberation by 

Knowledge & abidance in Knowledge because if it were to be nullified on dissolution, then, (i) the individual will become free 
from the effect of his un-exhausted ‗   ‘ thereby causing what is called ‗              ‘, which is not possible; (ii) the birth of 
new individual in the new creation would be without having any    /un-exhausted ‗   ‘ to take birth, thereby causing what is 
called ‗              ‘, which again is not possible; and (iii) all new जीव–s in new creation would have to start at the same 
time, the same ‗   ‘, etc. without any distinction, which leads to ‗     न           ‘, which again is also not possible. 

 ‗श्रिा‘ is important in the life of any Seeker because lack/deficiency in ‗श्रिा‘ means deficiency in purity of mind, purity of mind 
being a necessity for ‗     ‘, etc. So, even if I do not have direct experience of ‗   ‘ in deep-sleep, it is necessary to infer it from 
the incidental experience and ‗         ‘ so that one can start the journey on a positive note as the same will get confirmed 
once the Seeker realises his true Self. I believe in a thing because ‗I see‘, ‗I hear‘, etc. and also I know I have a mind. Now, if I 
analyse as to who knows the mind, it is Me, my real Self, which is always the subject and not the object of experience. So, one 
should stop being extroverted and focus inwards to realise the indwelling Self, which the Upanishads indicate ‗You are That‘.  

C-VI – S-13 3 How the unseen subtle    , which pervades the entire universe can be realised by right means of Knowledge: 

रवणभतेदुदकेऽवधामाथ भा   तरुऩसीदथा इरत स ह तथा चकाय त होवाच मद्दोषा रवणभ  दकेऽवाधा अङ्ग तदाहयेरत तिावभशृ्म न रववदे ॥१॥ 
मथा रवरीनभवेाङ्गास्यािादाचाभरेत कथरभरत रवणरभरत भध्यादाचाभरेत कथरभरत रवणरभत्यिादाचाभरेत  
कथरभरत रवणरभत्यरबप्रास्यतैदथ भोऩसीदथा इरत ति तथा चकाय तिश्वत्स वत ात ेत होवाचात्र वाव रकर सत्सोम्य न रनबारमसऽेत्रवै रकरेरत ॥२॥ 
स म एषोऽरणभतैदात्म्यरभद  सवं तत्सत्य स आत्मा तत्त्वभरस श्वतेकेतो इरत बमू एव भा बगवारिऻाऩमरत्वरत तथा सोम्यरेत होवाच ॥३॥ 
The teacher explains that while an existing thing may not be perceived directly, the same can be perceived through some other 
process by giving the example of salt dissolved in water.  After asking the student to pour a lump of salt into water, the teacher asks him the 
next morning to fetch that salt that was kept in the water previous night. Though the salt was existing in the water, the student could 
not get the salt, as it had got dissolved and mixed up with water. With a view to make श्वतेकेत   comprehend it, the teacher told him to 
take a sip of water from the top, middle and bottom of the jug. The student finds the water salty from wherever it is drawn. So, 
though salt existed in the water could not be perceived directly by sight and touch as was possible earlier, it becomes known by 
another means, viz., by tasting with the tongue.  
In the same way, in this body, which is the sprout and a product of fire, water & food (earth), etc. which are products of ‗सत ्‘, we do 
not perceive ‗सत ्‘ through sense organs, though ‗सत ्‘ is present like the subtleness within a seed of banyan tree. As the salt, surely 
existing in the water unperceivable by sight & touch, is perceived by some other means like the tongue, so also the ‗सत ्‘ which is the 
source of the universe that exists, can be perceived by  other means of Knowledge, though not through the organs of knowledge. 
The teacher again repeats - Existence which is this subtle essence, That which all this world has for its Self, That is the Truth, That is 
the Self. ‗That You Are, O, श्वतेकेत  ‟. Still not convinced, श्वतेकेत   further requests the teacher to explain how as to how ‗   ‘, which is 
the source of the universe, is perceived by other means as ‗by realising which I would become fulfilled and by not realising which I 
would remain unfulfilled. 
Key Learning: 
 One should use the right      to know a thing, depending upon the nature/subtlety of the thing to be known.  
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C-VI – S-14 3 What is the right means of Knowledge to realise „   ‟ is explained here: 

मथा सोम्य ऩ  रुष  गिायेभ्योऽरबनिाऺभानीम त  ततोऽरतजन े रवसजृते्स मथा तत्र प्राङ् वोदङ् वाधयाङ् वा प्रत्यङ् वा प्रमायामीतारबनिाऺ आनीतोऽरबनिाऺो 
रवसटृ्॥१॥  
तस्य मथारबनहन  प्रभ  च्य प्रब्रमूादतेा  रदश  गिाया एता  रदश  व्रजरेत स ग्राभाद्ध ग्राभ  ऩिृ्डिरण्डतो भधेावी गिायानवेोऩसम्पद्य े       हाऽचाम ावा्डि  रुषो वदे  
तस्य तावदवे रचय  मावन्न ् रवभोक्ष्यऽेथ सम्पत्स्य इरत ॥२॥ 
स म एषोऽरणभतैदात्म्यरभद सवं तत्सत्य स आत्मा तत्त्वभरस श्वतेकेतो इरत बमू एव भा बगवान ् रवऻाऩमरत्वरत तथा सोम्यरेत होवाच ॥३॥ 
A person from Gandhaara Region, who was kidnapped, robbed and left in the middle of a forest blindfolded, cries out aloud 
seeking help, being helpless and directionless. When some compassionate person, after removing blind-folds & liberating him, 
guides him as to how to reach Gandhaara Region, by indicating the road-map, that person, if intelligent, will reach his destination 
based on the road-map and by enquiring about the directions on his way even as he crosses from one village to another. But, an 
unintelligent person in his place or one who is desirous of seeing different places, instead of pursuing his goal, does not reach his 
place.  
The example illustrates that a person, who was snatched away from his place blind-folded forcing him into a forest riddled with 
tigers, robbers, etc. and several other horrible things, became directionless due to lack of discrimination, hungry and thirsty, 
afflicted by sorrow, shouting & yearning for freedom from that bondage of sorrows. But, when he got somehow freedom from his 
sorrows due to some compassionate person, he reached his own Gandhaara Region and attained peace & became happy.  
Similar is the case of an individual who is separated from the सत ्, which is the real Self of the Universe, by robbers such as merit & 
demerit, who forced him into the forest of a body constituted of fire, water & food, which is full of air, bile, phlegm, blood, fat, 
flesh, bone, marrow, semen, worms, urine, stool, etc. and subjected to various types of sorrows arising out of pairs of opposites like 
heat & cold, happiness & sorrow, etc. with his eyes bound by cloth of delusion, he being tied by the rope of craving for various 
types of things - seen & unseen - like wife, son, friend, cattle (wealth), relatives, etc. Being caught in hundreds and thousands of 
traps of evil, he goes on shouting – ‗I am his son‘, ‗These are my friends‘, ‗I am happy‘, ‗I am unhappy‘, ‗I am ignorant‘, ‗I am 
wise/learned‘, ‗I am virtuous‘, ‗I have relatives‘, ‗I am born‘, ‗I am dying‘, ‗I am worn-out‘, ‗I am sinner‘, ‗My son has died‘, ‗My 
wealth is lost‘, ‗I am slain‘, ‗How shall I live?‘, ‗Where is my refuge?‘, etc.  Then, as a result of accumulated meritorious ‗   ‘, he 
somehow happens to come across an extremely compassionate person, who is Knower of ‗   ‘, free from bondage and in abidance 
of Brahman. Thereafter, by that Knower of Brahman, out of compassion, he is shown the path of knowing the evils/defects in the 
objects of world, the individual becomes dispassionate towards all objects of the world. Then he is told ‗You do not belong to 
Samsaara possessing such qualities as being the son of so & so, etc, but you are that ‗   ‘. Thus, owing to the removal of bondage of 
ignorance & delusion, like the man of Gandhaara, he comes happy & contended, having attained his true nature of ‗   ‘. This is 
the idea conveyed in the sentence, ‗आचाम ावान ् ऩ  रुष वदे‘ (i.e. a man identified with his teacher acquires the Knowledge).   
The teacher once again repeats - That Existence which is this subtle essence, That which all this world has for its Self, That is the 
Truth, That is the Self. ‗That You Are, O, श्वतेकेत  ‟. Still not fully convinced, श्वतेकेत   requests the teacher to explain further by means 
of an illustration, the process by which a man having a teacher attains सत ्‘. 
Key Learning: 
 The word ‗      ‘ here means a person who diligently listens to what is being told and the word ‗       ‘ means the one who 

having heard diligently remembers it and applies what is taught in the right way to achieve the purpose of teaching, while the 
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other meaning of ‗       ‘ is capability to holding on to scriptural teaching with meaning (             ). 
 The word ‗आचाम ावान ् ऩ  रुष्‘ means not just ‗a person having a teacher‘, but the one who identifies with the teacher/owns up the 

teacher and abides by the teacher‘s guidelines in letter and spirit. 
 The process of attaining ‗       न‘ (remoteness) through listening and then ‗        न‘(nearness) through reflection is 

explained through the example of man of Gandhaara. He was guided about the direction of Gandhaara by the compassionate 
man with an advice as to how to proceed and reach the destination. The man, grasping what is told and retaining it in memory, 
he being ‗     ‘, ‗       ‘ and ‗आचाम ावान ्‘ too, reaches his destination of Gandhaara, by making frequent enquiries on his way. 
Similar is the case of attaining Self-Knowledge. The seeker first attains ‗       न‘ – ‗Everything is Brahman‘ through listening to 
Guru. Then, he reflects on what was taught to clear any doubts and mediates on the essence of teaching to get the clear 
Knowledge ‗        न‘ that ‗I am Brahman‘ by the ‗       -            ‘ as declared by the Guru. 

 So, ‗     ,    न  &   -    ‘ together leads one to Self-Knowledge and abidance in the Knowledge, which is ‗   ‘, Liberation 
from Bondage and attainment of Bliss. Any shortfall perceived in this process is due to lack of ‗   न           ‘, which is to 
be improved through ‗   -    न -ज -  ‘, etc., as prescribed. 

C-VI – S-15 3 Though both a Jnani and an Ajnani go through the same sequence of events at the time of death (i.e. merging with सत ्), Ajnani comes back to take 
up another body (as a god, a human being, an animal, etc.), while Jnani remains merged with सत ् and does not return as no seed remains for his 
rebirth. Why? 

ऩ  रुष सोम्योतोऩतारऩन   ऻातम् ऩम  ाऩासत े जानारस भा  जानारस भारभरत। तस्य मावन्न वाङ् भनरस सम्पद्यत े भन् प्राण े प्राणस्तजेरस तजे् ऩयस्या  दवेतामा  
तावज्जानारत ॥१॥ 
अथ मदास्य फाङ्मनरस सम्पद्यत ेभन् प्राण ेप्राणस्तजेरस तजे् ऩयस्या  दवेतामाभथ न जानारत ॥२॥ 
स म एषोऽरणभतैदात्म्यरभद सवं तत्सत्य स आत्मा तत्त्वभरस श्वतेकेतो इरत बमू एव भा बगवरिऻाऩमरत्वरत तथा सोम्यरेत होवाच॥३॥ 
The teacher starts with explaining the sequence leading to the death of an individual, which is same in the case of both a Jnani and 
an Ajnani. The relatives and friends, etc. of a sick person who is suffering from fever, etc. and who is about to die, assemble around 
him and go on asking him – ‗do you recognize me?‘, ‗I am your father‘, ‗I am your son‘, ‗I am friend‘, etc. As long has the person‘s 
Speech does not become merged in the Mind, Mind in the प्राण, प्राण in the Fire and the Fire in the supreme सत ्, so long he would 
recognize them. After the Fire of dying person merges in the supreme सत ्, he ceases to recognize anything. Thereafter, the ignorant 
person, re-emerging from the supreme सत ्, takes rebirth as a tiger or a man or a god, etc. in accordance with his past impressions. 
The man of Self-Knowledge, however, does not return after entering into supreme सत ्, which he recognizes as his own Self, 
Brahman, which was revealed to him by the lamp of Knowledge by the instructions of scriptures by the teacher. Thus, the Jnani gets 
liberated from the cycle of birth and death as there is no more seed to cause rebirth for him. This is the process of attainment of 
supreme सत ्.  
The teacher once again repeats - That Existence which is this subtle essence, That which all this world has for its Self, That is the 
Truth, That is the Self. ‗That You Are, O, श्वतेकेत  ‟. However, श्वतेकेत   expresses that though the merger in supreme सत ् is similar in 
both the cases of Jnani and Ajnani, the Ajnani returns and the man of Self-Knowledge (Jnani) does not return and therefore 
requests the teacher to explain again with an example for the cause of this difference. 
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Key Learning: 
 A person of Self-Knowledge and in abidance of Brahman as his true Self, knows he is the One Eternal Non-Dual Brahman and 

for him there is ‗no going‘, ‗no attaining‘, etc. He understands this world of names & forms and activities as mere appearances 
on the Brahman, like appearace of snake on the rope. He knows that these names & forms appear, stay for some time and 
vanish similar to that of the waves in the ocean. ―I have no departure. I am not this body nor I am in this body. I am non-dual 
Brahman‖ is his wisdom.  

C-VI – S-16 3 In this concluding section, when the teacher explains as to how an ignorant man takes rebirth while a wise man does not, श्वतेकेत   finally 
understands the Truth and realises the supreme Self as his own Self, after listening to the        –              (You are That) for ninth time 
with different illustrations: 

ऩ  रुष  सो  त हस्तगहृीतभानमन्त्यऩहारष ात्स्तमेभकाषॉियश  भस्म ैतऩतरेत स मरद तस्य क    बवरत तत एवानतृभात्मान   क रुत े 
सोऽनतृारबसिोऽनतृनेात्मानभिधा ाम ऩयश    तप्त  प्ररतगहृ्णारत स दह्यतऽेथ हन्यत े॥१॥ 
अथ मरद तस्याकता ा बवरत तत एव सत्यभात्मान  क रुत ेस स्त्यारबसि् सत्यनेात्मानभिधा ाम ऩयश    तप्त  प्ररतगहृ्णारत स न दह्यतऽेथ भ  च्यत े॥२॥ 
स मथा तत्र नादाह्यतेतैदात्म्यरभद सवं तत्सत्य  स आत्मा तत्त्वभरस श्वतेकेतो इरत तिास्य रवजऻारवरत रवजऻारवरत ॥३॥ 
The teacher explains the subtle Truth with an example. When a person suspected of stealing someone‘s wealth denies his crime, the 
red-hot iron axe is placed on his palm to prove his innocence in the court of the King. What it means is that if the person has 
committed the theft and attempts to deny it outwardly, it means that he tries to show himself, what he is not. Thus, out of delusion, 
he takes the shelter of falsehood and therefore when he touches the red-hot iron axe, he gets burnt. Thereafter, he would be 
killed/severely punished for his crime of knowingly sticking to falsehood. On the other hand, if he has not committed that act of 
theft, when he holds the red-hot axe, he does not get burnt, being shielded by the power of truth. Thereafter, he is released by those 
who accused him falsely. Thus, though holding of red-hot iron axe with the hand is same in both the cases, i.e. in case of he who 
has committed theft and also in the case of he who has not committed the theft, the person who takes the shelter of falsehood gets 
burnt and not the one who sticks to truth alone. 

Similarly, after merging with Brahman, the man who sticks to Truth, i.e. Brahman, being the man of Self-Knowledge, does not 
come back to take up bodies like tiger, gods, etc. while the one who is not the man of Self-Knowledge, the ignorant man involving 
in extrovertedness, will return to assume the body of tiger, gods, etc., in accordance with his actions and thoughts of the past, 
though absorption of both with Brahman at the time of death is the same.  

The teacher now declares - That Self, by remaining in abidance of which one attains liberation or otherwise remains in bondage, 
That which is the source of Universe, That which is the shelter and resort of all beings, That which is of the essence of all, That 
which is birthless, immortal, fearless, most auspicious and non-dual, That is Truth, which is this subtle essence, all this world has 
That for its Self. That is the Truth - ‗That You Are, O, श्वतेकेत  ‘. Having grasped the whole teaching, श्वतेकेत   understood the essence of his 
teacher‟s        declaration –              (You are That). 

  Key Learning: 

 Drawing lessons from the story for our life : 
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o Taking the protection that ‗I am BMI‘, ‗I am जीव‘, etc. is falsehood and results in burning of palm, as that attitude 
keeps me in the world of objects & activities to meet my desires, which leads to all sorrows including disturbances from 
three quarters, viz.,          ,           &       .  Also, extroverted life is like prison life – bondage, burden, etc. 
Even after death, one will again come back to exhaust the pending impressions, adds new impressions in current life 
again and the cycle goes on endlessly to be in bondage. 

o On the other hand, the one with the Knowledge that ‗I am Brahman‘, who lives by the Truth, is protected by the Truth 
and he does not get burnt/imprisoned. In other words, he is not extroverted and he has no desires nor he seeks 
objects/activities. He has no impressions left to exhaust. So, he becomes free from bondage and does not come back.  

o Thus, it is necessary for the seeker to evaluate one‘s position/status as to where one stands - Am I getting burnt 
repeatedly by the world of objects/activities or am I safe & happy under the shelter of Truth with the Knowledge that ‗I 
am Brahman‘. What is my efforts in this regard? Am I in constant abidance of Brahman and free from incessant 
worries, sorrows, etc. arising in the mind? 

 The individuality of an ignorant gets invoked in all situations and makes him to go through the sorrows. The one with Self-
Knowledge has two अहभs् - one for worldly transactions as an individual for minimal usage and the other to be in abidance as 
the nature of non-dual Brahman, the absolute Bliss. 

 Why Upanishad        alone is      for         न (Immediate Knowledge) and not         or         .  
o Like in the world, when we get some knowledge through say,        , we can verify it through         . For 

example, if we hear a big sound outside the house (       ), we know it must be some accident or so, but we rush 
outside to confirm it by seeing (        ). 

o But, we have learnt in Vedanata       that ‗  न  ‘ is beyond the grasp of organs of perception (  न     ) and also 
‗      ‘ (except to a limited extent), this Knowledge being the subject (‗  न  ‘) and not the object of experience, i.e. it 
is ‗        ‘. 

o The role of Mind (‗      ‘) is limited to the extent of contemplation and understanding (i.e. ‗         ‘) that ‗I am 
devoid of Gross-Subtle-Causal bodies & Chidabhasa and that I am ‗  न  ‘.  

o Therefore, Self-Knowledge being an aspect of Subject and not Object, Upanishad        alone is      & not any 
other     . 

 To make this Knowledge as my own, further    न is required to remove the erroneous notion that – ‗I am body and body‘s 
issues (pain, disease, aging, etc.) are mine‘; ‗I am Senses, Mind & issues relating to them affect me‘, etc. This erroneous notion 
can be eliminated by lessening and ultimately eliminating my identify with the BMI, except to the extent required for worldly 
transactions, which is possible by        born of      . 

 The outcome of not identifying with the BMI leads to reduction in my sense of doership & enjoyership, eliminating it 
eventually, because all these are in the false ego, which is not me, the ‗  न  ‘. It is like colour of a flower appearing on the Crystal 
which is kept near the flower. To remove the colour from the Crystal, no cleaning, etc. of Crystal is necessary. It involves only 
keeping away the flower from the Crystal because appearance of flower cannot be removed from the Crystal as long as Crystal is 
in proximity with the flower. 
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CONTENT DETAILS 

Chapter (C)   
Brief Description 

Khanda (K) 

 CHAPTER VII -        : I am Infinity 

Introduction to 
Seventh Chapter 

(छान्दोग्मोऩरनषद)् 
 

 This Chapter describes the creation process in detail as no such teaching was imparted in the 6th Chapter.  

 While 6th Chapter is meant for उिभ अरधकायी, the 7th Chapter is for भध्यभ अरधकायी according to टीकाकाय श्री आनन्दरगरयज . 
 In the current  chapter,  Brahman is described as बभूा  (the Infinitude) and so the knowledge imparted is called as बभूरवद्या. This 

chapter points out the effects of सत ् -Existence.   

 This chapter is presented in a dialogue form between Sage सनत्क भाय (the teacher) and the brother Sage नायद (the student). Sage 
नायद  approaches the teacher with proper ग  रु-उऩसरि. Sage नायद is well-versed in all the Vedas, Technology, Arts, Sciences, etc. 
He can travel between the worlds too at his will. He has enough साधन चत  टमभ ्. But, he is not free from sorrows and hence seeks 
the remedy to get freedom from sorrow. The teachers teaches the student step-by-step, the series of meditation starting with 
Name as Brahman to Life-Force (प्राण) as Brahman then leading to supreme Reality, the Self (बभूा) (i.e. from gross to increasing 
levels of subtlety), like pointing out to the moon gradually through a tree, its branch, etc. to see the moon (शाखाचन्द्र दशानवत)्. 
So, Sage सनत्क भाय teaches this chapter for the rational intellect as that would be very comprehensive and would aid student’s 
फ  रि in discovering the Supreme Truth, the बभूा. 

 This Chapter is divided into 26 Sections – 
o Sections 1 to 22 teach उऩासना on various aspects starting from Name as Brahman : 
उऩासना is single-pointed focus on a symbol, name or form indicated in the scriptures which acts as the support for 
concentration of mind on the object of उऩासना (सग  ण ब्रह्म). Over a continous practice, it is possible to completely indentify 
with that object of उऩासना, by excluding all the contrary thoughts. उऩासना is     -    and is based on    . Though the 
purpose of उऩासना could be either      or  न   , in this Chapter, the intention is to see oneness everywhere and in 
everyone, by reducing and eliminating otherness.  

o Sections 23 to 26 :  Teaching of बभूरवद्या 
Sense of dissatisfaction will not go until the dawn of Knowledge that “I am Infinite”. All other skills are about world (इदभ ्). 
Whenever the objects are possessed, “mine” बाव will be increased. Vedanta focuses on अहभ ्, the Self (not the body-mind-
intellect), whereas  the other types of education focus on इदभ ्, the aspects of the world. 

o In Sections 23 & 24, the definition and nature of बभूा (the Infinitude) is discussed.   
o Section 25 highlights ―जीव ब्रह्म ऐक्य‖ भहावाक्य and also indicates that world is nothing but नाभरूऩ appearing in this 

बभूा and that बभूा is everything. To remove the remoteness (ऩयोऺत्वभ)्, it is indicated that अहङ्काय has the same रऺण 
as बभूा and they are one and the same thing and thereafter declares that this अहभ ् is same as आत्मा. 

o Section 26 concludes the Chapter describing the glory of the ब्रह्मरवद्या and the ब्रह्मऻारन. 
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C-VII  - Sec 1 5 This section describes the dialogue between the teacher (sage सनत्क भाय) and student (sage नायद) about competence of the student and what is 
lacking, which leads to commencement of teaching, starting with meditation on Name as Brahman: 
ॐ अधीरह बगव इरत होऩससाद सनत्क भाय  नायदस्त होवाच मदे्वत्थ तने भोऩसीद ततस्त ऊरं्ध् वक्ष्याभीरत स होवाच॥१॥ 
ऋग्वदे  बगवोऽध्यरेभ मज  वदे साभवदेभाथव ाण  चत  थ ारभरतहासऩ  याण  ऩञ्चभ  वदेाना  वदे  रऩत्र्य यारश  दवै  रनरध  वाकोवाक्यभकेामन   दवेरवद्या  ब्रह्मरवद्या  बतूरवद्या  
ऺत्ररवद्या  नऺत्ररवद्या सऩ ादवेजनरवद्याभतेिगवोऽध्यरेभ॥२॥ 
बगव् शोचारभ त  भा बगवाञ्छोकस्य ऩाय  तायमरत्वरत त होवाच मद्व ैरकञ्चतैदध्यगीष्ठा नाभवैतैत ् ॥३॥ 
नाभ वा ऋग्व े  मज  वदे् साभवदे आथवाणश्चत  थ ा इरतहासऩ  याण् ऩञ्चभो वदेाना  वदे् रऩत्र्यो यारशदवैो रनरधवा ाकोवाक्यभकेाम  दवेरवद्या ब्रह्मरवद्या बतूरवद्या ऺत्ररवद्या 
नऺत्ररवद्या सऩ ादवेजनरवद्या नाभवैतैन्नभोऩास्स्वरेत॥४॥ 
स मो नाभ ब्रह्मते्य  ऩास्त े मावन्नाम्नो गत  तत्रास्य मथा काभचायो बवरत मो नाभ ब्रह्मते्य  ऩास्तऽेरस्त बगवो नाम्नो बमू इरत नाम्नो वाव बमूोऽस्तीरत तन्म े
बगवान्ब्रवीरत्वरत॥५॥ 
When Sage Narada approached sage Sanatkumara requesting him to teach, sage Sanatkumara asked him to spell out what all he 
already knew so that he could teach him those which are beyond that (not known to him). Then, sage Narada listed out what all he 
was proficient in, viz., Rig Veda, Yajur Veda, Sama Veda, Atharva Veda, Ithihasa-Purana, Veda of Vedas (grammar), Rules for 
Worship of Ancestors, Mathematics, Science of Portents (Premonition), Science of Treasurers, Logic, Code of Ethics, Etymology, 
Ancillary Knowledge of Vedas (Rituals, etc.), Physical Science, Science of Archery, Science of Stars (Astronomy & Astrology), 
Science related to Serpents and Fine Arts, which almost cover the entire gamut of knowledge required in the world. Sage Narada, 
however, expressed that whatever he knew was merely text/words and since he was not the Knower of Self, he requested sage 
Sanatkumara to teach him that Knowledge, as he has heard from the wise-ones that a Knower of Self goes beyond sorrows.   
In response, sage Sanatkumara said that whatever sage Narada knew was mere names and added that - ‗Name indeed is Rig Veda, 
Yajur Veda, Sama Veda & Atharva Veda; History & Mythology; Veda of Vedas (grammar); Rules for worship of ancestors; 
Mathematics; Science of portents (premonition); Science of Treasurers; Logic; Code of Ethics; Etymology; Ancillary Knowledge of 
Vedas (Rituals, etc.); Physical Science; Science of Archery; Science of Stars (Astronomy & Astrology); Science related to Serpents 
and subject of Fine Arts – suggesting him to meditate on name, as anyone who meditates on Name as Brahman attains freedom of 
movement as far as the range of Name reaches. 
Sage Narada then asked him to teach that which is beyond Name, to which sage Sanatkumara consented. 

C-VII  - Sec 2 2 Here, sage सनत्क भाय asks sage नायद to meditate on Speech as Brahman, which is superior to meditation on Name: 
वाग्वाव नाम्नो बमूसी वाग्वा ऋग्वदे  रवऻाऩमरत मज  वदे साभवदेभाथव ाण  चत  थ ारभरतहासऩ  याण  ऩञ्चभ  वदेाना  वदे  रऩत्र्य यारश  दवै  रनरध  वाकोवाक्यभकेामन   दवेरवद्या  
ब्रह्मरवद्या  बतूरवद्या  ऺत्ररवद्या  नऺत्ररवद्या सऩ ादवेजनरवद्या  रदव  च ऩरृथवीं च वाम    चाकाश  चाऩश्च तजेश्च दवेा श्च भन  ष्या श्च ऩशू श्च वमा रस च 
तणृवनस्पतीञ्श्वाऩदान्याकीट-ऩतङ्गरऩऩीररक  धभं चाधभं च सत्य  चानतृ  च साध   चासाध   च नाधभॊ व्यऻाऩरमष्यन्न सत्य  नानतृ  न साध   नासाध   न हृदमऻो नाहृदमऻो 
वागवेतैत्सवं रवऻाऩमरत वाचभ  ऩास्स्वरेत ॥१॥ 
स मो वाच  ब्रह्मते्य  ऩास्त े मावद्वाचो गत  तत्रास्य मथाकाभचायो बवरत मो वाच  ब्रह्मते्य  ऩास्तऽेरस्त बगवो फाचो बमू इरत वाचो वाव बमूोऽस्तीरत तन्म े
बगवान्ब्रवीरत्वरत॥२॥ 
Sage सनत्क भाय suggested sage Narada to meditate on Speech (Voice) as Brahman, as Speech (Voice) is verily greater than Name as 
Speech and makes one to understand the Vedas, etc., viz., the Rig Veda, the Yajur Veda, the Sama Veda and the Atharva as fourth; 
the Ithihasa & puraana as fifth; the Veda of the Vedas (Grammar); the Rites for the Ancestors; Mathematics; the Study of Divine 
Events (Disturbances); the Mineralogy; Philosophical Reasoning; the Rules of Conduct; the Science of the Bright Powers; the 
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Science of the Elements; the Science of Battle; the Science of the Stars (Astronomy & Astrology); the Knowledge of Serpents; the 
Arts of Fine-Arts; and also Heaven & Earth, the Air, Shining Ether, Water & Fire, the bright powers (gods) & mankind; beasts & 
birds, herbs & trees, ferocious animals, all living things down to worms, flies & ants; the law of right & what is against the law; 
truth & untruth; good & evil; pleasant & unpleasant. If, verily, there were no Speech (Voice), neither the law of right nor what is 
against the law would be made known, nor truth nor untruth, nor good nor evil, nor pleasant & unpleasant, also would not be 
known.  
Though the result of meditating on Speech (Voice) as Brahman provides freedom for movement as far as the range of Speech 
reaches, sage Narada requested sage Sanatkumara to teach him that which is beyond the Speech.  

C-VII  - Sec 3 2 Here, the superiority of meditation on Mind as Brahman is explained: 
भनो वाव वाचो बमूो मथा व ैद्वे वाभरके दे्व वा कोरे द्वौ वाऺौ भ  रटयन  बवत्यवे  वाच  च नाभ च भनोऽन  बवरत स मदा भनसा भन्स्यरत भन्त त्रानधीमीमते्यथाधीत ेकभा ारण 
क वॉमते्यथ क रुत ेऩ  त्रा श्च ऩशू श्चिेेमते्यथिेत इभ  च रोकभभ    चिेेमते्यथिेत ेभनो ह्यात्मा भनो रह रोको भनोरह ब्रह्म भन उऩास्स्वरेत॥१॥ 
स मो भनो ब्रह्मते्य  ऩास्त ेमावन्मनसो गत  तत्रास्य मथाकाभचायो बवरत मो भनो ब्रह्मते्य  ऩास्तऽेरस्त बगवो भनसो बमू इरत भनसोभन्सो वाव बमूोऽस्तीरत तन्म ेबगवान ् 
ब्रवीरत्वरत॥२॥ 
Mind is greater than Speech (Voice) as it encompasses both Speech (Voice) and Name (Words), like a closed fist encompasses two 
Amalaka fruits, two Kola fruits, two Aksha fruits, etc. When one thinks through mind - 'Let me chant the mantras‘, he chants them; 
'Let me perform the rituals', he performs them; Let me desire sons and cattle', he desires them; 'Let me desire this world and the 
other world', he desires them. Thus, Mind indeed is the Self, Mind indeed is the world, Mind indeed is Brahman. Meditating on 
Mind as Brahman gets freedom for movement as far as the range of Mind reaches.  
Sage Narada requested sage Sanatkumara to teach him that which is beyond the Mind. 

C-VII  - Sec 4 3 Here, the superiority of meditation on Will (स कल्प) as Brahman is explained: 
स कल्पो वाव भनसो   मान्यदा व ैस कल्पमतऽेथ भनस्यत्यथ वाचभीयमरथ ताभ   नाम्नीयमरत नारम्न भन्त त्रा एक  बवरि भन्त त्रषे   कभा ारण॥१॥ 
तारन ह वा एतारन स कल्पकैामनारन स कल्पात्मकारन स कल्प ेप्ररतरष्ठतारन सभकरृऩता  द्यावाऩरृथवी सभकल्पतेा  फाम  श्चाकाश  च सभकल्पिाऩश्च तजेश्च तषेा स क्लप्त्य ै
वष ा स कल्पत े वष ास्य स कृ्लप्त्या प्राणाना स कृ्लप्त्य ै भन्त त्रा् स कल्पि े भन्त त्राणा स कृ्लप्त्य ै कभा ारण स कल्पि े कभाणा स कृ्लप्त्य ै रोक् स कल्पत े रोकस्य स करृप्त ै
सव ा स कल्पत ेस एष स कल्प् स कल्पभ ऩास्स्वरेत॥२॥ 
स म् स कल्प  ब्रह्मते्य  ऩास्त ेकृ्लप्तान ् व ैस रोकाि  वान्ध्र  व् प्ररतरष्ठतान ् प्ररतरष्ठतोऽव्यथाभानानव्यथभनोऽरबरसध्यरत। मावत्स कल्पस्य गत  तत्रास्य मथाकाभचायो बवरत 
म् स कल्प  ब्रह्मते्य  ऩास्तऽेरस्त बगव् स कल्पािूम इरत स कल्पाद्वाव बमूोऽस्तीरत तन्म ेबगवान ् ब्रवीरत्वरत॥३॥ 
Will is greater than Mind because when a man wills, then he thinks and then he speaks and thereafter he drives that out in the 
form of names (words). All those things (Words, Speech & Mind) with Will as their one goal are identified with the Will and 
established in Will, i.e. they come from Will, sustain in Will and merge in Will. Through Will, heaven & earth came into being; 
through Will, air & space came into being; through Will, the waters & fire came into being; through the Will of these, Rain comes 
into being; through the Will of rain, food comes into being; through the Will of food, the lives (vital forces) come into being; 
through the Will of the lives (vital forces), the chanting of mantras come into being; through the Will of the chanting of mantras, 
the rituals come into being; through the Will of the rituals, the World comes into being; through the Will of the world, everything 
comes into being.  
Meditating on Will as Brahman brings the immutable (well-established) worlds willed, which are free from afflictions. Also, 
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meditating on Will as Brahman gets freedom of movement as far as the range of Will extends.  
Sage Narada requested sage Sanatkumara to teach him that which is beyond the Will. 

C-VII  - Sec 5 3 Here, the superiority of meditation on Intelligence (रचि ) as Brahman is explained: 
रचि  वाव स कल्पाद्ध बमूो मदा व ैचतेमतऽेथस कल्पमतऽेथ भनस्यत्यथ वाचभीयमरत ताभ   नाम्नीयमरत नारम्न भन्त त्रा एक  बवरि भन्त त्रषे   कभा ारण ॥१॥ 
तारन ह वा एतारन रचिकैामनारन रचिात्मारन रचि ेप्ररतरष्ठतारन तस्माद्यद्यरऩ फहुरवदरचिो बवरत नामभस्तीत्यवेनैभाहुम ादम  वदे मद्वा अम  रवद्वान्नते्थभरचत् स्यारदत्यथ 
मद्यल्परवरििवान्भवरत तस्मा एवोत श  श्रषूि ेरचि ह्यवेषैाभकेामन   रचिभात्मा रचि  प्ररतष्ठा रचिभ  ऩास्स्वरेत॥२॥ 
स मरश्चि  ब्रह्मते्य  ऩास्त ेरचिाि ैस रोकान ् ध्र  वान्ध्र  व् प्ररतरष्ठतान्प्ररतरष्ठतोऽव्यथभानानव्यथभानोऽरबरसध्यरत। मावरििस्य गत  तत्रास्य मथाकाभचायो बवरत मरश्चि  
ब्रह्मते्य  ऩास्तऽेरस्त बगवरश्चिािूम इरत रचिद्वाव बमूोऽस्तीरत तन्म ेबगवान्ब्रवीरत्वरत॥३॥ 
Intelligence is greater than Will because when one intelligently understands, then he evokes Will, then he thinks (in Mind), then he 
sends forth Words (Voice), which then he sends forth in Words (Name). In Words (Name), the Mantra Chants become united; in 
the Mantra Chants, the Rituals become united. All these become one in Intelligence; Intelligence is their Goal; They originate from 
Intelligence, sustain in Intelligence and merge in Intelligence. Therefore, if anyone, even though learned in many subjects, is 
without Intelligence, they speak of him, 'He has indeed ceased to exist, for if he knew or if he were learned, he would not have to be 
unintelligent like this‘. But, if anyone, even though not learned much, is possessed of Intelligence, they desire to listen to him. For 
Intelligence indeed is the meeting-place of these; Intelligence is the Goal; Intelligence is the Origin, Intelligence is the Support.  He 
who meditates on Intelligence as the Eternal Brahman, attains worlds that are attainable by Intelligence; being steadfast, he attains 
steadfast worlds; being established, he attains established worlds; being unshaken, he attains unshaken worlds.  
Sage Narada requested sage Sanatkumara to teach him that which is beyond Intelligence. 

C-VII  - Sec 6 2 Here, the superiority of meditation on Meditation (ध्यान ) as Brahman is explained: 
ध्यान  वाव रचिाद्ध बमूो ध्यामतीव ऩरृथवी ध्यामतीवािरयऺ  ध्यामतीव द्यौध्या ामिीवाऩो ध्यामिीव ऩव ाता ध्यामिीव दवेभन  ष्यास्तस्माद्य इह भन  श्माणा  भहिा  
प्राप्न  वरि ध्यानाऩादा शा इववै त ेबवन्त्यथ मऽेल्पा् कररहन् रऩश  ना उऩवारदनस्तऽेथ म ेप्रबवो ध्यानाऩादा शा इववै त ेबवरि ध्यानभ  ऩास्स्वरेत॥१॥ 
स मो ध्यान  ब्रह्मते्य  ऩास्त े मावद्ध्यानस्य गत  तत्रास्य मथाकाभचायो बवरत मो ध्यान   ब्रह्मते्य  ऩास्तऽेरस्त बगवो ध्यानाद्ध बमू इरत ध्यानाद्वाव बमूोऽस्तीरत तन्म े
बगवान्ब्रवीरत्वरत॥२॥ 
Meditation is greater than Intelligence because the earth meditates, as it were; the intermediate space meditates, as it were. The 
heaven meditates as it were; the waters meditate, as it were. The mountains meditate, as it were; the gods and men meditate, as it 
were. Therefore, they who attain to greatness here among men, they verily appear to have gained a portion of the results of 
Meditation. Again, those who are great and have influence over others, they appear to have gained a portion of the results of 
Meditation. Meditating on Meditation as Brahman, attains freedom to move as he desires upto the limit where Meditation can 
reach.  
Sage Narada requested sage Sanatkumara to teach him that which is beyond Meditation.  

C-VII  - Sec 7 2 Here, the superiority of meditating on Scriptural Knowledge (रवऻान  ) as Brahman is explained: 
रवऻान   वाव ध्यानाद्ध बमूो रवऻानने वा ऋग्वदे  रवजानारत मज  वदे साभवदेभाथव ाण  चत  थ ारभरतहासऩ  याण  ऩञ्चभ  वदेाना  वदे  रऩत्र्य यारश  दवै  रनरध  वाकोवाक्यभकेामन   
दवेरवद्या  ब्रह्मरवद्या  बतूरवध्या  ऺत्ररवद्या  नऺत्ररवद्या सऩ ादवेजनरवद्या  रदव  च ऩरृथवीं च वाम    चाकाश  चाऩश्च तजेश्च दवेा श्च भन  ष्या श्च ऩश  श्च वमा रस च 
तणृवनस्परतञ्छ् वाऩदान्याकीट-ऩतङ्गरऩऩीररक  धभं चाधभं च सत्य  चानतृ  च साध   चासाध   च हृदमऻ  चाहृदमऻ  चान्न  च यस  चभे  च रोकभभ    च रवऻाननेवै रवजानारत 
रवऻानभ  ऩास्स्वरेत॥१॥ 
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स मो रवऻान   ब्रह्मते्य  ऩास्त े रवऻानवतो व ै स रोकाञ्ज्ञानवतोऽरबरसध्यरत मावरद्वऻानस्य गत  तत्रास्य मथाकाभचायो बवरत मो रवऻान   ब्रह्मते्य  ऩास्तऽेरस्त बगवो 
रवऻानाद्ध बमू इरत रवऻानाद्वाव बमूोऽस्तीरत तन्म ेबगवान्ब्रवीरत्वरत॥२॥ 
Knowledge (Scriptural) is superior to Meditation, as through Knowledge one knows the Rig Veda, the Yajur Veda, the Sama Veda, 
and the Atharva as fourth; the Ithihasa & Puraana as fifth; the Veda of the Vedas (Grammar); the Rites for the Acenstors; 
Mathematics;  the Study of Divine Events (Disturbances); the Mineralogy; Philosophical Reasoning; the Rules of Conduct; the 
Science of the Bright Powers; the Science of the Elements; the Science of Battle; the Science of the Stars (Astronomy & Astrology); 
the Knowledge of Serpents; the Arts of Fine-arts; and also heaven &earth, the air, shining ether, water & fire, the bright powers 
(gods) & mankind; beasts & birds, herbs & trees, ferocious animals, all living things down to worms, flies & ants; the law of right 
& what is against the law; truth & untruth; good & evil; pleasant & unpleasant; food & drinks; this world & the other.  
Meditating on Knowledge (Scriptural) as Brahman surely wins the worlds possessed of Knowledge. He gets the freedom of 
movement to the extent upto which the range of Knowledge extends.  
Sage Narada again requested sage Sanatkumara to teach him that which is beyond the Knowledge. 

C-VII  - Sec 8 2 Here, the superiority of Strength (बलं) as Brahman is explained: 
फर  वाव रवऻानािूमोऽरऩ ह शत  रवऻानवताभकेो फरवानाकम्पमत।े स मदा फरी बवत्यथोत्थाता बवत्य रिष्ठन ् ऩचैरयता बवरत ऩरयचयन्न  ऩसि बवत्य ऩसीदन ् द्रटा 
बवरत श्रोता बवरत भिा बवरत फोिा बवरत कता ा बवरत रवऻाता बवरत। फरेन व ैऩरृथवी रतष्ठरत फरेनािरयऺ  फरेन द्यौफ ारेन ऩव ाता फरेन दवेभन  ष्या फरेन ऩशवश्च 
वमा रस च तणृवनस्पतम् श्वाऩदान्याकीटऩतङ्गरऩऩीररक  फरेन रोकरस्तष्ठरत फरभ  ऩास्स्वरेत॥१॥ 
स मो वर  ब्रह्मते्य  ऩास्त े मावद्बरस्य गत  तत्रास्य मथाकाभचायो बवरत मो फर  ब्रह्मते्य  ऩास्तऽेरस्त बगवो फरािूम इरत फराद्वाव बमूोऽस्तीरत तन्म े बगवान ् 
ब्रवीरत्वरत॥२॥ 
Strength, surely, is greater than Knowledge because a man of strength causes a hundred men of Knowledge to tremble. Therefore, 
when one possesses strength, he rises up. Rising up, he serves. Serving, he comes nearer. Approaching nearer, he sees, hears, thinks 
comprehends, acts and knows. By strength alone stands the earth, through strength the sky, through strength the heaven, through 
strength the mountains, through strength the bright powers (gods) & mankind, through strength the cattle & birds, herbs and trees, 
creatures ranging from wild beasts to worms, moths & ants, through strength the world stands.  
Meditating on Strength as Brahman surely attains the freedom of movement as he desires up to the extent that the Strength can 
reach. 
Sage Narada again requested sage Sanatkumara to teach him that which is beyond the Strength. 

C-VII  - Sec 9 2 Here, the superiority of meditation on Food (अन्न ) as Brahman is explained: 
अन्न  वाव फरािूमस्तस्माद्यद्यरऩ दशयात्रीना ान्तश्रीमाद्यद्य   ह जीवदेथवाद्रटाश्रोताअभिाफोिाकता ारवऻाता बवत्यथान्नस्याम ैद्द्रटा बवरत श्रोता बवरत भिा बवरत फोिा 
बवरत कता ा बवरत रवऻाता बवत्यन्नभ  ऩास्स्वरेत॥१॥ 
स मोऽन्न  ब्रह्मते्य  ऩास्तऽेन्नवतो व ैस रोका्डिानवतोऽरबरसध्यरत मावदन्नस्य गत  तत्रास्य मथाकाभचायो बवरत मोऽन्न  ब्रह्मते्य  ऩास्तऽेरस्त बगवोऽन्नािूम इत्यन्नाद्वाव 
बमूोऽस्तीरत तन्म ेबगवान्ब्रवीरत्वरत॥२॥ 
Food (Earth) is greater than Strength. Therefore, if one does not eat for ten nights and survives to live, he becomes unable to see, 
hear, reflect, know, perform & understand. Then, when he receives Food, he again becomes able to see, hear, reflect, know, 
perform & understand.  
Meditating on Food (Earth) as Brahman surely attains the worlds which are full of food and full of water as also freedom of 
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movement as far as the range of  Food (Earth) extends.  
Sage Narada again requested sage Sanatkumara to teach him that which is beyond the Food (Earth). 

C-VII  - Sec 10 2 Here, the superiority of meditation on Waters (आऩ:) as Brahman is explained: 
आऩो वावान्नद्ध बमूस्यस्तस्माद्यदा स  वरृटन ा बवरत व्याधीमि ेप्राणा अन्न  कनीमो बरवष्यतीत्यथ मदा स  वरृटब ावत्यानरन्दन् प्राणा बवन्त्यन्न  फहु बरवष्यतीत्याऩ ् एवभेा 
भतूा ा ममे    ऩरृथवी मदिरयऺ  मद्ध द्यौम ािव ाता मद्दवेभन  ष्या मिशवश्च वमा रस च तणृवनस्पतम् श्वाऩदान्याकीटऩतङ्गरऩऩीररकभाऩ एवभेा भतूा ा अऩ उऩास्स्वरेत॥१॥ 
स मोऽऩो ब्रह्मते्य  ऩास्त आप्नोरत सवा ान्काभा स्तरृप्तभान ् बवरत मावद्धऩा  गत  तत्रास्य मथाकाभचायो बवरत मोऽऩो ब्रह्मते्य  ऩास्तऽेरस्त बगवोऽद्ध भ्यो बमू इतद्ध भ्यो वाव 
बमूऽस्तीरत तन्म ेबगवान ् ब्रवीरत्वरत॥२॥ 
The Waters indeed are beyond Food (Earth). Therefore, when there is no good rainfall, all beings in are in agony thinking that 
‗there will be scarcity of food‘. Again, when there is abundant rainfall, the beings become joyous thinking ‗there will be plentiful of 
food‘. Waters indeed is everything that has forms.  In all that which is this earth, the mid-space, the heavens, the mountains, the 
bright powers (gods) & mankind; beasts & birds, herbs & trees, ferocious animals, all living things down to worms, flies & ants – it 
is waters that has taken these forms.  
Meditating on Waters as Brahman attains all desirable things and gets contentment of objects & pleasures as also freedom of 
movement as far as the range of Waters extends.  
Sage Narada again requested sage Sanatkumara to teach him that which is beyond the Waters. 

C-VII  - Sec 11 2 Here, the superiority of meditation on Fire (तजे:) as Brahman is explained: 
तजेो वावद्ध भ्यो बमूस्तद्वा एतद्वाम  भागहृ्याकाशाभरबतऩरत तदाहुरन ाशोचरत रनतऩरत वरष ाष्यरत वा इरत तजे एव तिवंू दश ारमत्वाथाऩ् सजृत ेतदतेदूर्ध्ा ारबश्च रतय  रबश्च 
रवद्य  रिया  दाश्चयरि तस्मा  हुरव ाधोतत ेस्तनमरत वरष ाष्यरत वा इरत तजे एव तिवंू दशारमत्वाथाऩ् सजृत ेतजे उऩास्स्वरेत॥१॥ 
स मस्तजेो ब्रह्मते्य  ऩास्त ेतजेस्वी व ैस तजेस्वतो रोकान्भास्वतोऽऩहततभस्कानरबरसध्यरत माविजेसो गत  तत्रास्य मथाकाभचायो बवरत। मस्तजेो ब्रह्मते्य  ऩास्तऽेरस्त 
बगवस्तजेसो ब  म इरत तजेसो वाव बमूोऽस्तीरत तन्म ेबगवान्ब्रवीरत्वरत॥२॥ 
The Fire indeed is beyond the Waters. Fire indeed heats up the intermediate space by taking up Air as support. People will 
comment – ‗It is too hot‘, ‗It is burning‘, ‗It will surely rain‘. It is indeed that Fire, first revealing itself as this, then creates the 
Waters. In the form of thundering, it travels along in the form of lightning flashes – vertical, horizontal or zig-zag. Therefore, people 
say: 'It is roaring‘, ‗It lightens‘, ‗It will rain'.  The Fire, indeed, having first revealed itself, then creates the Waters.  
Meditating on Fire as Brahman surely becomes of the nature of radiance and wins the worlds possessed of brilliance, full of light 
and free from darkness as also gets the freedom of movement as far as the range of Fire extends.  
Sage Narada again requested sage Sanatkumara to teach him that which is beyond the Fire. 

C-VII  - Sec 12 2 Here, the superiority of meditation on Space (आकाश) as Brahman is explained: 
आकाशो वाव तजेसो बमूानाकाश ेव ैसमूा ाचन्द्रभसाव  बौ रवद्य  न्नऺत्राण्मरग्नयाकाशनेाह्वमत्वाकाशने शृणोत्याकाशने प्ररतशृणोत्याकाश ेयभत आकाश ेन यभत आकाश े
जामत आकाश   जामत आकाशभ  ऩास्स्वरेत॥१॥ 
स म आकाश  ब्रह्मते्य  ऩास्त आकाशवतो व ै स रोकान्प्रकाशवतोऽसम्बाधान  रुगामवतोऽरबरसध्यरत मावदाकाशस्य गत  तत्रास्य मथाका चायो बवरत म आकाश  
ब्रह्मते्य  ऩास्तऽेरस्त बगव आकाशाद्ध बमू इत्याकाशाद्वाव बमूोऽस्तीरत तन्म ेबगवान्ब्रवीरत्वरत॥२॥ 
Space indeed is greater than the Fire. The Sun & the Moon, Lightening, Stars, Fire – all exist in Space. One calls through the 
Space, hears the calls through the Space, hears sound/words through Space, finds delight in Space, finds non-light in Space, takes 
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birth in Space, grows towards Space. Meditating on Space as Brahman wins worlds full of Space, full of light, without obstruction 
and vast as also attains freedom of movement as far as the range of Space extends.  
Sage Narada again requested sage Sanatkumara to teach him that which is beyond the Space. 

C-VII  - Sec 13 2 Here, the superiority of meditation on Memory (स्मय) as Brahman is explained: 
स्मयो वावाकाशाद्ध बमूस्तस्माद्ध मध्यरऩ फहव आसीयन्न स्मयिो नवै त ेकञ्चन शृण  म  न ा भिीयन्न रवजानीयन्यदा वाव त ेस्मयेम  यथ शृण  म  यथ भिीयन्नथ रवजानीय्स्मरयेण 
व ैऩ  त्रारिजानारत स्मयेण ऩश ्स्मरयभ  ऩास्स्वरेत॥१॥ 
स म् स्मय  ब्रह्मते्य  ऩास्त े मावस्मरसयस्य गत  तत्रास्य मथाकाभचायो बवरत म् स्मय  ब्रह्मते्य  ऩास्तऽेरस्त बगव् स्मयाद्ध बमू इरत स्मयाद्वाव बमूोऽस्तीरत तन्म े
बगवान्ब्रवीरत्वरत॥२॥ 
Memory, verily, is Greater than Space. Therefore, those not possessing Memory, even if gather together at a place, they would hear 
no one, they would not think, they would not know anything. But, should they have Memory, they would hear, they would think 
and they would know. Through Memory alone one recognises one‘s son and through Memory, one‘s cattle.  
Meditating on Memory as Brahman attains the freedom of movement upto the limit his Memory can extend.  
Sage Narada again requested sage Sanatkumara to explain him that which is beyond the Memory. 

C-VII  - Sec 14 2 Here, the superiority of meditation on Hope (आशा) as Brahman is explained: 
आशा फाव स्मया् बमूस्याशिेो व ैस्मयो भन्त त्रानधीम ेकभा ारण क रुत ेऩ  त्रा श्च ऩशू श्चिेत इभ  च रोकभभ    चिेत आशाभ  ऩास्स्वरेत॥१॥ 
स म आशा  ब्रह्मते्य  ऩासत आशमास्य सव ेकाभा् सभधृ्यन्त्यभोघा हास्यारशषो बवरि मावदाशामा गत  तत्रास्य मथाकाभचायो बवरत म आशा  ब्रह्मते्य  ऩास्तऽेरस्त 
बगव आशामा बमू इत्याशामा फाव बमूोऽस्तीरत तन्म ेबगवान्ब्रवीरत्वरत॥२॥ 
Hope indeed is greater than Memory. Motivated by Hope, the Memory recites Mantras, performs rituals, aspires for sons & cattle, 
aspires for pleasures of this world and other worlds. Meditating on Hope as Brahman, all his aspirations prosper and all prayers 
become fruitful and also gets freedom of movement upto which the hope can extend.  
Sage Narada again requested sage Sanatkumara to teach him that which is beyond the Hope. 

C-VII  - Sec 15 4 Here, the superiority of meditation on Life-Force (प्राण्) as Brahman is explained: 
प्राणो वा आशामा बमूान्यथा वा अया नाबौ सभरऩ ाता एवभरस्मन्प्राण ेसव ा सभरऩ ातभ।् प्राण्प्राणने मारत प्राण् प्राण  ददारत प्राणाम ददारत। प्राणो ह रऩता प्राणो भाता 
प्राणो भ्राता प्राण् स्वसा प्राण आचाम ा्  प्राणो ब्राह्मण्॥१॥ 
स मरद रऩतय  वा भातय  वा भ्रातय  वा स्वसाय  वाचाम ंवा ब्राह्मण  वा रकरञ्चद्ध बशृरभव प्रत्याह रधत्वासारस्त्वत्यवेनैभाहु् रऩतहृा व ैत्वभरस भातहृा व ैत्वभरस भ्रातहृा व ैत्वभरस 
स्वसहृा व ैत्वभस्याचाम ाहा व ैत्वभरस ब्रह्मणहा व ैत्वभसीरत॥२॥ 
अथ मद्यप्यनेान  त्क्रािप्राणाञ्छूरेन सभास  व्यरतष दहने्नवैनै   ब्रमू  ्  रऩतहृासीरत न भातहृासीरत न भ्रातहृासीरत न स्वसहृासीरत नाचाम ाहासीरत न ब्राह्मणहासीरत॥३॥ 
प्राणो ह्यवेतैारन सवा ारण बवरत स वा एष एव  ऩश्मन्नवे  भिान एव  रवजानन्नरतवादी बवरत त  चदे्ध ब्रमू  यरतवाद्यसीत्यरतवाद्यस्मीरत ब्रमून्नऩह्न वीत॥४॥ 
Life (प्राण्) is surely greater than the Hope. Just as the spokes of a wheel are firmly inserted in the hub of a wheel, all things are 
inserted in the Life principle. Life (प्राण) moves with the help of Life; Life (प्राण्) provides Life (प्राण्) for Life. Life indeed is the 
father, the mother, the brother, the sister, the teacher and the Wiseman (ब्राह्मण्). 
If anyone utters some improper words to his father, mother and so on, then people would tell him – ‗shame on you. You are indeed 
the assassin of your father, You are indeed the assassin of your mother, you have indeed committed Brahmanicide (i.e. murder of 
ब्राह्मण्) and so on. But, when Life (प्राण) is out from their bodies, even when one heaps them together or cuts and separates their 
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limbs with a spear, they would not blame him for that.  
Indeed, Life (प्राण) itself becomes all these. The one who sees thus, thinks thus and knows thus, transcends all, i.e. he becomes 
capable of speaking clearly through this Truth. If anyone says to him – ‗You are transcending the limits in your Speech‘, he should 
say – ‗Yes, I am‘. He need not hide his ability. 
Sage Narada again requested sage Sanatkumara to teach him that which is beyond the Life-Force (प्राण्). 

C-VII  - Sec 16 1 Here, how when one transcends Speech by the power of Truth (सत्य ), he attains Realisation is explained: 
एष त   वा अरतवदरत म् सत्यनेारतवदरत सोऽह  बगव् सत्यनेारतवदानीरत सत्य  त्ववे रवरजऻारसतव्यरभरत सत्य  बगवो रवरजऻास इरत॥१॥ 
When one transcends in Speech, then he speaks the Truth. When one knows the Truth, then only one can attain Realisation. 
Therefore, one must surely seek Truth for Realization.  
Sage Narada expressed his desire to know Truth for Realization. 

C-VII  - Sec 17 1 Here, how when one has Understanding (रवऻान  ), he speaks Truth is explained: 
मदा व ैरवजानात्यथ सत्य  वदरत नारवजानन्सत्य  वदरत रवजानन्नवे सत्य  वदरत रवऻान   त्ववे रवरजऻारसतव्यरभरत रवऻान  बगवो रवरजऻास इरत॥१॥ 
When indeed one has Understanding, then he speaks the Truth. Without Understanding, one cannot speak the Truth. It is only by 
Understanding that one speaks the Truth. Therefore, Understanding surely has to be sought.  
Sage Narada expressed his desire to know that which is beyond Understanding. 

C-VII  - Sec 18 1 Here, how Reflection (भरत ), leads to understanding is explained: 
यदा वै मनुतेऽथ ववजानातत नामत्वा ववजानातत मत्वैव ववजानातत मततस्तत्वेव ववजजज्ञासितव्येतत।  मतत ंभगवो ववजजज्ञाि इतत ॥१॥ 

When one does Reflection, then indeed he understands. Without Reflection, one cannot understand. One understands by 
Reflection alone. Therefore, Reflection indeed has to be sought. 
Sage Narada sought to know that which is beyond Reflection. 

C-VII  - Sec 19 1 Here, how when one has Faith (श्रद्धा) alone, he opts to reflect is explained: 
मदा व ैश्रद्दधात्यथ भन  त ेनाश्रद्दधान्मन  त ेश्रद्दधदवे भन  त ेश्रिा त्ववे रवरजऻारसतव्यरेत। श्रिा  बगवो रवरजऻास इरत ॥१॥ 
When one has Faith, then he reflects. Without Faith one does not think. One thinks only when he has Faith. Faith indeed has to be 
sought. 
Sage Narada sought to know Faith. 

C-VII  - Sec 20 1 Here, how Faith can be developed through Devotion (रनष्ठा) is explained: 
मदा व ैरनरस्तष्ठत्यथ श्र्द्द्दधारत नारनरस्तष्ठञ्छ्रधारत रनरस्तष्ठन्नवे श्रद्दधारत रनष्ठा त्ववे रवरजऻारसतव्यरेत। रनष्ठा  बगवो रवरजऻास इरत ॥१॥ 
When one is steadfast, he serves with Devotion and becomes endowed with Faith. Without Devotion, one cannot possess Faith. 
One acquires faith by serving with Devotion only. Devotion indeed has to be sought and discriminated. 
Sage Narada sought know as to how to develop Devotion. 

C-VII  - Sec 21 1 Here, how Action (possessed of purified Mind and controlled Sense Organs) (कृरत ) leads to Devotion is explained: 
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मदा व ैकयोत्यथ रनरस्तटरत नाकृत्वा रनरस्तष्ठरत कृत्ववै रनरस्तष्ठरत कृरतस्त्ववे रवरजऻारसतव्यरेत। कृरत  बगवो रवरजऻास इरत ॥१॥ 
When one performs Action (possessed of purified Mind & Controlled Sense Organs), then one indeed serves devotedly. Without 
that, one cannot serve devotedly. By Action (with purified Mind & Controlled Sense Organs) alone one becomes steadfast. Action 
indeed has to be sought and discriminated.  
Sage Narada sought to know Action (possessed of purified Mind and controlled Sense Organs). 

C-VII  - Sec 22 1 How, Happiness (स  ख ) inspires a person to control his/her senses and give up worldly pleasures is discussed in this section: 
मदा व ैस  ख  रबतऽेथ कयोरत नास  ख  रब्ध्वा कयोरत स  खभवे रब्ध्वा कयोरत स  ख  त्ववे रवरजऻारसतव्यरभरत। स  ख  बग   रवरजऻास इरत ॥१॥ 
Action happens when one experiences Happiness, i.e., when one thinks – ‗I should attain the highest happiness‘. Just as in the 
world, one performs actions, when he knows that a certain action will bring such & such results (attainment of happiness). One 
does not act if the result is going to be sorrow. Though the result (attainment of happiness) will come in future, action is possible 
only when one has this view of anticipated result in mind. Now, when action, etc. take place, the Truth unfolds itself and no 
separate effort is necessary for realising the Truth and therefore it is said – ‗But, one must aspire for Happiness‘. 
Sage Narada sought to understand Happiness. 

C-VII  - Sec 23 1 What is real Happiness is explained here: 
मो व ैबभूा तत्स ख  नाल्प ेस  खभरस्त बभूवै स  ख  बभूा त्ववे रवरजऻारसतव्य इरत । बभूान  बगवो रवरजऻास इरत॥१॥ 
That which indeed is Infinitude (बभूा), i.e. which is indicated as BIG (बभूा), Unsurpassed, Abundant, is real Happiness. Anything less 
than that, which being limited, is Finite (अरतशम ) and it cannot be Happiness because finitude is the cause to desire more. The 
desire is the seed for sorrow. The seed of sorrow, like fever, etc. is not considered to be a source of Happiness in the world. 
Therefore, it is obvious that the statement, ‗there is no happiness in finite‘, is true/logical. Hence, Infinitude (बभूा) alone is 
Happiness, because all desires end in Infinite and Infinite cannot be cause for desires.  
Sage Narada sought to know the Infinite (बभूा). 
Key Learning: 

 This स  खभ ्, which is indicated as Infinitude (बभूा), is not in any way related to worldly happiness derived from eating something 
delicious or watching sports, movies, etc., or this स  खभ ् is not like ten times more than worldly स  खभ ्. स  खभ ् (Happiness) is real 
only when it is natural, maintenance-free, desires-free and सारत्वक. If it needs continuous efforts, then it turns out to be दु्खभ ् 
(sorrow), eventually.  

C-VII  - Sec 24 2 What is the nature of बभूा and how it is to be established is explained here: 
मत्र नान्यिश्मरत नान्यच्छृणोरत नान्यरद्वजानारत स बभूाथ मत्रान्यिश्मत्यन्यच्छृणोत्यन्यरद्वजानारत तदल्प  मो व ै बभूा तदभतृभथ मदल्प  तन्मत्याभ।् स बगव् 
करस्मन्प्ररतरष्ठत इरत । स्व ेभरहर न मरद वा न भरह नीरत ॥१॥ 
The Infinite is that Reality in which other than the Self, one does not see anything else (like a witness is distinct from witnessed or 
like one does not perceive any other object with a separate organ), does not hear anything else and does not understand anything 
else. And that in which one sees something else, hears something else and understands something else, is finite. That which is 
Infinite is indeed Immortal and on the other hand, the one which is finite is mortal.  Since remaining all objects are wholly 
included within name & form, only two organs of seeing & hearing are explained here, indicating similar understanding about 
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other organs as well. 
So, where ignorance prevails, one, who is different, sees different with the help of something that is different and this is finite. In 
other words, finitude alone exists as long as sense of ignorance (अरवद्याकार) prevails. All things of finitude are like things seen in 
dream, which exist only during dream-time, before waking. Because it is finite, it is mortal and hence gets destructed. The 
Infinitude – बभूा is immortal. 
When Sage Narada sought to know what is the Substratum for that Infinitude-बभूा, Sage Sanatkumara responded - In Its own glory 
or not even in Its own glory‘. 
गो   रभह भरहभते्याचऺत ेहरस्तरहयण्म  दासबाम ंऺते्राण्मामतनानीरत नाहभवे  ब्रवीरभ ब्रवीभीरत होवाचान्यो ह्यन्यरस्मन्प्ररतरष्ठत इरत ॥२॥ 
Elaborating on the glory of Infinitude – बभूा,  sage Sanatkumara said - In the world, possessions like cows, horses, elephants, gold, 
servants, wife, land, house, etc. are spoken of as one‘s greatness. It is well-known in the world that cows, horses, etc. constitute one‘s 
glory/greatness. A person named Chaitra, for example, lives on cows, horses, etc. and is supported by them, which are different 
from himself. The glory of Infinitude – बभूा is not like depending on glory/greatness that is different from Itself but Its own nature, 
as described in the following Section. 

Key Learning: 

 In case of ब्रह्मन ् (बभूा), which is without attributes (सरवशषे) and hence रनरव ाकल्प, there is no such triad, i.e. doer (कता ा), means of 
doing (कयण) & deed (काम ा), as It is subject (i.e. Self) and not the object of Knowledge. Like in deep sleep, neither any attributes 
are known nor does any triad exist.  

 The goal of the Seeker is to know Self as the ब्रह्मन ् (बभूा) in सभारध using the Mind. In other words, it is to prepare the सरवकल्प 
Mind to रनरव ाकल्प सभारध State (अवस्था) which is the state of ब्रह्मन ् (बभूा), i.e. to use the triad – प्रभाता: (Me-जीव), प्रभाण: (Scriptures) 
& प्रभमे: (ब्रह्मन-् बभूा) and arrive at the understanding that प्रभाता & प्रमेय are one & the same and That is Me. This firm 
Knowledge of Oneness in Me (जीव) & ब्रह्मन ् (बभूा), which is non-dual and being in constant abidance of this Understanding is 
Liberation. 

 To attain Infinitude, no action is needed. It is end of all actions. Like only when I stop all my actions/activities, I go to Deep-
Sleep and attain my Infinitude. The highest, being the Self, is only to be known, rest all attained, being objects. 

 As long as one remains ignorant, he remains जीवरन  , i.e. he remains other than what he really is with the sense of ‗I am 
experiencer‘, ‗I have instruments of experience‘, ‗I experience something‘, etc. Once he attains Knowledge about his true nature, 
he becomes (ब्रह्मरन  ), i.e. he knows ‗there is nothing other than myself‘. 

 बभूा – the Self, which is Infinitude, is of the nature (स्वरूऩ) of रनरव ाकल्प सभारध. बभूा is Happiness (स  खभ ्) and Immortality (अभतृत्व), 
which is my real nature. The Knowledge of Self (बभूा) is attained during scriptural ‗श्रवणभ ्’ through Guru and any doubts are 
cleared during ‗भननभ ्’ and erroneous notion eliminated during ‗रनरदध्यासनभ ्’. 

C-VII  - Sec 25 2 After understanding from sage Sanatkumara that Infinite-बभूा Itself as the Substratum of all, sage Narada does not seek to know anything else, 
presumably because he has grasped the import of the entire teaching by his Guru-Brother. Now, this Section highlights “जीव ब्रह्म ऐक्य” भहावाक्य and 
indicates that world is nothing but नाभ-रूऩ appearing in this बभूा and that बभूा is everything and to remove the remoteness (ऩयोऺत्वभ)्, it is 
indicated that अहङ्काय has the same रऺण as बभूा and they are one & the same thing, which in other words is आत्मा: 
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स एवावधस्तात्स उऩरयटात्स ऩश्चात्स ऩ  यस्तात्स दरऺणत् स उियत् स एवदे सव ारभत्यथातोऽहङ्कायादशे एवाहभवेाधस्तादहभ  ऩरयटादह  ऩश्चादह  ऩ  यस्तादह  
दरऺणतोऽहभ  ियतोऽहभवेदे सव ारभरत ॥१॥ 
That Infinitude-बभूा alone is below. Nothing else exists on whom बभूा could be established. In the same way, Infinite-बभूा alone is 
above, is behind, is in front, is to the south, is to the north. बभूा alone is all this. If there could be anything other than Infinitude-
बभूा, then Infinitude-बभूा could have been established on it. But, there is no such thing. Thus, Infinitude-बभूा alone is all this (world).   
The term“स्” in the mantra may be misunderstood for remoteness (ऩयोऺत्वभ ्) as there is a possibility of misconception that the 
individual seer is different from the Infinitude-बभूा. This misconception may be also in view of the indication of support & 
supported in the statement ‗where one does not see anything else‘, as also in statements ‗बभूा indeed is below‘, etc. To avert this 
misconception, the instruction is now imparted with the help of ‘अहङ्काय’ (Ego-I). In order to show the non-difference of the Seer-I 
from the Infinitude-बभूा, Infinitude-बभूा itself is being pointed out in the following mantra by ‘आत्मा-एव-अधस्तात ्’ (I am alone below), 
etc. 
अथात ् आत्मादशे एव आत्मवैाधस्तादात्मोऩरयटादात्मा ऩश्चादात्मा ऩ  यस्तादात्मा दरऺणत आत्मोियत आत्मवैदे सवारभरत। स वा एष एव  ऩस्यन्नवे  भिान एव  
रवजानन्नात्मयरतयात्मक्रीड आत्मरभथ  न आत्मानन्द् स स्वयाड् बवरत तस्य सवषे   रोकेष   काभचायो बवरत अथ मऽेन्यथातो रवदुयन्ययाजानस्त ेऺ्यलरोका बवरि 
तषेा सवषे   रोकेष्वकाभचायो बवरत॥२॥ 
So, now is the teaching through the Self Itself, that is to say, instruction is imparted by means of Self, which is pure, absolute and of 
the nature of ‗सत ्‘ The Self alone is below, The Self is above. The Self is behind, The Self is in front. The Self is to the south, The 
Self is to the north. The Self alone is all this. The one who perceives thus, through reflection and meditation and understands thus - 
this One, unborn (अजभ ्) (it is not born out of something nor nothing has born out of it, i.e. काम ा कायण रवरऺण), all-pervasive like 
space and without a second – he indeed becomes ‘आत्मवारद’, the one who revels only in the Self. Similarly, he becomes ‘आत्म-क्रीड्’ 
the one who sports in the Self. ‘आत्मयरत्’ the one who finds delight within himself i.e., he has fullness and needs no external 
support.  ‘क्रीड्’ (sport) is based on external means, because in the world it is heard – ‗he sports with wives & friendly ladies‘. But, 
such is not the sport of the wise man ‘आत्मवारद’. In the case of a wise man, both delight & sport result from the Knowledge of Self 
itself that it is Eternal, All-pervading and Infinite Bliss. 
Though the pleasure of union (रभथ  न  ) require two, for the man of Knowledge that pleasure too comes independently of the union. 
Also, the man of Knowledge becomes ‘आनन्द्’, the one who rejoices in the Self. The pleasure of ignorant is caused by sense objects 
like sound, etc. But, it is not so in the case of the man of Knowledge. Everything, at all times and in every way, the pleasure comes 
to the man of Knowledge through Self alone. In other words, man of Knowledge is independent of external things which are meant 
for body, life-enjoyment, etc. 
He, the man of Knowledge, having such characteristics, becomes enthroned in this world while living and even after body falls, he 
continues to be ―Free‖ (स्वयाट)् with no restriction. Because of this reason, he has freedom of movement in all worlds. On other 
planes of ‘प्राण’ (vital air), etc. discussed before, the seeker was spoken of as his having freedom of movement limited to the extent of 
those worlds only. From that, it was implied that there was a ‗king‘ above such seeker and enjoyment in different worlds vary in 
gradations. So, the earlier mention of freedom of movement, which is limited in nature, is now remembered and negated by such 
words as ‘स् स्वयाट्बव  ’ (he becomes his own ‗king‘). 
On the other hand, those who understand otherwise than this, i.e., contrary to what has been explained above or those who do not 
know correctly the things spoken of or know it erroneously, they come under different rulers. That means, they have somebody else 
as their ruler, king or master. Moreover, such people live in the worlds that are subject to destruction, because perception of 
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difference results in finitude. Hence, it is said that such worlds are limited and mortal. Thus, those who perceive duality become 
endowed with perishable worlds, in accordance with their perception. Hence, such people do not have freedom of movement in any 
of the worlds. 
Key Learning: 

 In Chapter 6, रऺण of ‗सत ्’ was described as एकभवे अरद्वतीमभ ्. ‘सत ्’ was pointed out as उऩा  नकायणभ ् of ‘जगत ्’. It was shown that 
effect is nothing but cause and using ‘काम ा-कायण-सम्बि’, ‘जगत-्रभथ्यत्वभ ्’ was established. In this section, instead of using the 
‘काम ा-कायण-सम्बि’, बभूा is shown to be everywhere and everything ‘मत्र नान्यिश्मरत नान्यच्छृणोरत नान्यरद्वजानारत स बभूा’ and therefore 
there is no ‗जगत ्‘. 

 Between बभूा and ‘जगत ्’ there is    साभानारधकयणभ ्. It is like rope appearing as snake. We have to do     (elimination) of snake 
because it is not there. Between बभूा and ‘जीव’, there is भ  ख्यसाभानारधकयणभ ् (because ‗जीव‘ has चतैन्य, we retain चतैन्य अ श of ‗जीव‘).  
So, ‗जगत ्’ is negated and ‗जीव’ is equated to बभूा. 

 Thus, the ‘भहावाक्य’ taught here is – Infinitude-बभूा is everywhere, i.e. the Self is everywhere. I am आत्मा, the Infinite-बभूा, i.e.  
स् (Infinitude-बभूा) = अहभ ् = आत्मा = Everything. That I am. In other words, when it is said „That is All‟, what it means is „I 
am All‟,  
i.e. „तिदरक्ष्याथ ा’ is „त्वम्पदरक्ष्याथ ा’.  So, every time when I refer to ―I‖, the thought that ―I am बभूा” should come to my mind.  If 
the thought that ―I am this body‖ etc., comes, then, रन   is not on बभूा and hence there is need for more and more साधन. 

 Only उऩरनषद ् can tell us that we are infinitude whereas rest all will glorify us by saying ―you are rich‖, ―you have a big house 
(भहाशारा)‖, ―you are the CEO‖, ―You are very intelligent‖, etc. (which is mere glorification of रवऻानभम कोश). 

 Secret of going beyond sorrow is seen in the request of sage Narada, i.e. ―Take me beyond sorrow (by teaching me the 
Knowledge of Self)‖ because all sorrows belong to gross & subtle bodies, which I consider as myself due to my erroneous 
identification with them, whereas the nature of absolute Self is eternal Bliss.  

 Anywhere ऻारन goes, in any company he is with, under any circumstances he is subjected to, he has access to Bliss all the time 
and he is always in that Bliss.  

 The purpose of Vedanta is not to show that world has come from Brahman, but to show that there no such thing called world. 
When we say pot has come from clay, our emphasis is on clay as the substratum and not on pot. It is to understand the 
unperceived Real Substratum that the unreal world is explained.  

 One can analyise whether one is progressing towards आत्मयरत्, आत्मक्रीड्, आत्मरभथ  न् and आत्मान्द्(atmananda?) or not, by 
observing himself whether one is miserable with or without company of people/रवषम-s or with certain type of people/रवषम-s, etc.  

C-VII  - Sec 26 2 This concluding Section of the Chapter describes the glory of the ब्रह्मरवद्या and the ब्रह्मऻारन : 
तस्तय ह वा एतस्तयैव ऩश्मस्यत एव  भिानस्यवै  रवजानत आत्मत् प्राण आत्मत आशात्मत् स्मय आत्मत आकाश आत्मतस्तजे आत्मत आऩ आत्मत 
आरवबा ावरतयोबावावात्मतोऽन्नभात्मतो फरभात्मतो रवज्ञानमात्मतो ध्यानमात्मतजचित्तमामात्मतः िङ्कल्ऩ आत्मतो मन आत्मतो वागात्मतो 
नामात्मतो मन  ् त्रा आत्मतः कमााण्यात्मत एवेद िवासमतत॥१॥ 

For that man of Knowledge, who indeed sees thus, who reflects thus, who understands thus, Life (प्राण) springs from the Self, Hope 

Formatted

Formatted
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springs from the Self, Memory springs from the Self, Space springs from the Self, Fire (तेजः) springs from the Self, Waters springs 
from the Self, Evolution (appearance) & Involution (disappearance) springs from the Self, Food springs from the Self, 
Power/Strength springs from the Self, Understanding springs from the Self, Meditation springs from the Self, Intelligence springs 
from the Self, Will springs from the Self, Mind springs from the Self, Speech/Voice springs from the Self, Name springs from the 
Self, Text/Chants springs from the Self, Rituals springs from the Self; everything spring from the Self alone. 

By the words ‘तस्य ह वा एतस्य इत्यारद’ (i.e. of that man indeed who is so, etc.), it is meant the person of Knowledge under discussion, 
who has attained sovereignty. Before the Knowledge of ‘सत ्’, which is Existence, Origination & Dissolution of all things, starting 
from Life (प्राण) and ending with Name, everything occurred in ‘सत ्’, was not understood by him but was considered different from 
his own Self. But now, after the Knowledge of Self, which is ‘सत ्’, he understands that they all occur in his own Self alone. 
Similarly, for that man of Knowledge, all phenomenal dealings too spring from the Self alone. 
तदषे श्लोको न ऩश्मो भतृ्य    ऩश्मरत न योग  नोत दु्खता सवा ह ऩश्म् ऩश्मरत सव ाभाप्नोरत सव ाश इरत। स एकधा बवरत रत्रधा बवरत ऩञधा सप्तधा नवधा चवै 
ऩ  नश्चकैादश् स्मतृ् शत  च दश चकैश्च सहस्त त्रारण च रव शरतयाहायश  िौ सत्त्वश रि् सत्त्वश िौ ध्र  वा स्मरृत् स्मरृतरम्भ ेसव ाग्रन्थीना  रवप्रभोऺस्तस्म ैभरृदतकषामाम 
तभसस्पाय  दश ामरत बगवान्सनत्क भायस्त स्कन्द इत्याचऺत ेत स्कन्द इत्याचऺत॥े२॥ 
There are four parts to this concluding Mantra of this Chapter: 
(i) ‗The man of Knowledge does not see death, sickness, nor any sorrow. The man who sees thus, sees everything, attains everything, 
in every way‘; (ii) ‗He becomes One, Three-fold as also Five-fold, Seven-fold and Nine-fold. He is again remembered as Eleven, One 
Hundred & Ten, and One Thousand & Twenty‘; (iii) ‗From purity of food follows the purity of internal organ. From the 
purification of internal organ comes unfailing memory. With the unfailing memory follows destruction of all the knots of the 
heart‘; and (iv) To him (Sage Naarada) whose impurities have been removed, the revered Sage Sanatkumara showed the shore, 
which is beyond all darkness. He (Sage Sanatkumara) is called the ‗स्कन्द’ (The Warrior), yes, he is called ‗स्कन्द’.  
The first part of the mantra indicates that the man of realisation, the one who sees (the Truth), the one who has realised as spoken 
of earlier, does not meet with death nor illness such as fever nor sorrow. He, the man of Realisation, sees everything as the Self 
alone. (   सभानारधकयण). Therefore, he attains everything in every way.  

The second part indicates that the man of Realisation, having been One alone before the creation, becomes many different forms 
during creation, beginning with three (i.e. Fire, Water & Food-Earth). Again at the time of dissolution, he attains his own original 
nature of supreme Oneness, remaining independent indeed. Thus, the glory of Knowledge is highlighted by Sage Sanatkumara to 
arouse interest by mentioning the result of Knowledge. 

The third part explains the means/discipline which leads to full revelation of the Knowledge spoken above. Like the act of 
purification of mirror leads to reflection of clear face. From the purity of food, purification of Knowledge in the form of perception 
of objects takes place. Here, the food (आहाय) represents whatever is consumed through all sense organs viz., the knowledge of sound, 
etc., acquired for the enjoyment. 

The fourth part: When this purification takes place, which is free from ‘याग-दे्वष-भोह’, the internal organ becomes pure, i.e., the 
purity of Mind is attained. From this pure Mind, the memory of the Knowledge that ‗I am बभूा & World is unreal‘, as realised 
earlier, becomes unfailingly available, continuously, to ward off instantly the sorrow arising out of any disturbances in worldly 
transactions. When such a memory is attained, there follows the complete destruction of knots existing in the mind, which are the 
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traps in the form of evil created by ignorance, which have become hardened by the impressions left by experiences of several past 
lives. Since all the above processes take place successively emanating from purification of food, it is necessary that purity of food (all 
intakes through senses starting from sound, etc.) is taken care of diligently. 

After fully explaining the all the teachings, now the Upanishad concludes with the description of result of Liberation. To him (the 
man of Realisation, i.e. sage Narada here), who is free from ‘कषाम’ (i.e. ‘कषाम’ means impurities which are like saps of a tree – 
attachment, repulsion, etc., for they fascinate the internal organs), whose impurities have been destroyed, washed away by means of 
Knowledge, dispassion and practice, the shore beyond all darkness was shown, i.e. Supreme Truth beyond all darkness indicated by 
ignorance. Who showed Supreme Truth beyond all darkness? He was बगवान–्God-like. ‗He is called बगवान ्, who knows the origin, 
dissolution, coming & going of beings (births & deaths) as also knowledge & ignorance‘ (Vishnu Puraana VI.5.78). Sage 
Sanatkumara was possessed of such virtues. The men of Realisation call him as Godly sage Sanatkumara, the teacher of sage Narada. 
Key Learning: 

 परश्र रत भन्त त्र indicates the result of Liberation besides showering praises on the ब्रह्मरवद्या and the ब्रह्मऻारन. The glory of the person 
who has understood that he is बभूा is highlighted so that the seeker will be able to understand the end result and will be 
continuously be inspired in this path. This was helpful, especially in those Vedic period, for a seeker who is on the fence: 
whether to follow the ऩवू ाभीभा    or उिय भीभा    (कभ ा or ऻान). For the modern day seeker too, who wants to know what is भोऺ and 
always looks for ‗results‘, this भन्त त्र provides the inspiration. 

 Even after Knowledge taking place, the seekers continue to be affected by the sorrows for want of abidance in Knowledge due to 
lack of purity of mind/‘साधन चत  टम सम्परि’. To avoid such sorrow, the seeker, who has attained Knowledge, should ever 
remember Vedanta teaching and strengthen the mind to understand that all sorrows pertain to body, etc. and not to him, the 
absolute Self. 

 Here, ‘याग-दे्वष-भोह’ include six enemies of man, viz., ‘काभ-क्रोध-रोब-भोह-भद-भात्समा’, which are impediments on the path of a 
seeker. The seeker should avoid being influenced by these defects. He can keep testing his improvement in this regard – keeping 
deprived of that object/person for which he has ‗याग’ and making available of that object/person for which he has ‘दे्वष’ - and 
observe his state of mind by these self-imposed acts.  

 What should one do when one is not able to remember the Knowledge, for want of mind not being under the control of the 
Intellect? In Chariot example, the charioteer has let loose the reins and the horses (senses) are going all over, as रववके has been 
kidnapped. With the result, the Knowledge is not reflected properly in the impure mind. The solution is elimination of 
impurities of mind by repeated practice, i.e. improving ‘साधन चत  टम सम्परि’ by कभा-मोग, उऩासना’, etc. and continuing with 
‘श्रवणभ-्भननभ-्रन  ध्यासनभ ्’. 

 Further, it is advisable for a seeker to avoid wasting time on gossips, which can only add to existing impurities of the mind. He 
should instead involve constantly in the practices indicated above to reduce/remove impurities. 

 Ongoing „   न‟ : Analyse as to ―Why I am not able to keep in mind all the time the Knowledge that I am that eternal, all-
pervading non-dual बभूा‖ and then keep doing the necessary correction to be in firm abidance of that Knowledge and be free 
from sorrow. 
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CONTENT DETAILS 

Chapter (C)   
Brief Description 

Khanda (K) 

 CHAPTER VIII -          : I am Consciousness 

Introduction to  
Eighth Chapter 
(छान्दोग्मोऩरनषद)् 

 This Eighth & Concluding Chapter of Upanishad teaches          : I am Consciousness. 

 Upanishad Guru is Creator Brahmaaji himself while the to students are Indra and Virochana (Kings of Gods & Demoms 
respectively). 

 The teaching is imparted through a stroy involving Indra and Virochana and the story goes like this. Without clearly 
understanding the subtle instruction of their Guru, Virochana understands the Body itself as the Self and leaves the abode of 
Brahmaaji after staying there for 32 years. Though Indra too understood in the same way initially, on reflection and meditation, 
he understood that Body cannot be the Self, knowing which one attains total freedom and eternal bliss. So, Indra continued 
staying in the abode of Brahmaaji till he attained Realisation of Self for 101 long years. 

 Even though in the sixth & seventh Chapters of the Upanishad, Brahman has been described as ‗It is Existence which is One 
without a Second‘ (Mantra VI.1.1) & ‗The Self is all this‘ (Mantra VII.25.2) and that it is free from differences of direction, 
location & time, etc., still, as per Bhagawan Shankaracharyaji,  the teaching in this Chapter is expounded for the following 
reasons : 

o the people of dull intellect (     ), who conceive that all things have the attributes of direction, location, time, etc., cannot 
be suddenly turned to attribute-less supreme Self and without realisation of Self, the goal of human life cannot be realised 
and hence the location of the lotus of heart is being indicated for its realisation; 

o though the reality of Self is Existence (   ), which is devoid of any quality and is only the object of right knowledge, still, it 
is found necessary to describe it with attributes such as truth, desire, etc. (i.e. whatever He wishes, that would be fulfilled) as 
such people seek the entity with qualification;  

o similarly, though a man of Realisation, on his own accord, is devoid of attachments for such sensory objects as women, etc. 
(in case of women, it is attachment for men), still, the longing for enjoyment of objects due to impressions (   न ) of past 
several lives cannot be suddenly stopped and therefore, such specific disciplines like celibacy (     ), etc., are enjoined; 

o also, for knower of Brahman, there is no concept of traveller, travelling & destination due to cessation of ignorance 
(     ). But for those whose intellect entertains the notion of traveller, travelling & destination due to ignorance (     ), 
meditation on Brahman with attributes (   ) is indicated so as to bring them on path to enable them to know the supreme 
Reality in due course. 
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 This Chapter has 15 Sections comprising the following topics : 

o Sections  1 to   6             न  
o Sections  7 to 12  न        Description (i.e.    -     ->   -     ->    -     ->    -     --->         न   ) 
o Sections 13 to 15           , फ -     &         

 The commentator has indicated that the purpose of this eighth chapter is to reveal some more attributes of non-dual Brahman 
for the benefit of the seekers for easy comprehension, which have not been discussed in the earlier chapters. 

C-VIII  - Sec 1 6 Sections 1 starts with the description of Brahman as dwelling in the innerspace of lotus within one‟s heart to meditate on to attain the goal: 

    ॐ                                                                         ज         १  
Hari Om! Now, in this city of Brahman, there is a mansion in the shape of a small lotus, in which is a small inner-space. That which is within 
that inner-space is to be known. That indeed one should enquire into with a desire to understand.  

                          .......................................................................................................        २  
Should the students were to ask the teacher this way – „Now that within this city of Brahman, there is this mansion of the size of a lotus and 
within it is a small inner space, what is it that exists in that inner space which needs to be enquired into and sought to be known?, the teacher 
should respond thus:  

                  न             .......................................................................................................                 ३  
As vast indeed as is this universal Space (    ), so vast is the Space (    ) in the heart. Within it are, indeed, contained both heaven & earth, 
fire & air, sun & moon, lightening & stars. Whatever belongs to Him in this universe and whatever does not (i.e. both manifest and unmanifest), 
all that is contained within that inner space. 

                       .......................................................................................................     ४  
Should the students enquire thus – „if this city of Brahman contains all this, all  beings & all desires, then what would be left of it when it attains 
old age and when it perishes?‟ 

          .......................................................................................................       ज     ५  
The teacher should reply thus. The Brahman dwelling in the inner space, does not age with the aging of the body, it is not killed by the killing of the 
body. This space is the real city of Brahman, in it are contained desires. This is the Self, which is free from evil, free from old age, free from death, 
free from sorrow, free from hunger, free from thirst, whose desire is the Truth and whose resolve is the Truth. It is just as in this world, subjects 
follow as they are commanded (by their King/Rulers), whatever province the rulers desire – be it a region or part of a land, that the subjects accept 
for their livelihood. 

          ज   .......................................................................................................       ६  
Just as here on the earth, the world (objects, etc.) gained by action (   ) perishes, in the very same way, elsewhere in other worlds too, the world 
(objects, etc.) gained by righteous deeds perishes. Therefore, those who depart from this world without worshipping (attaining the Self-Knowledge) 
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and these true desires, for them there is no freedom to act as they wish in all other worlds also. But, those who depart from here, having understood 
& worshipped the Self (i.e. attaining the Self-Knowledge) and these true desires, for them there is complete freedom to act as they wish in all the 
worlds. 
Here, the heart is termed as city of Brahman, i.e. ‗     ‘ and the small lotus within one‘s heart is compared to the palace of a king 
where the king dwells and the small lotus, like the palace of a King has many offices, is possessed of many sensory organs, mind, 
intellect, etc. ever ready to fulfill the needs of the Master. That small mansion is the place for perception of Brahman, like         
stone is for the perception of Lord Vishnu.   
Those who have withdrawn from the senses and become dispassionate towards the objects of the world and who have particularly 
endowed with two disciplines of celibacy (     ) & truthfulness (  ) and who meditate on that abode, the lotus of heart, they 
would perceive Brahman. Brahman is compared to Space (    ) because it is dimensionless and due to similarities of subtleness 
and all-pervasiveness. That which exists in the mansion and called Space (    ) is to be enquired into specifically, with the help of 
teaching of Guru by means of scriptural listening (           ), etc.  

Key Learning: 

 Just as it is easier to comprehend the space within an enclosure than the space in the open, comprehending all-pervading 
infinite Brahman by focusing on a small space within the heart is said to be easier. 

 The meditation is based on the indicator and not what is seen. Like a meditator visualises the infinite nature of Lord Vishnu by 
meditating on a small ‗       ‘ or the nature of Lord Shiva on a small ‗   ‘. 

 The reflection of an object, however vast it may be, is conditioned by the size of the reflecting surface. Like, even though the size 
of the Sun is so huge, its reflection is conditioned by the mirror that is used to see its reflection. The size of Sun has no relation 
to the size of reflection. Similar is the case with the reflection of Infinite Brahman on the limited space of the inner organ 
(       ) which is within that small lotus-sized dwelling in the heart.  In other words, ‗ न            (Consciousness)‘ when 
available as ‗          -      (Conditioned Consciousness)‘, it is limited by the characteristics of ‗          -     ‘. 

 We should understand that all sorrows whether physical or mental are the outcome our own actions received in the form of 
   -फ . Therefore, one should develop correct thoughts which lead them to correct actions, hence right    -फ , thereby 
eliminating sorrows.  

C-VIII  - Sec 2 10 Here, the glory of man of Realisation is explained as to how he becomes free to act as he desires in all the worlds, that are unfailingly be fulfilled: 
                      ,                           ,   न         न             १  

If he (the man of Realisation) becomes desirous of seeing someone in the other world, say a fore-father, by his very Will, the fore-father will appear 
before him, being possessed of (associated with) that world, thus attaining his object of desire effortlessly. 

                   .......................................................................................................          २  
If he (the man of Realisation) becomes desirous of seeing someone in the other world, say mothers, by his very Will, mothers will appear before him, 
being possessed of (associated with) that world, thus attaining his object of desire effortlessly. 
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                   .......................................................................................................          ३  
If he (the man of Realisation) becomes desirous of seeing someone in the other world, say brothers, by his very Will, the brothers will appear before 
him, being possessed of (associated with) that world, thus attaining his object of desire effortlessly. 

                  .......................................................................................................          ४  
If he (the man of Realisation) becomes desirous of seeing someone in the other world, say a sisters, by his very Will the sisters will appear before him, 
being possessed of (associated with) that world, thus attaining his object of desire effortlessly. 

                  .......................................................................................................          ५  
If he (the man of Realisation) becomes desirous of seeing someone in the other world, say friends, by his very Will, the friends will appear before 
him, being possessed of (associated with) that world, thus attaining his object of desire effortlessly. 

                    .......................................................................................................          ६  
If he (the man of Realisation) becomes desirous of perfumes and garlands as objects of enjoyment, by his very Will, perfumes & garlands will appear 
before him, being possessed of (associated with) those objects, thus attaining his object of desire effortlessly. 

        न        .......................................................................................................          ७  
If he (the man of Realisation) becomes desirous of food and drink as objects of enjoyment, by his very Will, food & drink will appear before him, 
being possessed of (associated with) those objects, thus attaining his object of desire effortlessly. 

                       .......................................................................................................           ८  
If he (the man of Realisation) becomes desirous of song and music as objects of enjoyment, by his very Will song & music will appear before him, 
being possessed of (associated with) those objects, thus attaining his object of desire effortlessly. 

                 .......................................................................................................           ९  
If he (the man of realisation) becomes desirous of women as objects of enjoyment, by his very Will women will appear before him, being possessed of 
(associated with) those women as objects, thus attaining his objects of desire effortlessly. 

                  ,                                      ,   न             १०  
Whatever province he is attached to and whatever desirable objects he desires, by his mere Will, they all will appear before him, being possessed of 
(associated with) that world, thus attaining his object of desire effortlessly happily. 

Key Learning: 
 The will and desire of man of Realisation is true and unfailing and as such, whatever he desires, it manifests effortlessly, 

instantly. 
 He is full, fulfilled and is of the nature of absolute Bliss. 
 For him, there is no such thing as ‗other world‘ just as this world is not there for him and he knows himself as the absolute Self 

which is One-without-a-second.  
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C-VIII  - Sec 3 5 In order to arouse interest in the spiritual aspirants to undertake worship of the Self as described in the previous Section, the scriptures state, though 
sorrowfully, that „though these unfailing desires are within one‟s own Self and within one‟s reach to attain, they remain covered by unreality‟: 

      .......................................................................................................       १  
These unfailing desires, which are real, remain covered by the falsehood. Falsehood is the cover for these desires because whosoever from among one‟s 
relatives departs from this world, he cannot be got back to be seen here again. 
      .......................................................................................................         २  
Now, those individuals belonging to him, who are here and who have departed, and whatever else that has not been attained though desired, one 
will attain all these on worshipping the Self (i.e. the inner space within the heart), because his true desires remain here covered by falsehood (not 
worshipping). Just as those persons who are ignorant of the treasure of gold within their reach do not get it even if they are walking over it again & 
again,  so also all these beings who do not worship the Self, although they reach him daily (during sleep), do not know the Self because they are 
covered by the falsehood.  

     .......................................................................................................          ३  
This Self indicated here is surely available within the heart. The etymological interpretation is – „It is in the heart‟ (        ), as such it is called 
the heart. A person who knows (worships) thus, indeed goes into this world everyday. 

     .......................................................................................................         ४  
Then, this individual who thus worships the Self, rising from the body and attaining the supreme Self, remains established in his true nature. This is 
Self itself. This is Immortality, this is beyond all fears, this is Brahman. Indeed, Truth is the name of this Brahman, who is described as such, is 
what the teacher said. 

   न   .......................................................................................................         ५  

These indeed are the three letters -    (sa),    (ti) &     (yam). That letter   (sa) indicates Immortality,    (ti) indicates Mortality &     (yam) is 
that which controls both   (sa) &    (ti). Since both are controlled by this, it is called     (controller). The one who knows (meditates on) this, he 
goes to heavenly world everyday (i.e. the Brahman within). 

Key Learning: 

 The glory of worship of Self (   ) is explained here indicating that instead of struggling for objects/pleasure from the world in a 
gross way, if one can adopt this subtler method, everything can be attained effortlessly and much beyond one‘s expectations. 

 Therefore, one should change his thinking process itself – shifting focus from BMI to Self and on correcting the wrong 
thoughts centered around the BMI, whenever they arise, and focus thoughts on the Self. Clearly understand – Nothing can 
happen to me, the Self and whatever fears I have, it is all related to BMI, which I am not, which is very clear. 

 To understand the topic of discussion as to whether it pertains to        न   or  न       न   , the following should be observed : 
o        न   duality, result is other than Knowledge. 
o  न       न    non-duality, result is Knowledge alone. 
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C-VIII  - Sec 4 3 This Section describes as to how this world is being protected: 

     .......................................................................................................        १  
Now, this Self is a like a Dam (barrier), which ensures protection for the worlds to prevent their non-disintegration. Neither the day nor the night 
can reach this Dam (barrier); neither old age nor death; nor grief, nor merit or demerit. All evils turn back from it since this Brahma-Loka is free 
from sins. 

               .......................................................................................................        २  
Therefore, verily by reaching this Dam (barrier), if one was blind, he ceases to be blind, if wounded, he ceases to be wounded, an afflicted becomes 
free from affliction. Therefore, on reaching this dam, even night turns into day, for this world of Brahman is ever-illumining.  

         .......................................................................................................      ३  
This being the case, those who reach this Brahma-Loka with practice of celibacy (     ), etc., to them belongs this Brahma-Loka. For them, there 
is freedom to act as they wish in all the worlds.  

Key Learning: 
 What is meant by blindness ceases to exist, etc. in Mantra 2 above? It means that when I firmly and constantly know that I am 

associated/identified with this Self in the Inner Space of the Heart, I will not be affected by physical or mental sorrow or other 
worldly problems, because I attain the attributes of that Self because I worship/meditate on the Self, which is free from all these 
evils, being beyond BMI. In the absence of this Knowledge, even a small disturbance becomes unmanageable due to absence of 
wisdom and covered by ignorance. So, I need to change my attitude and remain pleasant even in adverse situations. 

 Understanding     न ,          न  &  न     न   - 
     न  : 

o Here, there are two entities -       &     .  
o       is        of the term     (Me) and      is        of the term     (God). Hence, they are two 

different entities and duality exists here. 
          न  : 

o Here, the understanding is ‗I am Brahman‘, i.e. the       identifies with the     .  

o Both entities in        only and hence duality exists here too. 

  न     न   : 
o Here, the terms     &     are identified as one by taking their      . Hence, there is no duality here, but 

Absolute Oneness. 
 Even in case of  न     न   taking support of         ( न      ,  न     , etc.), it is establishing Oneness. In case 

of  न     न   taking support of         (ज       , etc. including     ), it is only referring to       of absolute 
Self, and hence no duality eixists in both the cases. 
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 In Mantra 3, ‗longing for other sex, etc.‘ means dependency on other sex or on any other person, object, etc. for emotional 
support, etc. One has to come out of all these entanglements and focus on the Self alone, which has everything within, being 
infinite and eternal.  

C-VIII  - Sec 5 4 The glory of celibacy (     ) with complimentary/supplementary practices as means to attain the goal, the Knowledge of Self, which is having 
qualities like Dam (barrier), etc. as explained earlier, is discussed here. 

       .......................................................................................................           न न        १  
What we call Sacrifice (  ), a holy performance, is equivalent to the practice of Celibacy (     ), because Celibacy (     ) brings all those 
results which any kind of Sacrifice would bring to the performer of the Sacrifice. Also, what is called Worship (    ), is also celibacy (     ), 
because it is through worship with Celibacy (     ) one attains the Self. 

                  .......................................................................................................   न     २  
Now, what is called Sacrificial Sessions (       , i.e.          ), which is performed to get protection from God is also Celibacy (     ) alone, 
because it is through Celibacy (     ) that one gets protection from Existence. Then again, that which one calls Contemplation (  न  ) is surely 
Celibacy (     ), because it is through Celibacy (     ) alone that one contemplates on God.  

     न     न         .......................................................................................................            ३  
What is said to be Fasting ( न     न  ) is also Celibacy (     ). Fasting is intended to attain imperishable Brahman and the Brahman that 
one attains by Celibacy (      also does not perish. Therefore, Fasting ( न     न  ) is Celibacy (     ).  Again, Staying in Solitude/Forest 
(      न  ) is surely Celibacy (     ). Because, in Brahma-Loka (counted third from the Earth), there are two Oceans    &    (     means 
forest).  There is also a lake named „        ‟ full of drinks made of food. There is again a banyan tree called „     न‟ in that city of Brahman, 
which is called „     ज  ‟, wherein a golden hall has been constructed by the God. 

            .......................................................................................................       ४  
Those who, by practice of Celibacy (     ), reach that two Oceans, named „  ‟ & „  ‟, in Brahma-Loka, only to them belongs the Brahma-Loka 
and for them there is freedom to act as they wish in all the worlds. 

Key Learning: 

 In this section, six supplementary practices are explained, also indicating that the results of those practices are same as that 
accruing from the practice of Celibacy (     ).  The said six practices are – (1) Sacrifice (  ), (2) Worship (    ), (3) Sacrificial 
Sessions (       ), (4) Contemplation (  न  ), (5) Fasting ( न     न  ) and (6) Staying in Solitude/Forest (      न  ). 

 In olden days, all special occasions were celebrated with performance of sacrifices, rituals, etc. with materials or simply through 
chanting, japa, contemplation, etc. 

 If seen in a broader sense, all human endeavours, viz., education, profession, family life, social life, renouncing, etc., are 
ultimately targeted to attain Self alone, knowingly or unknowingly. Because, in each activity the entity ‗I‘ is common (I study, I 
earn, I live, I marry, I achieve, I renounce, etc), which is indicating my true Self within, which I endeavour to reach, which is the 
goal of human life. 
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C-VIII  - Sec 6 6 This Section describes the departure through the cerebral nerve in respect of the one who is endowed with Celibacy (     ) and has abandoned 
false desires for objects of the world and who meditates on Brahman in the inner space of his lotus heart. 

      .......................................................................................................        १   
Then, the nerves of the heart are filled with subtle juicy substance, which are of colours ranging from reddish-brown, white, blue, yellow & red. The 
Sun is indeed reddish-brown, he is white, he is blue, he is yellow & he is red. 

           .......................................................................................................       २  
Here in Mantra 2, the Upanishad gives an example as to how the Sun becomes connected to the veins in the body. Just as the highway runs 
between the two villages, this as well as that, the rays of the Sun too go to both the worlds – this as well as that. They spread out from the Sun and 
enter into these veins and from these veins, they enter in to the Sun. 

              .......................................................................................................      ३  
So, when one enters deep-sleep, consequent to withdrawal of all sense organs and being in tranquility, he does not see any dreams. In such a state he 
enters into the heart-space, i.e. these veins and no sin whatsoever touches him, as he is filled with the brilliance of the Sun. 

             न   .......................................................................................................      न    ४  
Now, when one is reduced to weakened condition and those who assemble around him would say „Do you know me?‟ „Do you know me?‟. As long 
as the person has not departed from the body, he would recognise them.  

                            .......................................................................................................  न             ५  
But, when finally he departs from the body, he starts moving upwards through these rays of Sun by meditation on „Om‟ (if he is a meditator) and 
surely goes downwards (if not a meditator). Going upwards, he reaches the Sun so swiftly, i.e. within the time the mind takes for moving from one 
object to another. The Sun indeed is the door to the Brahma-Loka, which is the entrance for the meditators and not accessible to those who are not 
meditators.  

          .......................................................................................................      ६  
Out of 101 major veins of the heart, one vein moves upwards leading to the crown (top of the head) and piercing upwards through that crown, the 
knower attains immortality of Brahma-Loka while other veins, going in different directions, serve for departure of the not-knower. 

Key Learning: 

 It is to be understood that as ignorant people striving hard with various actions attain accomplishments in the world, the 
seekers perform meditation/worship, etc. to attain higher worlds. 

C-VIII  - Sec 7 4 It was described in the earlier Section that „the one who is pleasant (     ) rising up from the body, attains his true nature of Self, that is his own 
nature‟. This Self is Immortal & Fearless (Cha.Upa.VIII.3.4). Now, as to how is that pleasant ज  ?; how he is to be known as the one rising up 
from the body attains supreme light and remains in abidance of his true nature of Self?; what is the characteristics of Self, whose nature he attains? 
The forms of pleasant one associated with the body; how is his real nature different from these forms?, etc. all these are to be known. Hence, the 
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following topic is being taken up for discussion. The story is being narrated as to (i) how to attain the knowledge and (ii) how to impart the 
knowledge to others as also to glorify the Knowledge as one praises a drink by saying „This drink is enjoyed by the Kings‟.  

             .......................................................................................................   ज         १  
Once, the Prajaapati (Brahmaaji) indeed spoke thus: „The Self, which is sinless; free from old-age; without death & sorrow; without hunger & 
thirst; whose desires are real & unfailing and whose wills are real & unfailing, that Self has to be known. That has to be enquired into. He who 
enquires into It and understands It, attains all the worlds & all the desired objects‟. 

                .......................................................................................................         ज      २  
Both gods and demons heard the announcement of Prajaapati (Brahmaaji) as it passed from person to person. They said „Let us inquire into that 
Self, on knowing which one attains all the worlds & all the desired objects‟. Thereafter, Chief of Gods Indra representing gods and Chief of Demons 
Virochana representing demons, set out to approach Brahmaaji. Without each other‟s knowledge, both reached Brahmaaji with fuel (     ) in 
their hands. 

              .......................................................................................................                ३  
They lived there for 32 years observing the discipline of celibacy. Then, Brahmaaji asked them: „What is the purpose for which you have been 
staying here?‟ Then both of them said the same thing, „O Great Lord, we have heard your great proclamation. You made an announcement that 
the knower of the Self fulfils all desires and attains all the worlds. We are here to enquire into that Self, which is sinless; free from old-age; without 
death & sorrow; without hunger & thirst; whose desires are real & unfailing and whose wills are real & unfailing. We are staying here with the 
desire of knowing that Self. 
      ज        .......................................................................................................        ४  
“That Being which is seen in the eye is the Self,” said Brahmaaji. Continuing, he said – „This is immortal, this is fearless. This is the Self‟.  „Then, 
O‟ Revered Sir, this one that is clearly seen in the water and this one that is seen in the mirror – among these, which is the Self?‟ they asked. „This 
very one, which is seen in all these clearly‟ – responded Brahmaaji. 

Key Learning: 
 First six Sections described the process of     न  on ‗         ‘, i.e.,     न  on Self within the inner space of lotus heart. 
 Here in this Section, the glory of Self-Knowledge is described, showing it superior to all the three worlds and also most sought 

after by the gods & demons alike. 

 What is meant by ‗          ‘ and ‗ न        ‘ ? 

o ‗          ‘ means the prescribed injunctions, i.e. do‘s & dont‘s, in respect of a ritual under ‗   -    ‘ portion of the Veda 
which brings ‗    फ   ’ and which have to be adhered to get the desired results. The rituals give two types of results, viz., 
‗    फ    and    फ   ‘. As per ritualists, the results will come later on their own by performance of rituals, without the 
intervention of God. 

o ‗ न        ‘ are the manner and the procedures that are prescribed for a seeker on the path of Knowledge. They cannot be 
called injunctions because one cannot just decide to have Knowledge and go for it. These are procedures, following which 
one can attain Knowledge. This is ‗       ‘ and the procedures indicated are – 
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o To know the nature of Self only as indicated and not in any way; 

o To know it only through teachings of Scriptures through a Guru; 

o To know it by surrendering to God/Guru as prescribed in scriptures  (‗         ‘). 
 The Knowledge of Self can be attained only by the one who has ultimate dispassion for world of objects & has ‗         ‘, thus 

purification from impurities of objects & desires as could be gauged from the discipline of Indra himself, who leaving aside all 
his heavenly comforts and pleasures surrendered to Brahmaaji to know the Self for such a long period of 101 years. By this, we 
should be able to understand the extent of discipline that we need to develop in us, while on the path, to get the desired 
outcome of our practices. 

 Now, how to identify whether a topic being discussed is     न  or Knowledge? 
o By Locus of Worship/Meditation 
o By Attributes of Worshipped   
o By Result of Worship/Meditation 
o By Indication in the Conclusion  

C-VIII  - Sec 8 5 This Section explains as to how the compassionate Guru, Brahmaaji, continues to guide the seekers, without rediculing them for their failures: 

           न     .......................................................................................................           १  
„After seeing Self in a pan full of water, let me know if you do not understand anything about the Self‟, told Brahmaaji. They saw themselves in a 
pan of water. Then Brahmaji asked them, „What do you see?‟. They immediately answered: „O, revered Sir, we see this Self as our own reflection in 
fullness from the hair on head to the tip of nails of the toes‟.  

     .......................................................................................................          २  
Brahmaji then told them „being well-adorned, well-dressed and clean, look into the pan full of water‟. Both of them looked into the pan full of water 
after having become well-adorned, well-dressed and clean. To them, Brahmaji told „What do you see?‟. 

                     .......................................................................................................     ज    ३  
They said „O, Revered Sir, just as we are well-adorned, well-dressed and clean, so also, are these reflections of ours, well-adorned, well-dressed and 
clean‟. „This is the Self, the immortal, the fearless. This is Brahman‟, said Brahmaji . They both went away with satisfied minds. 

As Indra & Virochana who were kings and attached to enjoyments, etc. were going away, Brahmaji thought that they might forget what was 
spoken of earlier about the Self and being desirous of removing their mental sorrow indirectly, looking at them at a distance, he spoke thus:  

         .......................................................................................................            ४  
Brahmaji, looking them who were departing from these said – „they are going away without having perceived, without having understood the Self. 
Whosoever remains in such misconception about the Self, whether gods or demons, they will be defeated. Virochana, satisfied in his heart went to 
the demons and declared his understanding of the Self to them – „The Self (body) alone is to be a worshipped, Self alone is to be attended upon. By 
worshipping & attending to Self alone one attains both the worlds – this as well as that‟. 
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            न     न  ज  न          .......................................................................................................       ५  

Therefore, even to this day, people here speak of the person, who does not do charity, who has no faith, who does not perform sacrifices, etc. as, „Oh, 
he is a demon‟ as this is the approach of demons. They adorn the body of departed person with enjoyable things, clothes & ornaments thinking that, 
by doing so, they would conquer the other world.  

Key Learning: 

 The sense of ‗I am body‘ instead of ‗I am Brahman‘ is very strong and it is very difficult to eliminate this notion, unless one 
reflects on the Vedanta teachings repeatedly and consistently.  

C-VIII  - Sec 9 3 This Section describes as to how Indra, who had left abode of Brahmaji along with Virochana, returns, having realised the folly of his 
understanding about the Self: 

              .......................................................................................................    न     १  
Indra, even before reaching the gods saw this difficulty „just as this Self (reflection) becomes well-adorned when the body is well-adorned, it is well-
dressed when the body is well-dressed, it is well-groomed when body is well-groomed, in the same way, this Self (reflection) becomes blind when body 
becomes blind, one-eyed, when body is one-eyed, crippled when body is crippled and it perishes when body perishes. So, I find no good utility in this‟. 

न           .......................................................................................................           २  
Indra came back to Brahmaaji, with fuel in hand. To him Brahmaaji asked – „O, Indra, now desiring what, you have come back since you went 
away with satisfied heart along with Virochana?. Indra replied to him – „O, Revered Sir, „just as this Self (reflection) becomes well-adorned when 
the body is well-adorned, it is well-dressed when the body is well-dressed, it is well-groomed when body is well-groomed, in the same way, this Self 
(reflection) becomes blind when body becomes blind, one-eyed, when body is one-eyed, crippled when body is crippled and it perishes when body 
perishes. So, I find no good utility in this‟. 

               .......................................................................................................         ३  

Brahmaaji said – „O, Indra, that is indeed so. However, I shall explain to you further on this. Live here for another 32 years‟. Indra lived for 
another 32 years. Then Brahmaaji said to him thus ... 

C-VIII  - Sec 10 4 This Section starts with Brahmaji‟s second spell of teaching to Indra, who stayed there for 64 years observing austerities: 

     .......................................................................................................      १  
The nature of Self is further elaborated which is having the characteristics of being free from sins, etc. and which was explained as „the being in the 
eye‟, etc. (Cha.Upa.VIII.1.5/VIII.1.7) : 

Brahmaaji said – „That which moves about in dream and adored by all is the Self. This is immortal, this is fearless. This is Brahman‟. Indra went 
away with a satisfied heart. Even before reaching the gods, he saw this difficulty in his understanding „even when this body is blind, this Self (in 
dream) does not become blind, when body is one-eyed, this does not become one-eyed. This is not tainted by the defects of the body indeed‟.  

न    न   .......................................................................................................          २  
When the body is killed, this Self is not killed; it does not have running eyes/nose when body has running eyes/nose. But, they seem to kill this, they 
seem to drive him away. Thus, this seems to be the perceiver of pains, etc. and also as if he weeps. So, I find no good utility in this‟. 
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          .......................................................................................................        ३  
Indra came back to Brahmaaji, with fuel in hand. To him Brahmaaji asked – „O, Indra, you went away with satisfied heart, now desiring what, 
you have come back? Indra replied to him – „O, Revered Sir, although this body becomes blind, this Self (in dream) does not become blind; although 
this body becomes one-eyed, this Self does not become one-eyed; not it is tainted by the defects of the body. 

न    न   .......................................................................................................       ४  

„This Self is not killed, when the body is killed; it does not have running eyes/nose when body has running eyes/nose. But, they seem to kill this, 
they seem to drive him away. Thus, this Self seems to be the perceiver of pains, etc. and also as if he weeps. So, I find no good utility in this‟, said 
Indra. The Brahmaaji responded – „O, Indra, that is indeed so. However, I shall explain to this very aspect once again. Live here for another 32 
years‟. Indra lived for another 32 years. Then Brahmaaji said to him thus.... 

C-VIII  - Sec 11 3 This Section describes Brahmaji‟s another spell of teaching to Indra: 

             .......................................................................................................           १  
Brahmaaji said – „When one is fast asleep, serene, composed and knows no dream, he is the Self. He is immortal, he is fearless. He is Brahman‟. 
Indra went away with a satisfied heart. Even before reaching the gods, he saw this difficulty in his understanding „Indeed, (in deep sleep) he does 
not know himself as – I am he – nor does he know the other beings. He has, as if, gone to annihilation. I find no good utility in this‟.  

          .......................................................................................................             २  
Indra came back to Brahmaaji, with fuel in hand. To him Brahmaaji asked – „O, Indra, you went away with satisfied heart, now desiring what, 
you have come back? Indra replied to him – „O, Revered Sir, indeed, (in deep sleep) he does not know himself as – I am he – nor does he know the 
other beings. He has as if gone to the annihilation. So, I find no good utility in this‟. 
               .......................................................................................................         ३  

„O, Indra, that is indeed so‟, Brahmaaji responded - however, I shall explain to you further on this, which is none other than Self. Live here for 
another five years‟. That makes his stay 101 years and in this regard wise people say – „Indeed Indra lived for 101 years with Brahmaaji, the 
disciplined life of the celibate student of supreme Knowledge of Self‟. Then Brahmaaji said to him. 

C-VIII  - Sec 12 6 This Section explains Brahmaji „s final teaching of Self to Indra: 

   न                             न                         न       न                               न                    
                                 न                  १  

„O, Indra, this body, constantly pervaded by the death, indeed is mortal. But, this body is the support of this immortal, body-less Self. Indeed, this 
embodied Self is influenced by pleasures & pains. Surely, there is no end to pleasure & pain for the one who remains embodied. But the pleasure & 
pain cannot touch the one who is un-embodied‟. 

               .......................................................................................................           न     २  
Air is bodyless and also bodyless are white cloud, lightning and thunder. As these arise out of the space, they reach the highest light and appear with 
their own forms. 
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                             .......................................................................................................        ३  
In the same way (as air, wind, lightning, thunder explained above), the „pleasant one‟ rises from this body, reaches the supreme Light and becomes 
established in its own nature. He is the supreme Self. In that state, he moves about laughing, sporting and enjoying with women, vehicles, relations, 
etc., not remembering the fact that this body is born from contact of man & woman. Just as a horse is fastened to a chariot, the „ज  ‟ is attached to 
this body.  

             न         .......................................................................................................        ४  
Now, at the space where the sight merges in space exists that which is the being of the eye (i.e. black pupil which is inside the eye) and the eye is 
only for his seeing. And he who knows „I shall smell this‟ is the Self, the nose is for his smelling. He who knows „I speak this‟, is the Self, the organ of 
speech is for his speaking. He who knows „I hear this‟ is the Self, the ear is for his hearing. 

      .......................................................................................................    न           न        ५  
And he who knows „I think this‟ is the Self, the mind is his divine eye. Through this divine eye of the mind, he indeed sees these desired objects 
which are in the Brahma-Loka and rejoices in them. 
       .......................................................................................................   ज         ६  
“This indeed is the Self, whom the gods worship. Therefore, they have the access to all worlds and all objects of desire. He, who knows this Self and 
understands, attains all the worlds and all the desired objects” – thus spoke Brahmaaji, thus spoke Brahmaaji.  

Key Learning: 

 Here, by indicating the body as the support of Self what is indicated is that the Self can be known only through this media as 
conditioning of Self by negating the conditioning. It is like knowing the rice by removing the husk, though husk is the very 
support of rice, which is inside the husk. 

 Here, ‗     ‘ indicate the Self and ‗     ‘ indicates the Self in the conditioned form, i.e. ‗ज  ‘. 
 The understanding of ‗           ‘ is that the ‗ज  ‘ in waking, dream and deep-sleep states are all different from the supreme 

Self and sometime ‗ज  ‘ may become supreme Self. While what Vedanta teaches is that there is no such thing as ‗ज  ‘ but only 
non-dual Self and that the appearance of ‗ज  ‘ in different states is but the conditioning of the supreme Self, arising out of 
ignorance about own Self. 

 The Will (   ) becomes true/fulfilled, when it is pure and is aimed at larger cause (    ). 
C-VIII  - Sec 13 1 This Section explains with an example as to how a mere chanting of certain mantra or meditation on certain words purifies the mind: 

               .......................................................................................................                           १  

From the dark (Brahman within heart), I attain the colourful (Brahman outside). From the colourful, I attain the dark. Having shaken off sin like 
a horse shaking off its hair and as the moon getting freed from the mouth of Rahu, having accomplished all ends, I attain the uncreated (relatively 
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immortal) world of Brahman after dropping the body. Yes, I will attain. 

The sacred Mantra – ‗from the dark, I attain the colourful‘ is meant to be used as ‗japa‘ or for meditation. ‗Shyama‘ is dark, a deep 
colour. Shyama is the Brahman located in the heart. Having known that Brahman through mediation, I wish to attain mentally, 
after fall of body, that Brahma-Loka, which is ‗shabala‘, i.e. as if colourful, because Brahma-Loka is endowed with so many desirable 
things like Ara & Nya Lakes, etc. I attain identification with the Brahman in the heart for manifesting as names & forms and 
therefore, I wish to attain that Self, which is my true nature. This is the meaning. 

How do I attain the colourful Brahma-Loka? This is being explained here. Just as a horse shakes his body to get rid of dust and its 
own exhaustion, etc. and becomes clean & fresh, the same way through the Knowledge of Brahman in the heart, having shaken off 
sins indicated by ‗virtue & vice‘, I shall attain the Brahma-Loka. Also, just as the moon becomes bright after having liberated from 
the mouth of Rahu (i.e. being out of the shadow of the earth), similarly, having dropped the body which is the seat of all evils and 
having become an accomplished person through meditation, I shall attain the eternal Brahma-Loka. The repetition is to show the 
end of Mantra/Section.  

Key Learning: 

 Here, eternal Brahma-Loka means relative mortality. The one who attains Brahma-Loka can continue spiritual practice there 
and attain gradual Liberation (       ). 

C-VIII  - Sec 14 1 In this penultimate Section/Mantra, Brahmaji concludes the topic of meditation on space as the Self: 

         .......................................................................................................              १  
That which is called Space is indeed manifester of name & form. That in which name & form exist is Brahman. That is Immortal. That is the 
Self. I attain the assembly hall of the Brahmaaji. I am the glory of     -s, I am the glory of     -s and I am the glory of     -s. I want to attain 
that glory. Such being I am, I am the glory of glory. May I never go to that which is reddish-white and toothless yet devouring and slippery, May I 
never go to that. 

That which is called Space, indeed, is the Self, well-known in scriptures as it is bodyless and subtle like Space. And that Space, 
which is the Self is the manifester of names & forms which are contained within it, which are the seeds of the universe like foam, 
lather, etc., in water. That Self, in which they exist or That which exists in them in the name & form and which is untouched by 
them, That is Brahman. That is untouched by name & form, is different from name & form, still That is their manifester. That is 
the characteristics of Brahman. This is the very fact mentioned in the Maitreyi Braahmana portion (of Bri. Upa.). Since pure 
Consciousness is meant as Brahman in all Upanishads, Brahman is to be understood to be Consciousness by nature. Thus, 
conveying the same idea as above. 

How can Brahman be known? It is being explained. That is the inner Self, i.e. Self of All is well-known, can be known by knowing 
one-Self. By ascertaining the Self to be of that nature – bodyless which is all-pervasive like Space, it is to be realised as Brahman. 
That Self which is Brahman is Immortal, free from death. 
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C-VIII  - Sec 15 1 This concluding Mantra/Section of the Upanishad indicates the great lineage of Self-Knowledge and guides as to how one should conduct himself 
to attain one‟s goal of life: 

            ज     .......................................................................................................   न        १  

Brahmaaji expounded this Knowledge of Self to Prajaapati, who imparted it to Manu and Manu imparted it to his descendants. He who has 
studies the Vedas according to prescribed rule during leisure hours after performing the duties to the teacher, he who having come back from the 
teacher‟s house, settles down in his house-hold, continues study of Vedas in a clean place and makes his sons & disciples virtuous; he who withdraws 
all his sense organs into the Self, not causing injury to any creature other than what is prescribed in the scriptures, he who lives thus throughout his 
life reaches the world of Brahman and does not return. 
Initially, Brahmaaji (i.e. Hiranyagarbha or Parameshwara), expounded this Knowledge of Self to Prajaapati Kashyapa through this 
text starting with the letter ‗Om‘, consisting of eight chapters together with its means (such as   ,   , etc.) and also with     न  
(meditation or worship). Prajaapati Kashyapa imparted this to his son Manu, who imparted it to his descendants. In this way, the 
Knowledge contained in the Upanishad which came down through a succession of teachers in accordance with the procedures 
enjoined, is still seen among the enlightened ones. 
If it is said that the Self Knowledge revealed through the three chapters starting from 6th chapter is fruitful and not the 
karma/    न  indicated therein, then, with a view to not to treat karma as useless, the utility of karma and its specific results for 
those who perform it knowing the injections is explained here. 
One should study Vedas along with their meanings by following strict disciplines insisted upon by the scriptures during the spare 
time after having served teacher, i.e. after having performed specific duties to the teacher. Although duties indicated in scriptures 
are to be followed strictly by the disciple, in order to show the importance of service to be rendered to the teacher, it is said that 
‗after having performed his duties to the teacher, the pupil should study Vedas during spare time‘. The idea is that the Vedas 
studied this way observing the injunctions alone leads to the attainment of results of karma and Knowledge and not in any other 
manner. 
Having returned from the teacher‘s gurukula, i.e. having known the path of Dharma and settling down in the family having chosen 
a wife according to rules, he should perform karma/rituals as indicated for a house-holder. Here also, it is indicated that the house-
holder should continue study of scriptures along with other duties of house-holder by ‗seated in a proper clean place‘, i.e. practicing 
Rig-Vedas, etc. as laid down by the rules according to daily practice, for as longer period as possible. It also means, training the sons 
& disciples to be righteous, having withdrawn all senses and absorbed in Brahman, i.e., in the space of heart within. Thus, after 
having attained the purification of mind, one gives-up all rites/karma, i.e. not injuring any being – moving or non-moving, in any 
way. 
However, since the process of wandering for bhiksha, etc. may lead to some injury to beings, it is said ‗except in the cases which 
have the approval of scriptures‘. This applies to all in any stages of life. Some say that meaning of this is that the places other than 
Tirthas (i.e. where rituals/rites are performed), non-violence should be observed. The one, who follows all these living with the 
family, i.e. leading his entire life in the manner described above, would attain Brahma-Loka when the body falls and he does not 
come back for next birth. This is said to deny the possibility of his re-birth, he having gone through the path of light (and not path 
of smoke), etc. and having attained Brahma-Loka, he remains there as long as Brahma-Loka exists, which means he does not have to 
come back before the final dissolution and also while dwelling in Brahma-Loka, can attain Knowledge of Self leading to Liberation, 
which is called ‗  -    ‘ (Gradual Liberation). 
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कैवल्योऩरनषद ्(Atharvana-Veda) 

CONTENT DETAILS 
Chapter (C)/ 
Section (S) 

No. of 
Mantras Brief Description 

Highlights of the 
Upanishad: 

 The Upanishad is called ‗कैवल्योऩरनषद‘् because, the result of study of this Upanishad is attaining ‗कैवल्य‘, i.e. ‗भोऺ‘, meaning of ‗केवर‘ 
being the One & only, the Complete. In other words, कैवल्य is simply another name for Liberation which is the ultimate goal of 
human existence, namely, gaining Self Realisation, Self-Recognition as Brahman, as one‘s own Self. 

 This Upanishad from Atharvana-Veda comes under the category of ‗minor Upanishads‘, because commentary by Bhagawan 
Shankaracharyaji is not found in respect of this Upanishad. 

 Here the student is sage Asvalayana, while the Teacher is none other than the greatest of the teachers, Brahmaaji, the Creator, 
himself. 

 Uniqueness of this Upanishad is the topic of meditation, which is also seen in Shrimad Bhagavad Gita, elaborately. 
 Our Gurudev, Swami Chinmayanandaji, in his commentary to this Upanishad, describes the Upanishad as ‗one of the striking 

Upanishads especially because of its poetic diction, systematic development of thought, scientific arrangement of ideas as also 
due to the comprehension of its vision and the richness of its philosophy‘.  

 Central Message of the Upanishad: World is an effect of Brahman and world is not a substance by itself and is only the name & 
form of the substance, the Brahman. It is only a property like ‗bangle made of gold‘, where bangle is not the substance, gold alone is 
the substance. In the world, a property associated with any substance, if gets modified, it modifies the substance also. But, in case of 
properties of Brahman, i.e. world, any change in world, does not affect its substance Brahman. This Brahman I am. Anything 
related to the world does not affect me, including the Body-Mind Complex that I am associated with. Because, all conditionings are 
illusory, which appear and disappear, whereas I, the Brahman, the Self, is Eternal. 

C-I / S-1 24 Mantras 1 to 4 introduce the Upanishad with the dialogue between the Guru (Brahmaaji) and Student, Sage Ashvalaayana, who came to Guru fully 
prepared in terms of prescribed qualifications and seeking the definite knowledge, i.e. Knowledge of Brahman. Happy with the Student, Brahmaji 
indicates to him the means for Knowledge, viz., Shraddha-Bhakti-Dhyaaam which in other words mean, Shravanam-Mananam-Nididhyasanam, also 
indicating detachment (      ) from world, as the stepping stone for the success of the endeavour. 

         न                 ,               न    न                               ,                       न    १  
Oh Bhagavaan (respected teacher), please teach me the highest Knowledge, which being very secret Knowledge,  न       and which is sought after by 
wise people; by this, a wise person, discarding all sins (negativity, etc.), can quickly reach the highest     . 
In other words, the student is asking his teacher to teach him how to reach naturally and spontaneously That Unmanifest, All-inclusive 
Absolute Reality, which expresses itself as universe of multiple forms and names. How can Brahma Vidya remove sins? Normally, to 
remove sins, people resort to    , viz., rituals, japa-tapa, charity, etc. But, Brahma Vidya tells me ―I am beyond    -    ,    -     etc. 
which belong to BMI and not me. I am sinless‖. All other Knowledge involve “   ” (this), whereas BrahmaVidya talks of “   ” (I am). 
                              न           २  
To him, (i.e.      न ) the         (i.e. the teacher -   ) said – “May you know this by means of Faith (   ), devotion (    ) & meditation 
(  न     )”. 
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A man‘s spiritual journey starts with the understanding of ज  -ज   -   , ultimately resulting in total identification with the One 
Brahman arising out of the study of Vedanta through a Guru. The way to attain this Oneness is indicated in the Mantra, i.e., through 
Faith (   ) -  (a) in Teacher, (b) in Scriptures, (c) in Brahman (i.e. as revealed by Scriptures as my own nature) and (d) in Self (i.e. confidence 
in one‟s own abilities to attain knowledge with the firm conviction that “I will get it or my body will drop”). Devotion (   ) is one‘s ability to dwell 
on Brahman starting with love for        , eventually leading to  न       . In other words, it is love for God and totally surrendering 
to God, taking him as the ruler, controller and my caretaker/support all the time. Another form of Devotion (   ) is to develop 
extreme love for Knowledge. Meditation (  न   ) is one‘s ability to meditate regulalarly, i.e. dwelling on scriptural teaching without 
distraction/disturbance, spontaneously with love and involvement. 
In other words, the combination that can hasten one‘s walk on the path of Knowledge is -         (i.e. opportunity/time for    न  to 
gain knowledge);         (i.e. accepting me as student and not rejecting);         (i.e. revealing Knowledge to me by indicating the 
methods, concepts, superimposition, etc.) and         (i.e. wisdom to put in self efforts to gain Knowledge). 
न       न  ज   न  न  न     न              न          न     न                  ज                   ३  
Not by activities/work, nor by progeny, nor by wealth, but by renunciation alone, immortality is attained, which is higher than the heaven and seated 
in the cave of the intellect, it shines and the seekers attain it. 
    - Activities,  ज  - Children &  न - Wealth, though useful for worldly life, they are not the means for Knowledge of Self. Immortality 
can be gained by     alone (i.e. renunciation alone). Immortality is greater than the heaven, i.e. beyond all worldly happiness, here or 
hereafter.     also means dropping of all erroneous notions and sense of Ego (the individuality), which is the source of all sorrows.  
         न    न        ,                                               ,                         ४  
Those whose minds have been purified striving through the path of renunciation, have well-ascertained, doubt-free, Vedantic Knowledge, which is the 
theme of Upanishads (i.e.    -      -        or   -       ), gain Brahman, liberating themselves from everything (OR gain the Brahma-Loka 
and being there eventually attain Liberation).  
Here, possibilities of Liberation in two ways are discussed in view of the word          indicating duality. One is ज      , which is 
attained while living in this world. Here,          means, death at the end of this life time is the last death of physical body as the 
seeker will  not take any more birth being free from all bondages due to attainment of        here itself. Second meaning is       , 
which is the case in respect of not-fully qualified seekers. Such seekers will attain       after the death of this physical body and attain 
       while in       and attain Liberation at the time of dissolution of creation. 
Mantras 5 to 10 describe the Dhyana Yoga - meditation and contemplation on the       : 
                 न  ,                                           न  ,                           ज        ,                         ५  
In an undisturbed place which is clean & pure, seated in a comfortable posture, with neck, head & body erect in one straight line, in a mental attitude 
of sanyaasa having controlled all senses, saluting one‟s own Guru with reverence, meditate within the lotus of own heart (on Brahman), the untainted, 
the pure, the clear and the griefless. 
The need of meditation is emphassised when the seeker does not feel the result of Self-Knowledge/abidance in the Knowledge, though 
he understands ―I am Brahman‖ as per Vedantic teachings of Upaishadik Mahaavaakya. Mediation is for removal of erroneous notion 
about the Self and it does not only mean sitting in an isolated place and dwelling on the subject but also includes (i) being alert in day-
to-day life to avoiding all bitterness and becoming better; (ii) observing one‘s own weak-points and improving those by constant 
monitoring; etc. The technique of meditation to be in abidance of Self-Knowledge, after having understood the nature of Self as the 
non-dual Brahman, is described elaborately, to enable the individual to own-up the Knowledge and be in eternal Bliss ever.  
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        न    ,                      न                   न    ,           न           ६  
The unthinkable, the Unmanifest, of Endless Forms, Ever Auspicious, Peaceful, Immortal, Origin of the very Creator, One without a beginning-middle-
end, Non-dual, All-pervading, the Knowledge-Bliss, Formless & the Wonderful. 
In case of a saadhaka, who is not able to comprehend/grasp Nirguna Brahman, i.e. Sat+Chit+Ananda, it is considered necessary to 
provide something in the form of Saguna Brahman for meditating upon to get firmness in the path and move ahead. This is with the 
understanding that all forms of Creation are from the Brahman alone, who is formless. So, any form represents Brahman alone, being 
of the same essence of Brahman (Like any ornament of Gold is a representative of Gold and also essentially Gold itself). Therefore, any 
form within the creation is taken as Brahman itself (because before creation, there were no forms and whatever forms now available is 
emanated from Brahman alone). Hence, Brahman is the cause (material & efficient cause) for all forms as effects. So, I can take any 
effect (form) to understand the cause (Brahman) as all forms are Brahman alone. Thus, trees, stones, rivers, animals, birds, humans – 
which are all forms of Brahman – are worshipped, they being of the essence of Brahman alone. So, it is from Formless  All Forms  
Many Forms  One Form (Ishwara/God). 
                      ,      न  न                       न            न  ,                      ७  
By meditating upon the Lord Parameshwara (consorted by Mother Uma), the highest Lord -  all-powerful, three-eyed, blue-necked, ever tranquil - a man 
of perfection/reflection, reaches Him – who is the source of all the manifested world, the Witness of all and the One who is beyond all darkness 
(ignorance). 
The Mantra provides to the seeker an aid for meditation with a form of Parameshwara consorted with Mother Uma, indicating that 
Absolute Brahman, for easy comprehension by the wandering mind to concentrate on it. Meditation on form and then on subtler 
things like Space and Light is practiced initially for easy comprehension of the nature of Brahman before meditating on Nirguna 
Brahman. 
                 ,                                     ,                   ८  

He (the    न referred in the pervious Mantra) is Brahmaa, He is Shiva, He is Indra, He is the Immutable & Self-Luminous. He alone is Vishnu, He is 
Praana, He is Time (Yamah) and Fire. He is Moon. 
The Pure Self, which is of the nature of Pure Consciousness and Pure Awareness, is indicated as expressed in many forms. One should 
meditate on the above conditionings of the Self, understanding that all of them are nothing but Brahman alone (Like, Me too is a 
conditioning of Brahman). 
                 ,         न  न                      , न                ९  
He alone is all that was, all that will be and all that is - the Eternal. Knowing Him as the Self, one goes beyond the sting of death; there is no other way 
to attain complete Liberation. 
Here, Brahman is indicated as      न        – the Cause of all and is All, i.e., the origin-sustenance-dissolution are all in Brahman 
alone, which I am. Like Rope alone is Snake which means only Rope exists and Snake is the name & form appearing due to ignorance. 
So, one should see Oneness and drop Otherness as there is no Other, but only One. When there is only One (All else being from that 
One), what is Otherness or duality mean?  By changing the way of thinking about my real nature, I should consider myself as both 
devotee & deity, being conditioned as such, though essentially both are same. World is like a movie - a show of lights & sounds - 
something appears, stays for some time, then disappears only to appear, stay & disappear again and the show goes on.  
           न  ,         न     न       न          ,      न   न     न  १०  

“I am in All, All are in me” - Understanding Myself in all beings and all beings in Me, is knowing of Brahman and there is no other means to know 
Brahman for Liberation. 
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Here, it is explained that different names and forms are nothing but superimpositions on the Non-dual Brahman, knowing it & making 
it one‘s Knowledge is the Liberation and it is not possible by any other means. The illustrations are - Water  & Waves in Ocean. All 
Waves are Water and Water is in all Waves. Waves are appearances & Water is the Substratum. So, Waves are noting but Water;  Gold 
& Gold Ornaments: Gold is in all Ornaments and All Ornaments are Gold. Ornaments are only forms while Gold alone is the 
Substance. Similarly, Unconditioned Consciousness is appearing as Conditioned Consciousness and also as conditionings too. All 
Names & Forms are appearances only (Mithya) and Self alone is the Substance (Substratum), which I am.  
I am in All and All are in Me, is easily understood at absolute level. But, to make it one‘s own Knowledge and blend that with 
transactional world would be possible through the thought process of slowly graduating from individual level to totality level, i.e. from 
Individual Level to  Community Level to  State/Linguistic Level to National Level to World Level to Universal Level to Brahman Level, 
which is the Absolute One. 

Mantras 11 to 17 describes the enquiry of Brahman, the Self, starting with an example of „Churning out The Fire of Wisdom in one‟s intellect‟: 
   न          ,                     न न   न       ,                  ११  
The wise man burns up all chords of his bondage through the practice of repeated churning of Knowledge by making the Intellect (Ego) the lower      
and Om  as the upper     . 
It is indicated here that the wise man desirous of Moksha will remove the knots of heart through   न न   न      , i.e. by churning of 
Knowledge using the Intellect (Ego). Here, Intellect, which has undergone       &  नन  , serves as the lower      and       -ॐ 
(Essence of Upanishadic Teachings indicating the Self) as upper     . Repeated practice of this   न   (churning) will result in Self-knowledge 
leading to Liberation (     is a traditional tool used to create fire which is used to light the sacrificial fire in    -s).  
                    ,                               न             ,      ज               १२  

That Brahman (Self) alone, deluded by Maaya and identifying with body (BMI) performs all actions (PFT). In the Waking State, this deluded Self, 
identifying as Jeeva, enjoys all sense gratifications through variety of objects of enjoyment such as woman, food, wine, etc. 
The Mantra describes the Self as Jeeva in Waking State out of 3 states of experiences, arising out of the query that if Brahman is 
everything, what about this Jeeva & Jagat? In Waking State, deluded by the power of Maaya and confused in every aspect (i.e. out of 
total ignorance about the real nature of his own Self), the Jeeva performs activities involving high level of Bhoga involving all possible 
aspects of attaining-storing-enjoying objects of material pleasures including people, which extends to cover other worlds too (i.e. 
activities involving     &     and     to a limited extent).  

      ज              ,            ज                            न  ,                      १३  

The very same deluded Self, known as Jeeva (enjoying variety of objects of pleasures in Waking State), in the Dream State experiences pleasures & pains 
in a field of experience created by its own mind due to Maaya. During the state of Deep-Sleep, when everything is merged into causal state, it is 
overpowered by tamas (ignorance) and exists in its true nature of Bliss (though unaware of that state). 
The Dream & Deep-sleep States of experiences of Jeeva are indicated in the Mantra. The Experiences of Jeeva in Waking & Dream 
States are out of Karma-Phala fructified. In Deep-sleep, there is no Karma-Phala for experienging. But, the Karma-Phala is involved to 
the extent to which a Jeeva can enjoy Deep-Sleep and remain in Bliss. Deep Sleep is intended to provide the restless Jeeva (due to 
experiences waking & dream states) peaceful time so as to enable the Jeeva to be ready again for those experiences after waking up from 
the deep-sleep.  
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  न  ज             ,      ज                                 ज   ,      ज                       न          ,                       १४  
Again, due to its connection with the deeds done in previous births, that very same individuality (Jiva) comes back to the dream or the waking state. The 
Being who sports thus in the three cities, from Whom verily have sprung up all the diversities, He is the substratum, the indivisible Bliss-Consciousness 
and in Him alone the three „cities‟ go back into dissolution. 
These three states of the Jiva are due to ignorance of Self and there is no escape from them till one eliminates ignorance through 
Knowledge of Self. The mantra indicates role of past Karma in continuously keeping the Jiva in these three states one after the other, 
life after life and that of Self witnessing them all as their substratum, where ultimately everything dissolve. 

             :,  न                              ,                    १५  
From Him are born the life-force, the mind (      ), all the organs, the sky, the wind, the fire, the water and the earth, He being the supporter of 
everything.  
Here, the        is indicated as the very Material Cause (     न     ) of the entire creation, by the statement ―From Him are born ...‖.  

              ,        न                    न  ,                १६  
That which is the supreme Brahman, the Self in all, the ample support of the universe, subtler than the subtle & eternal – That alone You are, You alone 
are That. 
After Brahman was indicated as the material cause of the universe in mantra 15 above, this mantra indicates Brahman as the efficient 
cause ( न        ) of universe, stating the Brahman as the most subtle of all in the creation. The word ―Param‖ denotes that which is 
the ultimate in subtlety and that the efficient cause of a thing is always subtler than itself. Thus, it is effectively established that Brahman 
is the Cause of all that exists in the universe, whether gross, subtle or causal and that Brahman I am. 

ज             ,                            ,                १७  
That which illumines the world of relative experiences lived in the waking, dream and deep sleep states, that Brahman am I – Realising thus, one is 
liberated from all bondage. 
By indicating that it is Consciousness that makes it possible to bring all the experiences of the outer world in all the three states of 
existences (waking, dream and deep-sleep), the all-pervading nature of Consciousness is pointed out here. 
Now, mantras 18 to 24 describe the result of enquiry on the student, who having gained the wisdom, now contemplates within as the pure continuous, 
undivided, ever-existent, unchanging Consciousness, the       : 
                 ,                                   :,                   १८  
All that constitutes the enjoyable, the enjoyer and the enjoyment in the three realm, different from all am I, the Witness, Ever-auspicious, pure 
Consciousness. 
After indicating in verse 17 above that Consciousness illumines the objects and makes it possible to experience them in all the three 
states of experiences, here it is indicated that Brahman is not any of the triad, i.e. enjoyable, enjoyer and enjoyment, which means Brahman 
is beyond all. 

          ज   ,                                   ,             १९  
In Me alone is everything born; in Me alone does everything exist; and in Me alone everything gets dissolved. I am that non-Dual Brahman. 
Here, it is indicated that other than Brahman nothing else exists. If anything else does seem to exist, then it has to be just an 
appearance, which is unreal. This means everything – birth, existence and death, is all taking place in Brahman alone. 
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        न           न  ,                      न               :,                     २०  
I am smaller than the smallest and also am I the most vast. I am the manifold universe, amazing; I am the Ancient one, the Purusha; the Supreme 
Ruler am I, the Effulgent one, by nature, I am Shiva, the Ever-auspicious. 
‗Smaller than the smallest‘ and the ‗most vast‘ indicate the most subtle nature of Brahman because something that is extremely subtle 
alone could be either very minute or very large. 

                   ,                             ज न           :, न                        २१  
That which is without hands & legs, I am; That which is of incomprehensible power, I am; That which sees without eyes, I am; That which hears 
without ears, I am; That devoid of all forms which knows everything, I am; Yet, there is none that knows Me. 
Since Brahman is the Power itself, it does not need organs for action as we need them.  Brahman is of the nature of absolute Knowledge 
and is beyond all our phenomenal experiences. 

     न             :,                         न             न    न  :, न ज                  २२  
I alone am the theme taught in the different Vedas. I am the revealer of the Upanishads, the Vedanta and I alone am the real knower of the Vedas. 
For Me there is neither merit nor demerit. I suffer no destruction. I have neither birth nor body, nor sense organs, nor the mind-intellect equipment. 
As revealed by the Vedas, it is the Consciousness that illumines all other thoughts of knowledge, without which there is no thinker. All 
efforts in the form of studies, observations and conclusions are intended to remove my ignorance which is the cause of all sorrow and 
such efforts are possible only by the illumining nature of Consciousness. So, when the individual attains this Knowledge and gains 
Realisation, his individuality gets dissolved like hailstones falling into ocean dissolving into ocean and losing their individuality. 
न          न         , न    न         न                              ,          न           २३  
For Me there is neither Earth nor Water, nor Fire, nor Air, nor Space. 
This verse indicates to us the need to go beyond five elements, subtle or gross, to reach the Higher Order, which is our true nature. 
        ,        न              ,           २४  
Thus realizing the nature of the       , the One who is in the cavity of the heart, who is without parts, who is the one-without-a- second, who is the 
Witness of all, beyond both existence and non-existence – one attains the very nature of       . 
The moment the Truth dawns, the seeker comes to know of his real nature of Pure Bliss, which means that one who comes to know of 
Reality in this way imbibes in full measure the nature of that Reality. 

C-II / S-1 2 The Upanishad concludes with following Mantras which are meant to provide psychological encouragements to those students who, even after 
intellectually appreciating the Kaivalyopanishad teachings, are hesitant to live its philosophy and get its experience/result : 

                             ,       न                           ,                  ,                                         ज     १  
 न  न   न                न  न                  न         फ      ,       फ          २  
The first mantra says that the one who practices this Upanishad gets the same divinity as they would by chanting the famous                      
(of Taittiriya Samhita of Yajur Veda), i.e. they are purified from the ‗sin of even killing a brahmana‘ or ‗sins arising out of other omissions 
& commissions‘. By the second mantra, it is said that by this one gets the knowledge that destroys the endless experience of repeated 
transmigration, thereby attaining       , the fruit of Liberation. 
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अभतृरफन्दु    न    (Atarvana-Veda) 

CONTENT DETAILS 
Chapter (C) No. of 

Mantras 
Brief Description 

Highlights of the 
Upanishad: 

 The Upanishad is the most popular among the five ‗रफन्दु    न   -s‘ from Atharvana Veda, other four being न  -   ,   -   ,   ज -    
and   न-   . 

 अभतृरफन्दु  means a drop of nectar and which also means immortal Truth, knowing which one attains immortality.  

 The names of teacher & student are not indicated in the Upanishad. 

 This Upanishad has only one chapter with 22 mantras and is grouped under ‗minor    न   -s‘ and on which          is not written. 

 Gist of Upanishad: Starting with describing the nature of mind, which is the most essential factor in one‘s spiritual success, the entire 
process of spiritual practices has been elaborated to enable the seeker to remove ignorance of Self and attain Self-Knowledge resulting 
in everlasting absolute Bliss.       

C-I / 1 22  न                ,                               ,             ज      १  
The mind is spoken of as of two-fold - pure and impure. The impure Mind is that which is possessed of desires & their projections and the pure is that 
which is devoid of desires. 
Developing the desire that such & such object provides me joy or sorrow keeps the mind engaged in attaining or preventing it and thus 
the mind is not available for spiritual ‗   न ‘. That which takes my mind away from me, i.e. extrovertedness is ‗     mind‘ and that which 
brings mind inwards towards the Self is ‗    mind‘.  One should be alert about the thought-flow (which is arising out of past ‗   न ‘) and 
contain it in the bud, as otherwise it would become unmanageable afterwards. One should therefore keep the daily schedule very tight 
with replacement of all impure thoughts with pure thoughts, giving no scope for mind to wander and become extroverted.  
Purity of mind is also attained through a process staring with consuming pure food (i.e., all intakes from all sense organs is indicated as food 
here). By purity of food, mind becomes pure. From pure mind, the memory of the Knowledge that ‗I am बभूा & world is unreal‘ becomes 
unfailingly available, which leads to complete destruction of knots existing in the mind. These knots are the traps in the form of evil 
created by ignorance, which have become hardened by the impressions left by experiences of several past lives (Cha.Upa 7.26.2). 

 न     न       ,                              ,        न             २  

The mind alone is the cause of men‟s bondage and Liberation. The mind that is attached to sense-objects is the cause for bondage, while that which is 
dissociated from sense-objects is means to Liberation, it is said. 
By repeated efforts alone, the mind can be trained to become introverted. The mind which is intensely identified with the objects, 
becomes blind to the wisdom and discrimination and becomes remote-controlled by objects. Since all thoughts start in a small way and 
can gradually become uncontrollable, one should be alert about the thoughts in the beginning itself and decide which one to nourish and 
which one to nip in the bud itself and eliminate it. The mind is to be controlled by me and not by the objects. Though the mind enjoys 
the beautiful sight of mountains, landscapes, moon, river, etc. they do not become binding ‗   न ‘ as we do not develop a sense of owning 
them or possessing them.  
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     न        ,  न                   न        न  ,  न                ३   

Since liberation is possible for a person whose mind is devoid of desire for sense objects, the efforts of the seeker should be to make mind free of such 
desires. 
By knowing the nature of mind, we will come to know what is possible and what is not possible with the mind and how to derive 
maximum by least/no effort/no struggle. For example, by knowing the nature of fire as ‗hot‘, we need not struggle to make it ‗hot‘ - 
because it is its known nature - and it cannot be made ‗cool‘, whatever struggle we may make, because ‗cool‘ is not the nature of fire.  
One should analyse the nature of mind to see whether it can be made free from objects, which is our desired objective as indicated in the 
Mantra. The mind is constituted of two aspects, viz. (i) ‗Inert‘ matter aspect (made up of food eaten), which is ‗    ‘ which has to be negated 
and (ii) ‗Sentient‘ aspect (in the form of „       ‟ from Consciousness), which can be made to absorb in the Self. Thus, the absorption of 
mind in the Self involves making mind more ‗     ‘ by practicing ‗    न ‘, etc. thereby making it free from the disturbances of longing 
for objects. In other words, the effort is first to purify mind and then negation of mind by withdrawing it from objects & directing it to 
‗  -     ‘. 
 न            ,         न                 न      ,                ४  
When the mind, which is free from attachment for sense-objects, is fully absorbed in the Self and thus attains Oneness with the Self, it is the Supreme 
State. 
This is the state of ‗     ‘, where the mind comes to know of its essential nature as Consciousness. When the thought of object/person 
(liking or disliking) comes to the mind, it becomes disturbed till the object is attained. In other words, if we do not have any desire for 
object/person (like or dislike), there would be no effort/struggle to attain/get rid of it and hence the mind remains in peace. So, no desire 
means no struggle which means no sorrow too, i.e. freedom, no bondage. The best option to attain peaceful state of the mind is not by 
forceful withdrawal but voluntary withdrawal by educating it about the defects and eventual sorrow from pursuit of objects and by 
showing the absolute bliss in Self-attainment and thus persuading it for ‗  -     ‘ to get absorbed in the ‗   ‘ (Self), because, 
essentially, the mind loves ‗to be‘ in the Self.  
        न     ,                         न      न   ,                 ५  

The mind should be controlled/withdrawn till such time that it gets merged in the heart (   ). This is   न   (Knowledge) and this is   न  (Meditation) 
also, rest all being logical argumentation and elaboration on teaching. 
Knowledge about the defects in the objects/mind & eventual sorrow associated with them, keeps mind away from them, like knowledge 
about fire that it burns, keeps me away from touching it, naturally without any efforts. Only till the mind gets absorbed in    , one needs to 
continue restraining mind from going to objects and once that is achieved, no more effort is required. In other words, it is attainment of 
Knowledge & being in abidance of Knowledge by Meditation (i.e. dissolution of the Mind and merging in    ). Such a Knowledge, 
which is constantly in abidance of     will be available to me all the time – to avoid the crisis and in case of an inadvertent crisis, to 
recover quickly from the crisis. 
न         न       , न                          न     ,               ६  

The Brahman is that which is neither to be thought of (as being something external & pleasing to the mind), nor unworthy to be thought of (as something 
unpleasant to the mind); nor is It to be thought of (as being of the form of sense-pleasure), but to be thought of (as the essence of eternal, supreme Bliss 
Itself); that Brahman which is free from all partiality (i.e.   न   is     ) is attained only in that state of understanding. 
One should not think of ‗   ‘ as an object with likes & dislikes as associated with objects, because likes, dislikes, etc. pertain to Body-
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Mind-Intellect. ‗   ‘ as a transactional entity is subject to the limits of ‗   ‘ (Place), ‗   ‘ (Time) & ‗   ‘ (Object.). When ‗   ‘ (Place), 
‗   ‘ (Time) & ‗   ‘ (Object) are negated, I see my real nature as   न  , which is available at all times at all places and in all.   न   is same 
in any conditioning of place, time, etc. as It has the vision of Oneness in all – men, animals, waking, sleeping, here and elsewhere, i.e.  
     न and not      न. One should meditate on   न  , the substratum as     , and transactional world of names & forms as     . 
                 ,                        न      न,                  ७  

Meditation should be commenced by pronouncing the sound (  ) „Om‟. Thereafter, meditate upon that Self which is beyond the sound „Om‟. Then, one 
would understand the reality of „  न  ‟ (i.e. „       ‟ which cannot be negated) and non-reality of the world („         ‟). 
„Om‟ Meditation – This is popular in Vedas, ‗Om‘ being the subtlest ‗   न‘ for meditation and is useful for a person with significant 
control over mind, but needing some more concentration of mind. Start meditation with long chanting of ‗Om‘ (a+u+m = O+m), 
understanding that it represents 3 states of waking, dream & deep-sleep as also gross-subtle-causal worlds. Stop chanting ‗Om‘ after few 
chantings and the ensuring silence, which is beyond the sound is ‗  न  ‘, the Self-Me. In other words, there is silence before (substratum- 
   ), then the sound (    & ज   ) and negating that, what remains is again silence (i.e.     including     ). 
      न      ,  न        न  न                      ,                 ८  
The silence when the mind merges with the     after mediation, that alone is   न  , which is Partless, without Otherness (no triad of knower-knowing-
known, which belongs to     ), Taintless (nothing can touch it, affect it). Knowing this as one‟s own Self, leads to eternal „   ‟ (knowing that I am 
Brahman & nothing else exists). 
Here, ‗     ‘ can mean, eternal or     or eternal ‗   ‘. The extent of taintlessness of     can only be gauged if we understand the 
taintlessness of ‗           ‘ & ‗            ‘, which themselves are beyond imaginaion. The knowledge of     is attained by 
understanding that the witness of all thoughts is Myself. 
 न      न    ,           ज             न      ,                  ९  

That     is Free from all (devoid of division), Endless (there is nothing other than That), beyond Logic & Comparison (no examples), Not an Object of 
Knowledge (free from the triad of knower-knowing-known), Without Beginning & End (all-time   न   alone, which does not have a cause and hence It is 
not an effect), the wise-one knowing which attains liberation. 
A thing is known through ‗        ‘ (direct perception) through some attributes. If there is no attribute, such an object can be known 
by inference & examples. But, in case of    , even Inference & examples do not work. Because inference is based on some Logic and 
Logic is developed based on the data of ‗ न   ‘ and not ‗   ‘ and such a data cannot work. It is like one cannot use the data of a group 
of people in one City to describe the animals of another city, who are of quite different type. Only ‗        ‘ is useful to support my 
understanding of    . 
न  न     न       , न     न          न       न          ,                १०  

This highest Truth is the realisation that “there is neither creation nor dissolution (of world)”, “Neither one is bound, nor one is a spiritual practitioner, 
neither one is a seeker after liberation, nor one has attained liberation”. 
The concept of non-creation of ‗ज  ‘ and ‗ज   ‘ is referred to as ‗ ज      ‘, which implies existence of ‗  न  ‘ alone. By negating the 
experiencer, i.e. ‗ज  ‘ and the experienced, i.e. ‗ज   ‘, it is made clear that one should not worry about the happenings in the world which 
belong to the experiencer and experienced and not to the absolute ‗  न  ‘, which I am. Experiences of the world are based on ‗        ‘ 
by BMI equipment on the transactional level. The ‗  न  ‘, which is beyond ‗        ‘ or ‗ न    न     ‘, is revealed only by ‗    ‘. So, 
negation of ‗ज  ‘ and ‗ज   ‘ has to be understood at absolute level in the light of ‗         ‘. The majority opinion or majority 
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perceptibility in the world cannot attain reality to ‗ज  ‘ & ‗ज   ‘ as ‗    ‘ alone is the authority on this ‗           ‘. Generally, ‗ज   ‘ 
means waking world, because dream world is already known to be unreal and deep-sleep state does not give any sorrow. The absolute 
reality is that understanding, i.e., just as dream world is understood to be unreal on waking up to higher level of waker, the waking world 
too needs to be understood to be unreal on attaining Knowledge of Self. So, the efforts should be to attain this Knowledge of Self with 
the help of Scriptures & Guru by evolving to higher levels by purity of Mind, etc.  

            :, ज                न       ,   नज    न       ११  

Verily the     should be known as One in all three states of wakefulness, dreaming & Deep-Sleep. For him, who has transcended these states, there is 
no rebirth. 
    (the witness) remains the same in all three states. It is the ‗ज  ‘that experiences the three states by identifying with three bodies – 
gross, subtle & causal. This is ‗   ‘ (Presence) of     and ‗      ‘ (Absence) of ज   in all three states. Thus, when this very birth is 
negated as ‗    ‘ for the ‗ज  ‘ (conditioned    ), there is no question of re-birth (to experience the remaining results of action) or 
previous birth (which accumulated results). Knowledge of Self as Brahman is attained by negation of BMI, etc. in the form of ‗ज  ‘ & 
‗ज   ‘ through a Guru by      ,  नन   &  न     न  . One Absolute Reality alone expresses through waking – dream – deep-sleep 
experiences. 
               ,                                ,       ज       १२  

The One alone, „      ‟ is present in all beings. Though One, It is seen as many, like the moon reflected in the waters (at different places at the same 
time). 
This is called ‗           ‘ explained in Upanishads, where Absolute Reality is seen as Transactional Reality. Here, moon (which is far-
away, i.e. ‗    ‘) represents the Self, water represents the subtle body (      ), pot as gross body and reflection in water as ‗       ‘. 
Liberation is the understanding that I am that unassociated ‗moon‘ and not the pot or water or moon‘s reflection in water.  Just as 
moon‘s reflection in water gets affected due to various factors, though the moon remains unaffected, the reflection of the ‗      ‘, i.e. 
‗ज  ‘ too gets affected by various factors, while ‗      ‘ remains unaffected. Thus, all ‗   न‘ are performed by the ‗ज  ‘ to understand its 
real nature as ‗      ‘ alone, as unless ‗   न‘ is performed and understanding developed, the ‗ज  ‘ will not come to the understanding of 
its real nature as ‗      ‘. So, Bondage, Liberation, ‗   न‘, etc. pertain to ‗ज  ‘. Since each ‗ज  ‘ is at different level, the manyness of 
‗ज  ‘ is perceived and accepted, because Bondage, Liberation, etc. are at intellect level (     ) and not at Absolute level.  
             , न    न                न     न     ,     ज    न      १३  

Pot is in Space. So, when the Pot is removed (from one place to another), it is the Pot that moves and not the Space, because Space is everywhere. So is the 
condition of „ज  ‟ like the Space (Pot Space & Total Space). 
Vedanata indicates that like pot space is total space, ज   itself is       . Just as pot space is seen different from the total space due to 
one‘s attention on pot (the conditioning) rather than on the space (the Substance), in the same way, due to conditioning, ज   &        
are seen as different. The movement of subtle body, causal body, etc. of the ज   from one shape (body) to another (body) does not mean 
movement of       .        is all-pervading and is in all. All changing conditionings are illuminated by       . So, understanding this 
Oneness is Knowledge and abiding in which leads one to Liberation. 
                ,      न    न    न           न   ज न   ,   ज न       न    १४  

Various forms like Pot are broken again & again. But, the space does not know of these happenings. But, modifications of ज   (such child to boy, boy to 
man, man to sanyasi, etc.) are perfectly known to       . 
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Self being the Substratum of changes, it is the Witness of everything that happens. Though Self does not change, all changes take place 
within it as the Substratum. 
           न   ,                                  ,       न        १५  

Due to darkness (ignorance) veiled by the word-illusion (      ), one cannot see         as one‟s own nature. Once the darkness (ignorance) is 
eliminated, one sees the Oneness of        (i.e. ज  -          ). 
Each word is associated with a thing in the world, i.e. if there are five words, then it indicates existence of five things. But, all the five are 
one and the same (like different names indicated to One God, viz.     -   ,      ज,     -    all refer to One    ). The mind needs to be 
trained to focus attention on the substance, i.e.       , instead of focussing on the words/names (through five sense organs) . 
             ,                      न          ,             न  १६  

      , the word „ॐ‟ symbolises the Saguna Brahman (        -   -                   ) which should be meditated upon and at the end, when 
„ॐ‟ ceases from the thought, the imperishable supreme Brahman is revealed. Those desirous of peace should meditate on that imperishable. 
Meditation on Saguna Brahman is     न  ( न        न           ), which eventually enables one to reach Nirguna Brahman. If one 
cannot understand what Saguna Brahman is, then it should be taken as ‗        ‘. It is the worship of ‗        ‘ to attain that Nirguna 
Brahman indicated by ‗ॐ‘ (      न                                  ). ‗ॐ‘ chanting with focus on ‗        ‘ is to establish the connection 
with the Nirguna Brahman eventually in the following steps, viz., (i) divinise all material of worship like flowers, plates, fruits, etc.;  
(ii) divinise relations (            ,             ,              ,              , etc.); (iii) divinise other people (including those who are 
disliked) as the purpose is to firm up the concept of ‗    ‘ to see Oneness; (iv) go beyond names & forms and focus on Saguna Brahman 
(        -   -                   ), as nothing else exists ( न     ) & understand that Saguna Brahman as Nirguna Brahman 
( न           ) and be in abidance of this Knowledge. 
                                           न                   १७  

Two knowledge should be attained – (i)       (        – ॐ) and (ii)        ( न        indicated by ॐ).     न  on         leads to purification 
of mind, which leads to knowledge of  न        and abidance in that knowledge. 
            न  means seeing God in everything around and attaining the necessary    न            by       , etc. to serve the cause 
of     , with the understanding that it is service to God. No elaborate rituals are necessary in this regard. Having thus attained the 
qualification, one will now go for      ,  नन   &  न     न   through a guru to attain Self-Knowledge. 
          is the preparation for attainment of          by gaining    न           , which involves performing     &     न   (      , 
        , ॐ     न , etc.), worship of            and knowledger of Upanishads in Hand (Book). 
         is attainment of Self-knowledge after gaining    न           , having  knowledge of Upanishads in Head (ready availability of 
essence at least), developing dispassion for Names & Forms (i.e. world of objects), meditation on  न            and abidance thereon. 
The Result would be             न      &     न      . 
            ,   न    न                    ,  ज              १८  

Having thoroughly studied the scriptures, the intelligent student (      ) intending to acquire Knowledge & Wisdom, should discard the scriptures 
altogether, just like the one after obtaining rice (from paddy), discards the husk.   
Here,   न means        न,     न means         न, and      means       . Discarding the scriptures altogether means having attained 
Knowledge taking scriptures as the means of Knowledge, one should be in abidance of that Knowledge and should remain unattached to 
it, like once rice is attained, the husk is discarded. Once         न and abidance of the Knowledge is attained, one need not carry 
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scriptures everywhere. That is why it is indicated – Use, Learn & Drop. 

    न       न  ,                            न ,     न            १९  

Just as cows, though of different colours, give milk that is of same colour, knowledge imparted by the different limbs of scriptures is the same. 
Here, what is indicated is that though there are many branches of Scriptures giving Knowledge, the essence of teachings of all scriptures is 
the same. This aspect is explained through the example that though cows may be of different colours/textures, the milk that they give is 
same. This Mantra clears any possible doubt in the minds of seekers as to whether different Scriptures with seemingly different mantras 
indicate the same thing or different ones and to indicate that there is total consistency in the teachings of Scriptures. The central message 
of all Scriptural Knowledge is to indicate that ज        is my Self. The seeming difference in different Scriptures has been discussed and 
resolved in   -   , though to teach, different approaches are adopted (               ). 
             न    ,                    न                  न      न    न २०  

  नन                              न     न                         २१  

Just as butter/ghee is hidden (not perceivable) in the milk, Knowledge exists in every being. One has to undertake constant churning with the rod of inner 
instrument (       ) to unveil that Knowledge. 
One should bring out the Brahman like fire with the help of rope of Knowledge to churn the (       ) with the understanding that I am that Brahman, 
which is partless, immutable and peaceful. 
Steps for churning Knowledge: Churning is a must to make the Knowledge my own instead of remaining happy with the Knowledge 
imparted by the Guru, as it is his Knowledge, unless it is made as mine. The steps are - do      ,  नन   &  न     न   through a guru to 
attain Self-Knowledge. Dwell on the mantras of different Upanishads – compare & analyse. Try to understand and see what the end-focus 
of the mantras of all Upanishads is.  न     means secret like the butter hidden in the milk. Even meaning of the word ‗   न   ‘ is also 
indicated as  न     as its teaching is not available for most (as they do not chose it) and even among those to whom it is available, most of 
them are unable to grasp the depth of its teaching. Like the butter becomes available only  on churning of the milk, the Fire of Knowledge 
is available only on churning of the mind (       ) and teachings of Vedanta, which then will burn the cycle of      -   -    and end 
bondage. 

                 ,                     न        न,               ,                    २२  

I am that          - The One which is the abode of all beings and also who lives in all beings by being gracious to them all. I am that         , the One 
residing in all, I am that         , the One residing in all. 
Here, the ‗abode of all‘ indicates the Existence nature of Brahman and ‗residing in all‘ indicates Consciousness nature of Brahman, i.e. all 
are in me, I am in all. Here,          comprises of ‗   ’ meaning ‗to dwell‘ (           न   – that which accommodates all) and ‗     ‘ means to 
shine/sport (   न         – that which illumines all), i.e. the Existence & Consciousness of all beings. ज  -      is – I (ज  ) who seeks 
peace/happiness realising that ‗I am the Peace‘, ‗I am Happiness‘ and there is nothing to attain from anywhere as it is available all the 
time everywhere effortlessly. 
Having understood this infinitude nature of Mine, no sorrow or misery can touch Me as I am within the protected shield of   न   (    ). 
Sense of     &     are only      that make me happy or sorrowful which are names & forms of the nature of ‗coming‘ and ‗going‘.  
So, the conclusion of the teaching here too is – ―I am All, There is nothing other than Me. Therefore, there is no ‗    (delusion)‘ and no 
‗    (sorrow)‘.  Absolute Bliss alone ever I am‖. 
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    कोऩरनषद ्(Atharvana-Veda) 

CONTENT DETAILS 
Chapter (C) No. of 

Mantras Brief Description 
Section (S) 

Highlights of the 
Upanishad: 

 This Upanishad has 3 Chapters comprising of 2 Sections each with a total of sixty four mantras. 

 The Upanishad is called ‗भ  ण्डकोऩरनषद’् because, like भ  ण्डन (i.e. like shaving of head removing the hair on head), the teaching of 
this Upanishad results in ‗removal of the superimposed veil of ignorance to attain Knowledge of Self‘.  

 Our Poojya Gurudev Swamy Chinmayanandaji, in his commentary, compares this Upanishad to ‗         न   ‘ as far as their 
similarity to Shrimad Bhagawad Gita both in contents and theme are concerned and also indicates its other unique aspects. 

 The famous mantra chanted soon after the offer of camphor flame during worships, viz., ‗न              न         , न            
                          न            ,                        (i.e. there the sun does not shine, nor the moon, nor the stars; 
these lightnings also do not shine, how then can this earthly fire? Verily, everything shines after Him, reflecting His glory. The 
whole world is illumined with His light‘), is found in this Upanishad too, i.e. (Mantra II.ii.10). 

 This Upanishad describes the well-known metaphor – Tale of Two Birds, indicating ज   &    , bound to each other in close 
friendship, both being essentially the same. One is a mere Witness of happenings while the other becomes doer/experiencer due 
to identification with body, mind, etc. and hence is subjected to joy or sorrow (Mantra III.i.1). 

 The Upanishad contains the famous citation ‗      ज    ...‘ (Truth alone triumphs ...), which is inscribed in our national 
emblem (Mantra III.i.6). 

 This Upanishad has another oft-quoted phrase – ‗                ‘ (Knower of Brahman becomes Brahman himself) (Mantra 
III.ii.9). 

 Gist of the Upanishad – This Upanishad begins with explaining the lineage of Brahma-Vidya teachers. It then explains two types 
of Knowledge, one higher Knowledge (   -    ), which is the Knowledge of Self and the other, the lower knowledge (    -    ), 
which includes all worldly and Vedic knowledge, other than Knowledge of Self. The Upanishad indicates that while lower 
knowledge can take the seeker to various worldly accomplishments upto Brahma-Loka, Knowledge of Self alone is the means for 
Liberation.  It describes the nature of Self and also the creation process emphasising that the Self alone is Truth, rest all being 
mere appearances in the Self as names and forms. The Upanishads gives a detailed picture of rituals, etc., also indicating the 
defects in them. These rituals, at best, could be means for purity of mind, etc. for attaining Knowledge of Self. After explaining 
ways to attain Brahman, the Upanishad indicates the result of knowing Brahman and glory of Knower of Brahman. The 
Upanishad concludes indicating that just as different rivers flowing into the ocean lose their individual identity and become 
ocean itself, a wise man, who knows Infinite Brahman having freed himself from the conditionings of names & forms, becomes 
Brahman alone. 
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C-I / S-1 9 Mantras 1 & 2 describe the lineage of teachers of this great Knowledge.  

ॐ ब्रह्मा दवेाना  प्रथभ् सम्बबवू, रवश्वस्य कता ा ब  वनस्य गोप्ता। स ब्रह्मरवद्या  सवारवद्याप्ररतष्ठाभ ्, अथवा ाम ज्यषे्ठऩ  त्राम प्राह॥१॥ 
अथवाण ेमा  प्रवदते ब्रह्मा, अथवा ा ता  ऩ  योवाचारङ्गये ब्रह्मरवद्याभ।् स बायद्वाजाम सत्यवहाम प्राह, बायद्वजोऽरङ्गयस े   वयाभ।्२॥ 

Brahmaa, who is famous, taught knowledge of Brahman (i.e. the knowledge of the Self, which is spreme among all Knowledge) to 
Atharva, who was the eldest among many of his sons. That Vidya was then given by Atharva to Sage Angi. Then, Sage Angi taught it 
to Satyavaha, who was in the lineage of the Sage Bharadvaja. Then Satyavaha gave it to his student/his son, named Angirasa. 
Here, besides indicating glorious lineage of Knowledge of Self, Brahmaji is glorified. Among all the Devatas, who are illuminators, 
Brahmaji is the foremost in qualities and also he was first to become supremely manifest independently, unlike other transmigratory 
souls, whose births are controlled by merits and sins arising out of their respective actions. Brahmaji is the creator and protector of 
the whole universe. Here, the Knowledge of Self is also glorified as it is the basis of all other knowledge. 

  Mantra 3 explains about the student approaching Guru. 
शौनको ह व,ै भहाशार: अरङ्गयस  रवरधवदुऩसन्न् ऩप्रि।करस्मन्न   बगवो रवऻात,े सवारभद  रवऻात  बवतीरत॥३॥ 
Shaunaka, the son of the Sage Shunaka (Sage Shunaka was the proprietor of a great educational institution) approached Acharya 
Angirasa according to scriptural norms. Having approached, Shaunaka (the student of this Upanishad), asked a question to Angirasa 
(the teacher of this Upanishad) - ―Oh revered master, what is that, by knowing which, all of this becomes known, understood?‖.  
In other words, the question was to know that one cause for the whole universe, which appears in different ways, knowing which 
everything becomes known. The question of the student indicates that he already knows that there is some such thing, knowing 
which everything becomes known. Because if it was not so, he would not have been sure of existence of some such a thing and would 
not have asked the question in this manner. He also approached the Guru in a befitting manner with necessary offer/gift, a practice 
which was, perhaps, followed by disciples approaching Guru, ever since. 

  Mantras 4 & 5 describe the ऩया & अऩया vidya. 

तस्म ैस होवच। दे्व रवद्य ेवरेदतव्य ेइरत ह, स्म मद्ब्रह्मरवदो वदरि, ऩया चवैाऩया च॥्४॥ 
तत्राऩया ऋग्वदेो मज  वदे् साभवदेोऽथव ावदे्, रशऺा कल्पो व्याकयण  रनरुि  छन्दो ज्योरतषरभरत। अथ ऩया ममा तदऺयभरधगम्यत॥े५॥ 
There are two types of knowledge. The higher Knowledge (   -    ) is the spiritual path for Knowledge of the Supreme Self and the 
lower knowledge (    -    ) involves secular matters involving means of doing right and wrong actions and their respective results. 
Both have their respective role in life. Here, though the question was - What is that, knowing which, everything becomes known?. 
The answer starts with two types of knowledge and it is intended to make student aware of both types of knowledge and then lead 
him to the higher Knowledge, as lower knowledge is merely ignorance and should be negated. 
The four Vedas (i.e., Rig, Yajur, Sama, Atharvana) and the six limbs of the Vedas (i.e., phonetics, code of rituals, grammar, 
etymology, prosody, astrology), all of these constitute lower knowledge. The higher knowledge is that by which the imperishable 
Brahman is known. Having known Brahman as one‘s own Self, there is nothing more to do but to remain established in the 
meaning of Brahman as indicated by the words which convey higher Knowledge.  

  Mantra 6 gives the comprehensive description of Knowledge of Brahman, i.e. ऩया vidya. 
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मिददे्रश्मभग्राह्यभगोत्रभवणाभचऺ  ् श्रोत्र  तदऩारणऩादभ।् रनत्य  रवब    सवागत  स  सकू्ष्म  तदव्यम  मिूतमोरन   ऩरयऩश्मरि धीया्॥६॥ 
"       " means unseen, i.e., that which is not reachable by any organ of perception. Perception is the external engagement of 
conditioned Consciousness via the organs of sense perception through the physical apertures. Through this process, Brahman 
cannot be known, thus "       ". "      " means that which can't be grasped and that which can't be made an object of the organs 
of action. "     " means that cause which continues in the effect, i.e. the point of origination or cause. Brahman is "      ", means it 
has no point of origination. That which illustrates or conditions is called "   ". It is a quality of a substance like "fatness" or 
"whiteness" etc. That which has no     or properties or conditionings, is called "    ", and "     " i.e. Imperishable Brahman. 
"          " - all beings have the power of sight and hearing by which they perceive names and forms; the one who doesn't have sight 
and hearing is called "          ". And also, the word "          " (i.e. without hands and legs) indicates that Brahman is without 
any organs of action.  
And since it is "      " (i.e. it cannot be grasped by any organs of action) and it is "       " (i.e. it does not grasp, it has no organs 
of action), it is "रनत्य  " eternal, "   न   " undying and "रवब    ", means, it appears in manifold forms, expressing through all differences 
starting from Brahmaji. It is "सवागत  ", all pervading, like space. And it is "स  सकू्ष्म  ", supremely subtle because it is devoid of any 
grossness such as sound, etc. (i.e. it has no manifest or even unmanifest characteristics, therefore it is supremely subtle.) That which 
has no place in the succession, which is beyond all such grossness, is called "स  सकू्ष्म  " or supremely subtle. And it is "     " (non-
decaying) because of all the aforementioned indicators; that which doesn't decay is called "     ". Unlike the body, whose decay 
takes place due to the decaying of one or other of its parts, Brahman has no parts therefore it has no decay. And also, unlike a king, 
whose decay takes place due to decay of his wealth, Brahman has no wealth (or any related thing which it is dependent on), therefore 
it has no decay. The wise ones perceive this imperishable Brahman as the source of all creation. 

  Mantra 7 explains creation concept with 3 examples as to how the expansion of this universe takes place. 

मथोण ानारब् सजृत ेगहृ्णत ेच, मथा ऩरृथव्याभोषधम् सम्भवरि। मथा सत् ऩ  रुषाते्कशरोभारन, तथाऺयात्सम्भवतीह रवश्वभ॥्७॥ 
It is well-known in the world that the spider, without any external prompting, without anything other than its own body, creates 
threads on its own and extends them outward as a net and then retracts them into itself, making them one with itself. Like all plants 
grow from the earth from grains to trees. They arise as part of the earth itself, not different from it. Like how from a living, sentient 
human being, hair is produced on the head and body. That hair is non-living and insentient, which is different from its cause, the 
sentient, living body. 
Like in these examples, this world of differences and similarities (creation having ज  , ज   , etc.) is formed from that afore-
mentioned  imperishable Brahman, independently without any external support. 

  Mantras 8 & 9 describe the creation process. 

तऩसा रचमत ेब्रह्म ततोऽन्नभरबजामत।ेअन्नात्प्रणो भन् सत्य  रोका् कभास   चाभतृभ॥्८॥ 
म् सवाऻ् सवारवद्यस्य ऻानभम  तऩ्। तस्मादतेद्ब्रह्म नाभ रूऩभन्न  च जामत॥े९॥ 
In brooding meditation or continuous thought, the total creative urge swells. From Him food is produced, from food the    , the 
mind, the elements, the worlds and the actions and their fruits. The striking feature of creation is that the Creator not only has the 
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overall picture of the creation (सवाऻ्) but also has individual details about each individual of the creation (सवारवद)्. 
Through the austerity in form of knowledge of creation that imperishable Brahman, which is cause of all beings, becomes bigger 
(Brahman which by itself is infinite BIG. What it means when it is said, ‗it becomes bigger‘ is that it gets associated with      (     ) 
with the desire to create and it is like a seed swelling in size before it sprouts or like a person who is about to become a father, grows 
with happiness. From Brahman, who not only is aware of the total happenings in the world but is equally in the know of all the 
details of happenings every minute, whose very thought is of the nature of knowledge, all these are produced, i.e. the creator, names 
& forms including nourishments for all.  

C-I / S-2 13 Mantras 1 to 6 explain the functioning of ritualistic portion of Vedas describing rituals and their results. 

       ,                         न  ,    न                   न           न          ,                        १  
                 ,            न                 ,                   २  
                      ,           न           ज                       न      ,                न   ३  
              न ज    ,                                न               ,        न          ज    ४  
              ज  न    ,                      न       न                  ,        न                  ५  
                       ,               ज  न                              ,                           ६  
The various rituals which the Seers found in the Mantras are true and were much practiced in the Treta-Yuga (or in the three Vedas) 
and performing them will bring true results desired. Because the world is nothing but results of actions which are seen, experienced 
and consumed. So, the results of actions themselves are the world. So to gain those results this is the path. Rituals are the means for 
attaining to the worlds of fruits of karma. During rituals, when the fire is kindled and the flames begin to move, one offers his 
oblations (with faith) on the space between the two portions of the sacred fire where ghee should be poured. This is the path of 
doing Vedic karmas properly by which higher words are attained. However, doing karmas properly is very difficult. If the necessary 
rituals associated with the fire rituals are performed, the results will accrue upto seven worlds or seven generations or otherwise it 
would bring no results and all efforts will go waste. 

  Mantras7 to 10 describe the futility of performing rituals as it can bring only temporary & finite results. 

                   ,                                   न        , ज             न           ७  
                 न  ,                      न    ज    न               ,    न    न    न         ८  
                   न  ,                                     न               ,   न                   ९  
            न       , न                      न                   न      ,            न             १०  
The results of rituals are described as finite and transient because even if one attains Heaven - the abode of pleasure, having 
experienced the highest place, they have to return to this world of men or even lower worlds and depending on the merits remaining, 
they will have to take up the body of animal, human, etc.  
The  criticism of rituals here is not meant to criticise the rituals but intended to praise practice of       /    न . 

                      ,                                            ज        ,                        ११  
Here, the Path of        &     न  is explained which ensures one‘s spiritual growth arising out of most of purification. These 
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seekers live on alms as they don't accumulate objects, people, relations, etc. and they go and live in the forest. Being free of impurities 
having cut down on both meritorious & sinful actions, they reach higher worlds like Brahma-Loka by the sun gate or northern path 
(i.e. bright path). Attaining Brahma-Loka is a relative immortality as it continues till the dissolution takes place, though one may 
come back to this world at the new creation, depending upon one‘s merits/demerits. 

                       ,  न                   न       न                    ,                    न    १२  
Having examined finite and impermanent results of lower knowledge, viz., rituals,       ,     न , etc. one develops freedom from all 
desires, i.e. Vairagya, reflecting that nothing that is eternal can be gained through them. So, he turns into a seeker to obtain the Self 
Knowledge, result of which is permanent, fearless, unchanging, unmoving, permanent and substantial.  So, with sacrificial sticks in 
hand and letting go of all karmas, he approaches the competent teacher seeking Knowledge of Self through teaching of scriptures.  

            न            ,                       न                  ,                        १३  
Once the disciple has placed himself of his own choice at the feet of the Guru for further instruction on this path, the Guru‘s 
responsibility begins. The Guru who is well versed in scriptures, should teach to that student who approached him with humility, 
who has a calm mind, i.e. who removed the defects of egoism, etc., who has controlled his senses and is dispassionate towards all 
objects. Having attained the Knowledge of Self through the Guru, the disciple remains in abidance of that Knowledge. 

C-II / S-1 10 Mantra 1 explains the process of creation. 
तदतेत्सत्यभ ् मथा स  दीप्ता     वकारद्वस्फ      , सहस्रश् प्रबवि ेसरूऩा्। तथाऺयारद्वरवधा् सोम्य बावा्, प्रजामि ेतत्र चवैारऩ मरि ॥१॥ 
This is the Truth: As from the flaming fire, thousands of sparks similar to its form (nature) issue forth, so from the Immortal 
Brahman,  
O my beloved youth, diverse beings (ज  -s) originate and they find their way back to It. 
―This is Satyam (This is the Truth)‖. Here, the Truth refers to     and    -फ , lower knowledge and ‗truth‘ is in in a relative sense. 
From a blazing fire, innumerable sparks which are parts of the fire come out; they are all essentially the fire because they have the 
same characteristics as fire. Similarly, from the imperishable Brahman (which was explained earlier as the one that can‘t be seen, or 
grasped, etc.), emerge ज  -s, which define themselves by differences at the level of their conditioning, such as in body, etc. Like from 
space, small spaces, as though delimited by pot, etc. appear different according to their conditionings, when in reality there is no 
difference between total space and pot space as there is only total space. But, if attention is given to the conditionings, then we may 
ignorantly think that the total space and pot space have a cause-effect relationship. In the same way, defined by conditionings like 
bodies of various names and forms, ज  -s are born and again merge into the Imperishable, just as pot space as though ‗merges‘ into 
total space upon the destruction of the pot-conditioning. 

  Mantra 2 gives the description of Brahman. 
रदव्यो ह्यभतू ा्  ऩ  रुष्, सफाह्याभ्यियो ह्यज्। अप्राणो ह्यभना् श  भ्र:, ह्यऺयाियत् ऩय् ॥२॥ 
The Imperishable Brahman (i.e. Conditioned Brahman) having the Unmanifest (Maaya) is superior to its effects. But superior even 
to that Conditioned Brahman is the Unconditioned Brahman which is devoid of all conditionings, like space. It is called ―रदव्य‖ 
because it illumines, as it is self-resplendent. Or, रदव्य means that which stays in रद  , i.e. one‘s own Self or it is not of this world. And 
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thus, it is ―अभतू ा‖ i.e. devoid of all forms. It is ―Purusha‖ which has two definitions, i.e. complete, full, and infinite OR the one who is 
abiding in this body. ―                 ‖ means the self-illumination is formless and dwells in the body. ―फाह्याभ्यिय‖ means that 
which is inside with respect to the body in the form of thoughts, alone is expressing outside in the form of the world of objects. 
―अज‖ means that which is not born of anything and nothing is born of It. In other words, it is neither the effect of anything nor the 
cause for anything; unlike how air is the cause of bubbles to be formed in water. Instead, it is like the relationship between total 
space and a pot space within a pot. This Brahman, which is inside and outside and birthless, is therefore without decay, immortal, 
without death, changeless and without fear. In the same way, it is ―अ न‖ (without mind), i.e. it is without the numerous abilities of 
knowledge such as conviction, doubt, worry, etc. Brahman is without     and  न and therefore is     and     (pure and clean). 

  Mantras 3 to 9 describe the process of creation and various aspects of creation. 

एतस्माज्जमत ेप्राण: भन् सवरेन्द्रम  रण च । ख  वाम  ज्यॊरतयाऩ् ऩरृथवी रवश्वस्य   रयणी॥३॥ 
अरग्नभूाधा ा चऺ  षी चन्द्रसमूो, रदश् श्रोत्र ेवारग्ववतृाश्च वदेा्। वाम  ्  प्राणो हृदम  रवश्वभस्य, ऩद्भ्ा  ऩरृथवी ह्यषे सव ाबतूाियात्मा॥४॥ 
तस्मादरग्न् सरभधो मस्य समू ा् , सोभािज ान्य ओषधम् ऩरृथव्याभ।्     न        रसञ्चरत          , फह्वी् प्रजा् ऩ  रुषात्सम्प्रसतूा्॥५॥ 
तस्मदृच् साभ मजू रष दीऺा, मऻाश्च सव ेक्रतवो दरऺणाश्च । स वत्सयश्च मजभानश्च रोका्, सोभो मत्र ऩवत ेमत्र समू ा्  ॥ ६॥ 
तस्माि दवेा फहुधा सम्प्रस  ता्,      भन  ष्या् ऩशवो वमा रस। प्राणाऩानौ व्रीरहमवौ तऩश्च, श्रिा सत्य        रवरधश्च॥७॥ 
सप्त   णा् प्रबवरि तस्मात ्, सप्तारच ाष् सरभध् सप्तहोभा्॥ सप्त  भ ेरोका मषे   चयरि प्राणा्, ग  हाशमा् रनरहता् सप्त सप्त॥८॥ 
अत् सभ  द्रा रगयमश्च सव,े अस्मात्स्यन्दि ेरसिव् सव ारूऩा्। अतश्च सवा ा ओषधमो यसश्च, मनेषै बतूरैस्तष्ठत ेह्यियात्मा॥९॥ 
And having briefly explained the Unconditioned Brahman (Mantra 2.1.2), which is the subject matter of higher Knowledge, 
Brahman is then explained in his ―      ‖ Form (Conditioned Brahman). From this Purusha alone, who is conditioned by that 
Maaya, the primordial ignorance, which is the seed of all names and forms, comes    . This    , being a product of ignorance, is 
merely namesake, i.e. it is not really in existence. In this way, mind and all other sense organs and their sense objects are also born 
from this Purusha. In the same way, were born the elements (non-existent before and after creation), such as space and air (inner and 
outer, inward-moving and outward-moving), as also fire, water and earth, which are the support of the whole world. These elements 
contain the quality of sound, touch, form, taste, and smell respectively, along with the qualities of their previous element/s also, i.e. 
earth will have its quality of smell as also qualities of other four elements (3). 
The Virat, whose head, the most important body part, is Agni, i.e. Svarga-Loka. His two eyes are the moon and the sun and whose 
ears are the directions. His speech is itself the well-known, i.e. Vedas. His breath is the wind and His heart (i.e. his mind) is the whole 
universe. And his feet are the earth. This Virat is Vishnu (the all-pervading), Ananta (infinite), the first embodied Being, who has all 
three worlds as his body and is the inner self of all beings – the witness, hearer, thinker, knower of all and the Self which is the cause 
of all (4). 

ऩञ्चारग्नरवद्या, the five-stage processing centres of a ज   is explained here. To begin with, from that Purusha comes that Agni, through 
which ज   goes, before it is born and the Sun is fuel for Agni. It is said, heaven is fueled by the Sun and Sun becomes the first of the 
five processing centres of a ज  . Thereafter, from the heaven comes     (the moon), which forms  ज   , i.e. clouds. Cloud, or rain, is 
the second processing centre of a ज  . Thereafter, from rain come grains in the earth, which is the third professing centre of ज  . 
From the grains man is formed, which is the fourth centre. And the man deposits his semen in the woman, who is the fifth and final 
processing centre. In this order, all different beings come from that supreme Purusha (5). 
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From that Purusha comes the Vedic mantras called ―Rig,‖ ―Sama,‖ ―Yajus,‖ (including ―Atharvana‖), as also different kinds of 
spiritual disciplines, called ―Diksha‖; all Yajnas or rituals; appropriate time for the ritual and the different auxiliary actions and even 
the one performing the yajna as also the worlds, which are the results of karma alone (6).  
From that Supreme Purusha emerged, the divine beings (Devatas), divided into categories such as Vasus, etc. (8 Vasus, 12 Adityas, 11 
Rudras, etc.). Also emerged from Him, are Sadhyas, the lesser divine beings, also known as Pitr-s, or ancestors; human beings, who 
alone are entitled to do karma; Animals (wild and domesticated); and birds; as also inhalation and exhalation; and rice, barley, etc. 
for sacrificial offerings. Austerity; Shraddha (i.e. faith in God, teacher and scripture); Satyam, i.e. absence of falseness; Brahmacharya, 
i.e. abstinence from sexual pleasure; Vidhi-s or injunctions; etc. which are necessary for purification and spiritual progress also 
emerged from the Purusha (7). 
Seven types of    -s (sense-apertures) are born from That Purusha, viz., two eyes, two ears, two nostrils, and one mouth (tongue). 
These seven flames are called thus because they illumine their respective objects and the seven fuels for these seven flames, are their 
respective objects because they feed/kindle those seven    -s. The perceptions of those sense objects are called the Seven Homa-s or 
sacrifices. The karmas and results of the wise people who are seeking Knowledge of Self and also the karmas of the unwise which are 
the means to certain results, all of them comes from and is regulated by that supreme omniscient Purusha himself (8). 
From the Supreme Purusha came the seven seas, like Kshaara, etc.; all the mountains such as the Himalayas etc.; holy river Ganga 
and all other forms of rivers; all grains (edible plants) such as rice, barley, etc.; taste, i.e. the six flavors such as sweetness, etc. In this 
way, all this, i.e. the entire objective universe, arises from that Supreme Purusha. Therefore, all ―this‖ has no reality of its own; its 
reality exists only so far as we refer to it with words & forms, as though it is a real thing. Only the Supreme Purusha, from which all 
this has come, is Real (9). 

  Mantra 10 indicates Brahman alone as the creator, knowing which one becomes free from knots of ignorance. 
ऩ  रुष एवदे  रवश्वभ ्, कभ ा तऩो ब्रह्म ऩयाभतृभ।् एतद्यो     रनरहतभ ् ग  हामाभ ्, सोऽरवद्याग्ररन्थ  रवरकयतीह सोम्य॥१०॥ 
In the knowledge of this Purusha, the Supreme Self which is the cause of all, comes the Knowledge that He alone is this whole 
universe and nothing other than Him exists. The Universe is essentially made of - (i) karma, which is characterized by actions such as 
fire sacrifice, etc. (ii) Tapas, which is knowledge (understood here as Upasana), and (iii) the results of karma and tapas make up the 
world in its entirety, all of that is these being effect of Purusha. The one who knows ―I am That Brahman (Purusha)‖ which resides in 
the cave of the heart of all beings, he alone, on the strength of this Knowledge, can break the deeply ingrained and toughened knot 
of ignorance here itself in this life. 

C-II / S-2 11 Mantras1 to 4 describe the great statement (      ) -  that which is in me and in all is Brahman alone. 
        न             न  ,                    ज         ,       न                ,     न         ज न    १  
                 ,           न         न              ,               न                  ,                 २  
 न           न          ,            न                       न      ,                       ३  
      न            ,                   न       ,               ४  
Here, the supreme Brahman is being revealed as Bright, existing very close, moving in the cavity of the heart; great and the support of 
all and that in Him is all this Universe centered round -  what moves, breathes and winks. One should know it, which is with form 
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and without form, the most adorable, the highest of beings, the One beyond the understanding of beings (1). 
Imperishable Brahman that is luminous, subtler than even the subtlest, alone is the abode of the world and all its inhabitants. He is 
life, speech, mind, reality, immortality. Understanding this is the goal, which should be penetrated by the mind (2). 
One should penetrate this goal by taking the great weapon, the bow in the form of teaching by the Upanishads and fixed in it the 
arrow rendered sharpened by discrimination due to constant meditation and strike it with the mind, which is readied with 
dispassion fixing on the Brahman, that goal-mark, the immortal Self (3). 
The Pranava (understanding of oneness of ज  -   ) is the bow, the individual (qualified student) is the arrow and Brahman is the 
mark or goal, which should be hit by one, who is self-collected & cautious, without any negligence and become one with the 
Brahman, like the arrow becomes one with the mark/goal (4). 
The Self is not really experienced by any individual as it is but only as its effects. The existence of the Self is based on the experiences 
of the sense of being, intelligence, happiness, love and power, inferring the existence of something that is ever-enduring where all 
these characteristics are in their perfected state. This Self should be known as the only Reality and as one‘s own Self, i.e. absolute 
oneness. One thing can become identical with another thing only when its nature becomes identical with the other thing. Therefore, 
the one who is desirous of realising oneness with Brahman, should shun desires of all kinds, potential or manifested, which are 
detrimental to the cause and follow the practice of absolute desirelessness. 

  Mantra 5 indicates as to why one should focus on Brahman alone. 
                      ,      न                         ज न     न  ,                              ५  

He, in whom the heaven, the earth and the inters-pace are based, as also the mind and all the life-breaths (   -s) and know Him 
alone as the one Self of all and desist from all other talk. This is man‘s bridge to the shore of Immortality. 
This Self is not like any kind of object of knowledge, but is one‘s own Self as well as the Self of everything else. As a subject can never 
become an object at any time, the Self cannot be known through objective knowledge. But it is known in the form of Self-awareness 
having developed detachment to the world of objects including one‘s own body-mind complex. This is achieved through the 
discipline of sense organs and control of speech, resulting in cessation of sense-functions and of mental modifications. Thereafter, 
continuous meditation on the nature of the Self leads to Self-Knowledge, abiding in which leads one to Immortality. There is no 
other way of attaining Immortality as indicated by Shruti. 

  Mantras 6 to 8 describe the essence of        . 
         न            न   ,                  ज    न                   न  ,                          ६  
                ,                                  ,                  
 न            न    ,                              न  न               ,  न                 ७  
             ,                                  ,               ८  

Like spokes centred in the hub of a wheel, all nerves are centred in the Consciousness, the Self. This one Consciousness seems to 
appear in various forms. Meditate on this Self as ‗ॐ‘. May there be blessedness to you all on your way beyond darkness (6). 
He who is Omniscient and all-knowing, whose glory extends even to the earth, is established in the space of the heart, called the 
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divine city of Brahman. The one who guides the mind and the    -s and the mover of the body is seated in the core of every 
individual. Through the Knowledge of that Supreme, the wise behold that which is Blissful Immortality (7). 
When the     -               Supreme Self, is beheld, the knot of his heart is broken and all doubts are cleared and all actions 
perish (8). 
The glory of Brahman, as reflected on earth and in the individuals, is seen as the supreme controller of the systematic functions of 
everything in this universe and it is reflected through the individual functions. The Self is established in the heart of the individual 
means that it is felt as existence by the individual through the mind, which defines one‘s personality and since it is the mind 
(      ) that reflects the Self, the presence of the Self is felt only where the mind (      ) manifests itself, though for the all-
pervading Self and there is neither going nor coming nor establishing somewhere. The Knowledge of the Self, which is Omniscient 
and free from       and in the form of one‘s complete identity with it, removes the shackles caused by ignorance, desire and action.  

  Mantras 9 to 11 describe as to how Brahman is all and I am that Brahman. 
                    ज      न                                        ९  
न              न        , न                                      न          ,                         १०  
                                                                                    ११  

The taintless, indivisible Brahman, the pure, the light of all lights, is in the innermost sheath of golden hue, the highest (Intellect). 
That is what the knowers of the Self understand (9). 
There the sun does not shine, nor the moon nor the stars; these lightnings also do not shine; how then can this earthly fire? Verily, 
everything shines after Him, reflecting His glory. This whole universe is illuminated with his light alone (10). 
Indeed, all this is the immortal Brahman. He is everywhere – above, below, in front, at the back, on the right, on the left. This entire 
universe is, indeed, the supreme Brahman (11). 
The intellect (    न      ) is the seat of the worldly empirical knowledge and, therefore, it is nearest to the Consciousness. It is the 
sheath which manifests Consciousness in the greatest degree and is characterised by   -    and hence its colour is said to be golden 
(      ). The whole universe appears to have Consciousness and light in the form of Knowledge because the universe, which is truly 
the region of darkness, reflects the Consciousness and the light of Brahman. Even the greatest light of the universe and the greatest 
consciousness manifest in it are borrowed from Brahman alone. Brahman is not known by them who are busy with the universe of 
darkness in which roam the mind and the senses. This Mantra indicates Brahman alone as real and indivisible and rest all are 
divided manifestations and hence are false appearances. Brahman appears to have spread in all directions or existent everywhere, 
only from the point of view of space and time. In reality, all that appears as various names and forms is only Brahman even though 
Brahman is without names and forms. All are in Brahman but Brahman is not in them. Thus, true Knowledge is divisionless, 
without the distinction of the knower or the known or the relation between the two and Brahman alone is the absolute Reality as 
Upanishads conclude. 

C-III / S-1 10 Mantras 1 & 2 describe the well-known metaphor of two birds, i.e. ज   &    . 
             ज       ,    न             ज                       ,  न                १  
   न               न   ,  न                न   ज                  ,         न             २  
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Two birds, bound to each other in close friendship, perch on the self-same tree. One of them eats the sweet fruits of the tree with 
relish, while the other simply looks on without eating (1). 
Seated on the self-same tree, one of them, the individual, drowned in ignorance and deluded, grieves for his impotency. But, when 
he beholds the other, the adorable Lord, he realises his own glory and becomes free from sorrow (2). 
Here, the two birds indicated are the ज   &    , both existing in an individual, who is compared to a tree as the individual can be 
cut down like a tree. They both stay together, one as reflection and the other as the original. From the characteristics of the ज  , it is 
possible to infer the nature of     and from the nature of    , it is possible to determine the potentialities of the ज  . Both ज   & 
    have Brahman as the common substratum. The body is the field of action and experience and is born out of the fruit of past 
actions. 
Since the thoughtless unwise actions are not in tune with the law of Truth, their results torment the ज   in the form of unpleasant 
experiences. The reason for grief of the ज   is its inability to live in accordance with the results of past actions being faced now. 
Because of its confinement to its desires and actions, the ज   feels itself to be impotent, confused and helpless, as it is now and then 
‗connected with and separated from the objects of its desires‘. Arising out of results of endless desires & actions, the ज   takes birth 
and dies, passing through several kinds of wombs in accordance with the kinds of actions performed by it. When finally the ज  , 
through spiritual practices through a competent Guru, realises its oneness with the Supreme Brahman, who dwells within and is 
inseparable from him as his very Self, it gets liberated, transcending the cycle of births and deaths. 

  Mantras 3 & 4 give description of a   -   न. 

                      ,                      न                          ,  न  न                 ३  
                          ,     नन       न         न                            न  ,                  ४  

When the seer realises the golden-hued, self-effulgent Supreme Being, the ruler, maker and source of even the Creator, then that 
wise one, shaking off all deeds of merits and demerits, becomes taintless and attains the supreme state of equipoise (3). 
Knowing Him well, the     illumining in all beings, the wise man stops all his blabbering. Sporting in Self, delighted in Self and ever 
engaged in the enjoined acts, this man is the best of those who know Brahman (4). 
Here, the Lord is indicated as having a golden hue, which means that His nature of Knowledge is eternally inherent in Him even as 
the colour of gold is something inherent in it. Divine knowledge is free from the conception of good and bad, because the 
distinctions like virtue, vice, good, bad, high, low, etc., exist due to ignorance of one‘s nature of absolute Self.  The effects of merit 
and demerit are burnt up by the fire of Knowledge and the individual becomes free from blemishes, attachments and sorrows and 
gets identified with the Supreme Being, which is of the nature of non-duality, limitless and unsurpassable. The one who realises this 
Supreme Being as one‘s own Self, ceases from his natural sense-functions and puts an end to all speech unconnected with the non-
dual Self. Whenever there is a perception of duality, speech has got a value, but in non-duality, all such relationships lose their value 
and instead of external relationships, the knower has the experience of Self-identity.  
The statements regarding sporting in the Self or finding all Bliss in the Self means that the highest form of happiness is realised 
without any contact with any object or any condition. Real Bliss is not the effect of either mental or physical contact, but is the result 
of the absence of all contacts. It is a simple mass of Bliss that one experiences, unhampered by any function alien to the nature of the 
Self, which is of the nature of renunciation, meditation and wisdom. The              is the one who is totally merged in the 
Absolute. Self-Knowledge is possible only after withdrawing oneself from all external functions, physical as well as mental. The 
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Upanishads have constantly declared that true Knowledge is obtained through renunciation of all external functions and through 
constant meditation on the Absolute Brahman. 

  Mantras 5 to 9 describe various practices and truth of Brahman. 
   न                     न  न         न                                                      ५  
      ज    न न        न                न     न                                न  न   ६  
                                                                      न              ७  
न             न         न                        न     न                         न         न  ८  
                        ,                                         ज न                          ९  
The Self is attained through trueness, concentration, wisdom and continence (     ) and therefore one should cultivate all of them 
constantly. When impurities thus dwindle, the ascetic beholds Him, the Supreme, who is taintless and resplendent, dwelling within 
his very body (5). 
Truth alone prevails, not untruth. By Truth is laid out the divine path, along which the Seers, free from desires, ascend to the 
supreme abode of Truth (6). 
Vast, divine, beyond all imaginations, shines the truth of Brahman; subtler than the subtlest, farther than the farthest. It is here 
within the body and the sages realise It, verily in this life, as seated in the cave of heart (7). 
The Self cannot be described by words, nor perceived by eyes or the senses, nor revealed by rituals and penance. When the 
understanding becomes calm and refined, then alone, in meditation, one realises Him, the absolute Self (8). 
By means of the light of the intuitive faculty of intellect, one should know the subtle truth of the Brahman within the body, which is 
pervaded by the life-force in a fivefold way. Man‘s intellect is interwoven with the senses and when that intellect is purified, the Self 
shines forth (9). 
Trueness is adherence to fact, whether absolute or relative by acting in conformity with facts that are experienced through the 
process of individual knowledge. While Truth is that which is universally good, the falsehood, when it is deliberately resorted to for 
the fulfillment of a definite purpose, appears pleasant only to one individual or certain individuals concerned. Tapas or penance, in 
its true sense, consists in the withdrawal of senses and concentration of the mind, which is only a means to the end and not the end 
by itself. It is a means inasmuch as it disciplines the individual functions and directs them to meditation, which leads to Knowledge 
and Liberation. By Tapas what is meant is not merely bodily mortification, but mainly the discipline of the mind.        actually 
means abstraction of sense-energy from the externals and the conservation of the same for the sake of steadying the mind and giving 
it the energy necessary for the practice of concentration and meditation. It is, in other words, ‗   ‘ or moving or acting or conducting 
oneself in accordance with the law of Brahman, which is the unity of existence and it is not merely the abandonment of objects but 
is the absence of the taste for objects. This Brahman is realised within oneself and not outside oneself. Spiritual    न starts with 
introversion of the mind, but in the end the result achieved is not mere internal but the infinite. 
Truth means more than speaking truth. Truth is the symbol of perfection, a representation of the Divine Being. Adherence to truth 
means embracing the universal nature of the Reality. Therefore, truth wins victory everywhere. It is Truth through which the divine 
way or the life of spiritual striving is spread for the aspiring individuals to realise their Absolute nature. The sages are endowed with a 
vision of this Truth because they were absolutely free from such defects as deceit, delusion, fraud, pride, vanity and falsehood. They 
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became first desireless and then sought the Truth. Desire breeds falsehood and desirelessness gives rise to Truth. Truth enables one 
to attain the Supreme Treasure which is the Absolute Truth within. 

  Mantra 10 highlights the benefit of worshipping a   -   न. 
            न                                     न               ज             न  ,                           १०  
Whatever spheres the man of purified nature desires, whatever objects he fixes his heart upon, he obtains those worlds and those 
objects. Therefore, he who is desirous of prosperity should honour the man of Self-Realisation. 
The realisation of the Self is the simultaneous fulfillment of the deepest aspirations together with all the desires of the individual - 
internal or external, unmanifested or manifested subtle or gross. Complete fulfillment of one‘s all wishes is not possible except in the 
state of universal Being, which is the same as the knower of Self. Therefore, whoever worships the knower of Self becomes 
prosperous. The     (resolve) of the Knower of Self is rooted in Truth and his influence upon those who adore and worship him, 
is enormous. Wherever this knower of the Self moves, there he exercises his influence automatically and whoever comes in contact 
with him with devotion gets completely transformed. 

C-III / S-2 11 Mantras 1 & 2 describe worship of   -   न. 

                  ,          न                                       ,                         १  
                  न ,        ज                            न  ,                         २  
The man of Self-realisation knows the radiant Supreme Brahman to be the one on whom the world is based. And those men of 
discrimination, free from all worldly desires and devoted to such persons, go beyond all chances of rebirth (1). 

Whoever longs for objects of desire, brooding over them, they are born here and there for the fulfillment of those desires. But, in the 
case of a Seer whose longings have found their final consummation in the Brahman and who has realised the Self, his desires vanish 
here, in this very life (2). 

An individual is the product of his desires, in the sense that desires drive an individual towards performance of actions to fulfill the 
desires, results of which lead to repeated births and deaths and that is inevitable until all desires are fulfilled or destroyed. But, 
desires are never fulfilled through enjoyment of objects and the man finds fulfillment of desires only on knowing his real nature of 
eternal infinite bliss as all-pervading non-dual Consciousness, the absolute Self. The moment the Self is realised, all the desires get 
dissolved in the fire of Knowledge. When the cause of desires, which is the sense of incompleteness, is uprooted through Knowledge 
of Self, all its effects too get destroyed.  

  Mantras 3 to 5 describe various means for attaining   -  न by a serious  ज    . 
न          न  न    , न       न   न      न                  न    ,                    न         ३  
न           न  न    , न                                              न  ,                       ४  
      न        न     ,       न                                           ,       न               ५  

The Self is not attained merely through discourses nor through memorising scriptural texts nor through lot of learning. It is gained 
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only by him who wishes to attain it whole heartedly. To such an intense seeker, the Self reveals its true nature (3). 

The Self is not gained by the weak (in body, mind and intellect or spirit), nor by the insincere, nor by those practicing unintelligent 
austerities. The wise men, who strive with vigour, attention and propriety, attain union with Brahman (4). 

When the sages attain the Brahman, they become satisfied with their Knowledge and having fulfilled their purpose, they become free 
from desire and they gain tranquility. Having attained the all-pervading Brahman everywhere, the wise thereafter, devoted to the Self, 
enter into everything (5). 

The Self is realised not through any external process of speaking, thinking or hearing but through intense aspiration to attain it, the 
Self within, which means that, that which is sought is not something different from the seeker but is the essential nature of the 
seeker himself. In other words, there is no other way to realise it but by surrendering his individual personality, as this tiny 
individuality obstructs the experience of himself as the infinite Self. This means surrender is actually negation of the false self (i.e. 
non-self) for the sake of the infinite Self which is not different from one‘s own Self.  

Mantra 4 indicates certain pre-requisites for meditation on Self, i.e. mental and moral power or inner toughness, without which 
concentration is not possible. It also includes physical stability, which is conducive to mental peace.  One cannot know the Self through 
such unintelligent austerities nor through activities performed for the sake of personal gain, which are lacking in sense of renunciation. 
Knowledge is necessarily preceded by renunciation. 

Knowledge, which units the seeker with the all-pervading absolute Brahman itself is the highest goal of life. The sages endowed with 
this Knowledge are satisfied with it alone and not with any amount of external means of satisfaction which can only fatten the body 
and the ego. Therefore, one‘s highest duty consists in the struggle for the attainment of this Knowledge of Self, where the 
individuality ceases, having fully identified with the all-pervading, infinite and eternal Brahman. 

  Mantras 6 to 8 describe results of attaining   -  न. 

         न   न       :,                                           ,        :              ६  
                     ,                                  न       ,                     ७  
    न       न        ,          न                                 ,                         ८  
Those sages, having well ascertained beyond all doubts the exact import of the Upanishads and having purified their minds with the 
Yoga of Renunciation, having attained immortality, become fully liberated at the time of death (6). 
The fifteen Kalas (16, including    ) enter into their elements, their Devatas (senses) into their corresponding Devas (presiding 
deities). Their deeds and their intellectual self all get united in the highest, the imperishable Brahman (7). 

As flowing rivers get themselves disappeared in the ocean losing their individual names and distinct forms, so the wise man, free 
from all his identifications with names and forms, goes unto the highest of the high, the supreme Divinity (8). 

         means firm abidance in Brahman consequent upon the renunciation of desires and actions. The individuals get liberated 
at the end-of-time or death and are freed from bondage. The death here is not ordinary death, but the ultimate death, where the 
subtle body of the individual dies together with its cause, viz., ignorance. The death or end-of-time may also mean the time when 
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those who have attained Brahma-Loka attain   -     at the time of the dissolution of entire creation. All those Kalaas, such as    -s, 
etc., which brought this body into existence, go back to their respective origins (presiding deities), like sun, etc. With the rise of 
Knowledge, effects of all actions get eliminated and the individual self transcends itself and is unified with its source, viz., Pure 
Consciousness, which is called here the Supreme Imperishable, which is vast like the ether, which is unlimited, un-decaying, unborn, 
changeless, immortal, fearless, without a cause and without an effect, without internality and externality, non-dual, blessed and 
peaceful, existing everywhere, at all times in the same condition. The individual becomes fully identified with It having got rid of all 
the obstructions in the forms of ignorance, desire and action. As rivers flowing into the ocean lose themselves in the ocean, casting 
off name and form, so the knower of Brahman, freed from name and form, attains the Divine Purusha who is higher than the 
highest. 

  Mantra 9 describe the status of  Knower of Brahman. 

                      ,          , न                                     न  ,                            ९  
He who knows that Supreme Brahman becomes Brahman and in his lineage (family), none who knows not Brahman also will ever 
be reborn. He crosses grief, crosses sin and being free from the knots of the heart, becomes immortal. 
The Knower of the Brahman becomes the Brahman itself and there is no one to raise any obstacle, even gods, in the matter of his 
attaining Brahman because he becomes the Self of even the gods and, therefore, he cannot have opposition from any side. In fact, an 
aspirant after Brahman is helped by the universe in the pursuit of the same, because what he aspires for is the common cause of all 
and there can be no opposition in on this aspect. Further, those in his lineage, who aspire for Liberation shall also attain it as the 
power of Knowledge is said to purify even his family or disciples. 

  Mantras 10 & 11 indicate eligibility for   -  न  seeker with conclusion of Upanishad. 

                                न   ,     ज                                         ,                          १०  
        ,                  , न                  न          :, न            ११  
This very doctrine has been explained in a Veda Mantra as follows: ―To them alone let one teach this knowledge of Brahman who 
perform rituals, who read and study the Vedas, who pursue the meditations upon Brahman, who possess faith and who offer 
oblations themselves to the fire called Ekarshi; and who have observed        strictly (10). 

That is the Truth. Rishi Angira communicated this to his disciples in ancient times. No one, who has not observed any vow 
(renunciation), is fit to study this. Our salutations to the great Sages! Our prostrations to the great Seers (11). 

Those who have performed the works prescribed in the previous stages of life, purify themselves through such works and become fit 
for higher aspirations. Further, they should have already performed the     न  of        न  , through which alone their minds can 
rest in the  न       न  . The meaning is that one should perform the works and the worships enjoined in the section, such as Ekarshi, 
etc. of the Veda of which he forms a member. Here,       , i.e. the vow of the head, is either a particular kind of sacrifice in which 
fire is carried on the head or      , which is connected with the vow of the head, viz., shaving of head. The essence of the Mantra is 
that one should have already performed what he considers his duty in life and renounced everything later on, so that he may have 
true aspiration for Brahman. Only then, the Self-Knowledge imparted to such people becomes worthy and fruitful. 
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प्रश्नोऩरनषद ्(Atharvana-Veda) 

CONTENT DETAILS 
Chapter (C) No. of 

Mantras Brief Description Query (Q)  

Highlights of the 
Upanishad: 

 This Upanishad from Atharvana Veda starts with a question by the disciples and hence it is named as प्रश्नोऩरनषद.् 
 The Knowledge revealed in the mantra-portion (Mundakopanishad) of Atharvana-Veda is elaborated in this Brahmana-portion, i.e. 

Prashnopanishad, in the form of dialogues between the great Guru and six highly-qualified disciples who are desirous of attaining 
liberation.  

 This Upanishad was taught by Poojya Guruji Sw. Tejomayanandaji, during the period 27-1-2016 to 5-2-2016. 
 Gist of the Upanishad – This Upanishad, as answers to the six questions by the disciples, vividly describes the entire scheme of 

creation, sustenance, dissolution both at individual level and cosmic level as originating from the supreme Self, which is the 
innermost Self of all, the Brahman, arising out of His creative contemplation. The Brahman was also shown as the षोडशकरा-ऩ  रुष् 
endowed with 16 facets, viz. Praana, Faith, Space, Air, Fire, Water, Earth, Senses, Mind, Food, Strength, Thought, Mantra, Karma, 
Universe and different Names & Forms in the Universe. When the seeker attains the Knowledge of Self and identifies with the 
Self, he ceases to have all these 16 facets of names & forms as they disappear and get merged in the Self and what remains is the 
supreme Self alone. It is like ocean-bound rivers when reach the ocean disappear in the ocean without any identity of their own, 
having attained oneness with their source. So, it is the Eternal - All-Pervading - Non-dual Brahman alone before and after the 
creation and seeming duality of Universe has arisen out of ignorance of this fact of oneness. That Brahman alone I am. 

C-I / Q-1 16 The Upanishad starts with the description as to how six disciples, namely, Sukeshaa, Satyakaama, Gaargya, Kausalya, Bhargava and 
Kabandhi, who were highly qualified as far as ritual part of Vedas is concerned and desirous of knowing beyond what they already 
knew, approached, in the way and manner enjoined in the scriptures/practice followed, a great Master named Sage Pippalaada seeking 
the Knowledge. 
The Sage, perhaps with a view to observe them and their eligibility, asked them to stay in the Ashram with austerity, celibacy & faith, 
etc. for one year, indicating to them that they could thereafter ask the questions and ‗we‘ would explain ‗if we know‘ (here ‗we‘ 
indicates the stream of Guru-parampara & not one individual Guru and the term ‗if we know‘ indicates Guru‘s humility and not 
ignorance on the subject). 
After one year, Kabandhi asks the Guru – ‗Revered Sir, from where these Beings are born?‘. The Guru explained the process of 
creation by Creator-Prajapati starting with two aspects, i.e. matter (यरमभ)् & energy (प्राण), through which the entire creation came forth 
step by step. Matter (यरमभ)् & energy (प्राण) are nothing but the Moon and the Sun, from which pair came all Beings as matter & 
sentiency, respectively. Out of the Moon and the Sun came the concept of time in terms of year, seasons, fortnights, days, etc. 
indicating that the source for all these is the One Prajapati. Then came the food from Prajapati, which produces seed (semen) in man, 
from which are born all creatures.  
Thus, it is shown that all the seeming world of duality is nothing but one Brahman (Prajapati) but duality has arisen out of ignorance 
of this fact of Oneness. Therefore, the Guru indicates that the one who knows this fact of Oneness, by purity attained through regular 
meditation, intelligent self-control, truthfulness, devoid of crookedness, falsehood, hypocrisy, etc., eventually attains Knowledge of Self 
leading to liberation from स साय. 
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C-I / Q-2 13 Now, after creation was explained by the Guru, Bhargava, asks – ‗O, Bhagavan, (i) who are the deities (devas) who support the living 
Beings? (ii) Who all illumine (empower to function) them? (iii) Which of them is the supreme deity? In other words, how the 
individual interacts with the world outside and through what means and with whose support? 
The Guru explains that – (i) deities supporting the Beings are space, air, fire, water and earth (material cause for the body), (ii) speech 
(representing organs of perception) and eye (representing organs of action) revealing the functioning of the body under mind 
(representing अि्कयण). (iii) The supremacy of प्राण for the sustenance of the beings was demonstrated by a story of row between the 
Senses & प्राण, as to how all Senses had to surrender to प्राण, realising the grave consequences of absence of प्राण in the body. Then, 
Guru explained as to how this प्राण (Hiranygarbha) alone is Fire, Sun, Clouds, Indra, Wind, Earth, Moon and also that it is everything 
which have forms and which do not have forms; that प्राण is immortal. It is also indicated that everything in the universe rests in प्राण 
like the spokes fixed on the hub of a wheel. प्राण was further glorified by indicating it as the foetus in the womb and as the child, 
sentiency behind the sense organs, cause for the rains that provide food for the Beings, etc., concluding that whatever exists in the 
three worlds, all are under the control of प्राण alone. 

C-I / Q-3 12 Thereafter, having understood the world outside, dynamics of body and role of प्राण, etc., Kausalya, wanting to know more about प्राण, 
asked – ‗(i) From where did this प्राण (i.e. Jeeva) come? (ii) How does it enter the body? (iii) How does it abide in it after dividing into 
five? (iv) Why प्राण leaves the body? (v) How does it support outer fields? 
The Guru, while appreciating the significance/depth of the questions, responds suitably. (i) The प्राण is born from Aatma like the 
shadow of a person. (ii) प्राण enters into the body by the action of mind as thoughts. (iii) Just as a King appoints different officers and 
delegated duties to them, प्राण too divides itself into five with different functioning within the body. The प्राण itself takes the 
responsibility of face, i.e. eyes, ears, mouth & nose; अऩान is assigned the functioning of excretion & procreation; सभान the duty of 
distributing the food to the entire body, also aiding the functioning of seven flames (two ears, two eyes, two nostrils and a mouth); व्यान 
keeps moving along the nerves (astral tubes)  in the body (72,72,10,201 in total) and (iv) उदान, moving upwards through one nerve 
(called Sushumna) leads Jeeva to virtuous world or lower words depending upon the merits or demerits of the Jeeva when the Jeeva has 
no more experiences to gather in that particular body. (v) It is further explained that Sun is the cosmic प्राण; Earth is the cosmic अऩान; 
Interspace between Sun & Earth is सभान; Wind is the Cosmic व्यान and external Fire is the cosmic उदान. In other words, प्राण is both 
within us and in the Cosmos, thus establishing the oneness of everything that is in the Universe. The Guru concludes the answer here 
indicating that the wise person knowing the origin, entry, the seat, the pervasiveness, five-fold distribution of प्राण and the internal state 
within the body will not have to suffer nor his offspring and he becomes immortal.  

C-I / Q-4 11 Now, having understood the world, the body & senses, the functioning of प्राण both within and in cosmos, with a view to know more 
about the Jeeva and its functioning, Gargya asks thus – ‗O Bhagawan, (i) which factors in a man go to sleep when he sleeps? (ii) which 
keep themselves awake? (iii) which aspect sees the dreams? (iv) who is the experiencer of happiness? And who is the support for all 
these? 
The Guru answers. (i) just as when Sun sets, the rays of the Sun merge with the disk of light and they emerge out again when Sun rises, 
the Senses become one with their master, i.e. the Mind and then the person concerned no more hears, sees, smells, tastes or feels the 
touch (all organs of perception). Also, he does not speak nor take/grab, nor enjoy, nor evacuate nor move (all organs of action) and 
thus he is said to be asleep. (ii) At the time of sleep, only प्राण keeps functioning. (iii) It is the mind that enjoys the dream, i.e. it projects 
again what has been seen, what has been heard, what has been enjoyed at different places, as also what is real and unreal – it sees all by 
itself by becoming all. (iv) when the mind can no more project dream due to arousal of brilliance of Consciousness in the nerve and 
thus becomes dysfunctional, the body experiences bliss in the absence of mental agitations in deep-sleep. (v) Like the birds retiring to 
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their nest in a tree, all these faculties of Jeeva, i.e. the one who sees, feels, hears, smells, tastes, thinks, knows, the doer, the intelligent 
ego, the Purusha, rests in the supreme Atman.  
The one who knows this Atman – which is shadowless, bodyless, colourless, pure & indestructible, in whom rests the Jeeva, with all senses, 
the प्राण-s, five elements – becomes the omniscient and indeed the Self of all, to become all. 

C-I / Q-5 7 Previous four questions and the answers thereto detailed the entire scheme of creation, sustenance, dissolution both at individual level 
and cosmic level indicating all of them as nothing but supreme Self and urging the seeker to understand it and attain the Oneness. 
Now, the fifth question by Satyakaama: which world one would go to, who meditates on OM throughout his life?, is answered by 
Guru.  
The sacred syllable ‗Om‘ is indeed the symbol of both सग  ण ब्रह्मन ् & रनग  ाण ब्रह्मन ् – the conditioned & unconditioned, the finite & 
infinite. Anyone knowing it this way (i.e. meditates on Om life-long), will attain either of them as one may desire. Meditating on Om 
life-long involves sincerity of purpose, withdrawal of senses from all external objects, with concentrated mind, with intense devotion 
attributing the sense of Brahman to Omkaara. Being in such a meditation is possible only to the one who is endowed with  
(i) truthfulness, (ii) celibacy-Self Control, (iii) full of love for all and no violence towards any, either by thoughts, words or acts, (iv) non-
accumulation of gifts that are not really needed, (v) renunciation for fruits of action, (vi) free from likes & dislikes, (vii) cleanliness at 
physical level and purity at mind level, (viii) contentment with whatever comes as result of performing duty and (ix) not hypocrite. 
Seekers lacking in above qualities need to surrender to God to attain those qualities to progress on path.  
‗Om, i.e. A U M‘ at individual level means waker, dreamer and deep-sleeper states while at cosmic level, it is Virat, HiranyaGarbha and 
Ishwara, respectively. So, the seeker meditating on Om, keeping in mind one aspect, i.e. A, would be guided by the Rig-Mantra to this 
human world again where he would excel and attain greatness. In case, one meditates on the second aspect, i.e. ‗U‘, he would be 
guided by the Yajur Mantra to the world of Moon, where he enjoys greatness and returns. If he meditates on entire symbol AUM, he 
would be guided by Sama-Mantra to the Brahma-Loka or HiranyaGarbha, from where one could attain liberation or return in the new 
creation. 
All the results stated above arising out of meditation as separate aspects are of finite nature. The wise one will take the support of all 
the three together and attain that which is quiet, non-decaying, deathless, fearless and the supreme Self, i.e, the liberation from the 
bondage of स साय.  

C-I / Q-6 7 Now, the last question i.e. ‗Who is that Purusha of 16-facets? Where does he dwell?, is posed by the remaining disciple, viz., Sukesha, 
recalling his inability to respond to this question posed to him earlier by a prince. The Guru responded – ‗that Purusha of 16-facets is 
right here within this very body‘.  The Creator with a view to express within His creation, created 16 facets, viz., प्राण and then from 
प्राण, Faith, Space, Air, Fire, Water, Earth, Senses, Mind, Food, Strength, Thought, Mantra, Karma, World and different Names & 
Forms in the world. These 16 facets of the Creator constitute the world within and outside, i.e. individual and universe.  
Just as the rivers desirous of merging with their origin, i.e. Ocean, enter the Ocean and become one with it losing their individuality, 
the seeker who meditates on supreme Self and identifies with the Self, cease to have all these 16 facets of names & forms as they 
disappear and get merged in the Self and what remains is the supreme Self alone. So, in order to go beyond the fear of death, finitude, 
sorrow, etc., it should be our single-pointed endeavour to know that supreme Self, Purusha, in whom the 16 facets are centered like 
spokes in the hub of a wheel. Feeling a sense of fulfillment by the ultimate Knowledge arising out of teaching imparted by the Guru, 
which takes on beyond all sorrows, fears & limitations, the students gratefully worshipped and profusely thanked Guru, considering 
him the father of this new birth. 
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     क्योऩरनषद ्(Atarvana-Veda) 

CONTENT DETAILS 
Chapter (C) No. of भ त्र-s 

/ कारयका-s Brief Description 

Highlights of the 
Upanishad: 

 Mandukya Upanishad belongs to Brahmana portion of Atharvana-Veda. It is the shortest among major Upanishads with only 12 
भ त्राs. 

 This Upanishad does not contain the elaborate Vedanata teaching. But, as per भ  रिकोऩरनषद,् this Upanishad alone is sufficient for 
a seeker to attain Liberation, as this Upanishad is considered the essence of entire Vedanata teaching. 

 The name ‗Mandukya‘ is derived as it is considered to be the teaching by a sage named ‗Manduka‘. Manduka also means ‗frog‘ 
which is seen only for 3  months in a year and in that sense the said sage could be considered available for teaching only for short 
periods of time, most of the time being engaged in meditation/contemplation.  

 The        „           ‟, which reveals our infinitude (i.e.     -    -   ) appears in this Upanishad (Mantra 2/Chapter I).  
 The special attraction of this Upanishad is that, apart from the commentary by Bhagawan Shankaraacharyaji, it includes 215 

‗कारयका‘s (glossary or gloss) written by his Guru‘s Guru, Shri Gaudapaadaacharyaji, to explain and expound on the भ त्राs/teaching 
of Upanishad.  

 The Upanishad has 4 chapters, namely, आगभ प्रकयण (includes Scriptural text, with 12 भ त्राs & 29 कारयकाs), वतैथ्य प्रकयण (explaining 
Unreality of objective world with next 38 कारयकाs), अद्वतै प्रकयण (explaining Non-dualism with next 48 कारयकाs) and अरात-शारि 
प्रकयण (satisfying all other दशानाs as mutually contradictory and thus establishing Non-dualism alone as Reality, with 100 कारयकाs). 

 This Upanishad discusses the 3-states of experiences (i.e. waking, dream and deep-sleep) to arrive at the Oneness, i.e. जीव-ब्रह्म ऐक्य. 
Gist of first Chapter, i.e. आगभ प्रकयण  
 This chapter comprises of the entire Upanishadic text of 12 भ त्राs and 29 कारयकाs, (i.e. glossary) by Shri Gaudapaadaacharyaji. 
 This chapter conducts two types of enquiry into Self – (i)             - through 3 states of experiences and the fourth, the 

Turiya and (ii)                - three sounds of Omkaara and the intervening silence as the fourth, to arrive at absolute Reality. 
 Mantra 1 describes that all That which is past, present and future as Om and That which is beyond the three periods of time, 

indeed, is also Om. Mantra 2 explains the        „           ‟ and that this     has four quarters. 
 Mantras 3 to 6 discuss on             and Mantras 8 to 12         -      indicating both as the absolute Truth. Mantra 7 is the 

most important Mantra in the Upanishad, which elaborately describes the nature of     with precise details. 
 The four quarters (      ) are (i) the Waker associated with gross world through gross body (referred to as Vishwa & Viraat),  

(ii) the Dreamer functioning through subtle body and dealing with the subtle world comprising of impressions gathered during 
waking state, referred to as Taijasa & Hiranyagarbha and (iii) the sleeper functioning through causal body, but with all attributes 
being in dormant state while in sleep, referred to as  Praajna & Ishwara. The fourth aspect, called Turiya, free from all attributes 
is described as beyond the first 3 states, which is of the nature of peace, bliss. Turiya is the absolute Self cognised as the common 
witness in those states (i.e.     -   -     ) and is free of all attributes associated with those states. Like a blank attributeless 
screen on which pictures with attributes are projected, with those attributes not affecting the attributeless nature of screen. 
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                is described with three constituent letters (sounds), A U & M with fourth as silence. These letters are compared with 
the states Vishwa, Taijasa & Praajna as they respectively have common attributes and the silence is compared to Turiya.   

Gist of second Chapter, i.e. वतैथ्य प्रकयण  
 The second chapter comprises of 38 कारयकाs, which elaborate on the unreality (वतैथ्य) of the universe, which is arising out of the 

term ‗         ‘ (i.e. free from the phenomenal universe) appearing in भ त्र 7 in first Chapter of the Upanishad. In other words, 
the universe, though apparently existing, it is a relative reality with respect to    , which alone is the absolute Existence.  

 The first chapter discussed about the real nature of absolute Brahman, which is    , the non-dual Self, based on          . 
    was also indicated as All and as free from three universes of experiences (waking, dream & deep-sleep, i.e. total gross, total 
subtle and total causal universes). But, for those who are not fully convinced of the non-dual nature of    , this second 
Chapter arrives at that conclusion using logic (   ), as any aspect that is not fully convinced by           needs to be explained by 
logic, using it as a supplementary means (        ).  

 Here, firstly the waking world is negated because for most of us, waking world alone counts while dream and deep-sleep states do 
not matter much. To establish waking world as unreal, an example of similar nature was used, i.e. through the example of dream 
world. After establishing the dream world as unreal, the same analogy was then be used to establish that, like dream world, 
waking world too is unreal, i.e. it does not have independent reality, but only relative reality compared to independent non-dual 
   .  

 So, this chapter called वतैथ्य प्रकयण  (वतैथ्य means that which is not what it appears to be, i.e.               न    or “               
        “ means ‗that from which the reality is gone‘) takes up the task of negating the waking world (i.e. proving       and      
of this world as unreal) using     ,      &  न       as explained below in brief: 

o Unreality of dream Universe: Here unreality of dream world is established due to (i) scriptural statements (ii) absence of 
required space and required time for the events to occur in brief dream period and hence it is only appearance  
(iii) dream world disappears on waking up and hence cannot be real. 

o Unreality of waking universe: Like dream universe, waking world is also unreal due to (i) well-known reason that 
whatever seen is unreal as it depends on the observer; and (ii) whatever is impermanent is unreal, as it enjoys only 
temporary existence and hence not eternal.  

o Variety of mis-conceptions regarding the Reality: Different philosophers have taken one or the other object as Reality, 
like Energy, Matter, Atom, etc. without understanding the fact that the absolute Reality is the     within.  

o Conclusion: The     alone is real and rest all, including the terms used to refer to    , are unreal in the standpoint 
of    .  

o Spiritual practices and results: (i) attaining ability to be free from attachment, fear and anger; (ii) systematic study of 
     ; (iii) Reflecting on Teaching ( नन  ); (iv) Dwelling on Teaching ( न     न   ); (v) detachment (inner or external). 
These qualities will lead one to remain ever established in    , despite being/participating in the transactional world. 
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Gist of third Chapter, i.e. अद्वतै प्रकयण  
 This chapter comprises of 48 कारयकाs by Shri Gaudapaadaacharyaji.  

 The unreality of plurality was established in the previous Chapter (वतैथ्य प्रकयण) through the illustrations of dream, magic-show, 
celestial-city, etc. and also by reasoning. It was also concluded in the previous Chapter that all seeming diversity comprising 
worshipped, worship, etc. is unreal and that the absolute, non-dual Self alone is supreme Reality.  

 Now, in this Chapter (अद्वतै प्रकयण), non-duality is established through negation of creation by explaining the impossibility of 
creation of ज   & ज   , through reasoning (i.e. with pot-space and total-space example) as well as scriptural evidence  
(i.e. quoting appropriate mantras of Upanishads). Other aspects such as Knowledge of Self by study of scriptures through a 
Guru (i.e.      न     ), regulation of mind to be one with the Self through meditation, etc. are also discussed. 

In essence, the unreality of plurality and absolute Reality of Self alone as non-dual eternal all-pervading Consciousness is established, 
highlighting the impossibility of any cause for the creation of ज   & ज    as there is nothing other than non-dual eternal  
all-pervading Consciousness, which is my real nature as    , the Self. 

Gist of fourth Chapter, i.e. अरात-शारि प्रकयण  
 This is the fourth and concluding chapter of the Upanishad with 100       –s from Shri Gowdapaadaachaaryaji. 

 ‗अरात‘ means flame (torch). A flame at the tip of a stick when rotated around can bring the illussion of several shapes with 
different names, though in reality there is no shape or no name, except for the flame alone. All perceived shapes and names 
appeared from that flame at the tip of the stick, when the stick is rotated in various directions, go back to the same flame, when 
stick is not rotated. In the same way, when the non-dual all-pervading eternal Consciousness is understood as actionless, without 
movement, etc. there is absolute Bliss in the absence of any plurality. 

 In the first Chapter, after having established the ‗    ‘ through the explanations for the syllable ‗ॐ - AUM‘ as one‘s own Self, in 
the second Chapter, entire external world was negated by     , followed by establishing the ‗    ‘ convincingly in third Chapter 
using      &     . Now, in this concluding Chapter, various other philosophies who oppose ‗    ‘ are refuted by pointing out 
mutual contradictions in their views to firmly establish the reality of ‗    ‘ through the ‗method of agreement‘ (‗method of 
agreement‘ means whatever that is created is impermanent and whatever that is not impermanent is not created‘, i.e. whater is 
permanent is not created). Fourth Chapter explains the second part of the statement, i.e. ‗whatever is permanent is not created‘ 
to finally establish ‗    ‘ alone as the absolute Truth. 

Overview of the Chapter: 
o       -s    1   -    10          Introduction 
o       -s  11   -    27          Refuting of other philosophies 
o       -s  28   -    54          Essence of ‗    ‘ philosophy 
o       -s  55   -    86          Vedanta practices 
o       -s  87   -  100          Conclusion. 
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Invocation Verses by 
Bhagawan 

Bhashyakaara 

प्रऻाना श  प्रतान ै्  -रस्थयचयरनकय-व्यारऩरबव्या ाप्य रोकान ् ब  त्वासा बोगान्स्थरवष्ठान-्ऩ  नयरऩ रधषणो  -बारसतान-्-काभजन्यान।् 
ऩीत्वा सवा ान-्रवशषेान-्स्वरऩरत भध  य-ब  ङ-्भाममा बोजमन्न् भामा-स ख्या-त  यीमभ ् ऩयभ-्अभतृभ-्अजभ ् ब्रह्म मत-्तत-्नतो रस्म॥१॥ 
To that Brahman, I bow down, who - 

enjoys (during the waking state) the gross objects by pervading all the human objectives through a diffusion of Its rays of 
unchanging Consciousness, that embraces all that moves or does not move (i.e. as Vishwa); drinks (during the dream state) all 
the variety of objects, produced by desire (as well as action and ignorance) and lighted up by the intellect (i.e. as Taijasa); sleeps 
(in the deep sleep state) while enjoying bliss and making us enjoy, through Maya (i.e. as Praajna); is counted as the ―Fourth‖ 
from the point of view of Maya and is supreme, immortal and birthless (i.e. as Turiya).  

मो रवश्वात्मा रवरधजरवषमान-्प्राश्म बोगान-्स्थरवष्ठान ् -ऩश्चािान्यान-्स्वभरतरवबवान-्ज्योरतषा स्वने सकू्ष्मान।्  
सवा ानतेान-्ऩ  नयरऩ शन ै्  स्वात्मरन स्थाऩरमत्वा रहत्वा सवा ान-्रवशषेान-्रवगतग  णगण् ऩात्वसौ नस्त यीम्॥२॥ 
May that Turiya potect us, who is – 

that (Virat) which, identifying Itself with the universe, enjoys (during the cosmic waking state) the gross objects created by virtue 
and vice; that (Hiranyagarbha) which again experiences (during the cosmic dream state) through its own light the subtle objects 
of enjoyment called up by Its own intellect; that (Ishwara) which further withdraws (during the cosmic dissolution) promptly all 
these into Itself; and That (Brahman), which is free from all attributes by discarding distinctions and differences. 

   
I आगभ प्रकयण भ त्र-s 

(1 to 6) 
हरय् ॐ।    त्यतेदक्शयरभदग ्  सवाभ ्, तस्योऩव्याख्यानभ ्, बतू  बवद ्बरवष्यरदरत, सवाभोंकाय एव।     रिकारातीतभ ् , तदप्योंकाय एव॥१॥ 

Hari Om! Om, this word, is all this. A clear explanation of it is (as follows) - All That which is past, present and future, verily, is Om.  
That which is beyond the three periods of time, indeed, is also Om (1). 
All these objects are indicated by names and therefore they are not different from names (i.e. names & objects depict the same thing 
simultaneously, because without a name, the object cannot be perceived by the mind). Since names are not different from Om (as 
Om covers all names/words through its constituent letters A, U & M, i.e. Om), indeed, Om is all these. Now, Brahman too is Om 
(since it is also known by that name, Brahman). Thus, since Om is cause of all, Om is अऩय-ब्रह्म and thus is indicator of ऩय-ब्रह्म and 
takes us close to Brahman completely and clearly. This means whatever exists in three periods of time is Om alone. Further, what is 
not in three periods of time, i.e. Unmanifest, is also Om, as Unmanifest is known by its effects witnessed in three periods of time. 
Thus, ‗Om is all‘ is established as all names (अरब  न) are Om alone. Now, using object/form (अरब   ), it would be established that 
Brahman is all. If it is not explained this way, object/form (अरब   ) could be seen as secondary to name (अरब  न), i.e., Brahman 
could be construed as secondary to Om. Therefore, Mantra 2 elaborates and clears this aspect. 

सवाग ्  रह एतद ्ब्रह्म, अमभात्मा ब्रह्म, सोऽमभात्मा चत  ष्पात॥्२॥ 
All this is verily Brahman. This      is Brahman. This     has four quarters (facets). 
Whatever was spoken of as Om is now being spoken of as Brahman. The idea is to reinforce the identity of seeing everything in the 
world as Om also knowing it as Brahman.  
‗अमभात्मा ब्रह्म‘ is the Mahavakya of this Upanishad, establishing the Oneness of     and Brahman, which is the essence of all 
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Upanishads. Brahman represents the सभरट Consciousness, while     refers to individual inner self. Establishing that these two are 
identical is the purpose of the Upanishad. The Upanishad depicts the Self (Consciousness) by the division as four Padas (facets). 
Here, the four    -s are not like four legs of a cow. The legs of a cow are distinct and separate from each other while the 
Consciousness is One Homogeneous & Part-less. So, it is explained that four    -s are like four quarters (i.e. 25 paise each) of a rupee 
(i.e. 100 paise). It is to be understood that like the first quarter (25 paise) added to the next and then to next quarter and finally to 
the fourth quarter makes it one rupee, the    , by merging & transcending from one     to next (i.e. from waking to dream to 
deep-sleep) and finally to the fourth     (      ) and understanding it as the Self (Consciousness). 

जागरयतस्थानो फरहष्प्रऻ्, सप्ताङ्ग एकोनरव शरतभ  ख्, स्थरूब  क,् वशै्वानय् प्रथभ् ऩाद्॥३॥ 
The first quarter is called Vaishvanara, whose sphere of activity (contact location) is the waking state, whose Consciousnesspertains to the external 
world of objects; who has seven limbs and nineteen mouths; and who enjoys the gross objects of the world. 
The Self in association with the waking state of the total gross world is the first quarter, in which state we are experiencing the 
external world of objects rather than focusing within, due to ignorance. Due to this outgoing tendency, the Self as experiencer of this 
state is referred to as फरहष्प्रऻ: 
He is referred to as सप्ताङ्ग:, the one with Seven limbs, because of his possessing these limbs, namely, Heaven as Head; Sun as Eye; Air 
as Prana; Space as Trunk; Water as Bladder (Kidney); Earth as Feet and Ahavaniya Fire as Mouth. Since the external world is 
experienced through 19 mouths, He is referred to as एकोरव शरतभ  ख्. The 19 mouths  are  -  five organs of Knowledge, five organs of 
Action, five vital-air aspects along with Mind, Intellect, Memory (     ) & Ego (    ) and the since He experiences the world in the 
gross form, He is called स्थरूब  क.् The Consciousness that is involved with the external world, is called Vaishvanara, which could mean 
either (i) ―the one who leads all for their experiences‖ Or (ii) ―the cosmic Purusha, non-different from the Self‖. Further, since the 
waking state is the first state through which remaining states are understood, waking state is called प्रथभ् ऩाद्. Since there is oneness of 
identity between the Self and Vaishvanara, the limbs of ‗सभरट‘ are indicated here in order to convey that ‗व्यरट‘ and ‗सभरट‘ gross 
worlds are one and not separate. It is also to indicate eventually the unity of ‗व्यरट‘ and ‗सभरट‘ in subtle world also. 

स्वप्नस्थान्, अि्प्रऻ्, सप्ताङ्ग एकोनरव शरतभ  ख्, प्ररवरविब  क,् तजैसो रद्वतीम ऩाद्॥४॥ 

The second quarter is called Taijasa, whose sphere of activity (contact location) is dream state & who is conscious of the internal world of objects; 
who has seven limbs & nineteen mouths as in waking state; and who experiences subtle objects (as thoughts) of the mental world. 
During the waking state, the seeming association of Consciousness with the world of gross objects (though it is only as mental 
thoughts in reality), leaves many impressions in the mind. Due to ignorance, the mind, gathering those impressions (like objects 
from a painting), projects them in dream state, though without the presence of external objects. Thus, these impressions in the mind 
become the material, from which dreams are produced in the dream state.  Whatever happens in the mind is as a result of existing 
impressions derived from waking state by the mind and no external support exists and therefore He is called अि्प्रऻ्. As in waking 
state (Vaishwanara), Taijasa also has 7 limbs and 19 mounts. Hence He is known as सप्ताङ्ग: &एकोरव शरतभ  ख्. 
Whilst in the waking state, the senses bring in information from the external environment in gross form, in dream the senses are not 
present and so the mind picks up its objects from the reservoir of memories stored in the mind in subtle form and thus it is distinct 
from the waking state and therefore called प्ररवरविब  क.् The Consciousness associated with the dream state is Taijasa as the mind‘s 
energy and power of imagination is heightened due to active mind since senses remain dormant in that state. Taijasa (        ) is the 
second state. 
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मत्र स  प्तो न क चन काभ  काभमत,े न क चन स्वप्न  ऩश्मरत, तत्स ष  प्तभ।् स  ष  प्तस्थान एकीबतू्, प्रऻानघन एव, आनन्दभमो ह्यानन्दब  क,् चतेोभ  ख्, प्राऻस्ततृीम् ऩाद्॥५॥ 

That state is deep-sleep state where the sleeping person does not desire for any objects of enjoyment nor does see any dream. The third quarter is called 
प्राऻ:, who has deep sleep as his sphere (contact place), in whom everything becomes unified; who is a mass of homogenous consciousness; who is full 
of Bliss; who is an enjoyer of Bliss; who is the gateway to the experience (i.e. dream & waking states).  
The state of ignorance of Truth is common for all three states. In Waking and Dream states, the objects are experienced (   न) while 
in Deep-Sleep state there is no experience of objects (    न). The difference between the three states is that while Waking and 
Dream states involves both mis-apprehension (अन्यथा-ग्रहण) of Truth and non-apprehension (अग्रहण) of Truth, in Deep-Sleep state 
there is non-apprehension of Truth (अग्रहण) and no mis-apprehension of Truth, because there is no duality nor desire in Deep-Sleep. 
The undifferentiated experience (एकीबतू्) in the Deep-Sleep state is because while the whole host of duality existing in Waking and 
Dream states, which are nothing but modifications of the mind, is not apparent in Deep-Sleep state, just as the world becomes non-
perceptible under the cover of darkness in the night.  
In the same way, conscious experiences, which are vibrations of the mind during Waking and Dream states, become as if solidified in  
Deep-Sleep state and it is referred to as प्रऻानघन:, a mass of Consciousness, a state in which there is absence of mind-activity.  
आनन्दभम: - means full of joy, which is because of absence of mind-activity involving objects & experiences, unlike in Waking and 
Dream states where there is continuous and diversified experience of the mind. Therefore, the happiness of Deep-Sleep is more 
intensive compared to the happiness derived from the objects/experiences of Waking and Dream states. But, even the happiness of 
Deep-Sleep state is temporary, because it lasts only as long one remains in deep-sleep. 
आनन्दब  क ्– In the absence of any mind activity, the happiness derived in the Deep-Sleep state is effortless. Just as in the world, the 
one who is free from efforts is called a happy person, the one in Deep-Sleep state is called आनन्दब  क,् i.e. experiencer of joy, which is 
affirmed by scriptural statement – ‗this is its supreme bliss‘ (Bri.Upa. IV.iii.32).  
चतेोभ  ख् - It is called so because it is the doorway leading to other two states of Dream and Waking or it is doorway for the 
Consciousness to enter those two states or to return from those states. The Self is called प्राऻ: (   ) here because it contains 
knowledge of both past and future and of all things – past knowledge in the form of experiences and future knowledge in 
Unmanifest form. This is the third quarter. 

          ,          ,           ,       न      ,                न    ६  
This One is the Lord of all; this One is Omniscient; this One is Inner-Controller of all; this One is the Source of all; this One is indeed the place of 
origin and dissolution of all beings. 
The प्राऻ:, while being in his natural state, is surely the Lord of all diversity including the heavenly worlds and is not different or 
distinct from them and there is His immanence in all diversity. Hence प्राऻ: is the       . He is referred as       because He is 
Knower of all (being material cause) simultaneously, while Sages like Vyaasa & Others though are     , they are so because of Him 
and arising out of their spiritual practices and they are not      simultaneously. प्राऻ:, again being material cause and having entered 
into all beings is the        , i.e. their Inner-Controller (i.e. the one who guides the individuals as to doing what is right and what is 
not and also ensuring compliance of their     by all in the universe like five elements, sun, moon, fire, etc.). Because of this reason, 
again, He is also the         न  i.e. place of Origin of all beings with all diversities. Being the place of Origin, He is also has to be the 
place of dissolution of all beings. 
Thus, the same    , the individual/totality Self, present in waking state as    -    न , in dream state as   ज -         and in Deep-
Sleep state as    -   , is nothing but     alone, seen differently in respective conditionings.  
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 कारयका-s 
(1 to 9) 

                ,           ज     न          ,                (  -१) 

Vishwa, the first quarter (   ) is He who is all-pervading and who is conscious of the external gross objects (waker); Taijasa, the second quarter (   ) 
is He who cognises the internal subtle bodies (dreamer) and Prajna is He, the third quarter (   ), who is a mass of Consciousness. He is the one 
alone thus known as three in three different planes of Consciousness. 
Here, the Self referred to as      is to indicate that it as the ‗    ‘, the All-pervading. Bhagawan Bhashyakara explains the nature of 
Self as ‗     ‘ (i.e. it is same in all 3 states OR there is no duality of real & unreal, Oneness alone is), ‗      ‘ (i.e. Self is pure, 
unlike the rest OR there is nothing else to make Self impure OR it is ever-undisturbed) & ‗      ‘ (i.e. Self alone is, so no question 
of attachment OR Self is distinct in each state, no carry-forward).  
One should understand this nature as one‘s own and act accordingly in the transactional world, even while all contradictions are 
seen in the world, which are due to conditioning of Self as Body-Mind-Intellect, World/Object, etc. 
The concept is explained with the example of a huge fish moving from one bank of a river to another bank, which does not get 
identified with any of the banks. The onlookers will have ideas like fish of that bank, this bank, etc., without knowing that it is the 
One fish. 

                  ,  न       ज                    ,                  (  -२) 
In the Waking state itself, Viswa works from the right eye; Taijasa works from the mind and Prajna from the heart space. Thus, the one Self is 
conceived as existing in (these) three different locations as three distinct entities. 

In the waking state, eyes are the means for all experiences and right eye has better vision than the left eye and hence right eye is 
indicated as the place of the Self. Further, it is a fact that only eye contact establishes the experience of two persons or with objects 
and not otherwise. 

                 न   ,   ज                न           ,            न       -३  
Know these to be the threefold enjoyments - Vishwa always enjoys the gross sense objects; Taijasa enjoys the subtle world of objects and Praajna is the 
enjoyer of bliss. 

Even while in the waking state, it is possible to have the experiences of all three states – sense-organs based experiences belong to 
Vishwa, mind-based experiences to Taijasa and mere joy-based experiences (no object, no enjoyer, when there is no mind-activity) 
belong to Praajna. 

                   ,              ज      न            ,             न       -४  

Know that the satisfaction to be threefold -  the gross objects satisfy the Vishwa; the subtle objects satisfy the Taijasa; and bliss satisfies the Praajna. 

                   ,                                 ,       न  न         -५  
The one who knows both the experiencer and experienced, as has been just explained, as associating with the three states of experiences (Viswa, 
Taijasa and Praajna), he is not at all affected even when he is experiencing (enjoying) the respective objects of three states of experiences. 

The experiencer in all 3-states is the same and the objects of experiences are many, the experience is essentially one, i.e.       & 
      in all the three states is one. In other words, there is one experiencer and one concept of enjoyment in all three states. 
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              न   ,            न         जन        ,                     -६  
It is an established fact that the birth of all objects (effects) is possible only from that (cause) which is existent (not non-existent).  The      
(Unmanifest) manifests all insentient things, while Purusha separately creates all the conscious beings, the egos in their manifold forms. 
As per Advaita Vedanta, there is no creation. But, to take the intellect into this understanding, creation was explained, stating it to 
be an illusion (      ), only be negated at the right time when the thinking and understanding of Advaita Vedanta becomes firm, 
unshakable. There are several creation theory by different philosophies, some of which are – (i)           leading to          , (ii) 
         leading to         , (iii)           leading to          & (iv)          leading to          .                  न believe in     -
        and    -       न believe in    -       . 

                  ,                              ,                     -७  
Some Creationists believe creation as the projection of the glory of God‟s own superhuman power  while others consider the world to be of the same 
nature as a dream or illusion. 
Creation is like a magic-show by the God, the greatest of all magicians through his Maaya-power. The one who focuses attention on 
the magic-show will be caught in the chaos of magic world, whereas the one who focuses on the magician, the God, will be free from 
all those effects of magic-world. Therefore, the one who is interested in the liberation from repeated transmigration focusses on God 
rather than on the transient world, which is only as transactional reality and not absolute reality. 

                    ,             न                      न   ,                   -८  
Other Creationists attribute this manifestation to be caused by the mere Will of the Lord, while there are others who, looking upon time (   ) as 
real, declare that time is the cause for manifestation of all things.  
All worldly pursuits are with respect to body. When I know I am not the body, there will be no world, no pursuits.  

                  ,                                   ,                  -९  

Others think that the world is created for the purpose of God‟s enjoyment only while still others attribute it be for relaxation only. But, it is the very 
nature of the effulgent being, the God, as no desire is possible for Him, for He is the ever-fulfilled Lord. 
Perception of snake in rope is due to ignorance about the rope, leading to appearance of rope and all resultant sorrows, for which 
rope is not responsible. Similarly, perception of the world is due to ignorance about Self as the Brahman, superimposing 
conditionings on Brahman. Removal of sickness makes the man return to normal health. In the same way, removing ignorance of 
Self, reveals Self.  

  Introduction for भ त्र 7:   
The fourth quarter (viz., Turiya), which follows the first three (waker, dreamer & deep-sleeper) in that order, is being described by the 
Upanishad as starting with न         ... i.e. that which is not conscious of internal subject world (i.e. dreamer-Taijasa), etc. Turiya 
cannot be described or indicated by means of words because all uses of language (negative or affirmative) fail to express it. Hence, 
Upanishad attempts to indicate Turiya by means of negation of all attributes.  
The contention that ‗if it is free from all attributes it amounts to void‘ is not correct because even for an unreal projection, there has 
to be a substratum to project it, like existence of rope alone can project illusory snake on it. Similarly, for appearance of silver, ghost 
or mirage, there are respective substratum, viz., shell, post and desert sand, without which those illusory appearances are not possible. 
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Objection - Just as the „support‟ and „supported‟ is indicated by pot and water in the pot respectively, Turiya should be indicated as the substratum 
for Praana (Hiranya-Grabha), etc.  
Ans – The example is not correct. Because just as silver on shell is unreal, Praana, etc. superimposed on the real Turiya are false, 
which have different degree of reality, whereas pot & water both have the same degree of reality. 
Objection – Then, the effort to know Turiya is futile like searching for the horn of a hare, etc.!  
Ans – No. Because once the Turiya is realised as one‘s own Self, the longing for objects/pleasures end, like knowing the silver as shell 
ends the hankering for silver, having understood the reality of silver as nothing but shell. So, realising the Turiya as one‘s Self will 
end defects like ignorance, desire, action, etc. as it is the aim of all Upanishads too, as declared by statements like ‗     ‘ (You are 
That – Ch.Upa.VI.viii-xvi), ‗         ‘ (This Self is Brahman – Br.Upa.II.v.19),‗          ‘ (That which is the Self is Truth – 
Ch.Upa.VI.viii.7),‗             ‘ (The Brahman that is immediate & direct – Br.Upa.III.iv.1),‗            ज ‘ (Since He is co-
existing with all that is internal & external and since He is birthless – Mu.Upa.II.1.2),‗             ‘ (The Self indeed is all this – 
Ch.VII.xxv.2), etc.  
This very Self is the supreme Reality but has unreal appearances was spoken of earlier as having four quarters (It needs to be 
understood here that Turiya, discussed as fourth, should not be taken as the fourth state of the Self, but came for discussion after the 
three states and that the Self has no state at all). The unreal appearance is due to ignorance of Self and to be understood as the snake 
appearing on rope, due to ignorance of rope. The three states (vis. Waking, dream and deep-sleep) are mutually related, like seed and 
the sprout, i.e. the cause & effect. But, in the Self there is no cause-hood nor there any effects emerging because of the Self. Thus, 
what is indicated in Quarters 1 & 2 are effects while that in quarter 3 is cause. Turiya, indicated in quarter 4 is beyond these three 
states. That Self, which is the absolute reality and not of the nature of cause and comparable to the substratum rope, etc. is discussed 
in भ त्र 7, by negating the three states, which are like snake, etc. on the rope. 

 भ त्र 

(7) 
न      , न       , न         , न    न न , न    , न           ,        ,      ,      ,      ,         ,     -   -    ,  
   -     ,     ,     ,      ,             ,       ,           ७  
It is not that which is conscious of the internal subjective world nor conscious of the external world, nor which is conscious of both the worlds, nor it 
is a mass of Consciousness, nor the all-knowing simple Consciousness, nor the unconsciousness; It is unseen by any sense organs, beyond empirical 
transactions, incomprehensible by the mind,  beyond inference, beyond thoughts-ideas or concepts, beyond description, but traceable through unbroken 
Self-awareness; free from the world of all phenomena, tranquil, unchanging, auspicious & non-dual – this is what is known as the Fourth Quarter. 
This is the     and this needs to be realised. 

  न          – By this statement,     is indicated as not Taijasa (i.e. not     nor              ), I am different from my mind as 
also all other minds (        न ).  न            -     is indicated as not Vishwa (i.e. not     nor              ), I am different 
from my body as also all other bodies and sense organs. न             - is to show that     is also not the state in between Waking 
(Vishwa) & Dream (Taijasa) states. 
न    न न   -     is also not unaware of the world like in deep-sleep, i.e.     is not Deep-Sleeper, as there is total ignorance in 
deep-sleep. In other words,     is not           , which is product of ignorance and impressions and seed for waking and dream 
states. By indicating     as न     , attributing knower-ship of entire creation simultaneously to     is also negated. Knower-ship 
of entire creation simultaneously is possible only for      - the           as     -       , which also amounts to name & form 
constituted by Ignorance and hence negated. न        - indicates that     is not insentient as it is of the nature of subs-stratum 
(    ).  
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P/P - Since attributes like         , etc. are evident in    , how can they be considered as non-existent, like illusory snake, etc., in the rope is 
negated?  
Ans – Like various forms such as snake, line of water, garland, etc. are superimposed on the rope and are not present all the time, 
these states appearing on the     mutually negate each other, i.e. when waker is present, dreamer is not present and so on. Thus, 
they are not real, because if they are real, they should be present in all periods of time, which is not the case, whereas     is 
unchanging in all three states.     is like Gold in ornaments. Gold is present in bangles, bracelet or chain whereas bangles are not 
bracelet or bracelet is not chain, etc. Also, mere experience of a thing does not indicate that it is real, like we experience ocean water 
or sky as blue, but in reality it is not so. 
P/P – But     changes during deep-sleep, it does not exist during deep-sleep state? 
Ans – It is not correct.     is present during all states. If there is no common presence of     in all the states, the continuity of 
experience would not have been possible from one state to another state and also at the end of cycle because waker does not exist in 
dream and dreamer does not exist in deep-sleep. Also, one knows, after waking up, that he slept well, which is illumined by the 
presence of     alone. Thus, it is proved that     is not the Knower-Experiencer of any kind, i.e.     is not      , i.e. 
        of the     is negated. 
Now, by the following terms, viz.,      ,          ,       ,       ,       ,          , it is established that     is not the 
object of knowledge also, i.e.         of the     is also negated. 
      indicates that the     is unseen. Because     is  न       as indicated in previous discussion, a thing which has no      , 
cannot be perceived by the sense organs. Since sense organs cannot perceive     and it is      , it is          , i.e. not available for 
transactions also because organs of knowledge cannot perceive     and hence has no contact with the world. Now, since     is 
not available to transact,     cannot be grasped by the organs of action too and therefore     is       . i.e.     is beyond other 
means of action. 
    is        means, it is un-inferable in the absence of any common indicator (   ) for its inference unlike by seeing smoke one 
can infer fire. If it is contended that     can be inferred by breathing, etc., it is stated that breathing, etc. only indicate the presence 
of     and not its indicator.     is       , (i.e. unthinkable), as it is not inferable. Further, since     cannot be thought of, it 
is          , i.e. it cannot be described in common words. Thus, since     is the very subject, as Self, Upanishad teaches     
through negation. 
Then, how to know     ?     can be known/realised by the following pointers, i.e.     -   -     ,    -      ,      ,      , 
      . 
    -   -      means that One thought of Self, which is constant in all states. This thought of ‗    ‘, which remains ever 
unchanging while the states (waking, dream & deep-sleep) and the respective experiencers (waker, dreamer and deep-sleeper) change, 
is the means to know    . Thus,     is like that unchanging gold and the states are like ornaments, which keep changing. Thus, 
Upanishad reveals     as the subject by negating all objects. Thus, by negating the ever-changing objects & experiences,     is 
traced, which is ever unchanging.    -       means negation of the universe. The     as      , i.e.    न , was negated earlier and 
now     as the world, i.e.    न, is negated as the respective worlds of experiences also keep changing while     is constant. Since 
    is     , it is ever of the nature of peace, i.e.      .     is of the nature of absolute purity, i.e.      , because there is nothing 
other than     to cause impurity.     is devoid of any illusory idea of distinction on any count like knower, experiencer, known, 
etc. and hence is non-dual, i.e.       .  
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Also, unlike other 3 states which are connected to each other by cause-effect relation,     is non-dual & distinct and hence called 
fourth,        . Fourth does not signify any numerical relationship with other 3 states but indicates that it is taken up for discussion as 
fourth. 
By these terms -       ,           – (i.e. That is     and and That is to be known), what is meant is that    , should known as 
different from Waking, Dream or Deep-Sleep states, as the Rope is different from snake, crack-on-earth or fallen stick of a tree, etc.  
Though ‗knowing‘ is not the correct usage at the absolute level with regard to non-dual    , it is the only way to express it from the 
stand-point of those three states. In the beginning there is duality of I (Knower) wanting to know     (Known) and on Knowledge, 
there is non-duality of Knower & Known, I myself being the non-dual    .  
Thus, भ त्र 7 established that I am neither       (Knower) nor      (Known), but the    , the absolute Self. Therefore, „All this is 
Om. Om is Brahman and I am Brahman‟. 

 कारयका-s 
(10-18) 

 न             न   ,    न                        न   ,                      -१०  
In that which is indicated as the changeless and supreme Lord, there is total cessation of all sorrows. It is the One without a second among the 
plurality, it is known as Turiya, the ever-effulgent and all-pervading. 
Sorrows are arising out of ignorance of not knowing my true Self and instead identifying with the superimpositions, viz., Vishwa, 
Taijasa & Praajna, which are subject to modifications, which include joys & sorrows.  Sorrows cease when I realise my true nature as 
the absolute Self.  

                ,            ज                    ,         न         -११  
Vishwa and Taijasa are both conditioned by cause & effect, while Praajna is conditioned by cause alone. But, both cause & effect do not exist in 
Turiya. 
     Or effect is that which is done and resulted in something, i.e. fruit, while      or cause is that which does or causes through 
something, i.e. seed. Vishwa and Taijasa both, being      as fruits (    ), are conditioned by both non-apprehension (    ) & 
misapprehension (    -   ) while  Praajna being       as seed (  ज) is conditioned by non-apprehension (    ) alone.  Turiya, 
on the other hand, is free from both non-apprehension (    ) & misapprehension (    -   ), being neither the cause nor the 
effect (    -          ). 

  न     न  न        , न     न      न               न       ,                 -१२  
    does not know anything of the truth (gross/dharma) or the untruth (subtle/adharma) nor anything about the Self or non-self. But Turiya ever 
illumines everything and all the time. 
    is conditioned by the darkness characterised by the non-apprehension of Reality though it is not conditioned by 
misapprehension like Vishwa & Taijasa. But, since Turiya is ever, illumines everything and all the time, it is not conditioned by the 
non-apprehension of Reality, which means it is not conditioned by resultant misapprehension also. It is not possible to find sun, 
whose nature is ever-luminous, conditioned by darkness or any other light different than sun. Turiya is the illuminator of all states, 
viz., Vishwa, Taijasa and absence of knowledge in    . There is no other illuminator than Turiya. Hence Turiya is called all-
illuminating because it subsists in all, all the time. 

                 ,                     ज न           ,           न         -१३  
The non-cognition of duality is equal both in Turiya and     but in the conditioned state of sleep,     is in the form of ignorance as cause (seed) 
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and this cause (seed) does not exist in Turiya. 
This verse is intended to remove a possible doubt that ‗when both Turiya and     are free from duality, how is it that Turiya is not 
bound by the ignorance as cause (seed)?  It is because Turiya is ever the illuminator of all states and therefore there is no non-
cognition of Reality in Turiya, whereas it is seen in     due to its association with the sleep, which gives rise to its condition of cause 
(seed) for other two states. 

     न          ,        न     न  न    न          ,             न        -१४  
The former two (i.e. Vishwa & Taijasa) are associated with the conditions of dream and deep-sleep while     is a state which is free from dream. 
On the other hand, in Turiya, there is neither dream nor sleep, as understood by the knowers of Truth. 
Vishwa & Taijasa are associated with dream and sleep and hence are conditioned by the characteristics of cause and effect, while 
Praajna is characterised only by sleep, is conditioned by cause only. But, the knowers of Truth do not see neither dream nor sleep in 
Turiya as otherwise it would be like seeing darkness in sun. Therefore, Turiya is considered as bound neither by cause nor by effect. 

               :,  न      ज न                      ,                  -१५  
Dream is mis-apprehension of Reality whereas sleep is the non-apprehension of reality. When the erroneous notions about these two states disappear, 
Turiya is realised. 
During the states of Waking & Dream, one does not cognise the Self as the Self but something else, like seeing snake in rope instead 
of rope. The state of Sleep characterised by the ignorance of Self is common feature of all three states. Thus, Vishwa & Taijasa, both 
characterised by common features of dream and sleep (    -    &     ) are considered as one class while Praajna is another 
class being characterised by sleep (    ) alone. Therefore, when these two classes disappear due to Knowledge of Self, one attains 
Turiya, like a person seeing the rope as rope alone, when his ignorance-based notion of rope as snake is removed due to knowledge 
of rope.  
Just as my fear about snake will vanish only when I see the actual rope, in the same way, my finitude will end only when I realise 
myself as the absolute Self and not merely by understanding that I am not Body, Mind, etc.  

   न             ,     ज             ज  न      ,                 १६  
When the individual Jeeva sleeping under the influence of the beginningless Maaya is awakened, then it realises in itself the birthless, sleepless, 
dreamless and non-dual Turiya. Or it can be interpreted as „when Jeeva in the state of sleep due to beginningless Maaya realises himself as the 
absolute Self which is unborn, free from sleep and dream, non-dual, then he will wake up‟. 
In the      level, dream means creation & sustenance of the Universe and sleep means dissolution of Universe, whereas in     
level, unborn is negation of gross body, dreamless means negation of subtle body and sleepless means negation of causal body. 
The Jeeva due to both the characteristics of non-apprehension (    ) & misapprehension (    -   ), thereby mis-apprehending 
the Reality, experiences dreams such as ‗this is my father, this is my son, this is my grand-son, this is my property, these are my cattle, 
I am their  master, I am happy, I am miserable, I have suffered loss due to this, I gained from this, etc.‘ When such a sleeping Jeeva is 
woken up by a gracious realised teacher, through the teaching of Vedanta indicating that you are not that which is of the nature of 
cause and effect, but the absolute Truth, he understands his real nature as absolute Truth, the Turiya, which is free from birth, 
dream, sleep and non-dual Self.    
The Knowledge of absolute Truth, which is ‗   -   -           ,       - ज  ‘, takes place in space, time, thing (intellect), amidst 
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experience of duality and in one who is born, because all these conditionings are of effects of Maaya, perceived due to ignorance of 
Self. The nature of Knowledge is to recognise the impossibility of these effects in non-dual unborn Truth and hence negating them 
all as mere illusory appearances perceived due to ignorance. 

                ,  न     न                         ,                १७  
If the perceived plurality (world) is real, then it would certainly disappear. This plurality is a mere illusion or Maaya. Non-duality alone is the 
supreme Reality. 
The plurality of world is a false projection like snake appearing on the rope. If the snake were to be real, snake would move away. 
But, when the snake is unreal and not existing, but perceived due to ignorance, where is the question of its disappearance? Only 
knowing it as unreal, not-existing makes it disappear from the mind. It is like a magic show. What exists is magician alone and what 
is perceived in magic-show is only illusory appearance.  
The ‗is-ness‘ in the creation alone is Real, rest all being only names & forms due to Maaya. When there is no logic as to why a certain 
thing exists in a particular way, which cannot be explained, it is called Maaya, or mystery. The more you probe about it, the more 
mysterious it becomes, leading you nowhere. This is the perceived world of plurality. Thus, this world of plurality is not caused by 
anything, but only an illusory appearance. Only a thing which is real can disappear and how can one expect a non-existing thing to 
disappear. 
What exists is absolute Truth, Brahman, alone. Like what exists is rope alone. Even when one perceives an illusory snake on the 
rope, it is rope alone, snake being the perceiver‘s wrongly conceived notion. Also, when one is free from his wrong notion and does 
not see snake but rope alone, then what exists is rope alone. Rope never changed before, during and after snake appearance and rope 
did not underwent any change in it. Similarly, Brahman is ever non-dual - even when one perceives the plurality of world due to 
ignorance or when plurality is perceived as appearance after Knowledge takes place. Whatever appearance or disappearance is, it is 
within the Brahman and there is nothing else other than Brahman. A knower of Truth understands this clearly and transacts 
accordingly, fully knowing what reality is. 

           न    ,             न                    ,           न       १८  
If anyone has ever projected the manifold ideas (such as teacher, taught and teaching), they would also disappear, as they are all for the purpose of 
teaching only. Duality implied here ceases to exist when the supreme Truth is realised. 
The perceived duality of the world is eliminated due to Knowledge of non-dual Self by study of scripture through a competent 
teacher. But, then this duality of scriptures-teacher-student duality can disappear? 
Only when the duality is imagined, then these, i.e. scriptures-teacher-student, are supposed to be disappeared. But, what Vedanata 
says is all these perceived duality is only appearance due to ignorance and when ignorance is eliminated by Knowledge, the unreality 
of those dualities is clearly understood, like when one understands in the clear light the existence of rope alone, his imagined notion 
of snake disappears. These ideas of scriptures-teacher-student, etc. are only for the purpose of imparting the Self-Knowledge and 
when that non-dual Knowledge takes place, where is the room for those dualities?  
In the transactional level, the existing dualities would continue even after the Knowledge and one will play the role as prescribed but 
the Knower of Truth knows that is a mere sport, without any substance in it.  

 भ त्र-s                , ॐ             ,                        ,                     ८  
The same     is again ॐ from the standpoint of the syllables. The ॐ with parts is viewed from the standpoint of its sounds (i.e. letters-      ). 
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(8 to 11) The quarters (     )  are the letters and the letters are the quarters. The letters are A, U & M. 
The ॐ, which was earlier explained as      with four quarters (viz., vishwa, taijasa, praajna and Turiya) is again described here 
dividing it into four parts as viewed from the view point of letters, i.e. A (vishwa), U (taijasa), M (praajna) & Silence (Turiya). Firstly, 
it was described by Upanishad as – ‗AUM, the word is all this‘. The world AUM is the name (     न), which indicates everything 
(      ) the past, present, future and all that is beyond the conception of time too.  Thus, AUM is the name of Brahman. Then it 
was declared by the Upanishad that Brahman is    . Therefore, all the explanations are of AUM from the view point of Brahman 
and prominence is given to that which is indicated by names.  

  ज       न      न  ,                 ,              ,                    न  ,          ,           ९  

He who is Vaishwanara, having waking state as his sphere of activity, is „     ‟, the first letter of AUM, on account of its áll-pervasiveness‟ or on 
account of it „being the first‟ – these two are the common features in both. One who knows and meditates on AUM surely attains the fulfillment of 
all his desires and becomes the first or foremost amongst the great ones. 
The first letter of AUM, i.e. ‗A‘ is all-pervasive as all sounds (Ref:. Similarly, the first state ‗Vaishwanara‘ pervades the entire universe 
(Ch.Upa. 5-18-2) and also because knowledge of all states is possible in waking state alone. Just as ‗A‘ is foremost among all letters, 
‗Vaishwanara‘, being the first manifest of the creation, is the foremost among all states of experiences. 

      न  ज  ,                  ,                ,               न       ,    न      , न                ,            १०  
Taijasa (total subtle universe), whose sphere of activity is the dream state, is „    :‟, the second letter of AUM on account of „superiority‟ as if U is 
above the earlier letter A and also on account of the letter „U‟ being in between the two letters A & M, in the same way as Taijasa is superior to 
Vishwa and it is also in between Vishwa and Praajna.  He who knows this attains a superior knowledge which will ever be available to him, he 
becomes equal with both friends and enemies and also no one in his lineage remains not-knower of Brahman (eventually). 
Here, the                 (     -   ) meditates on     . Letter ‗U‘ (Taijasa) is superior to letter ‗A‘ (Vishwa) means subtle state is 
superior to gross state and hence one should focus more attention on the subtler aspects of the creation (like quality, etc) as they are 
not directly perceived. 

         न      ,                ,                ,   न                    ,            ,           ११  

Praajna, whose sphere of activity is deep-sleep state, is „M‟, the third letter of AUM, which is both the measure and also that „wherein all become 
one‟. One who knows this identity of Praajna and „M‟ will be able to know the real nature of things and beings (i.e. realise the real nature of 
universe) and also come know everything within himself. 
The word ‗   ‘ means ‗measure‘, like a measuring device Prastha used to measure barley, i.e. for filling and pouring out barley. Like 
barley is filled and emptied using Prastha, Vishwa & Taijasa are measured in Praajna during their dissolution into Praajna or 
evolution from Praajna. In the same way, while chanting the sound AUM, the letters ‗A‘ and ‗U‘ merge themselves into the last letter 
‗M‘ and also when we again start chanting AUM, the letters ‗A‘ and ‗U‘ seem to emerge from the letter ‗M‘.  Another feature is 
described by the word ‗    ‘, which means becoming one. Here, the letters  ‗A‘ and ‗U‘ seem as if become one with the letter ‗M‘ as 
also the states of Vishwa & Taijasa become one with the Praajna during deep-sleep state. The result of this saguna meditation is that 
the meditator would be able to comprehend the whole universe and as also to realise himself ‗   ‘ as the cause of this Universe, i.e. 
Ishwara (   ). 

 कारयका-s 
(19-23) 

               ,                                  ,                 -१९  
When describing the identity of Vishwa and letter „A‟  is described, the common features between the both are (i) „being the foremost (   ) and (ii) 
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being all-pervasiveness (   ). 
The similarities between the letter ‗A‘ and state of ‗Vishwa‘ are that like the letter ‗A‘ is the first letter and is pervasive in all sounds, 
‗Vishwa‘ is the first state of experiences and also it pervades the other two states. 

    ज        न                                                      -२०  
The „superiority‟ (    ) aspect in both Taijasa and letter „U‟ are the common feature to show their identity as also they both „being in the middle‟ 
(     ). 
Both the state of Taijasa and letter ‗U‘ are respectively subtler than Vishwa and letter ‗A‘ and both are in between the other two, i.e. 
states of Vishwa & Praajna and letters ‗A‘ and ‗M‘ and therefore compared with each other. 

               ,   न                            ,                -२१  
The identify of Praajna and letter „M‟ is due to their common feature of their being (i) measuring tool (    ) & (ii) place of dissolution/becoming 
one (  ). 
In case of state of Praajna and letter ‗M‘, both are as if measuring the other two, i.e. Vishwa & Taijasa fill the Praajna to disappear 
and also letters A & U fill M and disappear, as though. Further, Vishwa & Taijasa become one with Praajna and also arise from 
Praajna in the same way as letters A & U become one with letter M and also emerge again from letter M, when AUM is chanted 
again. 

                   ,              न                     न   ,             न    -२२  
He, who knows without doubt about the common features of three respective states, is worshipped &adored by all beings and he is indeed the greatest 
sage. 
Such a sage who knows beyond all doubts and meditates on the commonalities in respective states and letters (sounds), viz., states 
Vishwa, Taijasa & Praajna and letters A, U & M, he is like a ‗      ‘ and will be worshipped and adored by all beings. 

        न         ,            ज             न       , न                   -२३  
The meditation on sound (letter) „A‟ helps meditator to attain „      ‟, letter „U‟ to attain „        ‟ and letter „M‟  to attain „   ‟. In the sound-
less, there is no attainment. 
The meditation on       concentrating on the sound (letter) ‗A‘ helps meditator to attain a well-developed waking state personality, 
i.e. ‗      ‘; concentrating on letter ‗U‘ helps to attain a well-developed dream state personality, i.e. ‗        ‘; and meditation 
concentrating on letter ‗M‘ helps to attain a well-developed sleep state personality, i.e. ‗   ‘. In the sound-less, i.e., when the letter 
‗M‘ too disappears, the causality too gets negated. Hence, this AUM, which thus becomes soundless, there is no attainment, i.e. it is 
identity with one‘s own Self, the Turiya itself. 

 भ त्र 
12 

          ,         ,         ,           ,            ,               ,   न     न  ,           १२  
That which has no parts (i.e. soundless), incomprehensible (by sense organs), the cessation of all phenomena, all-blissful and non-dual AUM, is the 
fourth and verily it is same as the    . He who knows this, merges his own self with the supreme Self, i.e. the individuality in the Totality. 
That where there is end of names & forms (i.e. words & thoughts) is called     , the part-less which is the fourth is nothing but 
absolute Self. It is incomprehensive because both speech & mind, which correspond to name & form cease to exist. This is cessation 
of all dualities of identification with the non-dual absolute bliss. AUM has thus three sounds (i.e. A, U & M) which are same as the 
three quarters (i.e. Vishwa, Taijasa & Praajna) and therefore AUM is identical with the absolute Self. The one who knows thus 
merges his self with the absolute Self, having negated the third quarter which is the cause for the other two quarters and hence such 
a knower will not reborn, because the absolute Self, Turiya, is not a cause. It is like the illusory snake, which has merged in the rope 
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due to clear understanding, will not reappear as snake again, due to clear understanding of existence of rope alone all the time. 
For those seekers who are not able to know the absolute Self in this way, but are determined to know it by continuing their spiritual 
practices with the sole aim of knowing the absolute Truth, meditation on AUM will help leading them to the Truth eventually. 

 कारयका-s 
(24-29) 

                   ,           न                         , न                    -२४  
The syllable AUM should be known quarter by quarter (i.e. waking, dream and deep-sleep states). There is no doubt that these quarters are same as 
the letters comprising the AUM. Having grasped the meaning of AUM in this way, nothing else should be thought of. 
AUM should be known on the lines of quarters of Self because of the common features of the quarters and the letters of AUM. 
Having understood AUM thus, nothing else should be thought of – either in this world or in heavenly worlds, as for the one who 
knows AUM thus, all his desires would be fulfilled, i.e. such person attains fulfillment. 

                 ,          न             न     , न                   -२५  
One should soak/unify the mind with AUM, as AUM is Brahman, the ever fearless. The one who remains united with AUM knows no fear, 
whatsoever. 
The mind should be constantly absorbed in AUM, which is of the nature of absolute Truth, which is fearless. He who is always 
unified with AUM does not know fear of any kind. The scriptures declared this – ‗The knower of Brahman is not afraid of anything‘ 
(Tai.Upa.II.ix).  

              ,                      न        ,  न               -२६  
AUM is the lower Brahman as also supreme Brahman. AUM is without any cause preceding it and also without effect as subsequent 
manifestation, it is without anything inside or outside as also unrelated to any effects and is changeless. 
AUM is considered both      and  न     Brahman. When the quarters and letters end, the AUM is the supreme Brahman, at the 
absolute standpoint. It is mass of Consciousness like a lump of salt. 

                 ,                             ,         न       -२७  
AUM is indeed the origin of creation, sustenance and dissolution of everything and knowing AUM thus without doubt, one attains that supreme 
Truth immediately. 
AUM is the beginning, middle and end of all, which means everything is originates from AUM, sustains by it and dissolves into 
AUM. As magician & others (without undergoing any change in themselves) stand in relation to illusory appearance of elephant, 
snake-rope, mirage-water, dream etc., the manifested creation like space, etc. is not attributable to AUM, the Truth, due to any 
change in the absolute Truth. The one knows thus, get united with the absolute Truth immediately. 

                   ,                         न       ,          न         -२८  
AUM should be known as the Ishwara seated in the heart of all and a discriminative man who knows AUM as all-pervading grieves no more. 
One should know AUM as Ishwara present in the heart of all, which is the place of memory and perception of all beings (i.e.      
         ). Having meditated on AUM, which is the supreme Brahman, all-pervasive like space, the wise-one will no more grieve 
because there is no cause of grief possible for him  as declared in the scriptures – ‗A knower of Brahman transcends sorrow‘ 
(Cha.Upa.VII.i.3). 

        न     ,                                न,      नन     जन    -२९  

The one who knows AUM as soundless (without measures) and of infinite sound (infinity), which is of the nature of absolute peace in the absence of 
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all dualities, he is the real sage and none else. 
     or soundless AUM indicates Turiya and  न     or infinite sound means infinitude. In other words, it is not possible to 
determine the measure or size of AUM by pointing to this or that. It is ever of the nature of absolute peace, where there is no duality. 
The one who mediates on this as supreme Reality is called a great sage, not others, even if they are learned in the scriptures. 

II वतैथ्य प्रकयण 1-38 (K) Introduction to Chapter II -  वतैथ्य प्रकयण   : 
 First chapter discussed about my real nature as absolute Brahman, which is     and that it is non-dual Self based on          . 

    was also indicated as All and as free from three worlds of experiences (waking, dream & deep-sleep, i.e. total gross, total 
subtle and total causal universe) and thus non-dual. 

 But, for those who are not fully convinced of the non-dual nature of    , this Chapter arrives at that conclusion using logic 
(   ), as any aspect that is not fully convinced by           needs to be explained by logic, using it as a supplementary means 
(        ).  

 The non-dual nature of     is already proved in earlier texts by indicating that both the knower or conditioned Consciousness 
(     -ज  ) and the known or experienced (    -ज   ) are dependent on     and hence they are unreal and     alone is real. 
Here, what is meant by unreal is that it is not absolutely real or non-real, but has a relative reality with respect to    . Such an 
unreal thing only has name and form and no substance, like pot, which is only name & form of the real substance, i.e. Clay. 

 So, the first step is to negate waking world because for most of us, waking world alone counts while dream and deep-sleep states 
do not matter much. To establish waking world as unreal, an example of similar nature has to be quoted. Since waking world 
example cannot be used for this purpose, the example of dream world is taken first. After establishing the dream world as unreal, 
the same analogy will then be used to establish that, like dream world, waking world too is unreal, i.e. it does not have 
independent reality, but only relative reality compared to independent non-dual    .  

 So, this chapter called वतैथ्य प्रकयण  (वतैथ्य means that which is not what it appears to be, i.e.               न    or “               
        “ means ‗that from which the reality is gone‘) takes up the task of negating the waking world (i.e. proving       and      
of this world as unreal) using    ,      &  न       to conclusively establish the non-dual nature of    , starting with dream world 
negation, by discussing the following aspects: 

o Karikas   1 -  4 Dream world negation 

o Karikas   5 - 15 Waking world negation 

o Karikas 16 – 18 First error (my mistaken identity as Jeeva) 

o Karikas 19 – 29 Errors by other philosophies 

o Karikas 30 – 38 Description of   न   &   न . 
               न   ,        न            न        न   ,        न     न    -१  

The wise ones pronounce the unreality of all objects seen in the dream as they all located within the body and they are confined to limited space. 
In essence, Karika 1 establishes that since dream world of objects cannot be real for the reasons – (i)       न       , i.e. being located 
within: all objects of dream, though of external nature, like mountains, lakes, elephant, etc., they are seen within as the dreamer has 
no access to waking world while being in dream; (ii)        न  i.e. being confined to  limited space: the huge size of dream world 
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objects, like mountains, lakes, elephant, etc., are seen within the body/mind where the space available is not sufficient to 
accommodate those dream objects (in addition to from dreamers own body/mind). In view of this, the dream world  objects cannot 
be real is established. 

               ,                                ,         न         -२  
On account of short-duration of time, it is not possible for the dreamer to go and see the dream objects, nor does the dreamer, after waking up, is seen 
in the place where he has visited in the dream. 
In this Karika, the argument that ‗the dreamer is not confined to the body/mind along but outside that‘ is it rejected giving the 
reasons – (i)               , i.e. limited time period: the dreamer sees dream objects which are thousands of miles away from the 
place of his dream after he goes to sleep which indicates that he does not travel to see dream objects (because if here were to travel 
that long distance, he cannot see dream in the short period after he sleeps). As the time between the waking and dream is too short, 
the dreamer cannot travel that distance; (ii)         न       i.e. the dreamer is not seen at the place of dream after waking up from 
dream but at the place of sleep, indicating that even if the dreamer sees the dream objects in distant places, all is within his 
body/mind and he does not travel out of body.  So, from both standpoints of time and space, the dream world objects and dream 
world itself are proved as unreal. 

             न   ,                           न         ,                   -३  
Absence of chariots, etc. in the dream has been heard of in the Upanishad, besides the standpoint of logic. The seers have quoted the illusory nature 
of dream objects as indicated in Upanishad by logic and reason also.  
In this Karika, it is further established that the dream world objects are unreal. Here, the statement of Upanishad – ‗there are no 
chariots nor animals to be yoked to them‘ (Br. Upa. 4.3.10) is taken as support to prove the point otherwise established by reasoning, 
as resorting to such support in similar subjects in general, is admissible even though not directly connected to the subject (i.e. 
 न       न     ).  Thus, the unreality of dream world objects it is established by     -    - न       ( न       – by our common experience).  

       न        न   ,                                 ,        न       ४  
As the dream objects seen in a dream are unreal, because of the same reason, the objects in the waking state are also unreal. But, the objects in 
dream differ from waking state because of dream objects‟ existence inside the body and within the limited space available in the body. 
Here, the process of arriving at the conclusion that objects in waking world are unreal like those in dream world as per 
logic/reasoning: 
Proposition to be established (     )    : Unreality of objects experienced in waking state 
Ground/basis for proposition (      )     : Because the objects are seen 
Illustration/example (    )                  : Like the objects seen in dream are unreal, those seen in the waking state should also be 
unreal 
Relation between proposition &           : Whatever is seen/experienced, it has to be unreal 
 illustration (  न )  
Conclusion/reiteration ( न  न)            : The fact of being seen and consequent illusoriness of objects are common in both states. 
Thus, it is established that the objects both in dream and waking states being of common nature, they are unreal/illusory. It was 
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earlier established that both dream and waking sates are similar in view of their common nature of non-comprehension (    ) &  
mis-comprehension (    -   ), as also both being comprised of  सप्ताङ्ग &एकोनरव शरतभ  ख् . 

    ज         न  ,         न           न          न,      न        न  ५  
The wise speak of the sameness of waking and dream states on account of similarity of diverse objects perceived in these two states and on the 
strength of familiar grounds of inference already described. 
The experiences in dream and waking are identical because both are associated with subject-object (i.e. seer & seen) relationship. 
Thus, as already established, i.e. ‗     is       ‘, waking is also unreal because waking objects are also seen/experienced like in 
dream (It may be noted that dream state is unreal with respect to waking state and waking state is unreal with respect to absolute 
Self). This knowledge of unreality of perceived world should remove my sorrow as ‗I am not that‘ by shifting my attention to the Self, 
the eternal Bliss. 
It should also be understood clearly that – ‗perceptibility is not Reality‘, non-contradictability is Reality & Eternality is Reality‘. 
Further, non-perceptibility cannot be considered as Reality, because ‗   ‘ is non-perceptible, but it is not the Reality‘. 

               ,      न                           :,                  ६  
That which is non-existent in the beginning and in the end has to be necessarily non-existent in the present (middle). The objects that are perceived 
are considered real, though they are illusory.  
Though such objects are unreal, they are perceived as real due to their utility value for transaction. For example, the pot does not 
exist before its creation nor when it is broken and even when pot is seemingly existent, it is only illusory name & form, as what really 
exists is clay alone and pot has no substance of its own. Non-existence of any object even for a short time means that object is unreal 
because the Real is that which exists in all periods of time. Thus, for the reasons –       ,   न     ,        , the objects of 
waking world are unreal like the mirage water. Mirage water is not there in the beginning nor in the end. Even when it is seemingly 
existing, it cannot quench my thirst, as it is only illusory appearance, not real. 
Incidentally, the three types of existence and their status are – (i) Absolute Existence (ever exists) and not negatable; (ii) Absolute 
non- Existence (never exists) and hence there is no question of negating; (iii) relative Existence (sometimes exists & sometimes not), 
which is discussed & negated as unreal (relative existence). 

      जन         ,                          न,                   ७  
The objects of waking state that can serve our purpose in life is contradicted in dream state experience (as the objects of waking state are not 
available for experience in dream state). Therefore, even the objects of waking state are undoubtedly illusory, on account of both dream and waking 
state experiences having a beginning and end. 
Now, it is contended that ‗utility is sign of existence and not Eternality/non-Contradictability‘ because though dream objects are not 
available for transaction, the objects in waking world are available for transaction and hence real, i.e. ‗          जन   ,       
     ‘ because the waking state objects like food-drinks-vehicle, etc. remove hunger & thirst, enable movement from one place to 
another, etc. with clear utility and that considering objects of both dream and waking states on same footing, as unreal, is a mental 
fancy. 
The above contention is not correct. Those objects of waking state, seen as means to serve an end, like food-drink-vehicle, etc., are 
contradicted in dream state, as they are not available for experience in dream. The person who eats and drinks to his heart-content 
before sleeping, longs for food in dream as soon as he goes to sleep, as if he was without food for long time. Similar is the experience 
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of a person coming to waking state after having satiated meal in dream. Thus, it is established beyond doubt that the objects 
perceived both in waking and dream states are unreal having beginning & end, i.e.    न      (and also       ). 

           न      ,         न    न       न            ,                 ८  
The objects of unique nature perceived by the dreamer which are not perceived in waking state owe their existence to the practical condition in which 
the dreamer with his mind works at that moment like the ones who are in heaven perceive heavenly objects. The dreamer by associating with the 
dream conditions thus experiences those objects just as a well-guided person, going from one place to another, experiences the objects belonging to 
those places. 
The contention is that in view of the unique objects perceived in dream, which are never experienced in waking state & thus cannot 
be the impressions of waking world, they are not unreal and therefore the conclusion that waking world, like dream world, is unreal, 
is not established.  
The contention is not correct because though some dream objects seem to be unique and not experienced in waking state, it could 
be due to peculiar circumstances that the dreamer is associated with while perceiving those unique objects. It is like the ones who are 
in heaven perceive heavenly objects and a well-guided person, going from one place to another, experiences the objects belonging to 
those places. Therefore, just as the snake on rope and mirage water in desert, perceived due to mental conditions of the experiencer, 
are unreal, the unique objects perceived in dream due to peculiar conditions of the dreamer are also unreal.  Thus, the contention 
that ‗dream world is unreal is not correct‘ is not valid. Hence, the conclusion that waking world, like dream world, is unreal, stands 
established. 

               ,                                     ,                ९  
In the dream, what is imagined by the dreamer within his mind is illusory and what is perceived by him outside appears to be real. But, when the 
dreamer wakes up, both these experiences are understood as unreal as both belong to dream state.  
ज             ,                                    ,                 १०  

In the waking state, what is imagined within the mind is considered illusory and what is perceived outside by the mind appears to be real. But, both 
these experiences should rationally be understood as unreal. 
The two aspects of everyday life, viz., world of thoughts and world of objects, both in waking state and dream state, are explained 
here. In respective states, the world of thoughts is considered illusory and world of objects as real. So, the dreamer, while in dream 
considers dream objects as real while dream thoughts & imaginations (like thought about mirage water) as unreal. But, on waking 
up, he knows that both the dream objects and dream thoughts are unreal, both belonging to dream world alone. In the same way, 
while in waking state, the waker perceives sense objects as real and his thoughts about objects (like imagining golden eggs) as unreal. 
But, when viewed from absolute Reality, both the sense objects and imagined objects by the waker are unreal, just as the dream 
objects and dream thoughts of dreamer are unreal. So, it is established that just as objects & thoughts perceived in dream are unreal, 
objects & thoughts of waking state are also unreal. 

                ,     न     न                       न  ,                    ११  
If the objects cognized in both the states of waking and dream are illusory, who cognizes them and again who imagines them? 
Here, the question raised is that if the objects perceived in waking and dream states are concluded as illusory, who is the cognizer of 
these objects, imagined by mind both inside and outside and again who is the creator of these objects? In other words, who is the 
support for these memory (dream) and experiences (waking)? If it is said none, then it leads to the conclusion that there is nothing 
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like Self, etc., which means    -   . This question could also meant to know the support for ज   &     as indicated by sub-
commentator. 

        न   न  ,                                 न  ,           न    १२  
The definite conclusion of the philosophy of Vedanta is that the Self, the self-luminous, through the power of its own      imagines in Itself all the 
objects and Its experiences both in the world outside and within. The Self alone is the knower of objects so created. 
Just as a waker when enters dream, suddenly forgets his real nature and projects from within him the whole dream world comprising 
mountains, rivers, stars, people, family, etc. the Self, deluded by the forgetfulness of his real nature, projects the waking world of 
phenomenal objects. The respective worlds of objects are seemingly real for the dreamer and waker as long as they continue in the 
respective state. But, these objects are nothing but the Self itself and also the Self being non-dual and all-pervading, what else can be 
there other than Self itself. It is like snake on the rope seems real due to delusion, while the fact is that there is no snake other than 
the rope, snake being only superimposition on the rope. So, as long as one does not enquire into the snake appearing on the rope 
and understands that there is no snake, the fear of snake will continue. Once it is clearly understood that what exists is rope alone, 
where is the delusion and what fear? Same is the case with the Self and waking world of objects. 

                न  ,               न     न            ,                १३  
The     with his mind turned outward manifests various mundane objects which are already there in the mind as impressions or desires. The 
    again with his mind turned within projects in his mind various ideas and objects. 
The question as to how the     imagines the idea is explained here. Turned outwardly, it imagines diverse forms of various objects 
perceived in the world such as sound, etc. as also other objects, regulated (like earth, etc.) and unregulated (like lightening, etc.), all as 
subtle ideas, yet to be manifested. Same way, turning the     imagines various ideas, which are subjective. 

                   ,                                 ,        न         १४  
Both - those that are cognized within as long as the thought of them lasts and those that are perceived by the sense organs, which confirm to two 
points of time - are mere imaginations. There is no other special ground for differentiating one from the other. 
A doubt arises as to the unreality of external objects. Because, while internal objects imagined in the mind (dream world objects) 
exist only as long as thought lasts can be unreal, the external objects (waking world objects) continue to remain even after they are 
not thought of. Therefore, external objects cannot be considered unreal unlike the dream objects. In other words, the internal 
objects are governed by only one period of time, i.e. only till one imagines them; while the external objects are governed by two 
periods of time, i.e. they continue to exist even after one does not think about them for another period of time. In other words, the 
objects imagined in mind are confined to mind-time reference alone at the time of projection (like an idea entertained by me in 
mind remains within me as long as I entertain that thought and not otherwise).  
Another example is – ‗he remains till the cow is milked‘ means that the cow is milked as long as he remains and he remains as long 
as the cow is milked. The external objects have two time of reference, i.e. Me & Others, i.e. there is continuous cognition of objects. 
For example, the water filled in a pot in the morning is available for me in the afternoon also, there being continuous cognition of it. 
So, the contention of the     -   is – public accessibility is reality though private accessibility may not be or wherever there is 
continuous cognition, there is reality. 
The contention is not valid. Both the points of time which seem to define the objects of waking world are nothing but imagination 
of the mind. They too are the concept of mind as the dream world is. Also, there is no basis for concluding that – wherever there is 
continuous cognition, there is reality. Because, continuous perception of the imagined snake on rope now and after my return with a 
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stick to hit the snake, does not prove the reality of the snake. Therefore, since, there is no special ground raised by this objection, 
there cannot be any distinction between the objects of dream world and waking world. 

                ,                                   ,                १५  
If it is said that the inner objects (dream world objects) can be unreal since they are not clear and the external objects are real since they are clearly 
visible, it is not correct. Both type of objects are imaginations and hence unreal as their clarity or otherwise depends merely on the instruments of 
perception. 
The objects within the mind are unmanifest and hence seem to be unclear because the instrument of cognition available for dreamer 
is nothing but mind alone, which too lacks the controlling power of discriminating Intellect, which is absent in the dream. In the 
waking world, however, the powerful sense organs powered by the Intellect make the cognition very clear and perfect. Both are the 
projections of mind. Therefore, like dream objects, waking world objects are also unreal, irrespective of whether the objects are 
cognised clearly or not. 
In this way, as discussed in the foregoing, the issue of unreality of the objects/experiences of waking world through the example of 
unreality of dream world is conclusively established through     ,      &  न      . Each of these worlds, though seem to be real in 
respective worlds, are proved unreal in other worlds due to their non-availability there. Thus, waking world is not available in dream 
and deep-sleep worlds and vice versa and by definition of Reality, anything which is not available in all periods of time is unreal, as it 
has only relative reality. 

  ज                ,         न           न        न           ,                १६  
First of all, the ego-centric ज   is projected and thereafter follow imagination of various entities – external and internal (objective & subjective). 
One‟s memory (recollection) is as one‟s knowledge is. 
The ज  , which is first projected in the    , is the source of imagination for various external & internal entities that appear to be 
related to one another as cause and effect and is charecterised by such ideas as ‗I do this, I am happy and miserable‘, whereas its real 
nature is pure and devoid of any such characteristics. The ज   projected in the     is a mere imagination like a snake on the rope. 
The ज  , which is the product of imagination is capable of bring further imagination, has its recollection/memory determined by its 
own knowledge. Thus, its knowledge is followed by its recollection/memory based on that knowledge. So, from the knowledge of 
idea of cause results in the knowledge of idea of effect. Then followed both recollection/memory of cause and effect. 
Our Poojya Gurudev explains the concept of ‗one‟s memory is, as one‟s knowledge‘ to understand the concept clearly. A villager, 
who has not heard of cinema will not have „going to cinema‟ as his desire. Subsequently, when he visits a city, he repeatedly hears 
about ‗cinema‘ and thus gains the ‗idea of cinema‘. When a goes to a cinema and enjoys a movie, he gains the idea of ‗knowledge of 
cinema enjoyment‘. Thereafter, he repeatedly goes to watch movies impelled by his idea of ‗knowledge of cinema enjoyment‘. Thus, 
his memory is controlled and directed by his experienced knowledge. Thus, now he knows cause and effect, i.e. going to cinema and 
enjoyment, respectively. Thereafter, whenever he wants to have the effect (i.e. cinema-enjoyment), he struggles to achieve cause aspect 
(i.e. going to cinema) till the effect is emerged. Thus, it is clear that ‗as is one‘s knowledge, so is one‘s memory of it‘.  

    न             ,                                  ,                १७  
As the rope, whose real nature when unknown, is imagined in the darkness to be a snake, a water-line, etc., so also the     is imagined in various 
ways. 
The cause of ज  -idea arises like the snake idea on the rope. In the world, due to partial darkness, a rope is imagined as a snake, 
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water—line, stick, etc. If there is previous knowledge about the rope that it is rope, then the imagination of snake, etc. is not possible 
in the rope, like having known the nature of one‘s finger, perceiving the finger as any other object though of similar shape is not 
possible. Similarly, imagining     in various ways like ज  ,     (     -   ), etc. in the absence of Knowledge about    , i.e. it is 
of the nature of pure Knowledge, the Non-dual Self, is distinct from the characteristics indicated by the relation of cause & effect, 
etc., are the source of sorrow. This is the essence of unambiguous teaching of all Upanishads. 

   न                 ,          न                        ,          न     १८  
Just as when the real nature of rope is ascertained, other illusions about the rope disappear and there arises the firm conviction that it is the one 
changeless rope alone, similar will be the understanding/conviction once the nature of the     as pure Knowledge is ascertained. 
When rope is ascertained as nothing but rope alone, then all illusions regarding the rope would disappear and the firm knowledge 
that there exists nothing but rope alone becomes firmly established. Similar is the case of Knowledge of     - like the brilliance of 
sun, formed by the scriptural study and statements like ‗not this, not this‘ (i.e. negation of gross, subtle & causal worlds), leads to the 
understanding of real nature of     that – ‗all this is indeed    ‘ (Ch.Upa.VII.xxv.2), ‗without cause & effect, not inside nor 
outside‘ (Br.Upa.II.v.19), ‗ever without & within and beginningless‘ (Mu.Upa.II.i.2), ‗without decay & death, immortal & fearless‘ 
(Br.Upa.IV.iv.25) and ‗one and without a second‘ (Ch.Upa.VI.ii.1), etc. 

           न   ,                                 ,                   १९  
The     is imagined as     and other innumerable objects. This is due to ignorance superimposed on the self-luminous    , by which it gets as 
if, itself deluded. 
To a query as to ‗if     is indeed ascertained as One, then how It is imagined as endless objects like    , etc. which are having the 
characteristics of phenomenal existence?‘, the answer is - it is due to      of     itself. Just as a magician creates illusion of trees 
blooming with flowers & leaves appearing in the clear sky,  in the same way, the     gets deluded, as if, by his own     . However, 
even as the sky retains its natural clearness and does not get affected by the delusion of trees, etc. by the magician, the non-dual 
nature of     does not get affected, despite appearance of pluralistic world due to     . 

  Karikas 20 to 28 enumerate the following different views of creation – both philosophical and popular notions prevalent at the time 
of Gaudapaadaacharyaji starting with     and ending with Sustenance:  

      (vital-air);       (3 qualities, viz.,sattva, rajas & tamas);   
       (3 quarters/states, i.e. Waking, Dream & Deep-Sleep);        (Sense Objects);       (3 worlds, viz. earth, inter-mediate 

& Heaven);       (gods);  
       (4 Vedas);      (Vedic rituals);      (enjoyer/experiencer);       (objects of enjoyment);  
      (subtle-body);      (gross-body);       (deities with forms);        (formless);  
      (the time);      (10 directions);       (the theories);    न  न (14 worlds);    
  न  (mind);       (intellect);       (memory);     -     (righteousness-unrighteousness); 
          (25 categories of principles of Sankhyans);    -      (26 categories of Yogins);   -       (31 categories of 

Pashupatas);  न   (Infinite number of categories); 
     न   (people);       (4 stages of life);   -    -न        (3 genders – feminine, masculine & neuter);   -      (the higher & 
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lower Brahman);   
       (creation);     (dissolution);       (sustenance); 

As explained by our Poojya Gurudev in his commentary, while some sections believe that the world is a continuous creation moment 
to moment, some others take it as continuous destruction/dissolution, while still some believe it to be intermittent sustenance. But, 
all these imaginations are mere superimpositions created (i.e. like snake on rope) by      on the non-dual     which is distinct 
from all of them.  

                 ,                                      ,                  २९  
The seeker believes only that idea which is taught to him. For him, the     is that form that he has recognised and it protects the seeker 
accordingly. Possessed by that specific belief, the seeker realises it as the only Truth. 
There is nothing more to gain from the ideas/beliefs narrated above or not listed starting from     , etc. The seeker will believe that 
as the Truth, which is taught to him by his teacher or his trustworthy person and he believes to think that – ‗I am that or that is 
mine‘. Such a firm belief about the idea on the part of the seeker in fact protects him and keeps him away from all other ideas as he 
believes that as the highest Truth. In this way, due to his close identification with that ideal/belief, the seeker eventually attains 
identity with that alone as the Truth. In this way, it is indicated that the beliefs/ideas which are taught in the early stages of seeker 
are only superimpositions and the Truth will be known only after transcending them by enquiry through scriptures and the teacher. 

                  ,                                न,                ३०  
Though the     is not different from all that is enumerated above, it appears as if distinct from them. The one who truly understands this alone 
can interpret the meaning of the Vedas without any hesitation or doubt. 
Though the     is not different from     , etc. like rope is not different from the imaginary snake, etc. appearing on it, it appears 
as distinct to the ignorant persons.  But, for the Knower of Truth, they do not exist different from    , as per scriptural statement 
– ‗all that exists is indeed    ‘ (Br.Upa.II.iv.6). He who knows this truly, from the Vedic texts and from reasoning, that     , etc. 
like imaginary snake, etc., do not exist separate from     and also knows that     is ever pure and free from all illusions, he 
grasps the meaning of Vedas in their right understandings/contexts.  

                ,     न                         ,                  ३१  
Just as the dream and magic are seen to be illusions or as celestial city of clouds is imaged in the sky, in the same way, this whole universe is seen an 
illusion by those learned Vedantins. 
After having negated the unreality of the world of duality on the strength of scriptures, the same is here demonstrated with logical 
reasoning as the duality is considered real by the ignorant. The imaginary city in the clouds comprising of various shops with articles, 
houses, palaces, villages, etc. visited by people frequently, appears real, is seen to vanish suddenly like dream and magic, which are 
also unreal. In the same way, this perceived world of duality is also unreal. This has been taught in the Upanishads like – ‗there is no 
multiplicity here‘ (Br.Upa.IV.iv.9); ‗the Lord through Maya is perceived as manifold‘ (Br.Upa.II.v.19); ‗in the beginning, this was 
indeed Brahman, the One‘ ((Br.Upa.I.iv.11); ‗it is from the second entity that fear comes‘ (Br.Upa.I.iv.2); ‗but, there is not that 
second thing‘ (Br.Upa.IV.iii.23); ‗ But, when to the knower of Brahman all has become the Self‘ (Br.Upa.IV.v.15) and so on. This 
aspect has also been supported by the view of Sage Vyasa ‗this universe is viewed by the wise as unreal like a split on the ground 
perceived in the darkness, is unstable like bubbles that appear on rain-water, ever undergoing destruction, devoid of bliss and ceasing 
to exist after dissolution‘. 
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  न  न     न       , न     न          न       न          ,                 ३२  
There is neither dissolution nor creation, neither anyone is in bondage nor there is any aspirant for wisdom; neither there can be any one longing for 
Liberation nor there is any liberated one. This alone is the supreme Truth. 
This Karika is meant to summarise the meaning of this entire chapter. From the absolute stand-point, when duality is perceived as 
unreal and Self as the sole Reality, it is clear that all our dealings, both worldly and scriptural, is an object of ignorance. Hence, there 
is neither any end nor beginning (nor middle) of anything. Also, neither anyone is bound, nor there is any seeker or anyone striving 
for liberation or anyone free from bondage. In the absence of beginning or end because of non-existence of duality, bondage, etc. do 
not exit. This is the supreme Truth. The non-existence of duality has been confirmed by various scriptural texts – ‗when there is 
duality, as if‘ (Br.Upa.II.iv.14); ‗who sees difference, as it were, in It‘(Br.Upa.IV.iv.19); ‗all this is but the Self‘ (Cha.Upa.VII.xxv.2); 
‗all this is but Brahman‘ (Nr.Upa.7); ‗Only One without a second‘ (Ch.Upa.VI.ii.1); ‗and all this is Self‘(Br.Upa.II.iv.6, 
Br.Upa.IV.v.7). Beginning or end of a thing is possible only when it is real/exists and not of a thing which does not exist, like horns 
of a hare. Similarly, a non-dual thing too cannot have beginning or end as it is contradictory to the very fact that it is non-dual. Thus, 
there cannot be a beginning or end for both a real or unreal thing, but still the creation is seen. This seeming creation a mystery, the 
act of Maaya, i.e. superimposition of    , etc. on the Self, like illusion of snake on rope, because the snake neither originates from 
rope nor merges in the rope. Similar is the case with duality of world, because duality is a projection of the mind and duality is not 
perceived when the mind is in the state of concentration or in the deep-sleep when mind is absent. Therefore, it is established that 
duality is projection of the mind and is unreal. Thus, the statement that ‗duality does not exist and the supreme Trust is that where 
there is neither beginning nor end‘ is in order. 
If it is said that since the entire world itself is unreal, the example of rope-snake is irrelevant as the rope, substratum of the snake, is 
also unreal, the answer is no. Because in the statement, ‗this is snake‘ the words ‗this is‘, belongs to existence part of rope which is 
real and the word ‗snake‘ alone is superimposed on rope. In the same way, in the entire creation ‗this is‘ is real and rest all are 
projections, the ultimate substratum being ‗Brahman‘ as demonstrated below: 

Snake on Rope 
(Unreal) 

<-- Rope 
(Real w.r.t. Snake) 

<--- Thread 
(Real w.r.t. Rope) 

<--- Cotton 
(Real w.r.t. Thread) 

<--- 5-elements 
(Real w.r.t. Cotton) 

<--- Ishwara (Brahman) 
(absolute Reality) 

So, it is Brahman that exists, witnesses all projections and has to be existing, before the projections began.  
The terms such as ‗I am happy‘, ‗I am miserable‘, etc. are superimpositions on the Self. The Self pervades all these and also present in 
them just as rope is present in appearances like snake, line of water, crack on earth, etc. Thus, it is understood that the Knowledge of 
Self is not revealed by the scriptures as     (Self) as it is self-luminous. Scriptures meant to reveal something which is not known 
and not to reiterate something which is already known. However, since the nature of     (Self) is not known due to obstacle of 
attributes like happiness, etc. superimposed on     (Self) by ignorance, scriptures intervene to remove such wrong 
notions/attributes of happiness, etc. by generating contrary ideas of unhappiness, by the words ‗not this, not this‘, (Br.Upa.IV.iv.22) 
‗not gross‘ (Br.Upa.III.viii.22), etc. But, this does not mean that the     (Self) has these attributes, viz. unhappiness, etc. It is like, 
calling ‗this is not Ramesh‘ only means ‗it is not ramesh‘, nothing else is intended to be meant here. Thus, when in the attributeless 
    (Self) such attributes are superimposed, negation of which simply means     (Self) is free from attributes. So, the scriptures 
negate attributes of     (Self) establishing non-duality of    . 
As non-dual eternal infinite Brahman, I am free from all agitations and worries because all else is only superimpositions on me which 
are appearances and have been negated right from creation aspect. All ideas about myself – through myself, society and scriptures, are 
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conditionings, not real. Thus, my understanding that I am the non-dual self at the absolute level takes away all my mental/emotional 
issues having known my real nature as absolute Self, though physical aspects need to be attended to appropriately due to my 
association with the body, which is result arisen out of my past actions associated with this jeeva-hood. 

                 ,     न                    न   ,               ३३  
The     (Self) is imagined both as unreal things objects and the non-dual and these objects are also imagined in the non-dual Self itself. Therefore, 
non-duality is the highest bliss. 
Just as unreal things like snake, stick, water-streak, etc. are imagined in a real thing called rope, in the same way, the Self is imagined 
to be such things such as    , etc., which are unreal and perceived due to ignorance, and from the stand-point of absolute Reality, 
because unless the mind is active no object could be perceived by any one nor can the Self have any movement. Since non-duality 
alone is the substratum for all illusions from the standpoint of ignorance and in its real nature, it is ever unchangeable, non-duality 
alone is the bliss even the state of imagination. Such plurality (which makes    , etc., appear separate from the Self) alone is the 
cause of misery. These imaginations, like the imagination of snake, etc. in the rope, cause fear, etc. Non-duality is free from the fear 
and hence the absolute bliss. 

  न        न न न     , न   न        न  न                ,                 ३४  
This manifold plurality does not exist as identical with the     (Self) nor it can remain ever independently of its own. This plurality exists neither 
separate from the Brahman nor as non-separate from Brahman. So, say the realised wise men of Upanishads. 
Non-duality is called highest bliss because when one is found separate from the other, there is suffering due to differences in the 
form of plurality and not in the oneness arising out of non-duality. Because when plurality of universe imagined in the form of    , 
etc., which are imagined in the non-dual     (Self), is realised as identical with the     (Self) itself, there exists no plurality and it 
is not considered separate from     (Self). It is just like the snake that is imagined (as separate from the rope), when its nature is 
known with the help of light is seen as nothing but rope itself. Thus, the different objects like    , etc. do not exist different from 
one another as a buffalo appears different from a horse. Therefore, the non-duality alone, on account of absence of any cause that 
may bring about misery, indeed is the highest bliss.  

               ,    न              न              ,              ३५  
By the wise men, who are free from attachment, fear & anger and who are well-versed in the meaning of scriptures, this     (Self) has been verily 
realised as totally devoid of imaginations and free from the illusions of the pluralistic world and that It is eternally non-dual. 
The perfect Knowledge described is thus praised. The sages, who are free from attachment, fear, anger, etc. and who grasp the 
essence of meaning of Vedas, i.e. who are well-versed in Vedanta, do realise that the real nature of this     (Self) is free from all 
imaginations and illusion of plurality. This     (Self) is non-dual having negated all phenomena of plurality. What is indicated here 
is that     (Self) can be realised only by those sages (men of renunciation) who are free from all blemishes and well-versed in the 
essence of meaning of Upanishads, etc. and not by others, i.e. vain logicians whose mind is clouded by passion, etc. and who are 
prejudiced by their own views. 

                न  ,         ज                  न     , ज             ३६  
Therefore, having realised this     (Self) to be of such a nature, one should fix the mind on non-duality alone. Having realised the non-dual Self 
fully, move about in life as if an inert/insentient thing. 
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After knowing the non-duality, which is bliss and fearlessness arising out of negation of all evils, one should fix the mind towards 
realising the non-dual    . Having thus realised the    , which is free of hunger, etc., unborn and directly perceivable as one‘s 
own Self and attaining the understanding that ‗I am  the supreme Brahman‘, behave with the others like a dull-witted man, without 
any show-off. 

   न      न  न       ,  न                    न    ,                   ३७  
The man of self-restraint should remain above all praise and salutation, every prescribed rituals, religious or otherwise. He should depend on this 
    (Self) alone as support for his body and should depend upon only those things that come his way, without any efforts to get them. 
The man who has thus realised the     (Self) should rise above all appreciation, greetings, etc., having given up desires for external 
objects and embraced highest kind of formal renunciation as indicated in the scriptural statement – ‗knowing the     (Self), the 
brahmanaas renounce (and lead a life of paramahamsa)‘ (Br.Upa.III.v.1). He should merely depend on circumstances, i.e. he 
maintains his body with whatever food or strips of cloth, etc. that come his way by mere chance and without any effort on his part to 
get them. 

                ,                                ,                 ३८  
Having known the Truth – which is within the body as well as externally in the world, he becomes one with the Reality, this     (Self) and 
thereafter derives his pleasures from It alone and never he deviates from the Truth. 
The external entities such as earth and the personal entities such as body, are unreal like the snake imagined on a rope or like those 
in a dream or those in a magic-show as indicated in the scriptures (Cha.Upa.VI.iv.1). The      (Self) is that which exists within and 
without, birthless, without cause & effect, without any inside or outside, complete, all-pervasive like space, subtle, motionless, 
attributeless, partless and actionless as indicated in the scriptures (Cha.Upa.VI.viii-xii). Having understood the Self thus, one should 
become identified with the Self and not in anything that is external. Because the one who has not understood this way, accepts mind 
as the Self and thinks the Self to be changing as mind changes or accepts body as the Self and thinks – ‗Now, I am fallen from the 
Knowledge of Self‘ and when the mind becomes concentrated, thinks – ‗I am now identified with the Self‘, etc. But, a Knower of Self 
does not think so as the Self is ever one and changeless and it is impossible for the Self to deviate from own nature. Therefore, he 
never loses the consciousness that ‗I am Brahman‘, which view is supported by the scriptural statements, such as – ‗he sees, who sees 
Brahman, existing equally in all beings‘ (BG Ch.XIII/V.27), etc.  

   

III अद्वतै प्रकयण 1-48 (K) Introduction to Chapter III : अद्वतै प्रकयण – 
The unreality of plurality was established in the previous Chapter (वतैथ्य प्रकयण) through the illustrations of dream, magic-show, 
celestial-city, etc. and also by reasoning. It was also concluded in the previous Chapter that all seeming diversity, comprising 
worshipped, worship, etc., is unreal and that the non-dual Self alone is the absolute Reality. Now, in this Chapter (अद्वतै प्रकयण), non-
duality is established not only through scriptural evidence, but through reasoning as well, covering the following topics: 

o Karikas   1 -   2                                       :        (introduction) 
o Karikas   3 - 28                                       :        (Reason) and      (illustration) 

 Karikas   3 -  9                           :  Impossibility of creation of ज   (through logic) 
 Karika       10                            :  Impossibility of creation of ज     (through logic) 
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 Karikas   11 – 14                       :  Impossibility of creation of ज   (through scripture) 
 Karikas   15 – 28                       :  Impossibility of creation of ज     (through scripture) 

 Karikas   17 – 22         :  Establishing non-duality (through logic) 
o Karikas 29 - 39                                      :  No-mindness (  न -   ) 

 Karikas   29 – 30                      :  Movement of mind ( न   न  ) 
o Karikas 40 –47                                     :   Vedantic Meditation ( न     न  ) 
o Karika     48                                          :  Conclusion ( न  न  ) 

      न          , ज                        ज       ,   न               १  
The ज  , taking itself to the path of devotion, etc. subsists as conditioned Brahman, as Brahman is supposed to have manifested into all this 
creation including itself. Therefore, such a ज   is said to be in pitiable condition and of narrow intellect. 
‗    न    :‘ means the one who resorts to devotional activities like worship,      meditation, etc., as means for liberation with the 
understanding that ‗now I am a worshipper and need to worship Brahman and through devotion, I shall attain that birthless 
Brahman after the fall of my body. In view of this ignorance about the eternal-birthless Brahman on the part of the seeker, it is said 
that his condition is pitiable. This statement is in accordance with the scriptural statement – ‗that which is not uttered by speech, 
that by which speech is revealed, know that alone to be Brahman and not what people worship as an object‘ (Kena Upa.I.5). 

                  ,  ज                    न ज           , ज    न         २  
Therefore, I shall now describe to you the Brahman which is free from limitations, unborn and homogeneous and from which nothing is born in 
reality though it appears to have manifested in endless forms everywhere. 
The one who is unable to know Brahman, which is both within & without and birthless, believes himself to be a helpless due to 
Ignorance and thinks that ‗I am born and subsist with      Brahman and through devotion to It, I shall attain Brahman eventually‘ 
becomes narrow-minded. Therefore, I shall describe Brahman, which has never been subject to any limitation and which is birthless 
(changeless). The source of limitation is that ‗where one sees another, hears another, knows another, That is limited, mortal and 
unreal‘ (Cha.Upa.VII.xxiv.1) and ‗all transformation has speech as its basis and it is name alone‘ (Cha.Upa.VI.iv.1). Contrary to this, 
That which has no limitation, which is within and without and is birthless Brahman, the Infinite, realising which is end for all 
miseries arising out of ignorance of Self. Since it is partless, It is established in homogeneity and therefore does not involve any 
change. Therefore, it is birthless and free from misery. Though it may seem to be born, it is birthless, like a snake from a rope, 
perceived so due to ignorance. 

                  ,                                 , ज  (dirgha a)        न   ३  
The     is compared to total-space, manifested in the forms of ज  -s, which are compared to the space enclosed in pots (pot-space). Again, as the 
pot-space is produced from the total-space, gross forms are formed from the    . This is the illustration for manifested world. 
The birthless Brahman, who is free from all limitations, is described with an illustration here. 
The     is compared to total-space – subtle, partless and all-pervasive. Like the spaces enclosed in pots (pot-spaces), the     is also 
said to be manifested as ज  -s. So, it is said that like the total-space existing in the form of spaces within the pots, the supreme Self 
(   ) is manifested as individual ज  -s. In other words, the creation of individual ज  -s from the supreme Self as indicated in 
Upanishads is like manifestation of pot-spaces from total-space. Which means the manifestation is not real. Just as from the total-
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space are produced such physical objects like pots, etc. in the same way, from the supreme Self, which is comparable to total-space, 
emerge entire aggregate of material objects like earth, etc. as well as individual bodies & senses that constitute individual, all 
characterised by causality, all being nothing but imagination, like that of snake on the rope. In order to make the position 
understood by the people of inferior intellect, the birth of beings, etc. from the non-dual Self as a fact, as indicated by the scriptures, 
is explained with the illustration of creation of pot, etc. from the total-space. 

             न    ,                               ,             न ४  
Just as when the pots are broken, the pot-space gets merged with the total-space, in the same way, the ज  -s get merged in    . 
As the creation of pot-space, etc. arises out of creation of pot, etc., both from the same total-space, in the same way, manifestation of 
ज  -s, arise out of creation of aggregate of bodies, etc. and dissolution of ज  -s in the supreme Self follows the dissolution of 
aggregate bodies into the supreme Self, from where both emerged. So, from the stand-point of absolute Reality, neither creation is 
real nor dissolution is real.  

        न  -       ,  ज                न             ,                   ५  

Just as by soiling one pot-space with smoke or dirt, all pots in the world are not soiled, in the same way, the happiness, sorrow, etc. in respect of one 
ज   does not affect other ज  -s. 
The contention of the dualists is that ‗if One     exists in all bodies (ज  -s), then birth, death, happiness, sorrow , etc., of one body 
(ज  ) should affect all and there would arise confusion regarding results of actions (   ) performed by individual ज  -s‘. 
This contention is not valid because just as by soiling one pot-space with smoke or dirt (smell/dirt pertain to this pot and air within and 
not space covered by the pot), all pots in the world are not soiled, in the same way, the happiness, sorrow, etc. in respect of one ज   does 
not affect other ज  -s. Because there is only One     in all bodies (ज  -s) like the all-pervading space and nothing can touch the 
   . 
Further, as admitted even by     -s that happiness, misery, etc. does not affect     but separately to Mind-Intellect, there is no 
evidence to prove multiplicity of    , which is of the nature of pure Knowledge. Since happiness, misery, etc. belong to Mind-
Intellect, which are mere conditionings (     -s) of    , they do not affect    . 

              ,                       न        ,           न     ६  
Though there could be difference here and there in respect of form, function and name, there is no difference at all in space which is One without a 
second. Same is the definite conclusion with regard to the ज  -s. 
Here, the contention is that ‗if     is one, how is it possible to explain variety of experiences indicating ignorance as reasons for plurality of 
    ?‘.   
In our worldly experience with regard to One space, we find variety of forms such as large, small, etc. in respect of space covered by a 
pot, a water-tank, cover, etc. Also, there are different functions such as fetching water, storing water, taking rest, etc. Further, there 
are different names for space covered in a jar (pot), in a water-bowl (     ), etc. due to those conditionings (     -s). Though these 
forms, names and functions are common experiences, the same are not real as far as reality of space is concerned, they being only 
     -s. In the same way, the ज  -s, which may be compared to space enclosed in a jar, are regarded as distinct due to their respective 
     -s and not absolute Reality, as concluded by the wise. 
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  न             ,                 न     न      ज   ,                ७  
The space covered by a pot is neither an evolved effect nor part of the space, so too the individual ज   is neither evolved effect nor it is part of the 
   . 
Here, the contention is that ‗our experience of variety of forms, names, functions, etc. in respect of space covered by a pot is a Reality and not 
illusory‘.  
The contention is not correct. Because the space covered in a pot is not the evolved effect of total space like the ornaments are effects 
of gold and foam, bubble, moisture, etc. are effects of water. Also, space enclosed in the pot is not like the branches or parts of a tree. 
Hence, just as pot-space is not the effect or part of total space, in the same way, ज   (the embodied being), which is compared to pot-
space, is neither evolved effect nor it is part of the    , which is compared to total-space. So, the manyness of the     experienced 
is an illusion from the standpoint of absolute Reality. 

               न   ,   न     न                   न   ,           न       ८  
Just as the space appears to be soiled by the dirt to the ignorant/children, in the same way     is regarded as affected by impurities. 
Just as the diverse experiences of names, forms, functions of pot-space are seen differently due to ignorance, the experiences of birth, 
death, etc. in respect of ज  , arising out of perception of differences, is due to ignorance about the nature of Self. Therefore, the 
impurities of misery, action and fruits of action, etc. caused by ignorance does not belong to the    . It is like those who know the 
nature of Space does not consider Space is soiled by cloud, dust, smoke, etc. Similarly, those with a discriminative intellect do not 
consider the    , the innermost Self, as affected by the evils of misery, action and fruits of action, etc. which is falsely 
superimposed on the     due to ignorance. It is like thirsty ones attribute foam, waves, etc. on desert perceiving the mirage water, 
though it can never be the case. 

                ,      न                      ,      न        ९  
The dwelling of     in all bodies in the seeming processes of birth, death, etc. is in no way different from the Space covered by the pot. 
The notion of birth, death, etc. of the     seen in all bodies is like creation, destruction, coming, going, etc. and existence of pot-
space. 
The contention that the theory of transmigration of ज  , travelling to heaven or hell after death, depending upon its acts 
(meritorious or otherwise) and at the end of such experiences again taking birth, is inconsistent with the principle of     , is refuted. 
All these diverse experiences of conditionings (     -s) are superimpositions on the     due to ignorance and are unreal. Like 
space,     is ever pure and non-dual and is not subject to transmigration, etc. 

                ,           ज                       , न               १०  

All assemblages (such as body, mind & intellect) are produced as in a dream due to ignorance that veils the Self. There is no rational argument to 
establish their reality as to whether they are equal or superior to one another. 
The assemblages of body, etc. produced by ignorance veiling the Self, which is the perceiver, like body, etc. are like those seen in 
dream or in magic show and as such they do not exist from the absolute standpoint of Reality. Even the contention of superiority 
among the created beings, gods superior to other lower beings like birds, beasts, etc. or there is equality amongst all beings, does not 
establish the Reality of their creation, which is nothing but ignorance. 
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                    ,                               ज   ,                  ११  
The individual ज  , which is the non-dual Brahman, is the Self of five sheaths such as physical, mental, etc. which have been exclusively explained 
in Taittiriya Upanishad. The supreme Brahman is like the total space has also been described in earlier verses (Ka-3, Ch-III). 
Now, the non-dual nature of supreme Brahman, who is beyond birth, etc. is being established through scriptural statement 
(Taittiriyaka chapter of Taittiriya Upanisad).  The individual‘s five sheaths are like sheaths covering the sword. The interior sheaths 
fill their immediate outer ones and they are their respective self. The one dwelling in the innermost is the Self of these sheaths who 
enliven them as clearly explained in the said Upanishad. It is called ज   or the supreme Self, described as the Brahman - Existence, 
Knowledge and Infinity. It is also explained in the said Upanishad that these sheaths have been created by the Brahman‘s own power 
called Ignorance (    ), the entire being illusory like objects in dream of those seen in a magic show. The Self is like space has been 
explained in earlier verses (Ka-3, Ch-III).  

               न  ,                                 ,                   १२  
The description of pairs, i.e. space which is in earth and in body (stomach), though considered separately, applies equally to the supreme Brahman 
indicated as  both       (world) &         (heavens) and described in Madhu-Brahmana section of Brihadaranyaka Upanishad (Mantras 2.5.1. 
to 2.5.14). 
In Madhu-Brahmana section of Chapter II of Brihadaranyaka Upanishad, it is described that - All this is Brahman, the bright & 
immortal, who is present both in corporeal and celestial worlds, is also in this earth and within the body as Witness. This Brahman is 
like space and though shown as existing separately in earth and in the body, it is One and Non-dual. Here the Brahman is indicated 
as Madhu, the honey, as Brahman is of the nature of Bliss (Nectar). 

  ज    न      ,      न        न न     न      ,                 १३  
Identity (Oneness) of ज   and      has been praised and their multiplicity is severely condemned in the scriptures. Non-duality alone therefore is 
rational and correct. 
The scriptures as well as great sages like Vedavyasaji extol the Identity (Oneness) of ज   and      by negating all differences, thus 
arriving at the conclusion by reasoning supported by scriptures. Further the experiences of plurality which is natural to the ignorant 
and common to all beings (who do not understand the true import of scriptures and indulge in futile reasoning) have been 
condemned by Knowers of Brahman & scriptural statements – ‗but, there is nothing that amounts to dual existence‘ 
(Br.Upa.IV.iii.23); ‗It is from a second entity that fear comes‘ (Br.Upa.I.iv.2); ‗if sees the slightest difference, he is bound to face fear‘  
(Tai.Upa.II.vii.1); ‗All this is verily Brahman‘  (Br.Upa.II.iv.6 & IV.v.7); ‗he who sees plurality, as if, he goes from death to death‘  
(Ka.Upa.II.i.10). Thus, the above praise and condemnation can be easily comprehended (i.e. perform only that which is praised and 
drop that which is condemned). But, contrary/ incorrect views expressed by logicians, which are also difficult to comprehend, cannot 
be accepted as Truth. 

  ज    न           ,                                         ,          न       १४  
The separateness of ज   and     , which has been indicated in the ritualistic portion of Veda before the Vedanta potion dealing with the creation 
aspect of universe is only figurative to indicate as to what will follow. Thus, the statement regarding dualistic aspect cannot have any literal 
meaning. 
The contention here is that the scriptures have spoken of separateness of ज   and      in the  ritualistic portion of Vedas, wherein 
it has been stated that ‗the supreme Purusha, who is desirous of this and that, supported heaven and earth, etc.‘, thus showing a 
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conflict between the ritualistic portion and Knowledge portion of Vedas. In view of this, how to conclude that what is spoken of in 
Knowledge portion alone is reasonable and correct? 
The separateness of ज   and     indicated in the statements under the  ritualistic portion of Vedas before describing the creation 
aspect has only secondary meaning and not primary from absolute standpoint. The said separateness is like the distinction between 
the space covered by pot (      ) and the total space (      ), which is due to ignorance of the Reality. For example, if one says – 
‗he is cooking rice‘, what is meant is the future phenomena, i.e. to establish the ultimate result. These statements of scriptures are 
only to reiterate what is commonly seen in the world and not as ‗    ‘ statement, but is intended only to establish the oneness of 
ज   and    . 

                  ,                                    , न             न १५  
The scriptural statements illustrated by the examples of clay, iron, sparks, etc. regarding the idea of world created or otherwise, is ultimately to serve 
the purpose of explaining the unity of individual Self with universal Self and there exists no plurality as such. 
The contention here is that even though the creation might have been unborn, non-dual and one before creation, the evolved world 
and embodied beings denote plurality after the creation. This aspect has already been clarified explaining that assemblage of body, 
etc., like dream objects, are produce of illusion similar to the creation of pot-space (      ) and the total space (      ), which is 
due to ignorance of the Reality. The concept of creation and the plurality as illustrated by the examples of clay, iron, sparks, etc. is 
only intended to enlighten our intellect to comprehend the oneness of ज   and     by negating all plurality.  

               न,                  न         ,      न       १६  
On the basis of one‟s intellectual capabilities to comprehend the teaching, the seekers are grouped into three stages – lower, middle and higher and 
scriptures out of compassion and consideration, devised this method of worship or meditation to help them on the path. 
If     is one without a second, where is the question of performing    ,     न , etc.? 
Performing    ,     न , etc. are prescribed for those who are of lower and middle level intellects to enable them to follow the correct 
disciplines to progress on the path and it is not for the ones who are of higher intellect and possess the right knowledge of Brahman, 
the one-without-a-second.  

              ,     न   न                       ,       न        १७  
The dualists remain firm to the conclusions arrived at by their own enquiries and consider them alone as Truth. So, they among themselves 
contradict with each other, whereas non-dualists have no conflict with any of them. 
The Knowledge of Self is established by both scriptures and reasoning and hence it is the perfect Knowledge. Other views, devoid of 
the support of scriptures and reasoning, result in false systems. Also, the views of dualists are false as they involve vices like 
attachment, hatred, etc. The dualists following the views of Kapila, Kanada, Buddha, Jainism, etc. hold firmly to their views and 
conclusions and think their view alone is ultimate Reality and rest all as false.  
Thus, due to their sense of attachment for their views and hatred for other views, they contradict each other. But, non-dualism, 
which is based on oneness of all as indicated in Scriptures, does not contradict other views like one does not conflict with one‘s own 
limbs like hand, leg, etc. Thus, the purport of Scriptures that the Knowledge of Oneness of Self, which is free from the vices of 
attachment & hatred, is the true Knowledge. 
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                 ,                                 ,   न    न          १८  
Non-duality is indeed the ultimate Reality and duality is its variation. The dualists perceive duality both in transactional and absolute levels. 
Therefore, the non-dualism does not conflict with the dualist position. 
How it is said that non-dualist does not have conflict with dualist? 
Non-duality is the ultimate Reality and therefore duality is only its effect or variation. The Scriptures support this view by statements 
– ‗He is one without a second‘, ‗He created the fire‘, etc. Further, duality is not perceived in the states of swoon, sleep, samadhi or in 
the absence of activity of mind.  
Therefore, duality is said to be the effect of non-duality. Since duality is perceived by the ignorant and non-duality by the wise, non-
dualists have no conflict with dualists. It is like the case of a noble man, riding on a spirited elephant who cannot be conquered by 
anyone, does not hurt the intoxicated man on the road, who shouts – I am also on the elephant, drive your elephant on me!‘. Thus, 
from the stand-point of Reality, the Knower of Brahman is the very Self of even the dualists and hence does not have conflict with 
them.  

                   , न    ज     न            न     ,             ज    १९  
The changeless non-dual Brahman, who is in fact unborn, appears to undergo modifications only on account of illusion of      and not in reality. If 
the modifications were to be real, then the immortal Brahman would become mortal.  
If someone contends that if non-duality is the ultimate Reality, then, duality, being effect of non-duality, is also ultimate reality, then 
the answer is that appearance of non-duality as many is due to      and not otherwise. It is like one moon appearing as many to the 
one with cataract-defect in the eye and one rope appearing as snake, garland, wooden-stick, water-line etc. to the one who could not 
perceive the rope clearly.  

The manyness is not possible in the     which is part-less (i.e     has no left, right, front, side, above, below, etc.), unlike clay 
which by undergoing modification can produce pot, etc. If manyness in Immortal    , which is ever Unborn & Real, were to be 
real, then It becomes mortal, which is not possible, like fire can never become cold, leaving its nature of heat & light. The reversal of 
one‘s nature is not desired by any and it is contrary to all proof. Therefore, any seeming manyness in the changeless, unborn     is 
due to      and non-duality alone is absolute Reality. 

   ज          , ज             न    ज              ,                २०  
The dualists contend that the ever unborn and eternally changeless Brahman is born. How could a changeless and immortal entity become mortal? 
Some interpreters of Upanishads, pretending to be the Knowers of Brahman, admit that the changeless, unborn     takes birth to 
become universe. If this view is accepted as true, then     becomes subject to destruction. But, it is impossible for the changeless, 
unborn, immortal     to become mortal, as it is contrary to its very nature of immortality. 
The point discussed here is to indicate     as not the cause of universe. If it is cause of something, then it has to be effect of something else and 
any effect is subject to destruction. Thus, while on one hand     is not considered as cause of anything and on the other-hand the happening 
universe is experienced, the cause of which is attributed to    . To explain this strange scenario, the Upanishads have introduced      (the power 
of     ) as the cause of creation, without involving    . Since such a creation amounts to mystery and cannot be explained, it is termed as     , 
the inexplicable. 
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  न              , न                            , न             २१  
The immortal cannot become mortal and the mortal can never become immortal, as it is never possible for a thing to change its nature. 
It is the general experience that the immortal never becomes mortal nor the mortal ever becomes immortal, for it is never possible 
for a thing to change its nature, i.e. to become anything other than what it is. Like fire can never change its nature of being heat. 

       न        ,                         न      ,            न    २२  
How can he, who believes that the essential immortal entity becomes mortal, also maintain that the immortal, after undergoing modifications 
(creation, etc.), still retains its essential nature of immortality? 
Some Contend that     as cause is immortal before creation and becomes mortal after creation. However, this contention is not 
correct. Because an immortal thing, by its very nature cannot take birth and if it undergoes such modification, it cannot remain 
immortal. Because that which undergoes modification has to be mortal. But,     is ever immortal and hence does not undergo 
modification because in such a scenario, there is no meaning for seeking liberation if it is mortal and not absolute. 

                   ,      न               न               ,        न       २३  
Both the views that creation is real and that it is unreal have been equally emphasised in scriptures. That which is supported by scriptural statements 
and corroborated by reasoning alone is acceptable Truth and not the rest. 
If the modification of     is acceptable then it is not in tune with scriptures as scriptures support creation. 
The scriptural statement supporting creation is to serve other purposes, which has been clarified earlier. Any creation is caused by 
ignorance and not from the standpoint of Reality. Just as the dream objects become unreal on waking up, the objects of waking 
world become unreal when one attains the Knowledge of    . Therefore, from the absolute standpoint all objects are unreal, 
whether from dream state or waking state.  

  न    न न               ,                   ज    न      ,       ज           २४  
Through such scriptural statements as – „there is no plurality in this‟ (Ka.Upa.II.i.11); „Indra through Maaya‟ (Br.Upa.II.v.19), etc. we know that 
the    , though unborn, indeed appears to have become many only through     .  
If the creation is considered real, then the existence of objects become absolutely real. In that case, there should be no scriptural 
statement indicating their unreality. But, scriptural statements like – ‗there is no plurality in this‘, etc. negate the existence of duality. 
It implies that creation has been imagined in order to help understanding the non-dual    , which is otherwise not perceivable 
through any means. This is further understood by the word     , which denotes unreality of creation. Further, to negate creation 
theory, there is scriptural statements, like – ‗the one who sees reality, goes from death to death‘ (Ka.Upa.II.i.11). 

                     ,                न   जन      ,                २५  
Again by negation of Hiranya-Garbha, creation is negated. Causation by Brahman is denied again by the statement – „who can cause It to pass into 
birth?‟ (Br.Upa.III.ix.28.7). 
By condemning worship of the first-born, i.e. Hiranya-Garbha (    -   ), the whole creation is negated. If Hiranyagarbha were to be 
real, its condemnation would not have been done. Therefore, Hiranya-Garbha is unreal and hence the creation is also unreal. So, 
there is no birth of individual as there is no cause for such a birth. If it is contended that the worship of Hiranya-Garbha is 
condemnation is to praise the combined worship of Hiranya-Garbha and rites called   न  , it is stated that such a combination is 
intended to take one beyond death, as consists of two-fold hankering for ends and means. Therefore, the combination of worship of 
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gods with the rites aims at leading one beyond death, arising out of Knowledge of Oneness of the supreme Self eventually, for the 
one who engages himself in discussion on Upanishadic truths, etc. 

       न     न      ,         न                     न,     न  ज         २६  
All ideas that were described as means to know    , as     is incomprehensible, are eventually negated the scriptures by statements like „not 
this, not this‟, indicating that they are not real as non-dual     alone is real.  
The scriptural statement that – ‗this is final instruction. It is not this, not this‘ has determined the nature of    , by negating all 
those charecteristics, which were used as means to describe the incomprehensible    . By the statement ‗not this, not this‘, the 
scriptures demonstrate the incomprehensibility of    . Those who do not understand the purpose of using the means to realise the 
    make mistake by thinking that the means (descriptions) have the same reality of end, i.e.    . To remove this error, scriptures 
negate their reality through the statement ‗not this, not this‘. Eventually, the seeker will understand that the means are used only for 
the purposes of understanding and they have no reality and non-dual     alone is the Reality [like snake, stick, garland, etc. ideas 
superimposed on a rope, which alone is the reality, get negated after knowing the reality of rope). To such a seeker, the Knowledge of 
   , which is unborn and changeless and is both within and without, reveals itself.   

               ज        न               ज        ज          ज     २७  
That which is ever existent appears to pass into birth through illusion alone and not true from the stand-point of absolute Reality. Those who think 
this birth to be real, assert that what is born alone is born again and again, endlessly. 
Hundreds of scriptural statements thus conclude that the essence which is the non-dual and birth-less    , dwelling both within 
and without, alone is the Reality and other than     nothing exists. This is being established through reasoning now. 
The contention that if the absolute     is incomprehensible, then the Knowledge of that absolute Self too would be not real. This 
is not correct, because the effect is perceived. All effects, even the creation of magic objects need a real magician, the perceived effects 
in the form of creation of universe leads us to infer the the existence of supreme Reality, who as if like magician is the substratum of 
the illusion perceived in the form of universe. Because, no effect is possible with a non-existing cause, even for the illusory effect. 
Like for projection  of illusory snake, garland, etc. due to ignorance, the rope has to be real as their substratum. Therefore, from the 
incomprehensible     creation of world is due to      like illusory appearance of snake on the rope. 

             ज       न                   न    न            ज     २८  

The unreal cannot be born either really or through delusion like the son of a barren women is neither born in reality nor in illusion. 
It is the common experience that it is not possible to produce a thing from that which is non-existent as the son of barren woman is 
not seen to be born either really or through     . Hence the theory of nihilism (     ) is out of place in the present context. 

                  ,             न       ज    -        ,             न  २९  
As the mind acts through      (delusion) projecting appearances of duality in dream, in the same way, the mind projecting through      (delusion) 
causes the world of objects in waking state also. 
In dream, individual mind creates the duality of world and this duality is negated only on waking. On the other hand, the duality of 
world created by the mind in waking state has to be negated in the waking state itself and not any other states because intellect is 
needed for the act of negation. In both states, i.e. dream and waking, it has to be accepted that both experiences due to      
(delusion) are out of mind alone as their substratum, the Consciousness part of the mind (i.e. ‗is-ness‘, the other part of mind being 
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names & forms of inert nature). 

                 ,  न      न                       ,     ज          ३०  
There is no doubt that the non-dual mind (i.e Consciousness part) itself appears as dual in dream. In the same way, it (i.e. the total mind) appears 
as dual in the waking state also. 
Just as snake is true in its aspect of rope as substratum, without which snake cannot appear on the rope, in the same way, the mind, 
though projects duality, is non-dual as far as its Consciousness part concerned, but appears to be dual in the dream. Apart from the 
non-dual Consciousness (i.e. Consciousness part of mind), there is nothing else in dream. Therefore, the objects of dream like 
elephant and their perceiver like eyes do not have their existence independently of mind (i.e Consciousness part). Similar is the case 
with the waking state as Consciousness alone is the Reality in both states, both appearances being due to      (delusion) alone. 

   न              ,                  न     न     ,      न          ३१  
Whatever perceived in this world, moveable or immovable, is nothing but the perceptions of the mind, is nothing but mind alone.  Because plurality 
is not perceived when the mind is transcended (when mind loses its mindness). 
How to understand that this plurality is mind alone like appearance of snake on the rope? What is the proof?  
The above inference is based on the method of ‗presence & absence‘ (   -      ). This plurality perceived by the mind, moving 
and unmoving, is nothing but mind, which is imagined on the Self. This inference is drawn from the fact that plurality is perceived 
when mind is active and plurality is not perceived when mind ceases to be active, i.e. when activities of the mind are withdrawn into 
itself by the knowledge attained through discrimination, practice and renunciation, arising out of teaching from scriptures & 
teacher, like disappearance of snake on the rope or like in deep sleep. Thus, disappearance of plurality establishes that the plurality is 
unreal or illusory.  
It is like though the pot is pervaded by clay, pot is unreal, in the same way, though mind is pervaded by Consciousness, mind is unreal and 
Consciousness alone is real. 

       न      न न,               न            ,                 ३२  
When the mind does not bring forth any more imaginations of plurality because of the Knowledge of Truth (the    ), arising out of teaching from 
scriptures & teacher, then the mind attains the state of not being the mind and in the absence of objects of cognition, the mind becomes free from the 
idea of cognition. 
How does the mind cease to be the mind, is explained here. 
The     alone is the Reality, like the clay, as explained in scriptural statement – ‗all transformation has speech as its basis and it is 
name only. The clay alone is real‘ (Cha.Upa. VI.i.4).  On attainment of Knowledge of     through scriptures & teacher, the mind 
ceases to project objects as there is nothing to project other than non-dual    . In the absence of objects to perceive, the mind is 
like the fire as fire does not burn when there is no fuel and in that state, the mind attains the state of ceasing to be the mind and 
thus becomes free from all illusory perceptions.  
How to cultivate and sustain no-mindness (  न    )? 
The process involves three aspects, viz.,     न,  न  न   &    न     regular practice of /abidance in which together can lead to 
   न    and its sustainance, as discussed hereunder:   
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     न means regular and daily study and reflection of Vedantik text (      & नन  ) 
  न  न   means negation of ज    &        (i.e.     &   ) by regular meditation ( न     न  ) (i.e. negating the reality of mind 

& ego), both being inert and different from    , the Self. 
    न     means reforming/changing/dropping past habits of living and thinking in a certain way. Continuing in the same 

old pattern even while involving in spiritual practice of       ,  नन   &  न     न   will not bring the desired result. I 
should remind myself that the worldly day-to-day problems, issues, etc. does not belong to me,    , the Self. The futility of 
notion of joys & sorrows involved in objects should be understood and grown beyond them, despite their pressure to be in 
that vicious cycle.  

Thus, constant contemplation and understanding of this aspect to reduce and eliminate those pressures, coupled with dispassion for 
world & objects, is the only way to progress by becoming lighter and lighter in vasanas/erroneous habits. Also, I shall not pursue any 
other goals and involve only in      ,  नन   &  न     न   even while living a responsible and vigilant life. Also I remain alert to see 
that my actions/attitudes do not create a new    न , by being firm on my resolve and resist any temptations, willingly and 
voluntarily.  
The biggest and most difficult    न  is said to be attraction for the opposite sex, which I should be vigilant about all the time. 

       ज    न  ,                       ज   न   ,  ज न ज          ३३  
The Knowledge which is unborn and free from all imaginations is always inseparable from the Knowable (Brahman). The immutable and the 
birthless Brahman is the sole object of Knowledge. And the birtthless (Brahman) is known only by the birthless (Knowledge), the wise say. 
The query that ‗if duality, including mind is false, how then Truth of one‘s own Self is realised?‘ is answered here. 
The Knowers of Brahman describe Knowledge, which is unborn and free from all imaginations (i.e. I am ज  , I am meditator, etc.), 
as not different from Brahman, the ultimate Reality, as indicated by the scriptural statement – ‗like heat from fire, Knowledge is 
never separate from the Knower, the Brahman‘ (Br.Upa.III.ix.28.7); ‗Brahman is Truth, Knowledge & Infinite‘ (Tai.Upa.II.i.1), etc.  
Thus, the Knowledge, and the Known, i.e. Brahman, are not separate from each other like heat is not separate from the fire. The 
essence of Brahman, which is the object of Knowledge, knows itself, it being the very nature of Brahman. Brahman, which is of the 
nature of one homogenous mass of eternal Consciousness, does not need any other instrument of Knowledge to illumine it, like the 
sun, which is of the nature of continuous light and does not depend on anything else to illumine it.  

   न        न  ,  न                               ,           न      ३४  
The behaviour of the mind that is disciplined, i.e. which is free from all imaginations and is endowed with discrimination, should be rightly noted as 
it is different from the behaviour of the mind in deep-sleep. 
Since the disciplined mind behaves in the same way as that of the mind in deep-sleep, there being absence of awareness in both, what 
is the difference between them that needs to be noted? 
The behavious of the mind in deep-sleep is different because the mind is under the cover of darkness of ignorance and still is 
possessed of the latent tendencies (   न ) which are seeds for many evil actions that could follow. The behaviour of the disciplined 
mind (of a    न), on the other hand, is certainly different as the ignorance, which is the seed for evil activities, has already been burnt 
away by the fire of realisation of Self and all blemish of afflictions has been removed. So, it is necessary to know and note this 
difference between the two. 
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                     ,  न       न              न       ,   न            ३५  
The mind in deep-sleep gets drowned in ignorance, but in the case of mind endowed with the discipline of Vedanta does not. The disciplined mind 
becomes identical with the fearless Brahman, possessed of the knowledge of Consciousness all around. 
The query as to why there is a difference in behaviour of mind in two states indicated above (i.e. of a sleeper and a    न), is explained 
here. 
In deep-sleep, the mind with desires which are the cause of experiences due to ignorance, goes to seed-like condition of potentiality, 
which is a kind of darkness and non-differentiation. But the disciplined mind of a    न, endowed with discrimination, does not do 
so due to absence of seed of ignorance. When the mind becomes free from the idea of experiencer (    ) and experienced (   ), the 
duality caused by the evil of ignorance, it becomes one with the supreme non-dual Brahman, which is peace and fearless. Thus, the 
mind becomes free from fear as in that state the perception of duality, which is cause for fear, is absent.  Having realised Brahman, 
the    न is not afraid of anything. The term ‗all around‘ means that Brahman is continuous mass of sentiency which is all-peervading 
like space. In other words, in whatever activity a    न is engaged in, he experiences Brahman alone in everything. 

   ज  न      ,  न                           , न          न ३६  
The Brahman is birthless, sleepless, dreamless and without name & form, ever effulgent, omniscient. On undertanding this, no efforts/practices are 
needed to be done in this regard. 
Brahman, which is inside and outside is also unborn as it has no source of birth. Because birth is caused by ignorance as in the case 
of a illusory snake taking birth on a rope. Brahman is birthless because all ignorance is destroyed by the Knowledge of Truth, which 
is the    , the Self. Since non-dual Brahman is unborn, Brahman is free from sleep, because sleep is also caused by the ignorance. 
Hence Brahman is free from dream also. Since name and form are creation of state of ignorance, they are destroyed on Knowledge 
like the illusory snake is destroyed when the Knowledge of rope takes place, which is also indicted by scriptural statement – ‗from 
which words come back‘ (Tai.Upa.II.iv & II.ix). The nature of Brahman is effulgence since it is devoid of non-manifestation due to 
non-perception and devoid of manifestation due to mis-apprehension.  
Brahman being the nature of effulgence, there is no non-apprehension or mis-apprehension in Brahman and Brahman is ever 
effulgent. Brahman is Existence and Consciousness and that being the nature of Brahman, no activity like practicing concentration, 
etc., can be enjoined on Brahman, like that in the case of an individual. In essence, other than elimination of ignorance, no other 
activity, whatsover, can ever be prescribed on Brahman, who is of the nature of purity, knowledge and freedom. 

                ,                                  ,               ३७  
This    , the Self, is beyond all expressions or words, beyond all acts of mind (risen above        ). It is all-peace, ever effulgent, free from 
activity & is fearless and is attainable through concentrated understanding (   ). 
Here,     means that knowledge, arising out of understanding of studies, practices, concepts, (such as ज  , ज   ,    ,     ,      , 
    ,   ,    न,    , etc.), etc., which are undertaken with the intention of knowing the    .  
The     is free from organ of speech, which is the means of expressing all kinds of words, i.e. It is free of all external organs. It has 
risen above the Intellect, which is the means for all thoughts, i.e. It is free of inernal organ (       ) as explained in scriptural 
statement – ‗he is without vital force and without mind‘ (Mu.Upa.II.1.2). Being devoid of all objects, It is absolutely tranquil, It is 
ever effulgent by virtue of being of the nature of Consciousness. It is denoted by the word ‗     ‘ as It can be known only by the 
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wisdom arising out of deep understanding of all studies, practices, concepts, etc., undertaken with the intention of knowing the 
    or the word ‗     ‘ also is to mean that the mind becomes one with    . It is immovable and changeless hence is fearless. 

      न    न     ,         न                     न  ,  ज               ३८  
In that    , the Self, which is free from all acts of the mind, there is neither any idea of perception (idea of acceptance) nor any idea of self-
projection (idea of giving up). Being in abidance of    , the Self, the knowledge reaches the state of immutability & homogeneity. 
As the    , the Self, was described as ‗     ‘ (the sole object of concentration) which is free from activities and also fearless, in that 
   , there is nothing to accept or anyting to give-up. Acceptance or rejection is possible where there is possibility of change and in 
    being non-dual, there exists nothing in     and It is partless. In other words in the    , where there is no activity of mind 
(thoughts, etc.), where is the room for acceptance or rejection of anything. Because on knowing the non-dual Truth, in the absence 
of any object to perceive, one gets established in the    , like the heat of the fire, when there is no fuel to burn. It is birthless and is 
homogeneous. 
Thus, the earlier proposition – ‗Now, I shall speak of Brahman, which is free from limitation, without birth and is in the state of 
homogeneity‘ (Karika III.2), which has been fulfilled with the help of scriptures and reasoning, is concluded here. Everything else, 
other than the Knowledge of    , the Self, which is birthless, homogeneous, is fraught with limitations, as indicated in the 
scriptural saying – ‗O Gargi, he, who departs from this world without knowing this Immutable One, is, indeed, miser-loser‘ 
(Br.Upa.III.viii.10).  
The essence conveyed is that by knowing this aspect, one becomes Knower of Brahman and thus his duties get fulfilled. 

              न  ,                        न             ,            न  ३९  
This Yoga, called yoga of no contact (untouched), is difficult to be attained by all seekers (yogins). The seekers are afraid of this path as they see fear 
in it, though it is here alone that one can experience the true state of fearlessness. 
This Yoga is free from all touch, i.e. free from relation with all objects, which is described in Upanishads. It is hard to be attained by 
all seekers who lack Knowledge imparted in the Upanishads. In other words, this Knowledge can be attained only through efforts by 
studying scriptures through a competent teacher (     न     ), culminating in the Knowledge that    , the Self, alone is the 
Reality. The seekers, who think that this knowledge results in the disintegration of their individuality, are afraid of It, while actually 
It is the abode of fearlessness. 

   न    न       ,             न      (visarga)         (bo)     ,                ४०  
Those seekers who do not follow the path of Knowledge as described in the Karika, depend on the control of their mind for fearlessness and 
elimination of misery as also for Knowledge of Self  and eternal peace. 
For those seekers who see no reality in mind, sense organs, etc. which are imagined like a snake on a rope, there is no fear as they are 
identified with Brahman and they revel in the everlasting peace called liberation, being not dependent on any efforts like control of 
mind, etc. But, those seeker who also walk on path of Truth to attain libertion and know Knowledge alone as means for liberation, 
but are of inferior or mediocre understanding and think their mind as something different from the     though related to it (i.e. 
sense of my mind, etc.), fearlessness, elimination of misery, etc. are tied to the control of their mind. So, for those consider their 
mind as different from    , there can be no end of sorrow as their mind remains ever disturbed and for this reason, there is no 
everlasting peace called  liberation for them. 
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                ,             न    न    न      ,              ४१  
The mind can be brought under control only by relentless effort like the one required to empty an ocean, drop-by-drop, using the front tip of kusha-
grass blade. 

Just as one has to be as relentless as in the efforts to empty the ocean with tip of a blade of kusha grass as the means, control of mind 
needs similar level of effort by a seeker with a heart which neither becomes depressed nor tired by such endless effot. 
What is indicated here is that knowing the enormity of the effort involed in controlling mind which is impossible to attain 
completely, even as such effrot continues, it would be advisable that the seeker opts for the ‗  न   ‘ for knowing the Self and attain 
eternal bliss. 

       न  न        ,                                 ,                ४२  
A mind distracted with desires & enjoyments as also the mind enjoying complete oblivion (  ) should be broought under the discipline through 
proper means, because desire to be in the state of oblivion is as harmful as the agitations due to desire for enjoyments. 
If it is asked is the untiring effort alone is the means to bring the mind under control, then the answer is no. One should concentrate 
the mind, which is in agitatation due to desires & enjoyments of objects, on the Self itself using proper means (which is being 
indicated now)  and by untiring efforts. If it is contended that as to why the peaceful mind in complete oblivion like in the sleep 
needs to be disciplined, it is said that the sleep is also equally evil as desire is, because both of them cause dependence on 
world/objects which is riddled with all defects and our effort is to know the non-dual Self, which is free from all dependence, the 
substratun of all. 

     :     न     ,                     ज      न     , ज    न             ४३  
Turn the mind back from the enjoyments of pleasures with the growing understanding that sense objects are ever riddled with misery. If we 
consistently reflect on the One non-dual Brahman, which is unborn, then the perception of created duality will cease to exist. 
The means to displine the mind is explained here. Remembering the fact learnt from sscriptures through teacher that the entire 
peception of duality riddled with the endless misery is because of the  ignorance about the nature of Self, which is non-dual, one 
should withdraw from the world of plurality, with the help of idea of detachment. In other words, I should give up all that where I 
get stuck on the path. The first step here is to see misery in everything arising out of perception of duality and then understand 
everything as non-dual Self, that I am. 
Overcoming mind-related issues/difficulties faced during meditation: 
a) Prepare the usual steps such as place, time, seating, etc. and sit for meditation 
b) Pray to God & Guru to help you in restraining the wandering mind, which is beyond my control 
c) If my purpose and intention are sincere, the help will come from God 
d) Meditate recalling my nature of Brahman as taught and understood during       &  नन   through Guru 
e) When mind again goes way after something or the other, pull it back and meditate again 
f) Surrender to God and accept the result as it comes without reseervation 
g) No more individual struggle as now you have invoked God to help 
h) Do your part, leave the other part to God, to happen as it deserves. 
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                  ,               न            ज न     ,        न         ४४  
If the mind becomes inactive in a state of oblivion, awaken it back. If mind is agitated due to pursuing objects, bring it back to peace and one should 
be aware if the mind is caught-up in the desire. One should not disturb the mind, once it has attained the state of tranquility. 
The mind is not available for meditaton due to any of the three reasons, viz.,   ,       &     . When the mind is merged in 
oblivion (  ), it should be awaken with the help of dual process of detachment and practice of knowledge (i.e.   -     &       ). 
When the mind is agitated due to objects, etc. (     ), restrain it with the understanding of defects and futility concerning the 
objects. Despite the above, if the mind is still not in equipoise but continues in the intermediate state, it could be due to 
manifestation of subtle impressions of the past (    ) emerging from the subconscious mind. By allowing said impressions to pass 
and by educating the mind about the Self, which alone is the Reality, the mind can be brought to equipoise. One should be alert not 
to allow such a mind, that is brought to eqipoise, to go towards objects again. 

  न             ,  न                  न     न       ,               ४५  
The mind should not be allowed to be attached to the joy experienced during      . It should be freed from the attachment to such temporary 
happiness by pointing out the defect through steady exercise of discrimination. If the mind, even after attaining the state of equanimity, seeks to rush 
out to the external objects, it should be restrained to be unified with the Self by due diligence. 
Here, the purpose is to caution against mind getting attached to the enjoyment experienced at the time of      , as it is only 
temporary and unreal. 
The seekeer should not get attached to the happiness that a Yogi experiences during       when he tries to concentrate his mind by 
thinking and understanding that whatever happiness experienced is born out of ignorance and it is unreal. He should therefore 
withdraw from such happiness without getting attached to it with the help of knowledge of discrimination. However, such a 
withdrawn mind again goes out in pursuit of external objects, it should be brought back again using the methods explained above 
and with great care, make it one with the Self. Because though the mind is identical with the Self, due to ignorance, mind is 
separated from the Self. 
Note: It is worth keeping in mind that for a person of unsteady mind running for objects, attaining the state of joy as in        itself is 
overwhelming and such a yogi may not be able to detach from that state. But, by discrimination, it should be understood that that joy too is 
temporary and unreal, being only reflection the absolute bliss which is the real nature of Self. Because, when one is out of      , he will again face 
the same agitations from restlness mind, which may be more disturbing to him. So, even as one progresses on the path various such experiences, he 
should clearly understand temporariness and futility of all joys perceived in the world and continue his efforts to attain oneness with the eternal no-
dual Self, which alone is the absolute bliss. 

      न            ,  न             न     न न न      ,  न            ४६  
When the mind is awakened from the sleep (  ) and is steady, freed from the restless agitations (     ) of desires, then it verily becomes Brahman.  
When the mind is disciplined through the methods indicated, i.e. not falling into oblivion of deep-sleep nor distracted by the 
external objects, i.e. when the mind attains a state of tranquility like the flame of an undisturbed lamp kept in a windless place, or 
the mind does not appear in the form of any object (i.e. it does not involve in activities of objects), the mind with such characteristics 
becomes fully identified with Brahman. 
In other words, undertanding mind as Brahman, the Self like understanding the perceived snake as not snake but rope itself, thus ending the saga of 
sorrow.  
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             न      ,                  ज ज न     न,               ४७  
This highest Bliss is arising out of the Knowledge (rediscovery) of the Self. It is peace identical with Liberation, which is indescribable & unborn. It is 
described as the omniscient Brahman because it is One with the unborn Self, which is the ultimate goal of Knowledge of Self. 
The bliss explained above is within one‘s own Self. It is quiescent and characterised by the cessation of all evils. It is liberation due to 
its identity with the absolute Truth. It is indescribable as it pertains to an absolutely unique entiry distinct, not arising from objects 
nor any   association with objects. It is unsurpassable and realised by the vision of Yogis alone. It is unborn because it is not 
happiness from objects. The kowers of Brahman describe this Bliss verily as the omniscient Brahman, as it is identical with the 
nature of absolute Brahman. 

  न          ज   ,         न                    ,          ज     ४८  
No ज   (the ego-centric individual) is ever born because there does not exist any cause which can produce ज   as its effect. This Brahman is the 
highest Truth from where nothing is ever born. 
All such ideas of conrol of mind, creation & evolution of earth, meditation, etc. spoken of above are all means to realise the absolute 
Reality and they are not absolute in themselves.  
The absolute Truth is that no ज   (the ego-centric individual) is ever born. The ज   who is knowns as doer & enjoyer is not born by 
any means whatsoever. Hence, no cause can ever exist to produce     the Self, which by nature is unborn and non-dual. Hence, no 
ज   can ever be born because there is no cause which may produce ज  . All the truths mentioned as means to know the Self are only 
relative Truth and this alone is the absolute Truth, i.e. nothing whatsoever, even an atom, is ever born in or of the Brahman, the 
   , which is of the nature of absolute Reality, the all-pervading eternal non-dual Consciousness, i.e. Me. 
Our poojya Gurudev, in his commentary, concludes that in reality nothing is ever born as there is nothing which can cause the birth (effect). Poojya 
Gurudev adds that perception of plurality and seeking cause for it is like „seeking the footprints of birds in the sky‟. In the vision of a realised master, 
there is no world of objects separate from Himself, the absolute non-dual eternal Reality, the all-pervading Consciousness.  

   
IV अरात-शारि  

     प्रकयण 
1-100 

(K) 
Introduction to fourth Chapter : अरात-शारि प्रकयण - 
 This is the fourth and the concluding chapter of the Upanishad with 100       –s from Shri Gowdapaadaachaaryaji. 
 ‗अरात‘ means flame (torch). Just as a flame at the tip of a stick when rotated around can bring the illussion of several shapes with 

different names, in reality there is no shape and hence there is no name, except for the flame alone. All perceived shapes and 
names appeared from that flame at the tip of the stick when the stick is roated in various directions, go back to the same flame 
when the stick is not rotated. In the same way, when the non-dual all-pervading eternal Consciousness is understood as 
actionless, without movement, etc. there is absolute Bliss. 

 In the first Chapter, after having established the ‗    ‘ through the explanations for the syllable ‗ॐ - AUM‘ as one‘s own Self, in 
the second Chapter, entire external world was negated by     , ‗    ‘ alone was established convincingly in third Chapter using 
     &     . Now, in this concluding Chapter, various other philosophies, who oppose ‗    ‘, are being refuted by pointing out 
mutual contradictions in their views to firmly establish the reality of ‗    ‘ through the ‗method of agreement‘ (‗method of 
agreement‘ means whatever that is created is impermanent and whatever that is not impermanent is not created‘, i.e. whater is 
permanent is not created). Fourth Chapter explains the second part of the statement, i.e. ‗whater is permanent is not created‘ to 
finally estblish ‗    ‘ alone as the absolute Truth. 
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Overview of the Chapter: 
o       -s    1   -    10          Introduction 
o       -s  11   -    27          Refuting of other philosophies 
o       -s  28   -    54          Essence of ‗    ‘ philosophy 
o       -s  55   -    86          Vedanta practices 
o       -s  87   -  100          Conclusion 

    न  न         न,          न    न            न       ,                    १  
I bow to that One, who is best among men, who has fully realised the nature of individual self resembling sky, by means of his Knowledge, which is 
non-different from the object of Knowledge and which again is like sky (space). 
The purpose of this first verse is to offer salutations to the promulgator of this Knowledge of Non-duality, conceiving him as identical 
with the Non-dual Truth. It is an established norm to offer salutations to one‘s teacher in the beginning of the text so that the study 
concludes smoothly and end-result is attained. 
Here, the term ‗      ‘, which denotes that Knowledge of Non-dual Truth, is slightly different from the space, but comparable to 
infinite space. Again, the ज  -s are also compared to the infinite space using the term ‗  न    न‘. This Knowledge is also indicated as 
non-different from the objects of knowledge, i.e. ज  -s. Thus, the identity of Knowledge and Knowable is indicated by the examples 
of fire & heat and light & sun. I bow down to the Lord Narayana, who is Knowledge, which is comparable to space and is non-
different from the true nature of the ज  -s, that are to be known. In effect, the purpose of this chapter is indicated here, i.e. to 
establish, by refuting the views of opponents, the absolute reality of non-dual Truth that is devoid of the distinctions of Knowledge, 
Knowable & Knower. 

              न  ,                              ,         न       २  
I salute that yoga of detachment which is well-known as         (i.e. which has no relationship with anything at any time), which is taught 
through scriptures, which promotes happiness of all, conducive to the well-being of all, which is beyond all disputes and which is at once free from the 
strife and contradictions.  
This is salutation to the Yoga taught by the ‗    ‘ philosophy with a view to glorify it. The term ‗       ‘ means that which has no 
relationship with anything at any time and that which is of the same nature as Brahman. It is ‗        ‘ which means it is not only 
the source of bliss for all, but is also good to them, devoid of any bondage attached to it unlike the act of austerity, etc. which may 
prove sorrowful, though indicated as a means leading to extreme happiness. In the world, all that is joyful is not beneficial, but this 
Yoga is not only joyful, but also beneficial as it is of the nature of unchanging ever. Also, there are no disputations in it and it is also 
non-contradictory.  

       ज        ,     न                             ,               ३  
Quarrelling among themselves, some disputants maintain that an already existing entity undergoes an evolutionary change while some others, proud 
of their own understanding, claim that evolution proceeds from a non-existing entity. 
Here, how the pluralists are contradicting each other is explained.  
Some disputants, like Sankhyas, maintain birth of an existing entity (        ), but not all. Some others, like Vaisheshikas and 
Naiyayikas, who are proud of their wisdom, claim the birth of a non-existing entity (         ) and thus they want to conquer each 
other. 
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       न ज            ,       न    ज                      ,  ज               ४  
The existent entity cannot ever again pass into birth nor does that non-existent entity ever come to existence. Thus, disputing among themselves, they, 
in effect, unconsciously tend to establish the „    ‟ view and support the absence of birth or in other words absolute non-creation theory ( ज  -   ). 
The result of such quarrels and conclusions among disputants, contrary to one another, is indicated here. 
No entity which is already in existence cannot pass into birth because it exists, as it is in the case of Self, which is already in existence 
cannot born again as an entity at the same time. Thus, the Naiyayikas, who hold the view that effect does not exist before its birth 
(like branches, leaves, etc. of a tree does not exist in the seed before tree is born), refute the view of Samkhyas who hold that the 
effect which is pre-existing in the cause takes birth (i.e. the tree pre-existing in the seed in unmanifest form, manifests into tree). On 
the other hand,  Samkhyas refute the view of Naiyayikas saying that a non-existing entity, like the horn of a hare, can never be born 
because of the fact that it does not exist.  
Thus, by disputing the views of each other and one supporting the ‗existent‘ cause and other ‗non-existent‘ cause, they lead to 
conclude, by implication, non-existence of creation itself.  

       न  ज        ,  न                        न           ,          न     ५  

We approve the theory of non-creation ( ज  -   ) thus declared by them and do not have dispute with them. Now, hear from us the absolute 
Reality that is free from all contradictions and disputations. 
‗Let this be so‘, by saying thus, we simply accept the view of absolute non-creation theory ( ज  -   ) declared by them. We do not 
querrel with them by taking ‗for‘ or ‗against‘ side as they do in regard to each other. Therefore, O, disciples, know from us the 
philosophy of supreme Reality, i.e.     , which is free from disputes. 

   ज          , ज             न    ज              ,                ६  
The pluralists who are ever disputing among themselves contend that the ever unborn (changeless) entity undergoes a change. How can an entity 
which is changeless and immortal in itself partake the nature of the mortal? 
The aspect of prior existence or prior non-existence was commended under Karika 20 in Chapter III, which is reproduced below: 
―The point discussed here is to indicate     as not the cause of universe. If it is cause of something, then it has to be effect of something else and 
any effect is subject to destruction. Thus, while on one hand     is not considered as cause of anything and on the other-hand the happening 
universe is experienced, the cause of which is attributed to    . To explain this strange scenario, the Upanishads have introduced      (the power 
of     ) as the cause of creation, without involving    . Since such a creation amounts to mystery and cannot be explained, it is termed as     , 
the inexplicable”. 

  न              , न                            , न             ७  
The immortal cannot become mortal nor can the mortal become immortal because it is never possible for a thing to change its essential nature and 
yet remain the same. 
     न       ,                        न      ,            न    ८  
How can he, who believes that the naturally immortal entity becomes mortal, maintain that the immortal entity after modification retains its 
changeless nature? 
The above aspects were  commented under Karikas 21 & 22 in Chapter III, which are reproduced below: 
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―It is the general experience that the immortal never becomes mortal nor the mortal ever becomes immortal, for it is never possible 
for a thing to change its nature, i.e. to become anything other than what it is. Like fire can never change its nature of being heat (Ka-
III-21)‖. 
―Some Contend that     as cause is immortal before creation and becomes mortal after creation. However, this contention is not 
correct. Because an immortal thing, by its very nature cannot take birth and if it undergoes such modification, it cannot remain 
immortal. Because that which undergoes modification has to be mortal. But,     is ever immortal and hence does not undergo 
modification because in such a scenario, there is no meaning for seeking liberation, if it is mortal (Ka-III-22)‖. 

                    ,   ज                                ,       न ज        ९  
By the term       or inherent nature of a thing, we understand that, which is acquired and becomes the part for ever; which is its 
characteristic quality;  which is inborn or innate; which is not artificial. Nothing leaves its own nature ever. 
          is that which is attained completely as is the case with Yogis, whose acquired occult powers like becoming subtle like atom, 
etc. becomes their nature as it never changes again.          means the intrinsic nature of a thing like heat & light is the nature of 
fire, which does not change with changing place or time.   ज  means instinctive, right from the birth itself, like the ability of birds to 
fly in the sky.       means that which is not artificially produced but is inherent tendency, like water flowing from higher level to 
downwards. So, that which does not change its character is called      , the nature. 
What it means is that even when the nature of empirical things, that are only falsely projected, does not change, there is no question 
of pointing out modification in the absolute Reality which is naturally immortal and intrinsically birthless. 

  ज      न      ,                   ज          ,        न     १०  
All ज  -s, by their very nature, are free from old-age and death. They merely imagine that they are subject to these changes and by such thoughts they 
appear to deviate from their very nature. 
What is the basis of that      , whose change is imagined and what is the defect in such imagination, is explained now. 
All ज  -s by their very nature are free from all modifications such as old-age, death, etc. but they think as if they are subject to such 
modifications. By such imaginations, like erroneously imagining snake on the rope, they appear to deviate from their very nature. 
This defect is on account of their identification with such thinking, due to ignorance, and thus they appear to fall from their very 
nature of absolute eternality. 

                    ,          ज      ज    न      ज  ,       न             ११  
The disputants, according to whom the cause itself is the effect, maintain that cause indeed is born as effect. How the cause could be unborn if it is 
to be born as effect? How the cause then could be eternal if it is subjected to modifications (i.e. birth as effect) time and again? 
The views of Sankhyaas that existing entity undergoes an evolutionary change (i.e. cause into effect) is refuted here terming it as 
irrational by the Vaisheshikaas. 
If the cause itself existing in the form of material like clay evolves into effect, then on the same line, the cause, i.e. Pradhana (     ), 
though itself unborn, undergoes birth as effects like Mahat (      ), etc. If Pradhana (     ) is born as Mahat (      ), etc., then 
how Pradhana (     ) can be considered birthless as to say a thing is unborn and yet has birth is contradictory. Also, how can 
Pradhana (     ) be eternal, as designated by Sankhyaas, if it is split up/modified/disintegrated partially to bring effects? In the world, 
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a composite thing like jar, which is subject to partial disintegration, is not considered eternal. The essence is that a thing which can 
be split/disintegrated partially cannot be termed as birthless and eternal. 

        न    ,          ज       ज    न              ,                    १२  
If, as you say, cause is identical with effect, then the effect must also be eternal and unborn like the cause. Further, how cause can be permanent if it 
is not different from the effect, which is born? 
This Karika is to provide more clarity on the topic discussed in the previous Karika. 
If your intention is to maintain that the unborn cause is identical with the effect, then it follows that the effect too is unborn. This 
again is contradictory view because a thing which is a product cannot be unborn too.  Also, if cause and effect are identical, how can 
the cause, which is non-different from its effect that is subject to birth, be considered eternal? For example, half portion of a hen 
cannot be cooked, keeping another half reserved for laying eggs. 

   ज    ज       ,        न        ज     ज    न , न            १३  

There is certainly no illustration to support the view that effect is born out of a cause which is unborn. And if it is said that effect is born from a 
cause which itself is born from some other cause, then it will lead to logical fallacy ( न       ). 
There is no illustration to support the view that an effect can be produced from an unborn thing. In view of this, it stands 
established by implication that nothing can be born of the unborn. On the other hand, if it is maintained that the effect is born 
from a cause which is born from another cause, then that cause must be born from another cause and so on, which never enables us 
to reach a cause which is unborn. In other words, such a scenario leads to infinite regress. 

            फ         ,          फ            फ     न   ,                १४  
How can they, who assert that effect is the cause of the cause and cause is the cause of effect, maintain the beginninglessness of both cause and 
effect? 
The cause (i.e. merits, demerits, etc.) has effect (i.e. combination of body, senses, etc.) as its cause. Similarly, the effect has cause as 
the cause. So, in view of both cause and effect, being interdependent on each other as cause and effect, how can they can be without 
beginning? In other words, this position is self-contradictory as cause has its beginning in the effect and effect has the beginning in its 
cause. If it is contended that cause and effect both emerge from the Self, it is not possible because the eternal and immutable Self can 
never be the cause or the effect as it is beyond any modification. 

            फ         ,          फ          ज           ,                 १५  
Those who maintain that the effect is the cause of the cause and cause is the cause of effect, it is like the birth of father comes from the son. 
The contention that both the cause and effect are beginningless is contradictory because the position that cause is produced from an 
effect and that effect itself is born from a cause is self-contradictory and it is like starting the birth of the father from the son. 

            फ    ,                              ,                १६  
In case the cause and effect relation is still maintained, the order in which cause and effect succeed each other must be determined. If it is said that 
they come simultaneously, then they cannot be mutually related and it is like two horns of an animal. 
If it is contended that contradiction pointed out with regard to the statement - both the cause and effect are beginningless, as not 
valid, then it is necessary to determine the sequence in which cause and effect succeed each other, i.e. show the ‗cause‘ which is the 
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antecedent, produces the ‗effect‘, which is subsequent. Because if cause and effect are simultaneous, then there can be no 
relationship as cause & effect between them. Because it is not possible to establish the relationship between the two horns of a cow, 
which emerge simultaneously. 

  फ       न   न  , न                                     , फ            १७  
Cause cannot be established if it is produced from the effect. How your cause, which itself is not established, can give birth to the effect? 
The cause cannot have a definite existence if it has to be born out of an effect, which is still to be born and therefore it is non-
existent like the horns of a hare. How can such a cause, which is non-existent, can produce the effect? Two things which are mutually 
dependent on each other for their birth and which are like the horns of a hare, cannot have relation as cause and effect or in any 
other way because both cause and effect are non-existent because any relation is possible only between existing entities. 

            फ       , फ                       न    ,               १८  
If the cause is produced from the effect and effect is again produced from the cause, which one of the two is born first and on which one of them the 
birth of other depends? 
If it is contended, despite the impossibility of relation between cause and effect, that cause and effect can depend upon each other 
though not causally related, then it is necessary to answer as to which one of them, i.e. cause & effect, is antecedent to other. In 
other words, which one was previously existing, on which the subsequent is dependent? Because if any one does not exist before the 
other, then it cannot be established as one is dependent on the other. 

            न  ,               न                     ,  ज               १९  
The „inability to reply‟, the „ignorance about the matter of cause & effect relationship‟ and again the „impossibility of establishing the order of 
succession of cause and effect‟ clearly lead the wise, in every way, to affirm their theory of absolute non-creation ( ज  -   ). 
If it cannot be answered that, between the cause & effect, which one is antecedent and which is subsequent, this inability shows your 
ignorance, i.e. your ignorance about the knowledge of Reality. Also, the order of succession, i.e. effect comes from the cause or cause 
comes from the effect, is also not consistent. This leads to show that there cannot be any causal relationship between the cause & the 
effect. These defects in the each other‘s point of view lead to the conclusion by the wise that there is no absolute creation. 

    ज             ,                   न                ,                 २०  

The illustration of seed & sprout itself (minor term) is a matter yet to be established as either of them as beginningless entity. So, such an illustration, 
which is yet to be proved, cannot be used to establish the beginninglessness of the proposition (major term). 
The objection here is that the absurdity pointed out in the standpoint of pluralists, like the birth of father from son and two horns of 
a hare, etc. is not correct because there was no effort to establish birth of an effect from a non-existent cause or from a cause where 
effect has not been established. The view was that the cause-effect relation is like in the case of seed and sprout (tree)! 
Ans: But, the example of seed & sprout to establish causal relationship between seed & sprout is like the proposition itself, i.e. 
causation between world and action. In other words, the sprout born from a seed is with the beginning and the seed produced from 
another sprout existing earlier is also with a beginning. In the same way, earlier sprouts and earlier seeds are also with beginning only 
and therefore none of them could be considered as beginningless.  
If it is said that the series of such seeds and sprouts are beginningless, the same cannot be true because there is nothing called series 
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other than seeds and sprouts as any such series also comprises of seeds and sprouts alone. Thus, seed and sprout example cannot be 
used to establish the cause & effect relationship. 

               न    ज    ,            ज    न             ,          न       २१  
The inability to show precedence and succession of cause and effect clearly points the absence of evolution or creation. Because if a thing has really 
taken birth from a cause, then why its cause could not be comprehended? 
How the wise ones assert the view of absolute non-creation ( ज  -   ) is explained here. 
The very fact, that there is ignorance about the precedence and succession of cause and effect, indicates absolute non-creation. If the 
effect (i.e. ज  , ज   , etc.) is taken birth from a cause, why its antecedent cause not grasped? It is natural that if one takes the birth as 
a fact, he should also know its antecedent cause, because the relationship between the cause and effect is inseparable and cannot be 
given up. This, the absence of knoweldge about a cause, seen to have produced the effect, clearly indicates the fact of absolute non-
creation. 

                  , न         ज                , न         ज     २२  
Nothing is ever born either of itself or of another or of both. Nothing whatsoever is ever born whether it exists or does not exist or both exists and does 
not exit. 
There are six possible alternatives for birth of an entity, viz. (i) It is not born of itself; (ii) it is born of another entiry; (iii) born of 
both, i.e. itself and another entiry; (iv) it is born of existing; (v) it is born of non-existing; and (vi) it is born of both existing & non-
existing.  
This Karika concludes indicating impossibility of creation through  any of these possibilities. 
Our Poojya Gurudev in his commentary explains these concepts with simple examples as under:  
(i) It is not born of itself – a jar is not born of a jar or I am not born of myself; (ii) it is born of another entiry – a thing cannot be 
born of another thing, which is other than itself, like a chair cannot be produced from a jar; (iii) born of both, i.e. itself and another 
entiry – a thing cannot be produced out of itself and another thing, i.e. a jar and a piece of cloth together cannot produce a jar or a 
piece of cloth; (iv) it is born of existing – an existing thing need not be produced again nor it is possible, like I cannot give birth to 
myself as I am already existing; (v) it is born of non-existing – a thing cannot be produced from a non-existing thing as it a 
contradiction, like I cannot produce mirage water and collect it too;  and (vi) it is born of both existing & non-existing – a thing 
cannot be produced by combination of an existing and a non-existing thing, since such a combination of contradictory entities is not 
possible. 
Thus, this Karika establishes the absurdity of all six possibilities where birth can take place, thereby conclusively establishing the 
theory of non-creation ( ज  -   ). 

      न   ज     न   :, फ                   न           ,        न         २३  
The cause is not born out of an effect which is beginningless nor does an effect born out of itself. That which is beginningless is necessarily free from 
birth. 
How the acceptance of beginnninglessless of the cause and the effect leads to conclude absence of their birth is explained here. 
The beginnningless effect cannot produce a cause as otherwise it cannot be an effect itself. An effect, since it signifies birth, has to 
have a beginning. Again, if it is said that the cause is produeced from an effect, then the cause itself cannot be without beginning. 
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Thus, by admitting the beginninglessness of both cause and effect, it is established that they are never born. We know from common 
experience that what is without beginning is also free from birth, as birth signifies the beginning. Beginning is admitted of a thing 
which has birth and not the one which has no birth. 

          न      ,        न                  ,               २४  
Subjective knowledge must have an objective cause otherwise both must be non-existent. For this reason as also due to the experience of pain, the 
existence of external objects acceepted by the pluralists must be admitted.  
After refuting the various ‗        न-s‘ regarding reality of creation including ‗     ,         ,     -       ‘, etc. Nnow, four groups of 
‗   ‘ are taken up for discussion, starting with ‗        &         ‘.  
The word ‗    ‘ indicates knowledge, i.e. experience of objects such as sound, etc. and this subjective knowledge (i.e. thought) has a 
cause, i.e. an external agent or object corresponding to that thought. This means that the experience is not merely subjective (i.e. 
thought alone), but it has an object outside, i.e. cognition of sound, etc. is not possible without corresponding objects. Because in the 
absence of such objects, the variety of experiences like sound, touch, colour (i.e. blue, red, yellow), etc. would not be possible. And 
since these objects are directly perceived, they are not non-existent. Therefore, because of the existence of manifold experiences, it is 
obvious to admit the existence of external objects, which is also admitted by other schools of thought also. Further, no variety of 
colours is possible in a white crystal unless it comes into close proximity with other external objects possessing such colours. For 
these reasons, one has to admit the existence of external objects, which is external to the knowledge (i.e. thoughts) like misery caused 
by burns, etc. is experienced by all. Such pains would not have been felt in the absence of fire, which is the cause for burns and 
which exists indepdendent of knowledge about the pain. Thus, external objects do exist, as it is not reasonable to conclude that such 
pain is caused by mere subjective knowledge. 

          न      ,             न      न      न      ,            न    २५  
From the view point of logical reason, the fact of plurality has to be accepted. But, from the stand point of absolute Reality, pluralistic world with all 
its variety and relations is illusory. 
The view of the ‗        &         , i.e.   न  न      wing‘ (in Ka. 24 above) is discussed and refuted by ‗           ‘ in next three 
Karikas, as illusory in absolute sense (which is in tune with the views of Vedanata). 

The argument of an objective cause for experience of duality and pain is true logically and can be admitted that external objects are 
basis for any subjective expperience (thought). But, any cause, say a pot, which is considered as the basis for the experience, is not the 
basis or cause for the experience. Becuase, in absolute Reality, when the true nature of pot is known as nothing but clay, no pot exists 
apart from clay, and clay and pot are not two separate entities like horse and buffalo. It is also like cloth is not different from threads 
and threads not different from fibres. Thus, if the reality behind an entity is successively probed till they reach a deadline, where 
words & forms end, it emerges that there is no external cause for knowledge (experience/thought) (      न   ). Or, if is taken as 
‗       न   ‘, it is like experiencing a snake on rope where in reality there is no snake, i.e. the experience of snake is happening 
without there being any snake at all and which is due to erroneous perception and it ceases to exist when error is removed by 
Knowledge. Like in deep-sleep, samaadhi or Liberation, where there is absence of erroneous perception, there is no knowledge of any 
external object. It is like something perceived by an intoxicated man is not perceived so by those who are in their senses. Therefore, 
the argument of existence of external objects as cause of internal experience (thought) is not valid.   
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       न           , न                                 , न                 २६  
The Consciousness (mind) has no contact with the external objects nor the ideas which appear as external objects have any delusory reflection on the 
Consciousness (mind). It is because objects are non-existent and the ideas, which appear as objects, are not in any sense separate from Consciousness 
(mind) .  
As there are no external objects, which are cause for subject impression (thought), Consciousness (mind) does not come in contact 
with them nor it comes into contact with any ideas as appearance of external objects. It is because external objects perceived in 
waking state are as unreal as dream objects (as explained in Karika No.4, second Chapter). Also, the ideas appearing as external 
objects are not different from Consciousness (mind). Like in the dream, in waking also, it is Consciousness (mind) that appears as 
external objects like pot, etc. 

   न     न          ,                   न             ,               २७  
The Consciousness (mind) does not come into a contact with the external objects in all three periods of time. There being no existence of external 
objects, how can there be any delusion or false apprehension ever for the Consciousness (mind)? 
Here the question that ‗if the subjective experience in the form of external objects like pot, etc. is false perception, what is the 
corresponding right perception, distinct from this erroneous perception?‘ is explained. 
Since the Consciousness (mind) does not come into contact with external objects in any of the three periods of time, there is no 
concept of right perception of Consciousness (mind) with the external objects at the absolute level. If such a right perception were 
possible, then the experience in the form of external objects like pot, etc. could have been cited as erroneous perception, in relation 
to that right perception. That means, there is no concept of  erroneous perception or right perception, for that matter.  In other 
words, it is the nature of the Consciousness (mind) to take the forms of external objects like pot, etc. which do not exit in reality.  

       ज          ,         न ज                  ज     ,                     २८  
Therefore, neither the Consciousness (mind) nor the objects peceived (thoughts) by it are ever born. Those who perceive such a birth is like looking for 
the footprints of a bird flying in the sky. 
The views of ‗        &             –s expressed in Karika 24 regarding existence of external objects for internal thoughts were 
refuted by            –s (i.e.    -    –s) through Karikas 25 to 27, which is in agreement with Gaudapaadaachaaryaji. Now, by 
making use of the same argument of     -    –s (i.e. absence of external cause for internal thought), the point of view of     -    –
s, i.e. ‗         न‘, is being demolished by Gaudapaadaachaaryaji. 
The arugement of     -    –s that the Consciousness (mind) even in the absence of pot, etc. creates the form of pot, etc. because it 
is its nature, is correct. On the same analogy, even the mind, which is never produced, appears to be produced and is cognised. But, 
    -    –s  affirm the production of mind stating it to be momentary and is full of pain, non-self in nature, etc. cannot be possible 
as it is not the absolute Consciousness. Because, since it is momentary, i.e. Consciousness (mind) of one moment is unrealted to the 
next moment, there is none to record having witnessed the previous thought, as both the witnessed and witness cease to exist. Still, if 
someone thinks so, it is like looking for the footprints of a bird flying in the sky.  
On the same lines, the ideology of Nihilists (   -    –s) who perceive non-existence of everything, prove voidness (   ) of 
everything including their own experiences. Such a void is not valid since there has to some entity to witness the void. These Nihilists 
are like those who wish to compress the whole sky in the palms of their hand. 
Thus, the arguments of all the four branches of    –s stand negated only to prove the unborn, non-dual nature of Brahman. 
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   ज    ज          ,  ज                            , न                २९  
In the opinion of the dualists, that which is unborn is born. The very nature of that is to be ever unborn. It is never possible for a thing to be ever 
other than what it is. 
Having established that the Brahman is unborn and non-dual, this karika is intended to sum up the result of entire discussion on the 
proposition made in the beginning.  
It is imagined by the dualists that the unborn Brahman is born. That means, according to them, the ever unborn is said to be born. 
Since Brahman is unborn by its very nature and since it is impossible for a thing to be different from its very nature, the birth of 
Brahman is not possible, which establishes that Brahman is unborn and non-dual. 

   न          ,        न         न           ,      न        ३०  
As argued by the pluralists, if the world (bondage) is admitted to be beginningless, then it cannot be non-eternal also. In the same way, Liberation 
(   ) cannot have a beginning and then remain eternal. 
This is another defect in the arguments of pluralists who maintain that Brahman is subject to both bondage and liberation. If it is 
argued that Bondage is beginningless and ends at a particular time and Liberation starts from that point till eternal, cannot be 
established for want of reasoning as in the world there is nothing which has an end but no beginning. End of bondage on a 
particular day means beginning of Liberation on that date and thus if Liberation can have a beginning, it will end too, which is not 
logical. If relation of seed-sprout sequence is given to substantiate that there is a break in their beginninglessness, it is not possible as 
already refuted earlier because seed-sprout sequence does not constitute a single entity. 

  These Karikas, i.e.  31 and 32, were discussed in second Chapter (as Karikas 6 & 7, resp.) in relation to unreality of creation and here they are 
discussed to establish the unreality of restriction of time for Liberation, which is beyond    -   -    (i.e. to establish the impossibiloity of 
consecutive period of bondage & liberation). 
              ,      न                            ,                  ३१  
That which is non-existent in the beginning and in the end is necessarily non-existent in the intermediary stage also. The objects which are seen 
though unreal, they are regarded as if real. 
Anything that has a temporary existence does not have a real existence and perceving existence of such a thing is illusory. A pot does 
not exist before its creation from clay and also does not exist when it is broken and hence it is only a name and form and not the 
substance, clay alone being the substance. 

      जन         ,                          न,                   ३२  
The argument that the objects of waking state serve some purpose is contradicted in dream. Therefore, they are undoubtedly accepted to be illusory by 
the wise, on account of their having a beginning and an end. 
Utility of a thing does not prove its reality, though it can be considered a relative reality. Like dream-food is real and useful when one 
is in dream and proves to be illusion when woken up from the dream. 

  The Karikas from 33 to 45 elaborate on the unborn non-dual nature of Brahman further to the discussion in Karika 25 of this Chapter. 

                 ,        न     न              न  -        ,     न      न        ३३  
All the objects experienced in dream are unreal because they are seen within the body. How is it possible to really perceve all those objects as existent, 
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within the limited space of the body? 
The dream is experienced within the dreamer and it is not possible to accommodate the dream-experience objects within the body. 
Thus, for want of sufficient space within the body, the dream objects, though perceived/experienced, are in fact non-existent and 
illusory. 

  न         न      ,       न                       ,    न  -     न       ३४  
It is not possible for a dreamer to travel to the place of experience on account of non-availability of that much time during that dream for such travel. 
Also, on waking up the dreamer does not find himself in the place where he dreampt himself to be present. 
The time and distance involved in undertaking a journey in dream and returning back may require years to happen if in waking 
state, but the same is experienced within minutes while in dream. Therefore, the dream incident involving time and distance can 
only be illusory, which means, the dreamer actually does not undertake any travel, but is it only an illusion. 

                 ,        न                            ,         न       ३५  
The dreamer, on waking up, realises that the conversations he had with his companions, etc. while in dream as illusory. Also, on waking up he finds 
that he does not retain anything that he acquired or received during the dream. 
A person, who holds a discussion with his companions during dream, finds that conversation to be unreal on waking. Further, his 
dream possessions such as gold, etc. also end up as unreal on waking up. Though the dreamer travels to other countries in dream, in 
reality, he does not undertake any such journey.  
The essence intended to convey is that as the discussions, possessions, travel, etc. experienced in the dream are unreal, all spiritual 
activities, such as study of scriptures, etc. underaken in waking state for atainment of  Knowledge, Liberation, etc. are also unreal 
because my nature as absolute Self is ever free and pure. 

                  ,           न                     ,               ३६  
The body of the dreamer seen in the dream has to be unreal as his body is actually seen lying in the bed, which is distinctly different from his dream 
body. Therefore, like the body peceived in dream, everything else perceived in dream is certainly unreal. 
The body appearing to be wandering in dream is not real as another body, which is distinct from dream body, is seen in the place 
where the dreamer is lying. As all that is experienced in dream is unreal, in the same way, all that is experienced in waking state is 
also unreal, the waking state being different state of mind, like the dream state. In short, waking experiences, being similar to dream 
experiences, are unreal because both dream and waking states are mere conditionings of the ultimate Reality, the non-dual Brahman, 
the Self. 

                  ,                              ,              ३७  
As experience of objects in dream is similar to the experience of objects in waking state, it is thought that waking experiences are the cause for dream 
experiences. On account of this reason, the waking experiences, which are taken as cause for the dream experiences, appear as real to the dreamer 
alone. 
Since the dream experiences, like the waking experiences, are characterised by subject-object relationship, it is held that waking state 
is the source of dream state, i.e. dream is the effect of waking state, which is the cause. If dream is taken as the effect of waking state, 
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then waking experiences are real for the perceiver of dream alone and not for others. In the same way, experiences of waking state, 
being the cause of the dream, appear as if to be within the common experience of all and therefore real. However, in reality, just like 
dream objects, objects of waking state too are not objects of common experience for all as the experience of one differs from the 
other. In essence, waking experiences are also indeed like dream experiences. 

  The objection as to how objects of steady waking state cannot be like those of often-changing dream state is explained in this Karika by stating that 
the view is true in case of an ignorant person, while for a man of discrimination it is not so. 
              ,  ज               न            ,            न ३८  
Since the process of creation is not established logically, it is said all these are unborn. It is ever impossible for the unreal to be born of the real. 
Creation or evolution is not an established fact logically. In view of this, what has been declared in scriptures – ‗He is both within 
and without and is at the same time unborn‘ (Mu.Upa.II.i.2) is to indicate that birthless Self itself is all this. The contentin that the 
illusory dream is the effect of real waking state is not tenable because in the worldly experience there is no example of existing thing 
producing a non-existing thing or a non-existing thing, like the horns of a rabbit, is never seen to be a product of any other thing,. 

  The objection that „having stated dream as the effect of waking experience, how it is said now that creation is not an estalbished fact?‟ is explained 
here.  
             ,                               ,         न       ३९  
Arising out of deep impressions of the objects in the waking state, though they are unreal, the man sees those very objects in dream as well. However, 
those unreal objects experienced in the dream are not seen in the waking state. 
Due to intense brooding over of the illusory objects experienced in the waking state, like a snake on the rope, emotionally affected by 
those thoughts, one sees those objects in dream, as in the waking. But, though full of unreal objects are seen in dream, he does not 
see those objects in waking state again, due to absence of imaginary subject-object relationship that is experience in dream. It is 
further indicated that causal relaionship is not always observed between dream and waking states. Similarly, objects experienced in 
waking state are not always seen in dream state. In this sense, the waking state is stated to be cause of dream state, but it does not 
indicate the absolue Reality of waking state. 

  न            ,                           न   ,              ४०  
The unreal thing cannot have unreal thing as its cause nor the real thing can be produced from the unreal thing. The real thing cannot also be the 
cause of another real thing. How then a real thing be the cause of a unreal thing? 
There is no unreal thing that has an unreal thing as its cause because then it is like an unreal sky-flower having an unreal thing like 
hare‘s horn as its cause. Similarly, there is no real thing like a pot which is the produce of an unreal thing like hare‘s horn. Also, 
there can be no existing thing, say a pot, that is the product of another existing thing, say another pot. Needless to say, there cannot 
be an unreal thing which has as its cause another unreal thing. In this way, the discriminating people have negated all the possible or 
imaginable options for cause-effect relation, thereby conclusively establishing the impossibility of any cause-effect relation. The 
seeming cause-effect relation between the dream and waking states is only from emphirical standpoint and from absolute standpoint, 
no such relation is possible. 

  This Karika intends to remove even the slightest doubt concerning cause-effect relation between dream and waking state, which are unreal. 

            ज    ,      न  -      -                          ,                ४१  
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Just as one in the waking state, because of erroneous knowledge, considers as real the objects whose nature cannot be described, in the same way, in 
the dream also one perceives, because of erroneous knowledge, object whose existence is possible only in that condition. 
As in the waking state, due to lack of discrimination, imagines snake seen on the rope as real which is an unthikable fact, so also in 
dream, due to lack of discrimination, one imagines as if one really perceives objects such as elephants, etc. These dream objects such 
as elephants, etc. are specific to the dream alone and not the product of waking state experiences. 

                ,            न     ज                  ,  ज         ज           ४२  
Wise men support cause-effect relationship only for the sake of those, who being afraid of absolute non-creation (Brahman), stick to the reality of 
experiencing objects on account of their perception and their faith in rituals. 
The wise men (of     -   न) supported cause-effect relationship only for the sake of those who are of little intellect, but are eager to 
know the Truth and are endowed with faith. These people of little intellect firmly believe in the external objects  as real because they 
experience them and also they observe duties enjoined as per category and stages of life. Such a view is only intended to help them 
only as means to attain the end and as such they are allowed to believe so in the beginning. But, those who study and practice in 
accordanc with Vedanta will, without such belief in cause-effect relation, spontaneously attain the Knowledge of Self, the unborn 
and non-dual. Cause-effect relation is not real in the absolute standpoint, but is intended to help those students who study scriptures 
but lack discrimination and fear the idea of non-manifestation due to their gross intellect and who are afraid of their own 
annihilation, if there is no cause-effect relation. So, the ultimate aim of Scriptures is to enable the mediocre or dull students to start 
on the path of Truth beginning with such cause-effect relation and eventually attain supreme Reality. 

   ज               ,                ज        न      ,                 ४३  
Those, who are afraid of the Truth as absolute non-manifestation of things and also on account of experience of phenomenal world of objects, do not 
admit non-creation ( ज   ). They are not much affected by the evil consequences of their belief in causation, as any evil effect is rather insignificant 
to them. 
Those who are afraid of the Truth of absolute non-manifestation and believe in the creation on account of availability, orderliness of 
the creation, though do not follow the path of absolute non-duality of Brahman, since they are wndowed with faith in scriptures and 
stick to the path of righteousness, they will not be affected much by evil-results arising out of such belief in cause-effect relation. Even 
if a little blemish attaches to such persons for their failure to realise the absolute Truth, its effect would be insignificant, compared to 
those who are not at all on the path of Truth. 

                ,                               ,                ४४  
Just as an elephant produced by the magician is said to be existing because – it is being perceived & it responds to the behaviour of another elephant, 
in the same way, the objects to are considered to be existing on account of – their being perceived and their responding to our dealings with them. 
If it is said that the availability and orderliness of creation is enough proof to establish reality of cause-effect relation, the answer is 
no, in view of fact that mere availability and orderliness does not establish their reality universally. 
An elephant produced by the magician, though non-existent in reality, is available for perception like any real elephant and also that 
it elephant responds well just as a real elephant, being endowed with such attributes of a real elephant like being tied up with a rope, 
being climbed upon, etc. In the same way, it is said that multiple objects indciating duality exist on account of their availability and 
on account of possibility of our dealing with them practically. Thus, as can be drawn from this, exisence of external objects 
establishing the reality of duality cannot proved. 
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  The topic of non-reality of cause-effect relation raised in Karika No.25 and discussed through Karikas 33 to 44 concludes here. 
ज                ,                  ज          ,     न            ४५  
The pure Consciousness which seems to be born, to move or to take the form of objects, etc., is in reality unborn, unmoveable and free from 
materiality. It is all peace and is non-dual. 
The query as to ‗if cause-effect relation is unreal, then what is the substratum of all false ideas of creation?‘ is answered now. 
The absolute Reality, Consciousness, though unborn, appears to be born. It is like saying ‗Devadatta is born‘, while the fact is 
Consciousness is never born and it refers to conditioning alone, which is not Reality. In the same way, if It appears to be moving, is 
like saying ‗Devadatta is moving‘ which indicate the body moves and not the Consciousness, which is non-moving, being all-
pervading. Further, if It is seem to have certain inherent properties, like the statement – Devadatta is fair, tall,  restless, etc., it does 
not pertain to the absolute Reality. Thus, from the standpoint of absolute Reality, Consciousness is never born, never moving nor It 
has any attributes like any material object. Since Consciousnes is free from birth, change, etc. it is absolute peace and therefore It is 
non-dual, without a second. 
So, experience of creation does not establish its absolute Reality and referring to Consciousness as Substratum is only from the 
relative standpoint. 

      न ज          ,          ज                  ज न  , न              ४६  
Thus, Consciousness (mind) is never subject to birth or change. All beings are indeed free from birth. Those who know this Truth are never again 
subject to false knowledge or any misapprehensions of Reality. 
So, for the reasons state above (i.e. there is neither creation nor duality of absolute Reality), Consciousness (mind) is free from birth. 
Similarly, ज  -s (    ) are also unborn. This is the statement of knowers of Brahman. Here, plurality, i.e. ज  -s, is used since the non-
dual Self itself appears to be different in accordance with the multiplicity of bodies. Those who know this aspect that Consciousness 
discussed above indeed is the essence of the Self which is non-dual, free from birth, etc. and renounce cravings for external objects, 
they do not fall into the darkness of Ignorance, as has been emphasised by the scriptures – ‗what delusion and what sorrow can be 
there for the one who knows the non-duality of the Self?‘ (Isa.Upa.7). 

  The truth regarding the absolute Realit  is elaborate in the following verses. 
 ज              ,                             ,     न          ४७  
As a firebradn (    ) when in motion appears as strainght, zig-zag, etc. in the same way, it is the Consciousness when in vibration that appears as 
perceiver, perceived, etc. 
As seen in the world, the swirling movement of the firebrand with a glowing tip creates different patterns like straight line, square, 
zigzag, etc., with distinct shapes of their own. The Consciousness too appears in the similar manner as perceiver, perceived, etc. 
These appearances are as if set in motion on Consciousness, though unmoving Consciousness can never have movement/vibrations 
as earlier explained – ‗birthless, motionless‘ (Karika IV.45). 

        न        ,  न     ज             न      न  ,  न     ज      ४८  
When not in motion, the firebrand is free from all appearances and remains changeless. Similarly, the Consciousnes, when not vibrating, is free from 
all appearances and remains changeless. 
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As the fireband, when not in motion, becomes free from all appearances, i.e. does not take any form like straight line, square, zigzag, 
etc. and remain unchanged, in the ssme way, the Consciousness, which appears as moving due to ignorance, when dissociated from 
the idea of movement on elimination of ignorance, becomes free from all appearances, such as birth, etc. and remains unborn and 
non-moving. 

            न     , न                न         न     , न                ४९  
When the firebrand is in motion the forms that are seen in it have not reached it from elsewhere. Also, when the firebrand is not in motion the forms 
do not go anywhere from the steady glowing tip, nor can we say that the forms created by the firebrand have entered that glowing tip when it is not 
in motion. 
Further, when the firebrand is in motion, the appearances of straight line, square, zigzag, etc., do not come to be in it from anywhere 
outsdie the firebrand. Nor do thoese appearances go elsewhere from the firebrand when it is motionless. Nor again do the 
appearances enter into the firebrand when it is free of movement. 

  न  न            ,                   न              ,               ५०  
The appearances of different shapes do not emerge from the firebrand because those shapes do not have any substance in them. With regard to 
Consciousness also, the appearances are of similar type, both being mere appearances.  
Also, the appearances of different shapes in the firebrand do not come out of firebrand like something coming out of a house. 
Because the mere appearances are not of the nature of substance and they do not have reality. Entrance, etc. can be talked about the 
real thing and not of unreal thing. The appearance of birth, etc. in the case of Conciousness is also similar, both cases being of the 
same nature. 

  How the appearances of different shapes in firebrand and different objects in Consciousness is similar, is explained here. 

    न       न     , न                न         न     , न     न            ५१  
न  न           न   ,                               ,                   ५२  
When the Consciousness is associated with the idea of activity, the appearances that are seen in It do not come from elsewhere. When Consciousness 
is inactive, appearances do not go elsewhere from passive nor do the appearances ever enter into the Consciousness. The appearances do not emerge 
from the Consciousness since they are not real. They being un-substantive and not subjct to cause-effect relationship, they are always beyond our 
comprehension. 

The Consciousness and the firebrand are alike in all respects, with one distinction that the Consciousness is ever unmoving. Just as 
the ideas of straight line, square, zigzag, etc. which are unreal, are perceived in the firebrand, in the same way, the ideas of creation, 
etc. are imagined in the absolute Consciousness, even though there is no creation, etc. in the Consciousness. So, the causes of 
appearances, in the absence of any logical connection of cause and effect, is beyond comprehension and it cannot be due to anything 
other than Maaya. 

The Consciousness is considered active during waking and dream states and the appearance of forms of creaation, etc. perceived 
during those states do not come from anywhere else outside the Consciousness. Similarly, during the deep-sleep state when 
Consciousness is considered inactive, forms of creation, etc. do not go anywhere else outside the Concisousness as none have any 
such experience. There is no possibility of multile objects existing in time and space and perceived during waking and dream states 
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emerging from the non-dual Consciousness just as there is no straight line, square, zigzag, etc. ever in the firebrand, which can be 
very clearly understood. 

                    ,                           ,         न       ५३  
A physical substance alone can be the cause of another physical substance and one thing which is not a substance can also be a cause of another 
thing which is also not a substance. But, ज  -s (   -s) can neither be a substance nor be other than substnce. 

A physical substance can be the cause of another physical cause or a thing can be cause of another thing, but a thing cannot be the 
cause of itself. Also, a non-substnce cannot also be a cause of something independently. Therefore, it is not logical to consider ज  -s 
(   -s) either as substance or non-substance and hence they are neither cause or effect of anything. Since Consciousness is neither a 
substance nor it is different from anything, it is neither the cause nor the effect. In other words, there is no   ,      or     in 
unborn & non-dual Brahman.  

      न    ज       ,           न    ज            फ  ज     ,         न      ५४  
Thus, appearance of external objects (or ज  -s) is neither created by the mind (Consciousness) nor the mind (Consciousness) is produced from those 
objects (or ज  -s). Hence the men of wisdom held the principle of non-creation, which is the total negation of entire creation (i.e. beyond cause-effect 
relation), as the supreme Truth. 

For the reasons stated (i.e. Brahman is free from   ,      or    , etc.), external objects (or ज  -s) are not caused by  the mind 
(Consciousness) nor is the mind (Consciousness) is the product of external objects (or ज  -s). Because external objects (or ज  -s) are 
mere experiences in the Consciousness. Thus, neither the ‗said effect‘ are from the cause nor the ‗cause‘ is from the effect. In this 
way, the knowers of Brahman reiterate the birthlessness of cause and effect and anything seen is mere appearance (like 
patterns/shapes from firebrand tip).  

         फ      ,        फ                फ      , न        फ       ५५  
As long as one believes in the cause-effect relation, so long he will perceive the effects of cause-effect relationship. But, once this erroneous 
understanding is eliminated, effects of cause-effect relation become non-existent. 

What happens to the one who believes in cause-effect relation is explained here. 

As long as one believes in cause-effect relation and one thinks that – I am the doer, these virtuous and vicious deeds are performed 
by me and I will have to experience the results of these actions in due course of time, being in any form, etc.‘ i.e. as long one 
attributes cause-effect relation to Brahman and his mind remains pre-occupied with that thought, so long the cause & effect, merit & 
demerit and their effect shall operate on him, i.e. they will remain active without any break. When this erroneous notion of cause-
effect relation, which springs from ignorance, is removed through realisation of Self through Knowledge of Self, like removal of 
possession by evil spirit is removed through medicines, incantation, etc., thereby removing the illusion of cause & effect. 

         फ      ,                         फ      ,        न       ५६  
The question as to what is the harm in beliving cause-effect relation is explained here. 

As long as the mental pre-occupation with the causality is not removed through by the right Knowledge, so long the world of birth, 
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death, etc. will continue endlessly. But, when this belief (i.e. ignorance about the Self) is removed by right Knowledge, this world of  
birth, death, etc. will cease to exist due to absence of cause for its existence. 

         ज          ,       न      न          न  ज       ,       न न       ५७  
The question as to ‗what is this cause-effect, etc. when there is nothing other than  unborn and non-dual Brahman‘ is explained here. 

The experience of empirical world is the product of ignorance and all this illusory experiences are its products alone, though they are 
not born in reality and none of these experiences of empirical world is permanent. But, in the standpoint of that one absolute 
Reality, all this is nothing but the unborn Brahman. Thus, in the absence of any birth, there cannot be any destruction, i.e. no cause-
effect. 

             ज    , ज        न       ज                ,           न       ५८  
The entities or ज  -s that are born are not born in reality as birth is not possible from the standpoint of the absolute Reality.. That birth is like from  
an illusory object, where that illusory object itself is non-existent. 

Any imagination of birth of ज  -s, etc. is only due to power of ignorance (      ) as indicated in the preceding Karika (No.57). No 
such birth is possible from the standpoint of absolute Reality. Thus, seeming birth of ज  -s, etc., indicated here through ignorance, is 
like the birth of objects through Maaya. 

               ,   ज    ज               न     न   न       ,           जन  ५९  
As from an illusory seed grows a sprout which is equally illusory, i.e. niether the seed is destructible nor the sprout is eternal, so is the logic in 
imagining the birth of objects, ज  -s, etc. 
From a magical seed of a mango, for instance, grows a sprout of mango, which is equally illusory. Because, since there is no seed, it 
has no destruction and the sprout coming from a non-existing seed cannot be eternal, as it cannot take birth. In the same way is the 
birth and death of objects, ज  -s, etc. In other words, in the absolute standpoint, there is neither birth nor death of objects, ज  -s, etc.  

  न ज            ,                         न      ,         न     ६०  
Labelling of unborn objects, ज  -s, etc. as permanence or non-permanence is not possible. That which is indescribable by words cannot be indicated 
as true or false. 

From the standpoint of absolue Reality, it is not possible to label unborn objects, ज  -s, etc. as permanence or non-permanence nor 
any sound (word) corresponding to those names can be applied, as they are unborn, eternal and ever of the nature of homogeneous 
Consciousness. The words fail to describe the nature of Self. The Self cannot be expressed as this or that, permanent or 
impermanent, etc. The scriptures indicate this – ‗from where the speech returns‘ (Tai.Upa.II.iv.1). 

  If the Self is beyond words, why It is described by means of words alone, is explained here: 
                ,                      ज             ,                 ६१  
               ,            न                       ,     ज          ६२  
As in the dream, the mind (Consciousness) is seen to act through illusion producing appearances of duality within itself, so also in the waking state, 
the mind is seen to act through Maaya projecting pluralistic appearances. 
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There is no doubt that the non-dual mind (Consciousness) splits itself into many in dream. So also in the waking state, the mind (Consciousness), 
though non-dual, appears as though dual. 

That one pure Consciousness, which is non-dual, becomes an object of speech due to activities of mind arising out of ignorance and 
this description has no meaning from the standpoint of absolute Reality. The absolute Reality is essence of everything including ideas 
& descriptions, as it is merely a perception. 

Note: These verses were exaplaied earlier respectively in Karika III-29 & III-30, to describe the non-reality of creation (world), whereas here it is to 
describe the inexplicable nature of Brahman. 

  Non-existence of duality of creation which are describable by words are explained here through Karikas 63-67, negating both dream and waking 
worlds:  
     -   न  -   ,                  न       ज न  -   ज न  -     , ज               ६३  
               , न                                    ,                ६४  
The whole variety of beings born of eggs, moisture and so on (              ), seen in all ten directions by the experiencer of the dream (     ), 
have no existence apart from the mind of the dreamer (           ). 
These objects of the mind of the dreamer have no independence existence of their own apart from  his mind. Similarly, this mind of the dreamer  
(           ) is also nothing but object (              ) for the experiencer of the dream (     ). 
The variety of beings/objects experienced by the dreamer in all ten directions have no existence of their own apart from the mind of 
the dreamer. It is the mind of the dreamer alone which imagines itself to have taken the forms of variety of beings/objects. Thus, 
there is no separate thing called mind other than these beings/objects in the dream. 

In other words, both the dream beings/objects (              ) and dream mind (           ) have no independent existence and 
the witness of both of these alone is independent (     ). 

    न  -ज       ज    ,                  न       ज न  -   ज न  -     , ज               ६५  
ज             , न                                    , ज            ६६  
The whole variety of beings born of eggs, moistures (as also from seeds and wombs), perceived by the waking man in all ten directions in his waking 
state is only the object of waker‟s mind. These being/objects are not different from the waker‟s mind. Similarly, the mind of the waking man is also 
nothing but the object for the experiencer of waking world, the Consciousness-Witness. 

The beings/objects perceived in the waking state do not have their own existence apart from the mind of the waking 
experiencer.These beings/objects are similar to those experienced by the dream mind in dream. Therefore, this mind of waking 
experiences is not different from the beings/objects experienced in the waking state. 

In other words, both objects of the waking state and the mind in the waking are not independent on their own and witness of both 
of these alone is independent. 
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                 ,            न                   ,     न          ६७  
Both the mind and the beings/objects are objects for each other. Neither of them could be considered independent of the other. Both do not have 
marks that could distinguish them and either can be recognised only through the other. 

The mind and the beings/objects are mutually objects for each other because their existence can be established only in relation to the 
other (like when I can see an object, I have eyes and also when I have eyes, then only I can see an object and it is not possible to 
determine which is first, i.e. object or eyes). In other words, the mind exists only in relation to the objects and objects exist only in 
relation to mind and therefore they are each an object of experience for the other. They cannot said to have an independent 
existence of their own. There is neither elephant nor mind in the dream and similar is the case with objects and mind in the waking 
state. Like a pot cannot be experienced in the absence of a pot-thought and pot-thought does not exist without there being a thought 
or understanding about the pot. Thus, object and object-thought are mutually dependent and hence seen-seer relationship cannot be 
established in their case (like in the case of smell & earth). 

            ज   , ज                     ज           ,      न        ६८   
            ज   , ज                     ज           ,      न        ६९   
     न       ज   , ज                       ज           ,      न        ७०  

As beings/objects come into being and disappear in dream, so also beings/objects come into being and disappear (in waking state). 

As beings/objects come into being and disappear in magic-show, so also beings/objects come into being and disappear (in waking state). 

As artificially created beings/objects (i.e. by incantation, special medician herbs, etc.) come into being and disappear, so also beings/objects come 
into being and disappear (in waking state). 

The term ‗      ‘ means that which is created by a magician and ‗ न     ‘ means that created by special medicinal herbs, act of 
charming, etc. As the beings born from eggs, wombs, etc. created in the dream or by magic or by incantation eventually die, so also 
such beings as humans, etc. who are indeed non-existent and are merely imagined in the mind (Consciousness). 

Note: In the transactional world, the exististence of world and objects do not seem to be unreal (unlike in dream) and that they are born out of my 
mind does not seem to be convincing. Because neither their creation nor destruction is within the control of my mind. So, how to understand that it is 
the creation of my mind? Here, the mind is to be taken as total mind (    ). Or it can also be understood that whatever is perceived need not be 
necessarily be the reality because even the space is perceived blue whereas in reality, space has no attributes like colour. Or though sun seems to be 
travelling around the globe, the reality is earth is rotating around the sun.  

  न          ज   ,         न                     ,          ज     ७१  
No being/object, whatsoever, is ever born nor is there any source for such a birth. This is the absolute Truth that nothing whatsoever is ever born. 
It has already been explained that the appearances of birth, death, etc. of beings/objects are possible only in the empirical plane like 
those beings appearing in the dream. But, at the absolute Truth standpoint, no beings/object is ever born as explained earlier (Karika 
III.48).  
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                 ,                       न        न   ,        न          ७२  
The perceived world of duality characterised by subject-object relationship is indeed an act of the mind (Consciousness). However, from the 
standpoint of absolute Reality, the mind (Consciousness) is never in contact with any object. Therefore, the mind (Consciousness) is said to be 
eternally untouched. 

The entire world of duality comprising of subject and object is indeed an act of mind (Consciousness). But, from the absolute 
standpoint, mind (Consciousness), the Self, is ever unattached to any object. Therefore, in the absence of the Self having any relation 
with anything, it is declared as ‗ न       ‘ as indicated in the scriptures – ‗for this infinite being is unattached‘ (Br.Up.IV.iii.15-16). 
The one which perceives objects outside of it alone can have relations with them. The all-pervading Self is objectless and hence is 
unrelated ever.  

  If it is said that „the mind (Consciousness) is free of attachment it being objectless, it is not correct, in view of the existence of objects in the form of 
teacher, scriptures and the disciplies?‟, is explained in Karikas 73 & 74. 

                ,       न न                   ,                 ७३  
That which exists on the strength of illusion does not exist in reality. That which is said to exist on the strength of views of other schools of thought 
also does not really exist. 

The existence of objects such as scriptures, etc., which is used as a means to realise the non-dual absolute Self and they have real 
existence, is only illusory due to ignorance. It has already been explained that duality ceases to exist after realisation of absolute Self 
(Karika I.18). Anything seemingly appearing on the strength of empirical view advanced by other schols of thoughts, when perceived 
from the absolute Reality, surealy does not exist. Therefore, it has been correctly said -  ‗the mind (Consciousness) is eternally 
untouched‘ (Karika III.72). 

   ज            ,       न न  ज           न   ,        ज           ७४  
The mind (Consciousness) is termed as Unborn (i.e.  ज ) only to negate the views of other schools of thought which imagine the birth of mind 
(Consciousness) due to ignorance. At the absolute standpoint, even usage of the term Unborn (i.e.  ज ) for the mind (Consciousness) has no 
meaning. 

If it is argued that – ‗If it is assumed that scriptural teaching, etc. are illusory, then the idea of birthlessness of the mind 
(Consciousness) is also illusory‘, then the answer is true. The idea that mind (Consciousness) is Unborn is only with respect of 
transactional reality just as the idea of scriptures, teacher, disciple, etc. The idea of mind (Consciousness) being Unborn is only to 
negate the views of other schools of thought which imagine the birth of mind (Consciousness) due to ignorance. Therefore, even the 
imagination that mind (Consciousness) is birthless does not pertain to absolute Reality. 

          न       ,        न                          ,  न न       न ज     ७५  

There is no duality but for the persistent belief in the reality of unreal. The one who realises the non-existence of duality is never born again as there 
is no cause for such a birth. 
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In absolute sense, all seeming objects are non-existent, but for the people who believe and insist on their reality, the plurality is real. 
Their existence is mere belief and the attachment and attachment is the cause for rebirth. The one who has realised the unreality of 
plurality is never born again as there is no cause for birth in the form of attachment to illusory plurality. 

      न          न  ,           न        न ज          ,         फ        ७६  
When the mind does not find superior or mediocre or inferior cause, it becomes free from birth. Because in the absence of a cause, there cannot be a 
result (effect).  

The superior cause comprises of virtuous duties, prescribed according to castes and stages of life, which when performed without 
attachment to results, enable one to attain the positions of gods, etc. The mediocre cause comprises of those activities mixed with 
irreligious practices, etc., performance of which leads to birth among humans, etc. The inferior causes are those with particular 
tendencies and irreligious practices, performance of which leads to birth among animals, etc. However, when one knows the reality 
of Self, which is one without a second and free from all imaginations, he will not perceive any causes – superior, mediocre or 
inferior, which are imaginations due to ignorance (like a wise man does not imagine dirt in the space, though a immature child does 
so), the mind (Consciousness) is not born again in any forms. Because, when the cause itself is absenct, no effect can be produced 
(like corn cannot be grown in the absence of their seeds). 

    न         ,    न                 ज          ,                 ७७  
The state of Knowledge of absolute Truth, which is ever unborn and free of relationship, is absolute and constant. Everything else too is equally 
unborn because the seeming plurality of the world is mere objectifiction of mind. 

What is the nature of the birthlessness of mind (Consciousness) is explained here. 

The cause for birth is actions performed – meritorius or otherwise. The birthlessness of mind (Consciousness) is arising out of the 
absence of cause, i.e. free of virtuous or vicious actions and this realisation of Truth is ever constant and under all circumstances and 
non-dual. Even before the attainment of this Knowledge, the idea of birth, etc. are mere objectification of mind. Therefore, the 
causelessness of the unborn non-dual Consciousness is ever the same and absolute and it is not like ‗sometime subject to birth and 
sometimes not‘. It is ever the same, changeless.  

           न            ,           न    न                     ,              ७८  
Having thus realised the absence of causality as the Self, the supreme Truth, when one sees no other reason or no other cause to manifest, one attains 
to that state of Liberation which is free from greif, desire and fear. 

Through the reasoning indicated earlier (i.e. all objects perceived are illusory like those observed in dream), one understands the 
absence of duality which is the cuase for rebirth, etc. and thus realises the non-causation of the supreme Truth. Also, he does not see 
anything else as the cause such virtue, vice, etc. which are the cause for birth of gods, human, etc.  Thus, having freed himself from 
all desires, he attains the supreme state of Liberation which is free from desire, grief, ignorance and fear. In other words, he 
transcends the realm of birth and death as he knows that he is neither the doer nor the enjoyer and hence not       . 
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          न      ,                                ,  न        न      ७९  
Arising out of one‟s attachment to the unreal objects, the mind runs after such sense objects. But, it comes back to its own pure nature when it 
becomes unattached to them, realising their unreality. 

‗       न   ‘ is the firm conviction that duality does exist even though it is non-existent. Because of this infatuation, which is delusion 
caused by ignorance, that mind (Consciousness) runs after objects depending upon respective desires. But, when one realises the 
unreality of all objects of duality, then he becomes indifferent to those objects and turns away his mind from the objects of his 
attachment. 

   न          ,  न                                 न   ,      ज      ८०  

The mind which is freed from its attachment to objects and maintained against the distractions of duality from fresh objects, attains its state of 
changeless purity, which is realised by the wise as undifferentiated, birthless and non-dual. 

When the mind (Consciousness) is withdrawn from the objects of duality and does not get attached to any objects, as no objects exist 
in reality, the mind attains to the state of immutability, which is the nature of supreme Reality. This state of realisation of mind is 
characterised by non-dual mass of homogeneous Consciousness, which is known only to the wise and is the ultimate Reality, which is 
supreme, non-differentiated, birthless and non-dual. 

[ Note: Understanding what Liberation is, as explained by those liberated ones like Bhagawan Shankaraachaaryaji or Gaudapaadaacharyaji by 
grasping the import of their teaching and then developing those understanding, will bring clarity to our Knowledge and leads to Liberation]. 

   ज  न      ,                                  ,                  ८१  
The Self which is free from birth and also from dream and sleep (i.e. gross, subtle and causal bodies) reveals Itself by Itself, as this Self, in its very 
nature, is ever luminous. 

The nature of the supreme Self, which is realised by the wise is explained again. 

It reveals Itself by Iself. It does not depend, for its revealation, on any external light such as sun, etc. Self-luminosity is its very nature, 
that being Its inherent characteristics. 

              न   ,                               ,          न   ८२  
On account of the mind constanly pursuing one object after the other, the Self, the Bliss, which is the nature of the supreme Self, is ever covered-up 
and misery comes to the front. Therefore, the Lord, the absolute Self, though ever-effulgent, is not easily realised. 

Why the supreme Reality described above is not grasped by the ordinary people is explained here. 

That Lord, the non-dual Self, is easily covered without any efforts, the moment one pursues objects because of his erroneous belief in 
the reality of dualistic objects, whatever it may be. Since the Self is so covered, it is very difficult to uncover it again, it being very rare 
and subtle to be understood/grasped even though it is described in different ways by the scriptures and teachers as indicated in the 
statement – ‗the teacher is wonderful and the receiver is wonderful‘ (Ka.Upa.I.ii.7). 
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      न     न     , न    न           न                 ,                 ८३  
People who are childish (i.e. non-discriminating ones) veil the Truth by asserting that the Self “exists,” “does not exist,” “exists and does not exist,” or 
“does not exist, does not exist,”, etc., which indicates their notions about Self of being changeable, un-changeable, both changeable & un-changeable 
or absolute negation of Self. 

When great philosophers themselves have erroneous notions about the nature of Self (   ), then what to talk of ideas of ignorant 
persons about the Self, is explained here, by giving the examples of four types of philosophers as under:  

न         Philosopher:          - There is an     other than the body but that     being doer-enjoyer, it is changing (    & 
  ). 
            Philosopher:     न    - There is no     other than flickering/momentary consciousness, but it is not-changing (Non-
changing because there is not enough time even to observe change in it and hence it is न    &    ). 
Jain Philosopher:         & न    only exists in the living beings, not anywhere else.     is as long as body is, when there is no 
body     is not. Therefore     is both -    - न    or   -   . 
              : Philosopher:     is न   -न   , i.e. everything ends hence complete negation of    . There it no     at all. 
Therefore, it is called न   - न    and     . 

Because of these four erroneous notions, the absolute    -      is covered. And they are childish people. Here, the only difference 
is that for the worldly people, the     is covered up with worldly thoughts while for philosophers, the     is covered up with 
philosophical thoughts, as they understood the Self. 

Note: The seven ways in which is     negated as per     -    or        -    of Jain Philosophy is as under:  

(1)                                       - May be it is 
(2)      न                                - May be it is not  
(3)         -न                       - May be it is, may be it is not 
(4)                                    - May be it is indescribable 
(5)         -                     - May be it is and it is indescribable 
(6)      न   -                     - May be it is not and it is indescribable 
(7)         -न   -            - May be it is, may be it is not and it is indescribable. 

               ,                          न        ,   न              ८४  
These are the four alternative theories regarding nature of    , due to one‟s attachment to which     ever remains covered by these. He who sees 
the     as untouched by any of these is indeed omniscient (he sees all). 
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What is the nature of    , by knowing which one is relieved of his stupidity and attaines Knowledge of Self is explained here. 

There are four alternative theories regarding the natuer of the Self, i.e. Self ―exists,‖ ―does not exist,‖ ―exists and does not exist,‖ or 
―does not exist, does not exist‖ as explained earlier. The     ever remains covered from those who talk of these theories due to 
their attachment to their respective theories. The wise person who knows    , due to his right understanding of Upanishadic 
teachings, as ever untouched by any of those theories, is the Seer or all, i.e. for him there is nothing else to be seen or understood. 

                    ,                  न             ,               ८५  

Having thus attained the non-dual state of    , which is without beginning, middle or end (i.e. creation-sustenance-dissolution) what else is there 
for him to desire or attain?  

Having attained the omniscience in its fullness and having attained the realisation of Self, which is without beginning, middle or end 
or the illusory notion of creation-sustenance-dissolution, he has nothing else to be desired or attained. Any effort is of no use to him 
as indicated in the statement – ‗he has nothing to achieve here either through activity or through inactivity‘ (Geeta Chapter III/18). 

            न       ,                                 ,              ज    ८६  
The realisation of Self itself is the humility natural to the     , which is called their natural tranquility. Control of senses, etc. comes quite naturally 
to them. Thus, the one who realises the Self, which is all-peace, himself attains and gets established in tranquility. 

The humility of     -s due to realisation of their identity with the absolute Self is quite natural. The tranquility of their mind is also 
quite natural as it is not produced of any artificial means. The     -s are ever all-peace and tranquility and hence they are considered 
to have controlled all sense organs from their extrovertedness. Absence of extrovertedness of sense organs again contributes to their 
nature of tranquility. Having realised the absolute Self which is of the nature of all-peace, wise man attains peace, who is 
characterised by the name     , who is totally identified with the Brahman, the Self.  

               ,                              ,                 ८७  
Vedanta recognises the empirical state of waking world where the plurality comprising of contacts with objects and ideas is experienced. It also 
recognises another subtle state (dream state), wherein the ideas (thoughts) come in contact with objects, which do not really exist. 

The objects that are experienced and coming in contact with these objects constitute the world of plurality common to all and it is 
referred to as ‗waking state‘. This state is recognised by the Scriptures as it involvs subject-object relationship and all activities 
including spiritual practices, etc. are possible in this state alone. The other state, in which there is no contact of objects with the 
external sense organs, but ideas/thoughts come in contact with the objects which are non-existent, is also recognised by Scriptures as 
the dream state, which is subtler compared to the gross waking state. Thus, though the objects experieinced in the waking state seem 
to be real, the objects experienced in dream state are mere ideas/thoughts of mind as viewed from waking state. So, the analyis of 
deep-sleep state which is beyond experience and experiences of waking & dream states indicate that everything is mind alone, i.e. 
Consciousness. 
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     न        ,                     न                 ,                     ८८  
Yet another state of Consciousness is admitted by the wise, which is free from contact with external objects as well as free from inner thought forms 
and is beyond all empirical experiences. The wise ever described the three, viz., the knowledge, the objects of knowledge and knowable, as the supreme 
Reality. 

The state which is free from subjct and object relationship, where one neither perceives any object nor possesses the idea of coming 
in contact with the such object, is called the highest state, which is beyond all experiences. This state is free from relationships and is 
the seed for future experiences and is known as deep-sleep state, which is also called the knowledge, which is realisation of the 
essence, viz., supreme Reality and the means for realisation. Thus, these three states (viz., waking, dream and deep-sleep) are objects 
of knowledge as other than these three, nothing else remain to be experienced. All the entities imagined erroneously by different 
schools of philosophy are included in these three states. The object of realisation is the supreme Reality, which is called the Fourth, 
i.e. the non-dual, birthless Reality, the Self.  

    न                ,                                 ,               ८९  
When the knowledge and the three-fold knowable are known one after the other in their respective sequence, such a knower who is possessed of the 
highest reason, spontaneously attains to the state of knowledge everywhere and in all things, in this very life. 

By Knowledge, one grasps significance of three states and Knowable means the three states that one should know. The first state 
consists of gross exerience (waking), then comes the subtle experience (dream) in which the first states merges. Thereafter is the deep-
sleep state in which is beyod all experiences and results in the absence of earlier two states, viz., waking and dream. By the knowledge 
of these three states, one after the other and consequently by negation of these three states, the Tureeya, which is non-dual, birthless 
and fearless is realised which is the supreme Reality. Thus, such a Knower of Self attains omniscience transcending all human 
experience and which is ever constant and remains undiminished, for the Knowledge of Self, once attained, remains ever after that. 
This is because the Knowledge of Knower of supreme Reality does not appear and disappear like in case of pluralists. 

               न,                                  ,               ९०  

The four things to be known are – the things to be rejected, that to be realised, that to be attained (by practice) and those to be made ineffective. 
From among these four, the three, excepting the one to be realised (i.e. supreme Reality), are only imaginations resulting from ignorance. 

Just as the existence of snake on a rope is illusory, the three states of waking, dream & dream are to be negated as illusory existence 
on the Self. The one to be known in this regard is the supreme Reality, free from four alternative theories (viz., it ―exists,‖ ―does not 
exist,‖ ―exists and does not exist,‖ or ―does not exist, does not exist‖). After renouncing the three-fold desires (viz., desire for children, 
wealth and higher worlds), the yogis should develop the virtues of wisdom, child-like innocence and silence. As means to attain Self-
Realisation, the yogis should be acquainted with four aspects, viz., the things to be rejected, that to be realised, that to be attained (by 
practice) and those to be made ineffective. However, even after Realisation, the above three out of four (excepting that to be realised) 
do not exist from the absolute Reality standpoint. 
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                ,           न            न    न न    ,         न    न ९१  
All the entities (ज  -s     :), by their very nature, are beginningless and unattached like space. There is no plurality in them in any way at any time. 

By those who long for Liberation, it should be known at the absolute standpoint that all the ज  -s (    :) are eternal and like space – 
subtle, free from all blemish and all-pervading. Though the plural form is used in the first line which may indicate plurality of ज  -s, 
the second line negates that possibility by stating that there is no plurality in them in any way at any time. 

                 ,              न                       ,                ९२  
All the souls are, by their very nature, illumined from the very beginning, and they are ever immutable in their characteristics. He, who rests with this 
knowledge, without seeking further knowledge, alone is competent to realise the supreme Truth. 

From the standpoint of supreme Reality, even the knowableness attributed to ज  -s (    :) is due to illusion of empirical experiences. 
They are illumined by their very nature from the very beginning, like the sun which is of the very nature of light ever. Just as sun does 
not need any light from itself or from other sources, the one who is the seeker of Liberation, does not need anything else to make 
this knowledge certain to himself or others and therefore rests in this knowledge which is devoid of any pluralities and hence is 
competent to attain the supreme Reality. 

           न      ,           न                         ,  ज                ९३  
All the ज  -s (    :) from the very beginning are all peace, unborn and absolutely free from their very nature and are characterised by sameness and 
non-different from one another. Therefore, the souls are nothing but unborn    , ever established in the sameness and purity. 

Therefore, since all the ज  -s (    :) are tranquil from the very beginning, ever peaceful, birthless and of the nature of eternal 
freedom, there is no special effort needed to make     peaceful. Further, all the souls (    :) are of the same nature and non-
separate from each other. They being     in essence, are ever pure, unborn and ever established in sameness and thus there is no 
such thing called attaining Liberation for them, as it is their very nature ever. For in case of a thing which is of the same nature ever, 
doing something to it is meaningless. 

                न   ,                        न             ,                     ९४  
Those who rely on separateness cannot realise the inherent purity of Self. Therefore, those who tread forever the path of plurality and talk of plurality 
remain in pitiable situation. 

Those who confine themselves to the world of plurality having multiplicity of objects ever remain pitiable. Because those who remain 
in plurality due to ignorance cannot attain perfection and hence their condition continues to be pitiable. 

   ज                   ,           न                       न  ,         न       ९५  

In the world, those who are firm in their conviction of the Self, which is unborn and ever the same, alone are said to be possessed of unsurpassable 
knowledge. But the ordinary men cannot grasp That (Reality). 
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The few ones, even if they happen to be women and others, if they are firm in their convinction about the nature of absolute Reality, 
which is unborn and undivided, are said to be possessed of supreme Knowledge and they alone know the essece of absolute Reality. 
This Knowledge cannot be absorbed by those who are of poor intellect because it is said in Smriti that ‗even the gods get puzzled in 
trying to trace the course of one who has identified with all beings and devoted to their welfare as he does not leave any track to 
follow‘. It is like the impossible task of  tracing the flight of the birds in the sky. 

   ज  ज        ,         न           न        न  ,        न          ९६  
The pure Consciousness, which is the essence of all the ज  -s (    :), admitted to be Itself unborn and unrelated to any of the external objects and 
hence it is proclaimed to be unconditioned, it being unattached to anything in anyway. 

It is held that Knowledge, which is inhering in the birthless, immutable the ज  -s (    :), is also unborn and immutable like the heat 
and the light belonging to sun. Thus, the knowledge which is unborn and unattached to anything else, is like space, the 
unconditioned or absolute. 

                  , ज    न                      न   ,                 ९७  
Since even the slightest idea of plurality in the Self, entertained by the ignorant ones, walls them off from their approach to the unconditioned, then 
what to talk of destruction of covering of Self of its real nature, by such people. 

If someone, due to ignorance, thinks that the ज  -s (    :) undergo any change subjectively or objectively, then they cannot be termed 
unattached and hence they will not be able to realise the unattached Self ever. Under such a situation, there cannot be any end of 
bondage for such people by destruction of covering about the Self in the form of ignorance of Self. 

               ,             न                      ,          न      ९८  
All the ज  -s (    :) are eternally free from bondage and pure by nature. They are ever illumined and liberated from the very beginning. Still the wise 
speak of them as capable of „knowing the Self‟. 

The contention that the nature of souls is covered by a veil, as it is stated earlier (Karika 97) that destruction of veil covering the real 
nature of Self is not possible, is negated here. 

The contention is not correct since ज  -s (    :) are never subject to any veil or bondage due to ignorance. They are ever free and 
there was never any bondage. They are ever pure by nature, illumined and free from the very beginning as they are of the nature of 
eternal purity, knowledge and freedom. The talk of souls attaining absolute Reality by those endowed with the power of 
discrimination is like statement ‗sun shines‘, though it is well known that the very nature of sun is constant effulgence or the 
statement ‗the hill stands‘, though the very nature of the hills is to remain motionless ever. 
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       न        ,   न             न                 न  , न     -    न         ९९  
The knowledge of the enlightened one, who is all-wisdom/all-pervading, is ever untouched by the objects. Similarly, all the ज  -s (    :) as well as 

Knowledge is ever untouched by the objects. This view was not expressed by Buddha. 

The Knowledge of enlightend one is ever unrelated to objects or other ज  -s (    :) but is centred in     like the sun and its light. 

The enlightened deserves to be worshipped at body level and is considered a good teacher at mind level. All souls (    :) are 

unattached as the space and ever un-related to anything else. In other words, the space-like, all-pervading Knowledge of the wise does 

not relate to itself or any other object.  

This is also the essence of all ज  -s (    :), as their essence is the essence of the absolute Self, which, like space, is immutable, 

changeless, partless, eternal, one-without-a-second, unattached, incomprehensible, unthinkable and beyond hunger, thirst, etc. This 

Knowledge about the non-dual absolute Reality characterised by the absence of ‗perceiver‘, ‗perception‘ and ‗perceived‘ is not the 

same as that declared by Lord Buddha. Lord Buddha‘s approach nearly implies the non-dualism through his negation of outer 

objects and his view that everything is mere Consciousness. But, this Vedantic understanding of non-duality of absolute Reality is 

known only from Upanishads. 

                ,  ज                            न न   , न              १००  

Having attained the Knowledge of supreme Reality, which is extremely difficult to be grasped, which is profound, birthless, ever-unchanging, holy and 

free from plurality, we make our obeisance to It to the best of our ability. 

The teaching is now completed. This salutation is intended to glorify the Knowledge of supreme Reality as was done in the first two 

Karikas of this Chapter. It is difficult to comprehend the absolute Reality discussed earlier, as it is not related to any of the four 

alternative theories, viz., it ―exists,‖ ―does not exist,‖ ―exists and does not exist,‖ or ―does not exist, does not exist‖. It is profound, i.e. 

very deep like a great ocean. People lacking discrimination cannot comprehend It. It is birthless, changeless ever and all-wisdom/all-

pervading. Having attained this Knowledge, which is free from multiplicity and having becoming one with It, we salute It. Though 

this absolute Reality is beyond all relative treatment such as salutation, etc., viewing It from the relative standpoint, we adore it to the 

best of our abilities. This is intended to identify ourselves with this eternal nature of absolute Reality by completely detaching 

ourselves from body, mind, intellect, etc. 
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  The following three verses are the concluding salutations by Bhagawan        to the absolute Reality -Brahman, to 
his great-Guru Gaudapaadacharyaji and his Guru Govind Paadachaaryaji, respectively: 

 

 ज    ज न                   ,                         न                               न   ,            
            १  
I bow down to That Brahman which is revealed by the Upanishads as my own Self and which is the destroyer of all 
fear of those take shelter under It; which though unborn, appears to be associated with birth, etc. through Its own 
power; which though ever at rest, appears to be moving; and which, though non-dual, appears to have assumed 
multifarious forms to those whose vision is deluded by the perception of endless objects and their attributes. 

                  ज  न     न         ,                   जनन               
                                     ,                                  न        २  

I prostrate to the feet of that great Teacher (my great-Guru), the most adored among the adorable, who, out of sheer 
compassion for the beings drowned in the deep ocean of the world infested with the terrible sharks of incessant births, 
deaths, etc.; rescued this nectar for the benefit of all, difficult to be obtainable even by the gods, from the innermost 
depths of the ocean of the Vedas by churning it with the chuning rod of his illumined vision. 

                                  ,                   जन        न        
           न           न              ,          न          न            न      ३  
I make the obeisance with my whole being to those holy feet of my great teacher, the dispeller  of the fear of this 
chain of births, deaths, etc., who, through the light of his illumined reason, destroyed the darkness of delusion 
enveloping my mind; who destroyed forever my notions of appearance and disappearance in this terrible ocean of 
innumerable births and deaths; and who makes all others also who take shelter at his feet, attain to the unfailing 
knowledge of Scriptures, peace and the state of perfect non-differentiation. 
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Upanishad Invocations (शारि ऩा   ) 
[ Shanti Mantra is the Prayer to God seeking peace in studies, transactions and life in general. It is not a desire but seeking  

His help in attaining Self-Knowledge for Liberation, by being in constant awareness of His gracious presence everywhere, all the time. ] 

RIG-VEDA - Upanishad शारि ऩाठ: 
ॐ वाङ्म ेभनरस प्ररतरष्ठता भनो भ ेवारच प्ररतरष्ठतभ ् ।आरवयावीभ ा एरध ।वदेस्य भ  आ   : ।           भा प्रहासी्। अननेाधीतनेाहोया  न     दधारभ।  

ऋत   वरदष्यारभ। सत्य   वरदष्यारभ। तन्माभवत  । तद्विायभवत । अवत  भाभ।्अवत   विायभवत  विाय  ॥ ॐ शारिि॒ शारिि॒ शारिि॑ ॥ 
ॐ is the prayer to God to to get tuned up with God to have peace in studies, transactions and life in general to attain the Goal. In short, it is seeking “May I study Upanishad 
without obstacles” & “May I attain ब्रह्म-रवद्या (Self Knowledge) ‟‟. 

वाङ ्भ ेभनरस प्ररतरष्ठता, भनो भ ेवारच प्ररतरष्ठतभ ् आरवयावीभ ा एरध।  
May my speech abide in my mind. May my mind abide in speech. In other words, may my mind and speech are well-coordinated so that I would be able to speak 
what I think and also will be able to reflect on what I speak. May the Brahman reveal to me.  

वदेस्य भ आणीस्थ्, श्र त  भ ेभा प्रहासी्। 
O, mind and speech, may you together enable me to grasp the Truth that Vedas teach, i.e. may essence of Vedas come to me in the form of words. May all that I 
have listened (श्रवणभ ्, ctc.) not leave me, but remain with me ever. 

अनने अधीतने अहोयारत्रन्सन्दधारभ। 
May I continuously (day & night) dwell on whatever I have heard/learnt, i.e. may I be blessed with the ability to nurture what has been revealed to me.  

ऋत  वरदष्यारभ।सत्य  वरदष्यारभ।  
I shall think Truth and I shall speak only that which is Truth which is taught to me by Vedas and which has been grasped and assimilated in my intellect. In other 
words, what I learnt from Vedas (Rishis) and that in my day-to-day life through sense perceptions (i.e. in scriptural level and transactional level) is Truth, which I 
shall live by.  

तन्माभवत  ।तद्विायभवत  ।अवत   भाभ ् अवत   विायभ ् अवत  विायभ॥् 
May that Truth (Brahman) protect me at body, mind & intellectual levels, both as listener and speaker. May my teacher be protected and I continue to get 
knowledge from the teacher. May that Truth protect me. May that protect my teacher. May that protect my teacher. In other words, may I be inspired to learn and 
the teacher inspired to teach, arising of right thought at the right time and at the right place. Also, may I not have the four defects pertaining to individual (ऩौरुषमे्), 
viz.,  भ्रभ, प्रभाद, रवप्रररप्सा & कयण-अऩाटव. 

ॐ शारि् शारि् शारि् 
The Chanting of शारि् three times is intended to ward off troubles that occur on the path, arising  from 3 quarters, viz.,  (i) आरधदरैवक, i.e. issues related to external 
world, but due to unknown reasons & divine intervention is involved (like Lightening, etc.); (ii) आरधबौरतक, i.e. issues related to external world due to known 
causes, where divine intervention is not involved; and (iii) आध्यारत्मक, i.e. related to subjective issues – psychological/emotional/Vaasanaa, etc. (like lack of 
interest/faith, etc.). 
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SHUKLA YAJUR-VEDA - Upanishad शारि ऩाठ: 
  

ॐ ऩणू ाभद् ऩणू ारभद  ऩणूा ािणू ाभ  दच्यत।े ऩणू ास्य ऩणू ाभादाम ऩणू ाभवेावरशष्यत॥े  ॐ शारि् शारि् शारि्॥ 
ऩणू ाभद्  That is complete (Infinite);  
ऩणू ारभद :   This is complete (Infinite) 
ऩणूा ािणू ाभ  दच्यत े From that Poorna, this Poorna arises. 
ऩणू ास्य ऩणू ाभादाम ऩणू ाभवेावरशष्यत े Of this poorna, if Infinitude is taken away, what remains is that Poornam alone. 

Meaning in detail: 

ऩणू ाभद् ऩणू ारभद  is तत ् ऩद रक्ष्याथ ा and ऩणू ारभद  is त्वभ ् ऩद रक्ष्याथ ा.  
ऩणूा ािणू ाभ  दच्यत े From that paramaatma arises this Aatma (Like the Snake arises from the Rope, negating snake, what exists is Rope alone). 

There is no cause-effect relationship as far as lakshyartha is concerned. It will be only in respect of vaachyaartha between Ishwara & 
Jagat and Ishwara & Jeeva (i.e. only in respect of conditioned forms). That is, from that (conditioned) Infinite Ishwara (Hiranyagarbha) 
comes this (conditioned) Infinite Jeeva-Jagat. 

ऩणू ास्य ऩणू ाभादाम From that Infinite (cause infinitude), when this infinite world (effect) is removed, what remains is that Infinite alone.  
ऩणू ाभवेावरशष्यत े From that Infinite comes this Infinite world, which is due to ignorance. Ignorance because, that infinite cannot be cause. In essence,  
     what it means is that there cannot be any effect (though the world is seen as a different from that Infinite) and what exists is that  
   Infinite alone,which I am. The wise one, on attaining Knowledge & understanding the reality, dissolves his finitude (associated with  
     body, mind, name & fame, success & failure, etc.) and identifies with that Infinite. Thus, what remains is the Infinite alone that I am 
       (like understanding the unreality of Snake, what remains is Rope alone, Snake never existed). 

ऩणू ाभद् ऩणू ारभद   is रसिाि i.e. तत ् ऩद रक्ष्याथ ा & त्वभ ् ऩद रक्ष्याथ ा  are one, the Infinite.  

ऩणूा ािणू ाभ  दच्यत े is the हते   - Brahman with the conditioning of Cause produces Brahman with the conditioning of Effect, thus brining cause-effect 
relationship. My Saadhanaa is to dissolve the finitude जीवात्मा. The Saadhanaa leads to result (परभ ्), i.e. the understanding that I am 
Infinitude Brahman alone. 

ॐ शारि् शारि् शारि् 
The Chanting of शारि् three times is intended to ward off troubles that occur on the path arising  from 3 quarters, viz.,  (i) आरधदरैवक, i.e. issues related to external 
world, but due to unknown reasons & divine intervention is involved (like Lightening, etc.); (ii) आरधबौरतक, i.e. issues related to external world due to known 
causes, where divine intervention is not involved; and (iii) आध्यारत्मक, i.e. related to subjective issues – psychological/emotional/Vaasanaa, etc. (like lack of 
interest/faith, etc.). 
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KRISHNA YAJUR-VEDA - Upanishad शारि ऩाठ: (1) 
ॐ श  नोि॑ रभि॒त्र-श्श  वरुि॑ ण्।  श  नोि॑ बवत्वमाि॒भा। श  नि॒ इन्द्रोि॒ फहृि॒स्परति॑ । श  नोि॒ रवर्ष् ि॑-रुरुक्रि॒भ्। नभोि॒ ब्रह्मि॑ण।े नभि॑स्त ेवामो। त्वभेि॒व प्रि॒त्यऺ ि॒  ब्रह्माि॑रस। 

 त्वाभेि॒व प्रत्यऺ  ब्रह्मि॑ वरदष्यारभ। ऋि॒ त  वि॑रदष्यारभ। सि॒त्य  वि॑रदष्यारभ। तन्माभि॑वत  । तद्वि॒िायि॑भवत  । अवि॑त   भाभ।् अवि॑त   वि॒िायभ।् ॐ शारिि॒ शारिि॒ शारिि॑ ॥ 
[ This peace chanting (शारि ऩाठ:) is sung by the teacher and the taught together praying in devotion to the recognised Vaidika gods,   

who were representatives of one divine cosmic power. At that time, the one cosmic power was worshipped through its  
various representations such as Mita, Varuna, Aryamma and so on, with delegation of one or the other power 

 such as energy, light, sight, strength, intelligence, knowledge, etc. to them by that one cosmic power. ] 

The word-to-word meaning of the शारि ऩाठ: is as under: 

ॐ शभ ् न् रभत्र् शभ ् 
वरुण्।   

May Mitra be propitious to us. May Varuna bless us.  Mitra is the Shining One or the Sun, the Intelligence, the Self identifying 
with day and activities of प्राण or upward current of life-breath. Varuna is the Intelligence concerned with night and अऩान or 
downward current of life-breath.  

शभ ् न् बवत   अमाभा। May the blessings of Aryamaa be with us, who is identified with the eye and the sun. 
शभ ् न् इन्द्र् फहृस्परत्।  May the Grace of Indra and Brihaspati be with us. Indra indentified with strength and Brihaspati with speech and intellect. 
शभ ् न् रवर्ष् ्  उरुक्रभ्। May Vishnu, the all-pervading (wide-striding), be propitious to us, who is identified with feet being controller of all movements. 
 Thus, the invoking of the above Gods is intended to seek their blessings for healthy  प्राण & अऩान, efficient eye-sight, able 

hands, wise-speech and healthy limbs so as to remain fit for accomplishing the task of attaining divinity transcending the 
current gross state. 

नभ् ब्रह्मण।े नभ् त ेवाम  ।  Salutations to Brahman, the infinite supreme Truth. Salutation to Thee, O Vayu (Pratyag Brahman), the expression of life in and 
through variety of instruments forming the universe.  

त्वभ ् एव प्रत्यऺभ ् ब्रह्मारस।  
त्वाभ ् एव प्रत्यऺभ ् ब्रह्म 
वरदष्यारभ।ऋतभ ् 
वरदष्यारभ। सत्यभ ् 
वरदष्यारभ।  

You alone I shall consider as the visible Brahman as you are direct, being close and not invisible. 
You are indeed Brahman perceptible. Because Brahman, manifested through the conditioning or medium of Vayu, is perceptible 
to the senses. ऋतभ ् i.e. Truth is that which is well-determined in the intellect in the light of scriptures as per one‘s duties and I 
shall declare you alone as that Truth since that is under your control. सत्यभ ् i.e. Truthfulness is that which is practiced by speech 
and body activity, which again is under your control and I shall call you alone as Truthfulness. 

तत ् भाभ ् अवत  । तत ् 
विायभ ् अवत  । 

May That protect me. May that protect the teacher (speaker). Please protect me. Please protect the teacher. 

अवत   भाभ।् अवत   विायभ।् May the perceptible Brahman who will be spoken of protect both myself, the student and the teacher, by granting to us 
respectively the power to grasp wisdom and the power to impart wisdom. 

ॐ शारि् शारि् 
शारि्॥ 

The Chanting of शारि् three times is intended to ward off troubles that occur on the path arising  from 3 quarters, viz.,  (i) 
आरधदरैवक, i.e. issues related to external world, but due to unknown reasons & divine intervention is involved (like Lightening, 
etc.); (ii) आरधबौरतक, i.e. issues related to external world due to known causes, where divine intervention is not involved; and (iii) 
आध्यारत्मक, i.e. related to subjective issues – psychological/emotional/Vaasanaa, etc. (like lack of interest/faith, etc.). 
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KRISHNA YAJUR-VEDA - Upanishad शारि ऩाठ: (2) 

ॐ सह नाववत  । सह नौ ब  नि । सहवीमं कयवावह।ै तजेरस्व नावधीतभस्त । भा रवरद्वशावह॥ै ॐ शारि्। शारि्। शारि्॥ 
May this teaching protect us both; May he bless us with bliss of Knowledge; May we exert together to learn.  

Let what we study be invigorating; May we not hate (quarrel with) each other. Om Peace! Peace! Peace!! 
[ This शारि ऩाठ: of Krishna Yajur Veda indicates the idea of the team spirit required and  

adopted by the teacher and the taught to make the combined effort useful and purposeful. ] 
Unlike any objective study of the world, this subjective study of Upanishads to attain Self-Knowledge requires special efforts under unique 
environment - an environment which is peaceful without any disturbances of wasteful arguments/counter-arguments, dislike or hatred for each other, 
judgemental about each other. Instead, there should be harmonious association amongst all so that the teaching and receiving of the Knowledge 
becomes easy, by the best efforts from both the sides. Any misunderstanding between the teacher and the taught is likely to result in 
misunderstanding or non-grasping of वदेाि श्रवणभ ्, which is the means for अऩयोऺ ऻान (Immediate Knowledge).   

The word-to-word meanings are as under: 

सह नाववत  । My this teaching protect us by revealing the clear Knowledge (unobstructed flow of Knowledge) as it is, without any colouring 
of ours and without याग-द्वषे (likes & dislikes). 

सह नौ ब  नि ।   May He protect us by the result of knowledge.  

सह वीम ाभ ् कयवावह।ै May That God alone protect us and give us the strength & vigour to sustain and complete the study together and May I be able 
to understand the teaching fully & correctly – the words, sentence, meaning, grammar – and remember the learning. 

तजेरस्व नौ अधीतभस्त । Both being bright, may the study go well and remain bright in me to recollect it in proper way (Good reception, retention & 
recollection of Knowledge). In other words, may the Knowledge be so bright & deep in me so that it is ready available, i.e. I 
remain in abidance of the Knowledge, to keep reminding me what I really am, the Self. 

भा रवरद्वशावह।ै May I not hate/misunderstand the teacher and may the teacher not hate/misunderstand me nor there be any hatred/ 
misunderstanding amongst the students. In essence, it is to indicate the necessity of having a sense of Oneness amongst the 
Teacher and the Taught throughout, as the main goal of studies is seeing Oneness everywhere and in everything.  
  

ॐ शारि् शारि् शारि् The Chanting of शारि् three times is intended to ward off troubles that occur on the path arising  from 3 quarters, viz.,  (i) आरधदरैवक, i.e. 
issues related to external world, but due to unknown reasons & divine intervention is involved (like Lightening, etc.); (ii) आरधबौरतक, i.e. 
issues related to external world due to known causes, where divine intervention is not involved; and (iii) आध्यारत्मक, i.e. related to 
subjective issues – psychological/emotional/Vaasanaa, etc. (like lack of interest/faith, etc.). 
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SAMA-VEDA - Upanishad शारि ऩाठ: 
 

ॐ आप्यामि  भभाङ्गारन वाक्प्राण     श्रोत्रभथो फररभरन्द्रमारण च सवा ारण। सवं ब्रह्मौऩरनषद  भाह  ब्रह्म रनयाक मां भा भा ब्रह्म रनयाकयोत ्  
अरनयाकयणभस्त्वरनयाकयण  भ ेअस्त । तदात्मरन रनयत ेम उऩरनषत्स  धभा ा्  त ेभरम सि  त ेभरम सि ॥ ॐ शारि् शारि् शारि्॥ 

ॐ - means praying for auspicious beginning. 

आप्यामि  भभाङ्गारन सवा ारण - वाक्प्राणश्च्कऺ ्  श्रोत्रभथो च फररभरन्द्रमारण - 
May all my limbs be healthy, strong and well-nourished: 

 Speech: May I know what to speak, when to speak and how much to speak and also speak the truth but in sweet words. 
 प्राण: Efficient physiological functioning. 
 Eyes: See good everywhere. Good eye-sight to read scriptures tirelessly. 
 Ears: Good condition of ears for श्रवणभ ् properly & regularly. 

May all my Organs of Perception too be healthy: 
 May I have spiritual stamina to continue with my pursuit. 
 May I not get tired of pursing this path. 
 May my spiritual stamina improve with every साधन, keeping me away from disturbing things/situations. 

In short, may I be blessed with physical, mental and spiritual stamina through साधन चत टम सम्परि, as a week person cannot get the Brahman.  

सवं ब्रह्मौऩरनषद    I have heard that everything is Brahman which is revealed in the Upanishads. I want to know it. 
भाह  ब्रह्म रनयाक मां  May I not deny Brahman. 
भा भा ब्रह्म रनयाकयोत ्  May I not be denied by the Brahman. If I am given the opportunity to study, may it not be taken away,  
    i.e., may I complete the journey and attain the Brahman. 
अरनयाकयणभस्त्वरनयाकयण  भ ेअस्त   May there be no rejection from Brahman nor I reject Brahman. 
तदात्मरन रनयत ेम उऩरनषत्स  धभा ा्  त ेभरम सि  त ेभरम सि   Those virtues/qualities indicated in the Upanishads (i.e. रववके - वयैाग्म - षट-्सम्परि -  
        भ  भ  ऺ  त्वभ ्) be bestowed on me as I am engaged in the pursuit of Brahman. 

ॐ शारि् शारि् शारि् 
The Chanting of शारि् three times is intended to ward off troubles that occur on the path arising  from 3 quarters, viz.,  (i) आरधदरैवक, i.e. issues related to external 
world, but due to unknown reasons & divine intervention is involved (like Lightening, etc.); (ii) आरधबौरतक, i.e. issues related to external world due to known 
causes, where divine intervention is not involved; and (iii) आध्यारत्मक, i.e. related to subjective issues – psychological/emotional/Vaasanaa, etc. (like lack of 
interest/faith, etc.). 
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ATHARVANA-VEDA - Upanishad शारि ऩाठ: 
ॐ     कणरेब: शृण  माभ दवेा्।     ऩश्मभेाऺरबम ाजत्रा्। रस्थययै    ट वा सस्तनरूब:|  शभे दवेरहत  मदाम  ॥  
स्वरस्त न इन्द्रो विृश्रवा्| स्वरस्त न: ऩषूा रवश्ववदेा्।स्वारस्त नस्ताक्ष्यॊ नरेभ्। स्वरस्त नो फहृस्परतदाधात  :॥  

ॐ शारि् शारि् शारि्॥ 
॥ॐ॥ - means praying for auspicious beginning. 
Oh God, please listen to our prayers and  keep our mind fully available, enabling us to improve our ‗साधन चत टम स ऩरि‘ during ‗श्रवणभ ्‘ and then 

maintain it for longer periods. The specific seeking is intended to make the prayer intense & not casual. The seeking does not pertain to any worldly 

desires, but the qualifications and wisdom to continue on the spiritual path. This seeking is also in fact acknowledging and expressing gratefulness for 

the grace already received from Gods. 
 
दवेा् कणरेब बन्द्र  शृण माभ  
Oh Gods! May we hear by ears what is auspicious only (not gossip or unwanted conversation). It means  शृवणभ ् and not reading, i.e. great ability to hear 

from all ears ( or speak too, as by my speaking, I hear too, even if others do not listen).  

अऺरब्बन्द्र  ऩश्मभे मजत्रा् 
May we see by eyes what is auspicious alone. Grant us the insight/vision to see auspiciousness in all and everywhere, so that the sense of otherness 

reduces in us gradually. 

अ ग ै्   रस्थयै्  त  ट वाग  स् तनरूब् व्यशभे दवेरहतभ ् मत ् आम ्   
May we have firm limbs and body and enough life-span for the work of Gods (i.e. contentment and ability to worship/glorify Gods). Also, it means, 

may we have not any complaints as regards our limbs, body and lifespan granted by Gods, which are as per my merits alone, without blaming anyone 

anytime anywhere and perform the God's work silently and happily. Grant us the ability to connect and not pinpoint at others for their mistakes, as 

such an approach would be endless and fruitless. Wrong thinking leads to wrong action which leads to wrong results, leading to sorrow/grief. Also, 

grant us to have the wisdom to see Glory in Gods as also in other people. 
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न् इन्द्रो विृश्रवा् स्वरस्त दधात  ्  
May we be granted with the blessings from lord Indra, who is the ancient & famous everywhere and being deity of hands, may he give us wisdom & 
strength to do good things. In other words, may all be well with us – may we think correctly so that we do correct things which leads to happiness-
prosperity and to the company of good people.  

न् ऩषूा रवश्ववदेा् स्वरस्त दधात  ्  
May we-our thinking/intelligence be enlightened by the Sun (the deity of Intellect – Illuminator of all, even those that illuminate because of his light) 
and give us good health. 

न् ताक्ष्यॊ अरयश्टनरेभ् स्वरस्त दधात  ्  
May we be saved from all inauspiciousness and blessed with solutions for all problems/issues by the god of swift motion ( Vaayu or Garuda, 
considered as Vedas & who is the vehicle of Lord Vishnu) by removing all obstcles.  

न् फहृस्परत स्वरस्त दधात  ्  
May we be blessed by this Guru of Gods with peaceful mind, power, health, intelligence, and the right Knowledge. 

स्वरस्त (स   अरस्त : Well-being)  
Means स  भरत / श बगरत / स  खनाना : which leads to happiness or श्रिा, meaning doubtless, firm belief/faith to pursue the right path. 

 
ॐ शारि् शारि् शारि् 
The Chanting of शारि् three times is intended to ward off troubles that occur on the path arising  from 3 quarters, viz.,  (i) आरधदरैवक, i.e. issues 

related to external world, but due to unknown reasons & divine intervention is involved (like Lightening, etc.); (ii) आरधबौरतक, i.e. issues related to 

external world due to known causes, where divine intervention is not involved; and (iii) आध्यारत्मक, i.e. related to subjective issues – 

psychological/emotional/Vaasanaa, etc. (like lack of interest/faith, etc.). 

   


